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Book 5: Venom
Turaga Nuju walked alone down a winding, rocky pathway that led to the sea. He had no doubt he would find Vakama on the beach, gazing out at the horizon. For a Turaga of Fire, Vakama spent an awful lot of time by the water.

Nuju felt uncomfortable. Ordinarily, he never ventured forth without Matoro, his assistant and translator, by his side. In the centuries since Nuju had abandoned use of the Matoran language, Matoro’s full-time job had been rendering the Turaga’s speech understandable to others. The Matoran had been present for even the most confidential councils of the Turaga. He had heard things that must have shocked him. But he never repeated a word of what he had heard to anyone.

Matoro’s sense of duty to his Turaga was so strong that he never even asked why Nuju was going somewhere without him. Perhaps he realized it was not intended as any insult, but was rather an act of mercy on Nuju’s part.

He carries a heavy burden, thought the Turaga. To know so many secrets and be forbidden to share them with his friends, even when that knowledge might benefit them. In that way, Matoro has the strength of a Toa. I will not add to his burden today.

Nuju came over a rise and saw Vakama standing at the edge of the sea. For the last several days, the elder of the village of Fire had been sharing tales of the past with the Toa Nuva. He had related how six Matoran were mysteriously turned into heroes, the Toa Metru, and fought to save their city of Metru Nui. When the city was badly damaged and its population cast into an endless sleep by the actions of the evil Makuta, the Toa Metru had escaped with a small number of Matoran and made it to this island.

But the Toa Nuva were not satisfied with what they had learned. They wanted to know how the rest of the Matoran escaped Metru Nui. And Vakama was preparing to tell them.

Up to now, I have been content to let him share his tales, thought Nuju. But he is about to go too far.

The Turaga of Ice stalked across the sand, whistling and chirping angrily. Vakama turned, surprised, and held out his hands.

“Slow down,” he said. “You know I can’t understand you when you shout.”

Nuju made a series of violent slashing motions in the air, followed by a short burst of whistles. When he was finished, he glared at Vakama as if daring him to disagree.

“I know it is probably not wise,” the Turaga of Fire answered. “I am on the verge of sharing stories of a time we would all rather forget, myself most of all. But wisdom and necessity often do not walk side by side.”

Nuju chirped loudly five times in rapid succession. To anyone else, it would have sounded like the language of the birds in the trees of Le-Wahi. But Vakama knew the tone was one of frustration about to boil over.

“No one says you and the other Turaga must sit in council while I tell our story,” he said. “But you may be called upon to explain your absence someday.”
The Turaga of Ice picked up a rock and hurled it with all his might into the water. Then he walked away, eyes on the ground, as if wrestling with an enormously difficult decision.

When he turned back, Nuju looked directly into Vakama’s eyes. And for the first time that Vakama could remember in many, many years, Nuju spoke a Matoran word. It was a mere three syllables, but it was a terrible sound, a word not uttered by any Turaga in over a thousand years.

“Hordika.”

Vakama’s reply was a whisper. “Yes. If I must… the Toa Nuva will learn the truth about the Hordika.”

Nuju shook his head and walked away. Vakama was left behind to wonder if their friendship had just come to an end.

The Toa Nuva waited impatiently around the Amaja circle for Vakama to arrive. At the Turaga’s request, the only Matoran present were Matoro, who translated Nuju’s clicks and whistles into speech, and Hahli, in her role as the new Chronicler. Takanuva, Toa of Light, sat next to Hahli, looking uncomfortable. Not having been a Toa for very long, he still felt strange about being part of these councils.

Pohatu Nuva, Toa of Stone, noted that his Turaga was absent. He couldn’t imagine why Onewa would not have wanted to be here, or why Turaga Nuju sat apart from the other elders. But it seemed that ever since Vakama had promised to share at least one more tale, there had been a great strain among the Turaga. It filled Pohatu’s heart with apprehension. What were they about to hear?

Vakama stepped out of the shadows to take his seat. Yet, to Pohatu’s eyes, it seemed he did not leave the darkness completely behind. His mood was grim. He nodded to Tahu Nuva, but never once looked at the other Turaga.

“Hear, then, my tale,” he began softly. “When the Toa Metru first beheld the island we now call Mata Nui, it was like nothing we had ever seen before. Peaceful, beautiful, bathed in sunlight, we could not have hoped for a more wonderful home.

“But even as we explored, we knew that duty would soon require us to leave this place behind…”"
Toa Matau had a secret, one he had not even wanted to admit to himself. It was a dark and shameful fact, something he hoped none of the other Toa Metru would ever learn: He had gotten lost.

For a native of Le-Metru, transport hub of Metru Nui, to lose his way was completely humiliating. A Le-Matoran could track a chute from one end of the city to the other, or keep an airship on course just by spotting landmarks far below. And now here was the Toa Metru of Air, already wandering and confused after only a day in this new land!

It had started out simply enough. Each of the Toa Metru had gone in a different direction, looking for the best place to eventually settle their metru’s Matoran. Only Nokama had remained behind, content that their original landing spot was the best place for a new Ga-Metru. Matau had made immediately for a lush, green part of the island. To him, it seemed to most resemble the controlled chaos that was Le-Metru.

As it turned out, “chaos” was accurate, “controlled” was not. The ground was soft and clung to his feet, making walking a chore. The ceiling of branches was so thick that he could not fly through it. Worse, it cut off the sunlight, making the journey akin to wandering through an Onu-Metru mine.

Then Matau saw reason to smile. He spotted what looked like a long, green cable with a red stripe down the side, similar to the ones that fed magnetic force into Metru Nui chutes. Any native of Le-Metru knew that following a cable would eventually lead to a control center. So Matau kept his eye on the cable as it snaked through the tangle overhead, traveling deeper and deeper into the heart of the jungle. Confident that this clue would lead somewhere worthwhile, the Toa paid little attention to where he was going or how far he had walked.

After a few hours, he reached the end of the cable. But the discovery he made was an unpleasant one: It wasn’t a Metru Nui force wire, it was a vine. It didn’t lead to chute controls or anything like that, but just to more trees. Now here he stood, lost in a dense jungle and unsure what would be worse, roaming around with no idea how to get out or having to shout for help.

This is not Metru Nui. It will never be Metru Nui, he said to himself. I had better start remembering that.

Nuju stood at the summit of a huge mountain, looking out over a snow-covered land. He had been intrigued to discover that the peak was not made of crystal, like the Knowledge Towers back home, but was rather rock covered with ice.

He triggered the telescopic lens built into his Mask of Power to take a closer look at his surroundings. He was at a loss to explain the varied terrains and climates present on this island. It was almost as if the island had evolved with the needs of the Matoran in mind.

Down below, he spotted a snowfield protected from the worst of the elements by an overhanging glacier. This, he decided, would be the perfect spot for a new Ko-Metru. Although, since it will be more a village than a part of a larger city, he noted, perhaps Ko-Koro would be a more accurate name.

Satisfied, he began the long trek down the side of the mountain. As he did, he remembered the words of the Ko-Matoran sage who had first recruited him for work in the Knowledge Towers. Nuju had
been wondering how long it might take him to become a seer, a position of great importance in Ko-Metru. His mentor had simply smiled.

“You are mistaken, Nuju,” he had said. “All of life is a journey, and the journey is not about how high you climb or how far you walk. It is about what you learn on the way, and how you choose to use that knowledge. Use it to help others, and the glory of Mata Nui will live inside you. Use it only for yourself, and though you may walk among us, you will have no more spirit than a block of protodermis.”

My journey has certainly taken some unexpected turns, thought Nuju. And none quite so overwhelming as this, having to build a civilization from a wilderness. But the words of my mentor will be my guide. And if I should forget them, this peak will serve to remind me.

Nuju turned and looked back up at the summit. “In the memory of a friend, who now sleeps the sleep of shadows,” he said to the mountain, “I give to you his name. From this day on, you will be Mount Ihu.”

Vakama moved carefully across a sea of molten protodermis. His eyes scanned the landscape with a very particular goal in mind, one that went far beyond simply the best spot for a new settlement.

He paused on a rocky ledge and pondered. He and Onewa had discussed at length what life might be like on this island in the years to come. Neither Toa Metru believed they had seen the last of Makuta. Even if they succeeded in bringing the Matoran from Metru Nui to this place, and somehow awakening them, they might still never know peace. If Makuta escaped the prison they had created for him, he would not stop his efforts to dominate the Matoran.

That was why, when Vakama looked around, he did not see simply rock and fire. He saw points of vulnerability that would need to be better protected, perhaps by walls or a moat of some sort. He noted spots that could be easily defended, even by only a few well-trained Matoran. By combining the natural terrain with the ingenuity of Ta-Matoran, Vakama was sure he could create much more than a village.

This will be a fortress, he told himself, one whose gates will never be breached. The Matoran will learn how to do the job of the Vahki, defending their homes against any threat.

Even as he thought those words, pain ripped through his mind. It was another of his visions of the future. They had plagued him all his life, but had grown worse since he became a Toa Metru. This time, it produced not so much a visual image as a feeling, as if he were being drained of all energy. It passed quickly, but not before he realized exactly what it was he was experiencing: the loss of his Toa power.

Even after so long, Vakama was unsure just how accurate his visions might be. But if this one was true – if, somehow, he and possibly the other Toa Metru were going to cease to be Toa – then something would have to be done to insure the safety of the Matoran.

But it will not be easy, he knew. And it will not be something I can do alone.

He fitted his disk launcher on his back and mentally triggered its rocket pack function. Then Vakama soared into the sky and headed for the rendezvous point, wondering how he would convince his friends that their time as Toa might soon come to an end.

Onewa was pleased. He had succeeded in finding a portion of this island that closely resembled Po-Metru. There was plenty of room for a village and scores of caves in which carvings could be stored. The natural canyons would give the new Po-Metru some protection and be a reminder of home for the Matoran.

Now he had more practical matters to worry about. In order to escape the Vahki, Onewa had been forced to use his power to destroy the subterranean waterway that led from Metru Nui to the island. A rain of stone had been enough to down the order enforcement squad, but it had also effectively blocked the Toa Metru from ever returning to the city that way. If they were going to go back and save the rest of the Matoran, a new route would have to be found.

The caves are the key, he thought. Who knows how far underground they might extend? It’s always possible that one of these leads all the way back to Metru Nui, and if so I’m going to find it.
He chose to first explore a cavern whose mouth was high up on the slope of a mountain. He had thought to take one of the lightstones from the transport. Now it provided a dim illumination as he entered the cave.

It was empty. There were no signs that anyone had ever passed through here before, nor that any Rahi had ever made it his home. After only a short distance, the ground began to drop sharply. Onewa smiled. Down was exactly where he was hoping to go, after all.

He heard a scuffling sound up ahead. Something large was heading toward him at a rapid pace. Onewa glanced around, but there were no side passages or recesses in the wall in which to take cover. Whatever was coming, he would have to face it head on.

The Toa of Stone braced himself and held up his lightstone. The sounds grew louder. Suddenly, a massive shape came into view, claws and stinger-tail gleaming in the light of the crystal. Onewa gasped. It was a Nui-Jaga, one of the nastier Rahi of Po-Metru, a powerful scorpion-like creature capable of shattering a stone sculpture with one swipe of its tail.

Onewa forced himself to relax. His Kanohi mask was designed for just this sort of situation. He reached out with its power of mind control to take over the Nui-Jaga.

The Toa reeled as if he had been struck with a hurled boulder. His mental probe had slammed into a solid wall of raw emotion in the mind of the Rahi. The impact shattered the efforts of the mask to claim control of the Nui-Jaga and it was only with supreme effort that Onewa remained conscious.

The Rahi now had the perfect opening to attack. Instead, it rushed past Onewa, knocking him off his feet, and continued to race for the surface. Recovering his wits, the Toa pursued. He was amazed that something as big as a Nui-Jaga could move so fast.

Onewa rounded a corner to see the creature rushing toward the cave mouth. Without slowing, without making any effort at all to stop, the Rahi shot out of the tunnel and plunged into space. The Toa made it to the opening in time to see the Nui-Jaga strike the rocky ground far below. There was no need to go down and check the body. The Rahi was dead.

I've never seen anything like that, Onewa thought. What could have made it run so hard it went off a cliff?

Then he remembered the overwhelming surge of feeling he had encountered when he reached into the Rahi's mind. That held the answer, or at least part of one. It hadn't been anger, or hunger, or even madness that had driven the Nui-Jaga to race to its death.

It had been stark terror.

Onewa glanced down at the stone resting at his feet. Then he looked back at Vakama.

"You realize, of course, that you are completely insane, fire-spitter," he said.

The Toa Metru had assembled on the beach where they had first come ashore. Matau had been the last to arrive, for reasons he refused to explain. When they reached the rendezvous point, they found Vakama was already there and had placed six stones in a circle in the sand.

No one needed to be told what they were meant to be. Each of them recalled the day Toa Lhikan visited six Matoran in Metru Nui and handed them Toa stones. Lhikan had invested each of the stones with some of his Toa power. It was that power that had turned the Matoran into the Toa Metru they were today. But sharing his power had resulted in Lhikan transforming from a Toa into a smaller, weaker Turaga.

"Forget this thought-plan," said Matau. "I am a Toa-hero, and I intend to stay a Toa-hero."

"Keep calm," said Nokama. "No one is being forced to do anything. Let's hear Vakama out."

As briefly as possible, the Toa of Fire explained his vision. Nokama, Nuju, and Whenua listened attentively, but gave no indication whether they believed him or not. Matau shrugged. Onewa turned away, shaking his head.

Vakama hurled a ball of fire in the Toa of Stone's path. Angry, Onewa whirled back around, but Vakama cut him off before he could speak. "This is important! Whether the feeling I had means anything
or not, we are not immortals. What if one or all of us should die trying to rescue the Matoran? Shouldn’t we act to ensure that other Toa can follow us someday?”

“But past experience says that if we put our power into those stones, we will become Turaga,” said Whenua. “Then who will there be to save the Matoran?”

“I’m not becoming a Turaga,” Matau insisted. “I will swing from the trees like a Rahi first.”

“Lhikan invested his energy into six stones,” said Vakama, picking up one of the perfectly smooth rocks. “Each of us will put a portion of ours into only one. Then we will hide them on this island, in places that only someone with the heart of a true Toa could ever reach.”

None of the Toa Metru said anything. Vakama looked from one to the other, searching for some show of support. Finding none, he placed the stone in the palm of his left hand and then held his right hand over it. Concentrating, he sent a fraction of his Toa power into the stone. It was a strange and unsettling experience. It felt as if the rock was actually hungry for his energy. Only with a supreme act of will was Vakama able to break off the transfer before he had surrendered too much power.

Nokama waited until Vakama was done. Then she bent down and picked up her stone. A moment later, Nuju and Whenua followed suit. Then all three looked at Matau.

“Fine,” said the Toa of Air, snatching up the stone and tossing it from hand to hand. “But no other Toa-hero will want to follow me. How could another ever compare?”

Only the Toa of Stone still stood apart. Nokama picked up Onewa’s Toa stone and held it out to him. “The Toa need to be six united. Air, fire, water, earth, ice… what are we without the strength of stone?”

Onewa took the small rock from her hand. “All right,” he said. “I’ll do it because you ask, Nokama.”

The Toa of Fire reached out and grabbed Onewa’s wrist. Their eyes locked as Vakama, in a voice as hard as solid protodermis, said, “No. You will do it because it is the right thing to do.”

Onewa shook off Vakama’s grip. “All right, all right. Who died and made you Mata Nui anyway?”

“No one,” said Vakama softly. “And I am going to make sure no one ever does.”
Hiding the six Toa stones took a good part of the rest of the day. Most of the Toa Metru used it as an excuse to do more exploring. Matau, who had already had quite enough of trees, vines, and swamps, grumbled that after all this it would probably be some curious Matoran who stumbled on them by accident. “No heart of a true Toa-hero needed,” he muttered. “Just feet that want to wander.”

After he had found a suitable place to stash the stone, Matau scrambled to the top of a tree and launched himself into the sky. His destination was Po-Wahi, the barren, stony area Onewa had claimed as his own. From high above, he could see the other Toa making their way to the same spot, each in their own way. For a moment, he considered challenging Nuju to a race, ice slide versus glider wings. Then he suddenly realized that would involve asking the Toa of Ice to do something fun.

This place is making me thought-crazy, he said to himself.

Onewa was standing at the opening of a cave when the other Toa arrived. Knowing they would ask, he hurriedly explained about the dead Nui-Jaga at the bottom of the slope. “If a Rahi could get up here from Metru Nui, it stands to reason that we can get back the same way,” he concluded. “And I think we should get started, before more start showing up.”

As usual, Whenua was put out front for the journey, since his Mask of Night Vision could light the way. He paused for a moment at the cave’s mouth, gloomily surveying the rock walls within. “Tunnels. Why does it always have to be tunnels?”

“Tell you what,” said Matau, smiling. “I will wear the torch-mask and explore the tunnels from now on, and you can live in the mud-swamp. What do you say?”

“I say there’s nothing like a good tunnel,” Whenua replied, leading the way inside.

They had been journeying only a short while when Whenua called for a halt. “There’s a cavern up ahead, and I thought I saw…”

The Toa of Earth’s voice trailed off as the light from his mask played across the cave. Arrayed against the walls were hundreds of cylinders, each containing a sleeping Bohrok. Whenua had seen the creatures before in the Metru Nui Archives, but only Onu-Matoran miners had ever seen them in their nest. The sight managed to be fascinating and deeply disturbing at the same time.

“I never liked those things,” Matau shuddered. “Let’s move quick-fast and not wake them up.”

Recovered from his surprise, Whenua walked up to one of the cylinders and slammed his earthquake drill against it. The resulting clang echoed throughout the tunnels, but that was the only effect. The Bohrok inside never stirred.

“I don’t think they can awaken, at least not in the sense you mean,” said the Toa of Earth. “Miners have transported them up several levels to the Archives and they have never flickered to life.”

“So they are dead?” asked Nokama, keeping her distance from the nest.

“Sleeping,” corrected Nuju. “Waiting for the day they will be needed, though I cannot imagine what crisis would require their services.”
“It’s funny,” said Vakama, approaching one of the cylinders. “These remind me of the spheres the Matoran are trapped in down below, sleeping their dreamless sleep. Do you think that perhaps…”

The rest of his question was never voiced. No sooner had his hand brushed the cylinder than a vision exploded in his head. He saw hundreds, thousands of Bohrok rampaging across the island above, destroying forests, mountains and rivers. Natural features that had stood for ages were swept away in an instant. When the swarms were done, they left behind a ravaged land.

“No… no…” Vakama moaned. “It must not be…”

“What is it?” Nokama asked urgently. “Speak to us.”

“The Bohrok. One day, they will awaken and Mata Nui will fall before them… I saw it!”

“These things!” said Onewa, laughing. “They do nothing but sleep! What are they going to do, snore Mata Nui to death?”

“Vakama’s visions have been correct before,” Nokama reminded him. “Vakama’s visions should be carved onto a tablet and titled, ‘Tales to Frighten Matoran’,” Onewa shot back. “Just because he accurately guessed that a rampaging plant might be a bad thing in Metru Nui doesn’t mean – owww!”

Onewa jumped back. He had been struck by a drop of liquid that had fallen from the ceiling. Now it sizzled on the surface of his armor. “Makuta’s eyes, what was that?”

Whenua turned to look. The light from his mask revealed a rivulet of silver liquid flowing from the tunnel ceiling down to a small pool at the base of the wall. At first, he thought it was simply liquid protodermis, but the color and texture seemed slightly off. He leaned down to touch the substance, but Nuju stopped him.

“Not a good idea, librarian,” the Toa of Ice said. “If that is what I think it is, touching it is the last thing you want to do.”

Nuju knelt down to examine the pool. The other Toa crowded around him. “Nokama, you know, don’t you? The labs in Ga-Metru were trying to produce this based on ancient records in the Knowledge Towers.”

“Energized protodermis,” Nokama said, awe in her voice. “Yes, some were trying to reproduce it, but with no success. I never thought I would see the real thing.”

“What is it?” asked Vakama. “An acid?”

“More than that,” Nuju replied. “If the tablets are to be believed, energized protodermis can produce mutations of the most bizarre kinds. Under the right circumstances, a being exposed to it could be physically changed, granted new powers, or possibly turned into some sort of monster. There’s no way to predict its effects.”

Matau smiled. “So if I took a quick-swim, I could come out as a new kind of Toa?”

“If it was your destiny,” said Nuju. “If not…”

A stone rat scurried across the tunnel floor. It paused for an instant at the sight of the Toa, then darted around them and right into the pool. There was a horrible hissing sound. The small creature struggled to free itself from the liquid, but the protodermis clung to it like a second skin. Then the rat spasmed, smoke rising from its body. Before the horrified eyes of the Toa, the small creature dissolved, leaving no trace it had ever been there.


No one spoke for a long time.

Nokama walked beside Vakama. The Toa of Fire’s expression was grim. He had already prevented Whenua from investigating two new species of Rahi, and snapped at Matau for lagging behind. Nokama had never seen him act quite this way.

“Is anything the matter?” she asked gently.
“We are not making this trip for pleasure,” he replied. “But it seems some of us don’t realize that. The longer it takes us to reach the city, the greater the chance that some new danger will threaten the Matoran.”

“You mean Makuta might free himself?” The Toa Metru had left their nemesis trapped in solid protodermis marked with a Toa seal. In theory, only the powers of the six Toa could release him.

“He might,” Vakama acknowledged. “Or there might be worse things than Makuta. I don’t know. But it seems obvious we will never get there without someone acting as leader.”

“You always said you didn’t want that role.”

“I didn’t want to see my friends and my Turaga trapped, or my city wrecked, either,” he answered, never taking his eyes from the path ahead. “But I did.”

Yes, you did, Nokama thought. And it has changed you. But for the better… or for the worse?

Matau had caught up to Whenua. Bored, the Toa of Air was using his Mask of Power to shapeshift into whatever came to mind, much to his friend’s annoyance.

“So how did you like the island?” Matau asked while in the shape of a Kikanalo beast.

“Good, deep soil and rock,” Whenua answered. “Perfect for digging.”

“Yes, that’s what I look for in a home, too,” Matau answered, wondering if perhaps Onu-Matoran had something wrong behind their masks. Why would anyone want to live underground when they could have the sky?

“How about you?”

Matau shrugged, shifting to a copy of the late Dark Hunter named Krekka. “Mud-swamp. Thorn-vines. Too much mud for riding, too many trees for flying. It needs work.”

“I am sure the Le-Matoran will manage,” Whenua answered. “If you can’t build chutes, you can always swing from the vines.”

“Right,” snorted Matau. “Good happy-joke.”

Whenua’s foot slipped. He stuck a hand out barely in time to keep from falling. He looked down at his feet, the beam from his mask illuminating a coating of fine-grained sand on the tunnel floor.

“That’s odd. We are a long way from any beach. How did sand get here?”

There was a blur of motion. The sand whipped itself into a storm in the narrow passage. For a moment, Matau thought he spotted a shape in the center of the cyclone. Then both he and Whenua were sent flying by hammerlike blows.

Matau struck the tunnel wall hard enough to rattle his mask. He decided the impact was making him see things. There couldn’t really be a Kranua, armor gleaming in the light of Whenua’s mask, blocking their path… could there?

Kranua were a special model of Vahki, built in secret by Nuparu and a select crew of Po-Matoran engineers. Their intended purpose was riot control, in particular containing mass Rahi breakouts from the Archives. Their designers had given them the ability to reduce their forms to a mass of sandy protodermis grains, and then reform at will. This allowed them to slip through tiny cracks, vanish through gratings, and then suddenly reappear when least expected. In practice, the Kranua were used against Matoran smuggling rings and other organized groups of lawbreakers, which always seemed to Matau like swatting a fireflyer with a two-ton rock.

Now the massive order enforcer was standing square in their way. It hadn’t moved forward to press its advantage, but it showed no signs of stepping aside either. Cautiously, Matau glanced over at Whenua. The Toa of Earth was still stunned. That left it up to him.

Slowly, carefully, Matau got to his feet. “Pleasant day for a slow-walk,” he began, taking a step forward. “My friends and I are just passing through. Is this your tunnel-home?”

Matau edged toward the Kranua’s left side. The elite Vahki’s head moved to track the Toa, its attention drawn away from Whenua. When he was sure he had the thing’s full attention, Matau leapt toward the tunnel ceiling as if making a break for it. The Kranua shifted its body to sand, not knowing it was falling into a trap.
The Toa of Air launched a wind blast at the Vahki, scattering its grains all over the tunnel. Matau grabbed Whenua and hauled him to his feet. “Come on, while the sand-thing is busy, we have to tell the others!”

They turned and ran back the way they had come, but made it only a few steps. A wall of sand as hard as stone suddenly loomed before them. Then it dissolved into a tidal wave, burying the two Toa and cutting off their air. Blinded and suffocating, Matau and Whenua lashed out, only to find there was nothing substantial to hit.

Desperate, Matau unleashed his power. His winds slammed into the Kranua, but instead of providing the Toa relief, all they did was transform their enemy into a sandstorm. Worse, it seemed that Matau and Whenua were caught in the cyclone as well, for they were lifted off the ground and sent flying.

The two Toa Metru crashed to earth at the feet of Nuju. “Travel by telekinesis — a new method even for you, Matau,” said the Toa of Ice.

“You need long-work on your landings,” groaned Matau.

Vakama and Onewa stood side by side, watching the Kranua coalesce. “I worked on one of those things,” said the Toa of Stone. “It’s slow, but a lot stronger than your average Vahki.”

“That’s all right,” said Vakama. “So are we. Give it something to think about, Onewa.”

Concentrating his power on the rock wall, Onewa tore a stone loose by force of mind and sent it hurtling at the Kranua. Spotting the danger, the complex machine transformed itself to soft sand to let the object pass through. As soon as it did, Vakama sent an intense blast of flame into the tunnel, so hot and bright it sent Onewa stumbling backwards.

When the Toa of Stone could see clearly again, an incredible sight greeted his eyes. The Kranua, caught in mid-transformation by Vakama’s fires, had been fused into a statue of glass. Now it stood, unmoving, looking like some sculptor’s nightmare. The other Toa moved in closely to examine it, but Vakama was already moving deeper into the tunnel.

“Leave it,” he said. “It’s not going anywhere.”

Whenua watched him go, muttering to no one in particular, “Ever wonder why he needs us?”

“Perhaps he no longer thinks he does,” answered Nuju. “We had best keep moving, before he saves the Matoran, builds the new koro, and awakens Mata Nui all by himself.”

One by one, the Toa walked past the crystalline form of the Kranua. Matau was the last in line, and he stopped to gaze at the machine that had almost killed him. “I will tell you a dark secret,” he whispered to the glass Vahki enforcer. “But only if you promise not to share.”

Matau took a step to follow the others, then turned around and gave the Kranua a gentle shove. It fell over and smashed into thousands of tiny fragments of crystal.

“Surrender and run aren’t the only choices anymore,” he said, walking away.
The tunnel widened as the Toa Metru marched on. The air grew warmer and more humid, which only seemed to quicken Vakama’s pace. It was only when he reached what resembled a Matoran-made archway that he stopped.

Here the tunnel ceased to be enclosed for a distance, becoming instead a stone bridge over a chasm. Down below, scores of Rahi scuttled among the rocks, so many that it was almost impossible to see the ground beneath them.

“Scorpions,” Vakama said to Nuju. “Thousands of them. I never imagined there were so many different species.”

“And some of them are quite… unique,” said the Toa of Ice. “The red-gold one on the far right ledge has three stingers. The black one fighting off his companions to the left has no legs. Many of them are dead, though I can see no signs of violence on their bodies.”

“I always forget about that telescopic lens in your mask,” Vakama replied.

“I never do. Being able to see clearly is so important, don’t you agree?”

Before Vakama could answer, Nuju was using his Mask of Telekinesis to lift a small specimen of the dead Rahi into the air. He deposited it on the bridge and knelt to examine it, while Vakama watched impatiently.

“I was right,” Nuju said. “This creature didn’t die in combat. It suffocated. It has no lungs, it has gills.”

“You mean it’s a sea creature? Then how…”

“I am not sure what it is, or what the rest of those beasts are,” the Toa of Ice said, using his powers to lower the scorpion gently to a ledge. “And that troubles me.”

Matau grimaced as he watched Vakama and Nuju inspecting a bug. After all the hurry-rush, now they are blocking the path with an Onu-Matoran science project. Well, Mata Nui take this, I want to keep moving.

The Toa of Air took off, flying over the heads of his two comrades and farther into the tunnels. He could hear Vakama behind him calling for him to come back, but ignored it. The fire-spitter is getting a little too good at giving orders, he said to himself.

It wasn’t easy flying through a tunnel network. Worse, the twists and turns were coming much faster now. What had started out as a fairly straight course was rapidly turning into a maze, made navigable only by the presence of lightstones embedded in the stone walls. Matau landed to get his bearings. The last thing he wanted was to get lost a second time.

A wet sound came from his right, as if something was slithering across the ground. Matau unhooked his aero slicers from his back and set himself. He waited, still and silent, for the intruder to show itself.

When it did, the Toa of Air leapt backwards as if scalded. Coiling before him was a serpent perhaps twenty feet long, with bright reddish skin and the head of a Rahkshi. Long, sharp horns curved up from
the Rahi’s brow. Behind it came other creatures, some crawling, some walking on two legs, others staggering as if about to drop from exhaustion.

The Rahkshi serpent hissed. Matau slowly backed away. He had no doubt he could win a fight against this beast, probably even most of its companions. But there were more coming up the tunnel every moment, with no end in sight, and Matau did not feel like battling an entire wing of the Archives.

He reached back to feel for the tunnel opening. The serpent’s eyes caught the aero-slicer blade reflecting in the light. It reared back, energy crackling along the length of its horns and flowing from their tips to meet above the creature’s head. A bolt flew from where the two streams joined, slamming Matau into the tunnel wall. Millions of volts surged through his body as he was forced back into the rock. Unconsciousness, when it came, was a mercy.

Nuju spotted the flash of light. “I believe Matau has found something.”

“Or something has found him,” said Onewa. “Do you think all Toa of Air blunder into things, or is it just him?”

“Let’s find him,” said Vakama. “So we can live and learn.”

The five Toa broke into a run through the winding tunnel, Onewa in the lead. The Toa of Stone took a corner at high speed, only to smash into a Rahi Muaka coming the other way. The great cat barely took notice of the figure that struck it, which flew backwards from the impact. It simply growled a warning to anyone else that might be foolish enough to do the same thing that Onewa did.

None of the other Toa Metru were in a hurry to repeat Onewa’s mistake. None of them had ever seen a Muaka quite like this in any Archives exhibit. It wasn’t just the extra sets of fangs or even the armor plating on its back and sides. No, it was more the hard protodermis thorns growing out of its legs, the ones gouging chunks out of the tunnel walls as it moved.

“Do you think Matau encountered this beast?” asked Nokama.

“If he did,” replied Nuju, “I believe we may be short one Toa.”

The Muaka lumbered forward, still ignoring the unconscious Onewa. It snarled at the Toa, but made no threatening moves. Vakama raised his hand, saying, “A burst of flame should confuse it, Nuju, and then you can ice it over.”

“Wait a moment,” broke in Nokama. “You may be the leader of this team, Vakama, but it is still a team.”

“Is this really the time for a debate?”

“No,” said the Toa of Water, taking a step toward the Rahi. “But it is a time for discussion.”

Looking into the beast’s eyes, Nokama gave a soft growl. The Muaka’s eyes narrowed. It sniffed the air, then let out a deafening bellow. Nokama was unfazed, responding with a series of growls and snarls. Completely puzzled by this little creature speaking its language, the Muaka roared.

“He’s in pain,” said Nokama, not taking her eyes from the Rahi. “I can’t… I can’t get it clear, but I don’t think he expected to find us. And I don’t think he means us harm.”

“Tell that to my head,” said Onewa, slowly stirring. “How do we know he didn’t hurt Matau? What are you suggesting, Nokama, that we pat him on the head and send him on his way?”

“Onewa has a point,” offered Whenua. “If we let this Rahi pass, who is to say it will not take up residence on our new island home?”

Vakama frowned. Whenua was right, but a fight against this beast in a confined space would waste time, and that was assuming the Toa would win. If this Rahi made it to the island... well, that could be dealt with later.

“We let it go,” he said. “Stand aside, brothers.”

“What?” cried Onewa. “This thing flattens me, and we’re just going to—”

The Muaka turned its head to look back at Onewa and gave a long, low growl. “I don’t think he likes your attitude,” said Nokama. The Rahi chuckled.

The Rahi took a step forward, eyeing the Toa warily. When no one moved to stop his progress, he kept going, giving a final snarl as he went. All eyes turned to Nokama.
“What did he say?” asked Nuju.
“Two words,” Nokama replied. “Turn back.”

Vakama joined Whenua in the front of the group, using his flames to light the way so the Toa of Earth could take a rest. Nokama had helped Onewa to his feet, but the Toa of Stone insisted he needed no assistance to walk. Nuju brought up the rear, wondering if letting the Muaka pass was a decision they would regret in the future. Perhaps it truly represented no danger to the Toa, but who could know the mind of a Rahi?

They worked their way through the narrow, winding tunnels as swiftly as they dared. Whenua sensed no movement in the earth, but all that meant was that enemies could be waiting in ambush up ahead. Vakama was ready to hurl a spread of fireballs in a split second if an attacker appeared.

The Toa of Fire turned a corner and stopped, stunned. At first, he thought he had stumbled on some strange carving in the tunnel wall. But a closer examination revealed that this was no ancient work of art – it was the living form of Matau, somehow fused with the rock wall. The Toa of Air could not speak, but his eyes reached out to Vakama, pleading to be set free.

The other Toa were equally shocked. Matau had become part of the stone, with only a few inches of one aero-slicer blade and one hand still protruding from the wall. “Can’t we just pull him out, somehow?” Nokama asked.

Onewa shook his head. “He is of the rock, and the rock is of him now. Pull him out by physical force and you would bring down the entire tunnel. No, this requires a more delicate approach. Vakama?”

The Toa of Fire focused his flames into a narrow jet as possible. Then, slowly and carefully, he sliced through the rock around Matau. Whenua caught the slab as it came loose and gently lowered it to the ground.

Onewa knelt down and concentrated. In his time as a Toa Metru, he had used his elemental powers to achieve some amazing things. But never had the task been so difficult or the stakes been so high: a single slip, the slightest distraction, and it would mean Matau’s life.”

With unrelenting force of will, Onewa commanded the stone to reject that which did not belong. He could sense that the rock had interwoven with the substance of Matau and there would be no way to rip the Toa free. The rock would have to set him free. Painfully, inch by inch, he felt the stone retreat. Driven back by the power of the Toa Metru, it released its hold at last on Matau.

The Toa of Air gasped and scrambled to his feet. His mind reeled from the memories of being something else – not quite Toa, not quite stone, but some immobile hybrid of the two. He decided that he never again wanted to be anything but himself.

“What happened?” asked Onewa. “Who did this to you?”

“I will do better than speak-say,” answered Matau. “I will show you while I make it pay.”

It didn’t take the Toa long to pick up the trail of the Rahi. Whenua could feel them moving along the tunnels. They had evidently turned the wrong way after attacking Matau and were headed deeper into the maze rather than toward the surface.

Nokama felt torn about the action they were about to undertake. True, the Rahi might have killed Matau. But she was convinced from talking with the Muaka that the beasts were acting out of panic, not rage. It might be that they needed the help of the Toa Metru.

Her foot caught on something and she almost stumbled. She looked down to see a clump of moss growing out of a crack in the floor. Now that she noticed it, there was moss all along the walls of this tunnel. She could not recall seeing any elsewhere on their journey. As a Matoran, she would have dismissed this as inconsequential. As a Toa, she had seen far too much to ignore anything out of the ordinary.

The tunnel forked. Whenua crouched down and tried to get a sense of which direction the Rahi had gone. He sensed traces of movement both to the right and the left, but nothing substantial.

“We go right,” said Matau.

“Why?”
“Because I remember what happened the last time we went left,” Matau replied.
They stumbled across the first dead Rahi about a quarter mile down the tunnel. It was a winged centipede about six feet long. Whenua didn’t remember seeing anything like it in the Archives. A little more walking turned up a Rahkshi, a dozen ice bats, a lava eel that inexplicably had six legs, and a Kane-Ra bull that had none, all of them deceased.
Nuju and Whenua examined the bodies one by one. Just as with the scorpion, there were no marks of violence. But unlike Nuju’s past find, there was no obvious reason why these creatures should be dead.
“It almost seems as if they just… turned off,” the Toa of Ice muttered. “But that makes no sense.”
“Nothing else does,” said Onewa. “Why should this be any different? Let’s just hope whatever ‘turned them off’ doesn’t decide to do the same to us.”
Vakama signaled for the Toa to keep moving. They stepped carefully around the corpses, doing their best to stay focused on the task at hand. Perhaps that was why none of them noticed a portion of the slate gray tunnel wall detach, uncoil itself to its full length, and shift colors to the bright red of the Rahi serpent.
With the pale, dead eyes of a born hunter, it slithered after the Toa Metru.
Onewa cleared away some of the gray-green moss and inspected the walls of the tunnel. “Nokama, what do you make of this?”

The Toa of Water looked where he was pointing. A carving had been made in the wall, perhaps thousands of years ago judging by the Matoran dialect used and the erosion of the words. She focused the power of her Great Mask of Translation.

“It says Bohrok… and below, krana… and there’s more,” she reported, scraping away more of the moss. Strangely, the plant growth seemed to move aside just before she could tear it free from the wall. “Pictures. Two monstrous creatures, identical in size and shape, putting something into a pool – I cannot make out what – and drawing forth krana from its depths.”

“You said that when we were sailing to the island, you spotted carvings on the walls beneath the water, didn’t you?”

Nokama nodded. “I couldn’t read them. The water had washed them away over time.”

“These tunnels are not natural. Neither was the waterway leading from the Great Barrier to up above,” said Onewa. “Someone dug them out of the stone, and I think I may know why. The Bohrok… what Vakama saw in his vision… these are the access tunnels for them to reach the surface.”

“I thought you didn’t believe in Vakama’s vision,” Nokama replied, smiling. “Po-Matoran carvers don’t believe in anything they cannot see, touch, and hit with a hammer,” the Toa of Stone answered. “And if they do… they keep it to themselves.”

“What do you think will be waiting for us in Metru Nui?” Whenua asked Vakama. It was a question that had been running through his mind for days. While he knew they had to return for the Matoran, he dreaded seeing what had become of his home.

“I don’t know. With luck, the Matoran are still safe beneath the Coliseum. The power will be out and most of the chutes have probably collapsed. If the molten protodermis lines are ruptured, there is no telling what condition Ta-Metru is in. What about the Archives?”

“After the incident with Mavrah’s Rahi years ago, they were reinforced to withstand shocks. But I am not sure the builders had such a massive quake in mind. If the Archive gates are down… if the stasis tubes within shattered… Whenua looked at Vakama. His voice was grim. “Then there may not be a city to go back to.”

Matau walked quickly and in uncharacteristic silence. Up to now, being a Toa had been fun, even when it seemed that danger was closing in from every side. After all, he was one of a select few beings who knew the thrill of adventuring and the satisfaction of saving an entire city. He had never seriously considered the possibility that he might get killed.
But in just the past few hours, he had twice confronted creatures that would have been more than happy to see him dead. It was a sobering reminder of what could happen to any of the Toa Metru, one that left him feeling as vulnerable as any Matoran.

The Toa of Air glanced at Nuju, who walked beside him. “I am sorry for being so mouth-closed.”

“Actually, I was enjoying the change, but wondering about the reason for it,” Nuju answered.

“I came close to being cold-dead. No more Toa-heroics, no more flying, no more fun… just the dark-sleep. Makes me think.”

Another change,” murmured Nuju. “You’re right, Matau. Any of us could be killed at any time. It’s the risk of being a Toa. It’s the price we pay for acting on our destiny, rather than allowing it to act on us. But don’t forget one very important fact.”

“What’s that?”

Nuju clanked his fist against Matau’s, so quickly that Matau thought he might have imagined it.

“You’re still alive,” said the Toa of Ice.

A whirl of lights and color. A sudden lurching feeling, as if the body was split apart from the spirit. Then a moment of crystal clarity, every detail of the surrounding area etched bright and clear as if bathed in sunlight.

Other senses returned quickly: the feel of stone beneath the feet; the sound of footsteps echoing in the distance; the acrid taste of hunger; and the scent… yes, the scent of the hated ones. The aroma of raw elemental power was so strong as to be almost overwhelming. The great beast did not know to where it had teleported, but it was certain now why it had been drawn to this spot.

There were Toa near. Heroes confident in their strength, secure in the rightness of their cause, and blissfully unaware of how little time they had left. The beast roared a challenge to its intended prey, a dire warning if they had the wits to perceive it:

The Rahi Nui was coming.

And it was coming to feed.

Whenua, linked to the earth as he was, first sensed the vibrations in the ground. It felt as if a thunderstorm was raging in the rock below their feet. Matau and Nokama, both attuned to nature in their own way, could hear the scratching and clawing of panicked Rahi scrambling to get out of the way of… something.

Then even the others, who had spent most of their lives focused on their work and not the world around them, could sense something was wrong. It was not a feeling they could put into words, rather the sensation that the universe had shifted somehow. A new element had been introduced, one that did not belong. Long before the sound of the Rahi Nui’s footfalls reached them, all six Toa were ready for battle.

“This time, no long-wait,” muttered Matau. “This time, cyclone first, questions later.”

“And what if whatever is coming is friendly?” Nokama asked. Then she looked around. The others were staring at her as if she had just nominated Makuta to be a seventh Toa. She shrugged. “Well, the kikanalo were friendly,” she added, under her breath.

“If one of us should be injured —” Nuju began.

“We keep fighting,” Vakama said, cutting him off. “Retreat isn’t an option. The Matoran are depending on us. No one should forget that.”

“I hadn’t,” Nuju replied coldly. “I was going to say, if one of us is injured, I will make an ice barrier to shield them. It might afford a few moments of protection, at least. And it might help if you remember you are not the only Toa in the room, Vakama.”

Vakama’s reply was drowned out by the roar of the Rahi Nui. The Toa formed a ring, ready for anything – except, as it turned out, for the Rahi Nui to suddenly materialize behind them.

They whirled to see a monstrous creature towering over them, one that made the things they had already encountered look like the occupants of a Rahi petting zoo. Its head was that of a Kane-Ra bull,
complete with razor-sharp horns. Its forearms were the powerfully muscled limbs of a Tarakava. The body and hind legs belonged to a great Muaka cat, and huge insectoid Nui-Rama wings sprouted from its shoulders. The nightmarish picture was made complete by the massive tail of a Nui-Jaga scorpion. So heavy was the Rahi Nui that the stone floor partially buckled beneath its feet. Every aspect of this horrible amalgamation felt like an offense to nature.

The Rahi Nui looked from one Toa to the next. In its long existence, the creature had rarely come across such a feast in the making. Six of the small ones, each practically aglow with energy, and each doomed to fall, as had so many before them.

When it reached Vakama, it paused. The beast could see defiance in the Toa’s eyes, a most pleasing sight. The brave were always the most reckless, and their energies tasted so sweet.

Vakama was seeing something quite different when he looked at the Rahi Nui. Instead of seeing the face of a Kane-Ra, he saw the features of Nidhiki and Krekka superimposed on the monster. It took the Toa of Fire a moment to realize that this was another of his visions.

“This beast is no simple Rahi, he said to himself. It served the Dark Hunters. It hunted and killed at their command. There is no fear of Toa in its heart – to this creature, we are only prey.”

True to his word, Matau did not wait for the Rahi Nui to attack. Aiming his aero slicers, he sent twin cyclones at the beast. They struck with sufficient power to tear the Coliseum from its foundation and send it hurtling into the sea. But the Rahi Nui stood in the middle of the storm, unmoved.

The other Toa acted now. Fire, ice, water, stone, and earth rained down upon the Rahi Nui – to no effect. If anything, the creature seemed to be growing stronger. Through it all, the beast made no effort to defend itself or to stop the Toa Metru’s attacks.

“Why is it just standing there?” wondered Nuju.

“Why shouldn’t it?” answered Matau, bitterly. “We are doing nothing to pain-harm it.”

“You’re wrong, brother,” said Nuju, grasping the truth at last. “Our attacks have been very effective… just not in the way we wanted. This isn’t a fight for this monster – it’s feeding time.”

“What?” asked Vakama, as he signaled for the Toa to try and surround the beast.

“It isn’t trying to stop us because we are giving it what it wants,” Nuju continued. “Elemental energy. It will soak up our powers until we are bone dry, given the opportunity.”

There was wisdom in Nuju’s words, Vakama knew. If this thing did feed on the powers of Toa, that would explain how it was able to hunt them. To the Rahi’s trained senses, elemental energy had a scent that could be traced.

“Then we use mask powers,” he said. “And let’s hope it doesn’t consider those dessert.”

“I prefer the direct approach,” said Onewa, ripping a jagged stone from the wall. He hurled it with all his might at the Rahi Nui and his aim was on the mark. The rock clipped the creature’s leg, doing visible damage. The Rahi Nui roared in anger.

“There, see?” said the Toa of Stone, smiling. “When Toa powers don’t work, try throwing a rock.”

“You may want to look again,” said Nokama. Onewa turned to see that the damage to the beast’s leg was healing before his eyes. He had never seen the like before, except in Metru Nui when –

The revelation went off in his mind like an imploding force sphere. Matoran work crews can make a damaged building “heal” that way, using Kanoka disks of regeneration, he remembered. And the way it appeared in our midst without any warning, almost as if it had… teleported.

“Uh oh,” said the Toa of Stone.

Vakama turned to him. “Did you just say ‘uh oh’?”

“Yeah. I meant it, too,” Onewa replied, keeping his voice low. “Load a disk. Pretend it’s a powerhouse, and let our new friend know it.”

Vakama nodded. He made a show of loading a disk into his launcher, saying, “The rest of you better shield your eyes and brace yourselves. There may not be much of the cavern left when this hits.”

If the Rahi Nui did not understand the words, it did the tone. It snarled as Vakama took aim and fired. The disk flew on a straight course directly toward the spot between the beast’s eyes, and then… the Rahi Nui was gone.
“That was some disk,” said Matau, in wonder.
“That wasn’t the disk, Matau,” said Onewa, his eyes scanning the stone floor. “It wasn’t a teleport either. Our Rahi didn’t want to stay around to see what was in that disk, so it shrank out of the way.”
“Shrank?” repeated Whenua. “Something that size… it’s not possible… without a Kanoka disk to…” Then the answer came to him as well. “The disks! Mata Nui, it has the powers of the disks!”
“Then it may well be unstoppable,” Vakama said. “Prepare, brothers and sister, for what may be our final battle.”
“And happy-cheer is here again,” added Matau, meaning not a word of it.
The Toa Metru waited in silence. They knew the monster was still in the cavern with them, too small to see, and could strike at any moment. Whenua had suggested that Nuju simply freeze over the floor, but was reminded that the beast fed on elemental energies.

“Perhaps we should seek a narrower tunnel, where its bulk will work against it,” suggested Nokama.

“A good thought, sister,” agreed Onewa. “But then we would be unable to attack it together.”

“And some of us need room to quick-move,” said Matau, smiling. “Maybe I can dazzle it with my style – after all, it worked on you, Nokama.”

“I think we need to get you back above ground,” the Toa of Water replied. “Your brain has frozen.”

The attack, when it came, was too sudden and swift to be defended against. The Rahi Nui shot back up to full size in the midst of the Toa, sending them flying. Whenua was the first to try to rise, only to be smashed almost into unconsciousness by the Rahi Nui’s powerful forearm.

Matau mentally triggered his aero slicers, taking off with the intention of mounting an assault from the air. Seeing the creature moving to finish off Whenua, he dove. But the Rahi Nui’s move had been a ruse to draw the Toa of Air in closer. As soon as he was near, the beast jerked its head and caught Matau on its horns. Then another sudden movement sent the Toa crashing to the hard ground.

Barely fighting a few seconds and we’ve lost a third of our number, thought Vakama. In front of him, Nokama used her hydro blades to fend off the beast’s blows. Onewa and Nuju were attempting to scale opposite sides of the Rahi Nui, hanging on despite the creature’s efforts to shake them off.

The Toa of Fire launched a flame blast at the ceiling above the beast’s head. His fires melted through the stone, bringing a rain of red-hot magma down on the Rahi. Enraged, the beast roared and abruptly grew in size. Nuju managed to jump clear and use an ice slide to reach the ground, but Onewa had almost reached the back of the Rahi. The sudden growth caught him by surprise and he was flung from the monster to plunge to the cavern floor far below.

Nokama spotted the danger and broke into a run. She knew she would have to time her leap perfectly, or both she and Onewa were going to wind up nothing but shattered pieces. At just the right moment, she used her powerful legs to launch herself into the air. She caught the falling Onewa in mid-leap, then hurled a blast of water at the floor. The jet of water acted as a brake, lowering them gently to the ground.

“Next time, hang on tighter,” Nokama said gently. “Or fall closer to Nuju, he would love tossing some ice your way.”

Onewa’s eyes widened. “Nokama, look out!”

The Toa of Stone shoved her hard, but too late. The Rahi Nui’s stinger slammed into Nokama and buried itself in the armor of her back. Onewa’s power surged from him, causing a stone vise to come...
forth from the floor and grip the monster’s tail. Angered, the Rahi yanked hard to free itself, smashing the rock and at the same time releasing Nokama.

The Toa of Water pitched forward. Onewa caught her before she could hit the ground. Her eyes were dark and her heartlight was flashing erratically. She was barely breathing as Onewa laid her down.

Onewa lifted his eyes, rage filling his heart. He triggered his mask power, but not to try to control the Rahi Nui. No, this time he sent his mental energies like a lance into the monster’s brain. *What I can control, I can destroy,* the Toa of Stone thought darkly.

The Rahi Nui paused, feeling something strange coming over it. Then a pain more intense than anything it had ever known exploded in its mind. The beast bellowed and staggered as the power of the Mask of Mind Control tore through its thoughts.

“I don’t know what you are, or what you have done before,” Onewa snarled. “But you have never faced anything like me. Feel my power and fall!”

And, indeed, it looked as if that was about to happen. This attack was not something the Rahi Nui could defend against, and it reeled as Onewa increased the pressure, shrinking back to its normal size. But the beast had very little mind to blast, and after what seemed like forever, it suddenly realized the horrible pain would not get any worse. The creature drew strength from that thought. Forcing itself to ignore the blistering attack, the Rahi Nui charged.

Focused completely on tapping the mask’s powers, Onewa could not get out of the way in time. The horned head of the Rahi Nui smashed the Toa of Stone into the wall and sent him down into darkness.

Now only Vakama and Nuju stood against the beast. Ordinarily, there was little that fire and ice could not accomplish when they worked together. But against a creature that could so easily demolish four Toa, what chance did they have?

Vakama turned to see that Nuju had evidently cracked under the strain. With the menace of a massive Rahi looming over them, the Toa of Ice was busy examining the creature’s footprints in the shattered stone.

“Nuju!” he shouted. “You’re not in a Knowledge Tower now! Stop analyzing and start fighting!”

“I think I have the key,” the Toa of Ice said. “Buy me time!”

Vakama threw up a wall of flame, cutting the Rahi Nui off for a moment. Then he raced over to Nuju, still half-convinced the Toa of Ice had simply lost his mind. “What key?”

“Look at these,” said Nuju. “This footprint is from the monster at normal size… this one from when he grew larger. There’s something very curious about the differences between them.”

The Toa of Fire glanced at both. He still didn’t see what Nuju was talking about. “There are no differences. They’re identical.”

“That is what’s very curious,” Nuju replied, rising. “There should be a difference.”

Beams shot out from the Rahi Nui’s eyes, freezing the wall of flame. Then a single blow smashed it into icy shards. But the barrier had done its job, and Nuju’s words had sparked an idea in Vakama’s mind. Perhaps there was a way to defeat this creature, after all…

“We need to make him grow, and I know how,” said the Toa of Fire. He attached his disk launcher to his back, preparing to use it as a rocket pack.

Nuju shook his head. “You saw what happened to Matau. That thing will swat you like a fireflyer.”

“Not if I get high enough, fast enough. What other choice do we have?”

Nuju had to admit that there was none that he could see. Without another word, Vakama activated the launcher and soared into the air. The beast swiped at him as he flew by, but missed. Once Vakama had reached a high enough altitude so as to be out of the creature’s reach, he began tossing fireballs that burst in midair.

Below him, the Rahi Nui grew angry. It was impatient to finish off these last two small ones and feast upon their elemental energies. But this one persisted in buzzing about and filling the air with bright light and heat. Although the Toa-created flames were in fact food for the creature, in its dim mind it still had the instinctive dislike of fire common to most Rahi. Again and again, it lashed out, only to have Vakama dodge its blows.
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On the ground, Nuju waited impatiently. He had grasped Vakama’s plan – it was the only course of action that made sense, now that he thought about it – but it depended on the reactions of the beast. *If the beast is too simpleminded to realize the best way to stop a flying foe, he thought. Or if Vakama should fly too close…*

Nuju thought he glimpsed a change, if a small one. Activating the telescopic lens in his mask, he focused on the Rahi Nui. Yes, it had begun to grow, but slowly. He wondered if the combat with the Toa had begun to tax its energies.

*Well, we cannot have that, can we?* the Toa of Ice thought to himself, readying his crystal spikes.

High above, Vakama had spotted the monster’s size increasing as well. He gave a signal to Nuju, then launched twin streams of fire from his outstretched hands. At the same time, Nuju hurled ice blast after ice blast at the massive creature. As Vakama expected, this had the same effect as tossing a torch into a Ta-Metru fire pit: It added to the Rahi Nui’s already considerable power. Practically glowing with raw energy, the beast continued to grow larger and larger.

The Toa of Fire narrowly evaded another blow. The monster was easily half the size of the Coliseum now, and its growth rate showed no sign of stopping. For a moment, he wondered if he had been wrong in his guess about the beast’s nature.

*If I am, I won’t live to regret it,* he knew. One blow from that massive arm and I’ll be shattered into shards.

Caught up in his questions, Vakama never saw the Rahi Nui’s next attack. Moving incredibly fast, its tail stinger slashed through the air, aiming directly for Vakama’s chest. Too late, the Toa spotted the danger and tried to jet out of the way. The stinger descended, death just inches away… it struck… Vakama waited for the pain and the darkness.

But he felt nothing. The Rahi Nui’s stinger had passed through his body as if its owner were a ghost. The beast, still growing, looked confused. It struck again and again with its powerful arms, only to find itself unable to make contact. Vakama could see the creature’s form wavering like a heat mirage. It roared, but the sound was a hollow one.

Vakama dove as the creature continued to grow and its form grew less and less distinct. Now its head and shoulders had disappeared from view, passing through the ceiling of the cave. The two Toa continued to pour elemental energy into the Rahi Nui, even as it grew larger still and faded from view. With a final, mournful wail, the beast was gone, disappearing as if it had never existed.

Nuju cut off his ice blasts and dropped to the ground, exhausted. “Let’s… not… do that again,” he said, making an effort to catch his breath.

“But it worked,” Vakama replied. “You were right, the footprints were the key.”

Nuju ran his hand along the outline of one of the huge imprints the creature had left in the stone. “Increased size without increased weight. Its body was expanding, but not its total mass. So when we made it grow, and then fed it even more power…”

“Its growth outpaced its mass,” said Vakama. “It eventually got too big to retain any density, and its atoms drifted apart.”

Nuju glanced around at the damage done to the cave. “Let us hope it takes a long, long time to pull itself together. A thousand years would be just about right.”

Behind them, Matau and Whenua had made it back to their feet. In a corner, Onewa had awakened also and was trying to rouse Nokama. Nuju didn’t need his enhanced vision to see that something was very wrong with the Toa Metru of Water.

Onewa looked up at his friends, panic in his eyes. “She’s dying… Nokama’s dying!”
Whenua looked down at the still form of Nokama. The spark of life was barely present in her. He had no doubt it was only her strong will that was keeping her clinging to existence. “We have to turn back,” he said. “If we return to the island, we can at least make her comfortable before…”

“He’s right,” said Onewa. “These tunnels are full of dangers. We can’t risk further harm to her.”

Matau scooped up Nokama in his arms. Onewa and Whenua had already started walking back the way they had come and now Matau fell in line behind them. They didn’t look back, assuming that Vakama and Nuju would be following.

“We’re not going back,” said Vakama. “Neither are you. We keep on for Metru Nui, all of us.”

Shocked, Onewa whirled on Vakama. He was even more surprised to see Nuju standing with the Toa of Fire, his silence saying he agreed with this ridiculous statement. What was wrong with them?

“And then what?” demanded Onewa. “Even if we make it back, even if Nokama doesn’t die on the way, there is no one there to help her! The city is in ruins. The Matoran are locked in Makuta sleep.”

“Exactly,” replied Vakama. “Hundreds of Matoran have had their lives stolen from them. They are depending on us to save them. That has to be more important than any one life, even Nokama’s. I’m sorry.”

Onewa unlimbered his proto pitons and started for Vakama. “Not as sorry as you’re going to be, fire-spitter!”

Nuju stepped in between the two Toa. The look in his eyes said it would not be wise to challenge him. “Stop it now. It is an insult to Nokama for us to stand here arguing while her life slips away. Onewa, returning to the island is condemning her to death, for there is nothing there that can cure her.”

The Toa of Ice turned to Vakama. “And you should remember that there are better reasons to return to Metru Nui than just our mission. There may be ancient lore in the Knowledge Towers that could save Nokama.”

“If we are going down-side, we had better go,” said Matau. “She is growing worse.”

The Toa headed out of the cave in an uncomfortable silence. Whenua offered to carry Nokama, but Matau shook him off. “I will keep my Toa-friend safe,” he vowed.

They moved at a much faster pace now, ignoring carvings on the walls or side tunnels. Onewa stayed close to Matau, as if he thought his proximity might somehow keep Nokama’s heartlight flashing that much longer.

The tunnels grew narrower as they descended and the moss covering the stone seemed to be everywhere. Onewa’s shoulder brushed against a clump and it clung to his armor. He brushed it off, disgusted, saying, “What is this stuff?”

“I’ve never seen anything like it in the mines,” Whenua answered, reaching out to examine some. To his surprise, it moved to avoid his touch. “Now that’s strange.”

“Can we not think-worry about plants?” snapped Matau. “Our Toa-sister needs us.”
The Toa of Air went to take another step, only to find that his foot would not move. He looked down and saw that hundreds of tiny vines had sprung from the stone floor and wrapped themselves around his ankles. All of the other Toa were similarly afflicted. Vakama sent a narrow stream of fire to burn off the vines. As soon as flame touched his bindings, a thicker, thorned vine shot out from the wall and wrapped itself around his throat, choking him.

Vakama seized hold of the vine, struggling to get it off him. But it took the help of Nuju to overcome its strength and tear it loose. Vakama gasped, filled with dread at the thought that an old enemy might have returned.

“Morbuzakh…” he whispered.

The voice that answered him came from everywhere at once, sounding like the snapping of dead branches. It was not the sibilant hiss of the Morbuzakh, but was heavy with the same feeling of corruption and decay.

“No,” it said. “I am what the Morbuzakh wished it could be.”

Nuju unleashed his ice power, covering one wall of moss in a thick frost. Harsh laughter filled the tunnel. An instant later the ice shattered like glass. “I am not that weakling, Nuju. Oh, yes, I know who you are. I know all my enemies.”

Onewa succeeded in wrenching one leg free. “Enemies? We have never encountered you before. And before you set yourself against us, you might want to think about how the Morbuzakh wound up: ash in the wind.”

Vines like tentacles snaked down the tunnel toward them. One by one, they wrapped themselves around the Toa Metru, pulling them free and dragging them deeper into the darkness. Matau protested as a vine grabbed Nokama out of his arms and carried her unconscious form away.

“Come to me,” said the voice. “Come and learn why I hate you beyond all other beings, save one. Come and learn how you have wronged me, and how you shall pay.”

Matoran legend speaks of a time long, long before the founding of Metru Nui, perhaps even before the coming of the Great Spirit Mata Nui himself. In those ancient times, Matoran labored ceaselessly and in darkness, little knowing the reasons for the work they did. Those Matoran who did their jobs well would be rewarded by being allowed to journey to a place called Artakha, where they could work in the light and with no fears about their future. In time, Artakha became known in myth as the “Great Refuge” where all Matoran would be safe from harm.

But life was very different for those Matoran who worked poorly. They were consigned to a place that made the Ta-Metru Great Furnace look like a minor heat source. No one knew what happened there, but it was said that no Matoran who went to that place ever returned. This frightening location never had a name of its own, but was instead referred to by the name of the being who ruled it:

“Karzahni,” a voice whispered.

Vakama was startled to hear that dreaded name spoken by the plant creature that held him prisoner. But he had to admit that the cavern to which he had been brought might well have been a home to that figure of myth. While there were no flames to be seen, the cave was littered with mutant Rahi, some dying, some very much alive. But he sensed it was not death that ruled here — it was fear, so overwhelming as to be almost toxic.

The plant itself looked little like the Morbuzakh. It was less a creature of vines than of twisted trunk and branches, resembling a warped, mangled version of one of the trees on the island above. Its substance was interlaced with the rock of the cave, even more so than the Morbuzakh’s had been with the Great Furnace.

“You know the name,” the creature whispered. “Of course you do. It amused my creator to give me the name of a being so hated and feared by Matoran past… as if somehow that power to evoke dread would then live on in me.”

“What do you want of us?” asked Nuju.
“Want? I want nothing,” the Karzahni replied. “Petty desires are for lesser beings. But need? Ah, there is much that I need, and much that you can provide. And to start, a gift…”

The Toa’s eyes followed one of the vines, as it moved slowly toward a far wall. Pinned against the rock was a form Matau recognized all too well: the huge serpent that had attacked him in the tunnels.

“A friend of yours, I believe,” said the Karzahni. “I found him snaking through the passages, no doubt planning to strike at you again. The foolish creature thought he could escape my notice.”

The Karzahni’s voice dropped lower. Its tone suggested he was talking with trusted co-conspirators. “That is why his kind will not survive, Toa… and mine will rule.”

A half-rotted branch gestured toward the other Rahi that slithered, crawled, and staggered through the cave. “My needs are simple: power and revenge. Power I have, over such as these – failed experiments of my creator. But revenge… that you cheated me of, Toa Metru, and so my vengeance shall fall upon you.”

“What is he talking about?” Onewa whispered to Nuju.

“I don’t know,” replied the Toa of Ice. “But if there is one thing we learned from the Morbuzakh, it is that it is useless to argue with vegetation.”

“Wouldn’t your revenge be sweeter against all six of us?” Vakama asked their captor. “How can you take the full measure of satisfaction from it when one of our number is dying?”

“We are all dying here, Toa,” the Karzahni said, as calmly as if he were discussing the weather. “I simply intend to make sure that I die last.”

The vines released the six Toa, even laying Nokama gently on the cavern floor. Matau knelt to check her condition, but it had only grown worse in the time since their capture. “What trouble-harm have we caused you, monster, that you keep us from saving our friend?” demanded the Toa of Air.

“You have robbed from me, Matau,” came the answer. “You attacked my creator, imprisoned him in a place I cannot reach, and for that you must atone.”

Of course, thought Vakama. Why didn’t we see it before? “Makuta,” he breathed. “Makuta created you and we defeated him. Now you’re angry because you want to rescue your creator.”


The Toa stood in stunned silence, hardly able to believe what they had just heard. For a long time, no one spoke. Then Whenua’s curiosity could not be contained anymore. “If Makuta created you,” he began, “then why…?”

“Created me… and rejected me,” rumbled the Karzahni. “He made me too well. I am too powerful and too wise. I would not have been content to drive the inhabitants from the outskirts of the city, or even to rule Metru Nui. I would have brought down the places of the Matoran, all of them, and ended their reign! I did not want their obedience or their loyalty, as Makuta did – only their destruction.”

Vakama could think of nothing to say. All of this fit with theories he had formed during the journey to the island, but now it had all been confirmed. Makuta had created the Morbuzakh and unleashed it on Metru Nui, as a prelude to his plan to doom all the Matoran to centuries of sleep. The Karzahni had been his first attempt, but it was too powerful for Makuta’s purposes.

But where he failed to defeat us, thought the Toa of Fire, this thing just might succeed.

Nokama moaned. The Karzahni’s branches moved toward her, but Matau slapped them away with his aero slicers. For a moment, it seemed as if the branches would attack, but instead they slowly lowered to the ground.

“Your friend has little time left,” the Karzahni said. “And as Vakama suggested, I have need of all six of you, though for reasons he cannot suspect. I can heal her, temporarily. Then you will do a task for me. Succeed, and I might be persuaded to cure the Toa of Water’s affliction.”

Onewa glanced at Nuju, then at Vakama. It was obvious that none of them believed the Karzahni for a moment. But if Nokama were to be restored to health, even for a brief time, they would at least have a fighting chance. And that was all Toa ever needed.
One of the branches moved anew. Matau went to defend her again, but Vakama shook his head. The Toa of Air stepped aside, never taking his eyes off the arm of the plant. It hovered over Nokama and then twisted itself again and again, finally squeezing a few drops of thick, silvery liquid from itself. They fell into Nokama’s mouth. In a matter of moments, light returned to her eyes.

“Where am I? What…?” she said, sitting up.

Matau reached out to give her a hug. Nokama pushed him away, saying, “Have you gone crazy, brother? And what is that… that thing? Where is the great beast we were fighting?”

“Same day, different monster,” said the Toa of Air, helping her to her feet.

Vakama took a step forward. “And what is this task, then?”

“A simple one, for such brave heroes,” the Karzahni answered, mockingly. “You six will take the south passage from this cave. Along the way, you will find a vault set in the wall of the tunnel. From that you will take a black vial. You will use that vial to collect a sample of energized protodermis from one of Makuta’s many lairs and bring it back here to me.”

“If it’s so simple, why don’t you do it?” asked Onewa.

The Karzahni’s branches rustled in annoyance. “I am not built for mobility – this you would see, Toa of Stone, were your head not filled with rocks as well.”

Onewa ignored the insult and looked at the cave with a tactician’s eye. He had little doubt that the Toa Metru assembled could fight this creature and win. But then what? If it crumbled as the Morbuzakh had, then there would be no way to get more of the antidote for Nokama. Hard as it was for him to admit, they did not need a battle right now, they needed time to think.

Vakama evidently agreed, for he said, “All right, Karzahni. We will do your errand. But if you plan any treachery –"

“Oh, come now,” replied the Karzahni. “The false Turaga Dume… the Vahki… Ahkmou… even Makuta himself – you of all beings should understand, Vakama. What is life without a little treachery?”
When Whenua first went to work in the Onu-Metru Archives, he made a classic beginner’s mistake: He got lost. He had been sent to the fourth sublevel to check on an ash bear exhibit, but lost count and wound up two levels down. Unknown to him, this area had been used by Mavrah for an experiment with Kinloka rodents some time back, but the rodents had broken free and the level had been quarantined. Over time, the Kinloka had eaten the barriers and the lightstones and it was only their instinctive fear of the Nui-Rama on the level above that kept them from rampaging throughout the Archives.

Even now, he could remember walking through the dark and deserted wing, hearing the Kinloka skittering all around him. Now and then, one or two would rush up and snap at him, then dash away. It had been bad when he wasn’t sure what was down there with him – and worse when he realized, because everyone knew Kinloka would eat anything that didn’t eat them first. Every instinct in Whenua told him to run as fast as he could, but his mind told him that was the best way to end up lost forever.

Walking through the south tunnel brought back those memories in full force. As unscientific as it seemed to a veteran archivist, the atmosphere of these tunnels felt evil. Even if he ignored the carvings of bizarre Rahi and the twisted creatures that crawled and flew past him, he could not escape the fact that monstrous things had been done in this place. The sooner they were away from here and back in Metru Nui, the happier he would be. After all, even quake-damaged, the city had to be better than this.

Vakama was directly behind Whenua, but kept stopping to pick up the Kanoka disks that littered the passage. Their appearance here had been a mystery until he spotted a broken vault containing a few disks and carvings of Kanohi masks unlike any he had seen before. Evidently, Makuta had been dabbling in mask making, but with what success it was impossible to tell.

Onewa had the hard job on the journey. Using his connection to stone, he was attempting to sense hollow spaces in the walls that might house the vault they were looking for. Nokama was sticking close to him, if only to escape Matau, who had been hovering over her since her return to consciousness.

“Are you getting anything?” she asked, for the fourth time in as many minutes.

“I’m not sure. There’s something just ahead here, but it doesn’t feel like… wait.” Onewa ran his hands slowly over a section of the wall. “Behind here. I don’t know what’s inside, but it’s definitely a compartment of some kind.”

The other Toa crowded around. Whenua offered to use his drills to open the vault, but Onewa turned him down. “This way is more fun,” he said, rearing back to punch a hole in the wall.

Toa fist met stone, and stone lost. The heroes struggled to see the contents of the chamber through the cloud of rock dust. Impatient, Onewa leaned forward. “I think I spotted something.”

A shape shot from the inside of the chamber, so fast it was just a blur. Then Onewa staggered backwards, hands to his mask, screaming, “Get it off!”

Nokama rushed to him. There was something clinging to his Kanohi, but she had never seen its like before. It had the ridged features of Bohrok krana she had seen in the Archives, and the longer,
serpentine shape of a Rahkshi kraata. But there was no time to analyze it, for she could already see the effect it was having on the Toa of Stone.

Onewa’s arms had dropped to his sides. When he spoke, his voice had become mechanical, the way Nokama imagined a Vahki might speak if its programming allowed it to do so. “They… they… they…,” he repeated, again and again.

Whenua moved to tear the creature off of Onewa’s Kanohi, but Nuju blocked him. “Wait. Let him talk,” said the Toa of Ice. “We may learn something of value. Onewa, ‘they’ who? Who are you talking about?”

The Toa of Stone turned slowly to look at Nuju. His eyes were vacant. “They… too late… too late for anything… all must end. Visorak. Visorak.” Onewa began to tremble violently. “Visorak! The end! They wait. They watch. They know. They… they know…”

“Nuju, stop this!” cried Nokama.

Vakama stepped forward. “To blazes with knowledge, this is one of us,” he said, launching a firebolt. The flames consumed the creature, reducing it foul-smelling ash. So precise was Vakama’s control that Onewa’s mask was not even singed. The Toa of Stone staggered backwards, reaching back to the wall to keep from falling.

“Are you all right?” asked Nokama.

“Yes… I will be…” he replied, badly shaken. “But… I would not wish that experience on anyone else.”

“What did you see? What are Visorak?” Nuju pressed.

Onewa shook his head, confused. “I don’t know. Those were not my words, not my thoughts. I remember… something… something horrible, everywhere… stealers of life… but I cannot see more. Vakama? Is this what your visions are like?”

The Toa of Fire shrugged, uncomfortable at the question. He had never grown used to his erratic visions of the future. “I suppose so. Sometimes.”


Whenua had turned his attention back to the vault. If anyone had asked, he was simply searching for the vial they were here to find. But secretly, he half-hoped there might be a second one of those creatures inside. **What a Rahi for study, he thought. A hybrid, perhaps, and a symbiote… I would stake my reputation on it. Nuju was right, we could have learned so much – but not at the risk of Onewa’s sanity.**

To his disappointment, there was nothing else alive in the vault. But nestled in the back there was a vial made of a peculiar, black metallic substance. Whenua grabbed it and turned to the other Toa, “We have begun. Now we only need the energized protodermis.”

Matau smiled. “Librarian, that is like saying we ‘only’ need to clean-polish a Muaka’s teeth… from the inside.”

After all they had been through on the journey thus far, the Toa Metru hoped for an uneventful passage to Makuta’s lair. They were badly disappointed. The closer they came to their destination, the thicker and faster came the Rahi, both creatures they were familiar with and mutants not even a mad Matoran could have dreamed of. Some fled, and some fought, but the Toa found no glory in the battles. Even Nuju, who had never encouraged any connection between himself and the natural world, could sense that these beasts attacked out of desperation, not evil. The realization chilled even the Toa of Ice.

It might have been after their tenth victory, or their hundredth, that Nuju gave voice to his thoughts. They had all lost count of how many Rahi they had defeated, and dreaded the new waves that were sure to come. Matau had looked around at the scene of the struggle, saying, “Even trapped, Makuta has many guard-fighters. He must need his alone-time when he is making monsters.”

“They aren’t guards,” Nuju said. “Maybe they were at one time, but they aren’t trying to stop us from reaching our destination.”

“Then why all the slash and roar?”
“It’s not so strange, Matau. How would you react if you were trying to escape someplace, and others blocked your way?”

Nuju’s words stopped Vakama in his tracks. He grasped their implications immediately, and wished he could just dismiss the Toa of Ice’s theories as nothing more than dark fantasies springing from this terrible place. The only problem was Nuju had a nasty habit of being right.

“Think about it,” the Toa of Ice continued. “The Nui-Jaga who ran to its death… the Muaka whose pain Nokama sensed… and the strange creatures we have encountered all along this journey. We have grown so used to battle that we see enemies even when there are none, brothers and sister. These beasts are not charging toward us – they are running away from something.”

“Do you remember the stone rat plague?” asked Whenua. “You know, when they swarmed up out of the streets of Ta-Metru and devastated the district for weeks? Everyone thought it was hunger and instinct that drove them to the surface… until we discovered the Nui-Rama swarm loose in the maintenance tunnels, preying on the rats’ nests.”

Vakama’s memories of that terrible time were all too vivid. Even Toa Lhikan, who had defeated the mightiest Rahi, almost found himself helpless before an assault by some of the smallest. “They hadn’t mounted an attack on the metru,” he remembered aloud. “They were just trying to get away from something worse than themselves.”

The Toa stood in silence, thinking about the scores of monstrosities they had faced since entering this maze of shadows. And the same question echoed in all their minds: What could possibly be more terrible than what we have seen?
There were no carvings to point the way to Makuta’s lair, no signs warning the Toa to go back if they valued their lives. Only darkness greeted them as they descended ever deeper – darkness and the incessant whisper of the Karzahni, speaking through the plant growth on the tunnel walls.

“Now, Toa,” it said urgently. “You draw closer to my birthplace. Already you can feel your spirits grow cold and your minds rebel. This place is alive with memories, twisted memories of madness. Tread carefully, my allies.”

“Allies,” muttered Vakama. “I would sooner team with Makuta himself.”

“Makuta is not here,” whispered the Karzahni. “And I am. It is truly a circumstance ripe with possibilities.”

The argument was ended by Whenua, who stood before a dead end in the tunnel. “I think we have found it, Vakama. But I can feel something in the ground… a power… movement. Something is in there, I’m sure of it.”

“Then let’s not keep it waiting,” said Vakama. Placing his hand on the metallic gateway, he melted a hole through its substance. Then he stepped aside to allow Whenua to reach inside and grab hold. With a great heave, the Toa of Earth tore the door from its hinges.

The smell of smoke, rot, and molten protodermis struck the Toa Metru like a fist. They half expected to see the winged, armored shape of their nemesis emerge from the darkness within, but nothing moved beyond the entryway. Hesitantly, the Toa stepped into the chamber, every sense alert for danger.

Massive stone pillars stood in the four corners of the lair, carved with symbols so ancient even Nokama’s Mask of Translation proved useless. The walls were lined with large stasis tubes, much like the ones used in the Archives. Some were shattered, others still housed Rahi, most of them dead. The creatures were altered beyond all recognition, and in some cases, it seemed impossible that they could ever have existed.

The dominant feature of the chamber was a huge, silvery pool of energized protodermis in the center of the floor. Its surface was so calm that Nuju almost thought it might be a sheet of ice. The Toa Metru gathered around the circular pit that held the object of Karzahni’s desire.

“Imagine,” Matau said. “If this can do what Nuju speak-says…”

“The power to create, and to destroy,” Nuju whispered. “What could be greater? With this, one could be elevated to heights undreamed of.”

“Or be doomed to the darkness below,” said Vakama. “Let’s not forget that the Morbuzakh, the Karzahni, and a legion of monsters were spawned in this place, born of Makuta’s madness and power like this.”

The Toa of Fire took the vial from Whenua and knelt down to take a sample from the pool. “The sooner we have what we seek and get away from here, the better I will like it.”
At the slightest touch of the vial, the energized protodermis began to boil. Matau pulled Vakama away from the edge as the liquid grew more agitated, as if building to an explosion. Then, before the startled eyes of the Toa Metru, something rose from the pool.

At first, they thought it was simply a wave of protodermis that would engulf them. But the liquid hung suspended and then began to reshape itself, forming a head and two arms. Features began to appear on the face and hands to grow from the ends of the limbs. Yet, through it all, the substance never changed, only the shape, as it took on the semblance of the Toa Metru. When all was done, what hovered above the pool was a living entity made entirely of energized protodermis.

“I am the guardian of this place,” it said. Though its tone was calm and emotionless, its voice rumbled like thunder in the chamber.

“You have come to take that which is forbidden. It is not to be.”

“Who are you to deny us?” asked Vakama boldly. “We are Toa Metru from the city of legends, seeking only a small portion of what you protect for a vital mission.”

“Do you seek to create, or to undo creation?” asked the protodermis being.

“Neither,” said Nuju. “We are attempting to buy safe passage to Metru Nui from the Karzahni, with hopes of saving the Matoran trapped in eternal sleep in that place.”

A ripple ran through the being as it pondered Nuju’s words. Then it fixed its eyes upon the Toa of Ice and said, “The Karzahni is known to me, for I was there at its birth… a pretender to the throne of shadows, it was, from its first moment of existence. I have no love for it, yet still you may not have what you seek.”

“But the Matoran—”

“What are the Matoran to me?” snapped the entity. “They are but the living. I am life. Behold.”

The being raised an arm and a stream of energized protodermis flowed from its hand. It struck a tiny buzzing insect that flew near the ceiling. The Toa watched in awe as the insect metamorphosized, growing to a thousand times its original size, its wingspan easily 200 feet across, its stinger replaced by a jaw filled with metallic teeth. It dove at the assembled Toa Metru.

“Scatter!” shouted Vakama. “Together we are too easy a target!”

Nuju aimed an ice bolt at the flying monstrosity. The creature responded by flapping its wings so fast they became a blur. The ice projectile stopped just short of the beast and rebounded toward Nuju, striking the Toa of Ice squarely and knocking him off his feet.

“Interesting,” murmured the protodermis entity. “Its defense mechanisms have been enhanced, so that wing vibration generates a field capable of reflecting back force hurled against it.”

“This isn’t some experiment!” Whenua shouted, narrowly avoiding another pass by the mutated insect. “This is real!”

“As real as the Metru Nui Archives?” replied the entity. “Did you worry about the feelings of the lesser beings you caged and studied and gawked at? No, Toa. I am as far beyond you as you are from the lowliest Rahi. You are all insects to me.”

Onewa backflipped out of the way of the monster’s snapping jaws. “Great. We’re getting battered and he’s giving lectures.”

As the other Toa fought a holding action against the entity’s creation, Nokama stood to the side and studied its movements. Although now far more dangerous, the beast’s instincts had not changed, and nor had its strategies. Instead of charging and demolishing its foes, it persisted in diving and then retreating, as a small insect would. She saw an opening, and knew that there was no one better to take advantage of it than her – after all, her hours were numbered regardless.

When the creature dove again, she jumped on its back. It immediately climbed toward the ceiling, but she hung on, inching her way up toward its head. Positioned as she was, the beast could not turn to snap at her, but it swooped and dove in an effort to shake her off.

Nokama readied her hydro blade. Before the beast could react, she had slipped the tool across its neck and then grabbed it with her other hand. Then she pulled hard on the blade, back and to the right. Faced with the prospect of turning or choking, the creature veered to the right.

“What is that crazy teacher doing?” asked Onewa.
“Steering,” replied Nuju. “I wonder if that would work with Gukko birds?” wondered Matau.

High above, Nokama was engaged in a war of wills with the creature. Every time it tried to dive toward the Toa Metru, she yanked hard and forced it back up. It made a noise that was a combination of a buzz and a screech. Using the Mask of Translation, Nokama replied, “I am not letting go. You can crash into a wall and kill us both, or you can work with me.”

Nokama’s fellow Toa watched as the creature slowly went from flying wildly and erratically to circling near the cavern ceiling. Even having previously seen Nokama engage in conversation with a Kikanalo herd chief, they found it hard to believe she could tame such a beast. The protodermis entity had watched her efforts with interest as well, but the expression on his liquid features indicated he had lost patience with the display.

“What I begin,” he said, raising his arm, “I can also end.” A jet of energized protodermis flew from him to strike the airborne creature. It writhed at the touch of the fluid and plummeted to the ground. Nokama leapt from its back and used blasts of water to slow her descent until Matau could safely catch her.

The Rahi hit the ground and lay still, before finally dissolving into nothingness again. “It was not this creature’s destiny to transform a second time,” said the entity. “And so its time is done. Learn from the example, Toa.”

Vakama loaded a weakness disk into his launcher and took aim. “The only thing we have learned is that you are as coldhearted as Makuta your master,” he snarled, sending the Kanoka disk toward its target.

The entity watched the Kanoka’s approach impassively. The disk struck him head-on and immediately disintegrated. “Master? I have no master. Can anyone hope to master a force of the universe? Take your foolish beliefs and begone, Toa. Do not tempt my wrath.”

The entity punctuated his words with another jet of energized protodermis, this one aimed at Matau. Whenua tackled the Toa of Air just before the liquid would have struck. “Get down!”

“But I might have been — ouch! — transformed,” said Matau as he hit the ground. “I could have become a new-power Toa.”

Whenua glanced up at where the protodermis had struck the wall, eating it away. “You know, brother, sometimes I think you have all the common sense of that wall,” he muttered, “and are at least twice as thick.”

In rapid succession, the entity mutated worms, microbes, a dozen different creatures who in their natural form were no threat. But touched by the power of energized protodermis, they became monstrous versions of their former selves, each one strong enough to defeat a Toa.

The Toa Metru defended themselves, with elemental and mask powers against the creations of the protodermis entity. At first, it seemed like they would be brought low by sheer numbers. But when Whenua’s Mask of Night Vision succeeded in blinding a rock worm and driving it back below the surface, the others took heart. Inch by inch, they advanced on the creatures until the horrors had all fallen or fled.

With that conflict done, Vakama signaled for the Toa to spread out and surround the pool. He, Nuju, Onewa, and Nokama each took up a position in front of one of the chamber’s four pillars. The entity made no effort to stop them.

“The wrath of a puddle,” said Nuju. “That might be amusing. Show us, creature, just how angry a pail of water can become.”

The entity hurled its substance forth again, but not at Nuju, past him. It struck the far wall, but this time it did not dissolve the stone. Instead, a bipedal creature of rock detached itself from the wall and lumbered toward the Toa of Ice.

“I think this is the part where we ‘lesser beings’ are supposed to scream and run away,” said Onewa. “You know what we do with rock in Po-Metru, friend?”

The Toa of Stone sent his elemental powers against the entity’s creation. Instantly, the legs crumbled beneath the rock monster. “We smash it.”
Another wave of power and the arms detached neatly and fell to the floor. “We carve it.” A final burst of energy and the rock creature crumbled to dust. “And sometimes we just give up…” Onewa said. Concentrating, he drew the rock dust and shattered pieces back together to form a boulder. “And start over again.”

Onewa folded his arms and looked at the protodermis entity. “But then, we’re not on your level, are we?”

Something in Onewa’s tone sparked anger in the entity. It hurled another blast of protodermis. Onewa dodged and it struck the pillar, devouring the stone. Vakama saw this and smiled.

“I would have thought a superior being would have better aim,” he shouted. “Or do you only fight through pawns?”

The entity whirled and sent forth another blast, missing again and melting another pillar. Then it, too, smiled. “Ah. I see what you are doing. You would have me destroy all four pillars and bury us all.”

“Well, bury you,” said Matau. “Us, we are not much for rock-blankets.”

“You’re right,” said Vakama. “You are wiser than we are, so there is no point in trying to trick you. And no one of us could ever hope to defeat you…”

The Toa Metru had come a long way together since defeating the Morbuzakh in Metru Nui. They had survived betrayal, stopped Makuta, and fought their way to a new island home and now back. So all knew Vakama’s statement was not just mere words, but a call to action.

The Toa of Fire was first, triggering his rocket pack and heading for the ceiling. Onewa and Whenua were next, using their powers to call forth walls of earth and stone around the pool. As the entity brought them down, it found itself confronted by more barriers of rock and ice. High above, Matau and Nokama combined their powers to form a violent storm inside the cave. Forked lightning bolts struck near the pool, charring the stone floor.

The protodermis entity turned this way and that, unsure where to strike first. It could easily end the existence of any of these Toa, but where to concentrate its powers? Targeting one would leave it vulnerable to the efforts of the others, and though they could not harm him, they might somehow damage the pool.

Matau shot past, using his aero-slicer blades and power over wind to propel him through the air. The entity tracked him and launched a blast of protodermis at a point in front of the Toa of Air. Matau chuckled and made a 180-degree turn straight up, avoiding the stream, which instead hit the third pillar.

The entity cried out in rage at the sight.

Vakama signaled the others to halt their actions. He descended to the ground, standing face to face with the entity, mere inches away. “One pillar left,” said the Toa of Fire. “We could never have brought down four before you stopped us, but one? That we can do.”

“Go ahead,” sneered the entity. “Rain a thousand tons of rock upon me. I will burn my way through it and still repay your defiance.”

Nuju walked over to join Vakama. “Perhaps. Or perhaps another of Makuta’s interesting little projects is up above… a creature that eats energized protodermis would seem to suit his warped ends. Maybe you would like to study that specimen?”

Onewa leaned casually against the fine pillar. “Sounds interesting. Let’s not keep the two of them apart.”

“You are speaking without knowledge,” said the entity. It did not sound as if it believed its own words.

“Then Onewa can bring down the rock and we can all find out,” said Vakama. “Or we can make a trade. We get our vial of protodermis and walk out, unharmed, and no further damage gets done to your chamber.”

The entity paused in thought. Then it bowed its head slightly, and said, “Very well. As a superior being, I can afford to be… generous.”
Vakama dipped the vial into the pool, emerging with a small amount of the precious liquid. Then he backed slowly away, never taking his eyes off the entity. When he and the other Toa were near the entrance, they turned and headed for the tunnel.

Nokama was the first to hear the rushing sound, as if a wall of water was heading toward them. She turned to see that the entity had formed itself into a tidal wave and was bearing down upon them. She shouted a warning, but by then the other Toa had sighted the danger as well. Onewa lashed out with his elemental energies and shattered the last pillar, bringing the stone ceiling crashing down.

The entity’s substance hung suspended for only a moment, as if in shock. Then an avalanche of rock plummeted down upon it, the great weight breaking through the floor beneath. Safe in the tunnel, the Toa Metru watched as the entire chamber collapsed into the darkness.

“That’s the problem with superior beings,” said Onewa. “They lie a lot.”

“Such a waste,” Nokama said, shaking her head sadly. “Makuta, the Karzahni, and now this… so much power, so much knowledge, but no spirit – only the drive to destroy.”

The Toa turned as one and walked quickly, leaving the chamber far behind them.
The Toa of Water could feel the “eyes” of the Karzahni upon her as they made their way back to its subterranean dwelling place. She could practically sense its anticipation as they drew nearer with the energized protodermis. Right then, she decided that she would not allow the others to bargain with that evil creature, even if it meant her own death.

The plant-thing’s branches opened as if in welcome as they entered the cave. “I am amazed to see you have all survived,” the Karzahni whispered.

“More than survived,” said Vakama, producing the vial. “We have what you asked for. Now keep your word and cure Nokama.”

The myriad parts of the Karzahni rustled. A vine reached out to snatch the vial away, but Vakama pulled his hand back. “I gave you no word to keep,” said the creature. “And I must test what you have brought me, mustn’t I? Let me have it, or know that you have doomed your friend.”

“As you’re doomed!” asked Nuju. “This journey has not been what it seemed, from the beginning. We fought creatures we thought meant to harm us, but who only sought escape. And you, so sure of your power… you have little time left, isn’t that right, Karzahni?”

The plant’s appendages drew closer to the trunk, as if preparing for an attack. “You are very clever, Nuju. You should have been a Vahki.”

“You said it yourself,” Nuju replied. “Everything here is dying. Makuta designs his creations with a limited lifespan, doesn’t he, so they can never be a threat to him.”

The Karzahni laughed. “No, Toa of Ice. He simply does not want to be confronted by his ‘failures’ on and on, throughout the centuries. But with what is in that vial, I will surpass him. I will do all that he could not, and in the end, I will be the master and he the slave. Now give me that vial!”

Vakama lifted the tube of energized protodermis into the air and tilted it slightly, as if intending to pour it out on the ground. “I will test it for you.”

“You wouldn’t,” snapped the Karzahni.

The Toa of Fire’s smile sent a chill even through the other Toa. “Karzahni, after what I have been through these past weeks… there is very little I wouldn’t do.”

A portion of the ground erupted at the feet of Nokama. A small root forced its way up through the stone. “Eat of that,” the Karzahni said to her, “and you will be healed. What one of Makuta’s creations can do, another can undo.”

Nokama hesitated. Perhaps this thing meant to poison her? But no, then its hold over the Toa Metru would be gone and her friends could safely flee with the vial. She knelt down, plucked the root, and placed it in her mouth. Its taste was bitter, yet she could already feel the strength flooding her limbs again. She looked up at Vakama and nodded.

The Toa of Fire extended the vial.

“Are you crazy?” said Onewa. “You can’t give that kind of power to this thing!”

“Toa keep their word,” Vakama replied. “Otherwise, we are no better than the things we fight.”
The Karzahni’s vine grabbed the vial and brought it close to the trunk. “Yes, it is the stuff of life,” the plant creature said, voice bubbling with dark pleasure. “It will transform me into more than what I am. I will be free to walk, to grow, to conquer in ways my creator could only dream. Just a few drops…”

The Toa stood transfixed as the silver liquid splashed upon a branch of the Karzahni. For a moment, the entire plant seemed to sway as if caught in a gale wind. Then the vial was flung to the ground as the Karzahni screamed.

“It burns! It buuuuuuuuuuuuuunns!”

Chaos seized hold of the plant-thing, its limbs spasming as the power of the energized protodermis coursed through it. Unlike the stone rat and the mutated insect, the Karzahni did not dissolve, but was instead ravaged by fires within. An acrid smell of dying plant flesh filled the air as one by one the monster’s limbs decayed and dropped to the ground.

“This isn’t what it thought-wished for, is it?” asked Matau.

“It was not the Karzahni’s destiny to transform,” answered Nuju. “That left only one other choice.”

“This… this is horrible. Isn’t there something we can do?” whispered Nokama.

Nuju shook his head. This was not a fate he would have wished even on Makuta, but the Karzahni had made its choice. It valued power even more than life, and so had lost both.

Then it was over. The withered, blackened form of the Karzahni sagged, with only its root structure embedded in the wall keeping it from hitting the ground. “Makuta’s final jest,” it said weakly, “the promise of eternal power masking the reality of doom.”

“Yes,” said Vakama. “Makuta has a fondness for… masks.”

“I could still muster enough strength, somehow, to defeat you all,” said the Karzahni. “But… I will not. Hear my words, Toa: You have not stopped Makuta, only slowed him. You return to a Metru Nui much changed, and for the worse. Only fear and disaster wait for you there. But I will let you go… for only Toa can hope to bring an end to my creator. And… he must be… ended.”

Then the Karzahni spoke no more. Nuju inspected the creature for a moment before turning to the others. “The power of the protodermis has consumed it,” he said. “Like Ahkmou, like Mavrah, like too many others, all victims of the darkness within them.”

Vakama knew he should say something. Wise and reassuring words were what were needed, but none came to him. Instead, he felt a great weariness. Being a Toa, it seemed, meant facing the darkness and overcoming it, time after time.

But what of the ones of whom Nuju spoke? he wondered. What must it be like to fall before the darkness inside yourself?

The Toa of Fire hoped and prayed that none of them would ever find out.
“The telling of the tale is done,” said Turaga Vakama, his voice barely more than a whisper. “In time, we made our way back to the shores of the silver sea. Metru Nui lay before us, filled with Matoran trapped in endless sleep.”

He rose, using his staff to support himself. “Before his death, Toa Lhikan had asked that we safeguard the heart of Metru Nui. That heart was the Matoran. Now we were prepared to enter our wounded city and save them all. Our moment of destiny was at hand.”

Vakama’s eyes met Tahu Nuva’s. “And now I have told all that I wish to… perhaps all that I dare. You know what I must now ask, Tahu.”

The Toa Nuva of Fire rose. “Then you must also know my answer, Turaga.”

The other Turaga present rose in protest, but Vakama gestured for them to be silent. “It is decided then. But, hear me, Tahu — I will share my tale with you, and only you. Then you must decide if other ears can bear to hear:”

“More secrets, Turaga?”

Vakama bowed his head and walked slowly away. “There are some words never meant to be uttered, Toa Tahu,” he said. “There are some stories never meant to be told.”
Turaga Vakama and Toa Nuva Tahu looked down on the former site of their home village. Ta-Koro had been a mighty fortress whose walls had never been breached by a foe. But that was before the terrible night when the Rahkshi came, raining destruction down and leaving the village to sink into the lava.

"Why have you brought me here?" asked Tahu. "Surely there was some other secluded spot in which you could tell me your tale of Metru Nui."

"There are many such spots," Vakama agreed. "But none that will serve as well as this one. You see, Tahu, this was your home on the island, and now it is gone. When Ta-Koro fell, you felt loss, grief, guilt, rage… isn’t that so?"

"You know it is."

"Then it is the best place for you to try to understand the history I have to share with you," the Turaga of Fire continued. "One thousand years ago, there were six heroes, the Toa Metru, of whom I was one. We lived in a great city called Metru Nui. But Makuta struck at our city, and despite our best efforts, the Matoran were imprisoned and the city… the city was damaged worse than we could know."

Vakama shook his head slowly as the painful memories flooded his mind. "We escaped and found a new home, this island we call Mata Nui. But we had to return to save the Matoran and bring them here. There was no other way."

"You sound as if you regret doing it," Tahu said, puzzled. "You were Toa. Protecting the Matoran was your duty. What else could you do but try to rescue them?"

"We could have done it with wisdom!" snapped Vakama. "We could have done it with unity! If we had, perhaps the horror that was the Hordika would never have happened… perhaps the web of the Visorak would never have been spun."

"Hordika… Visorak… I don’t know these names," Tahu replied. "Be glad you do not," said Vakama. "Be glad they do not haunt your dreams as they have done mine for, lo, these thousand years."

Vakama reached into his pack and removed a black stone. Tahu knew it well. When stories of the past were told in the sand, this stone represented the evil Makuta, enemy of all Toa and Matoran.

"I don’t understand," said Tahu. "You and the other Toa Metru defeated Makuta and imprisoned him in an unbreakable shell of solid protodermis. Surely he was not lying in wait for you when you returned to Metru Nui?"

Vakama held up the stone. "No. Tell me, Tahu, have you ever really looked at this Makuta stone? It is no ordinary rock gathered from the beach of Mata Nui. No, it is far more than that. It is… a reminder. And before my tales are done, you will know how it came to be."

As darkness fell, Vakama began to speak once more of times long past. Tahu sat silently, taking in his words, and fighting a strange sensation. Had he not known better, he would have sworn that the shadows themselves had gathered to listen to Vakama’s tale.
In his brief time as Toa, Vakama had come close to being crushed by Morbuzakh vines, devoured by stone rats, and absorbed into Makuta’s essence. He knew that he risked death every time he challenged a foe. By now, he had envisioned a hundred different ways he might meet his end.

As it turned out, though, the Toa of Fire was about to die from a cause that would never have made his list in a million years: white-hot flame. Falling to his knees before the onslaught of his enemy, one thought kept going through his mind.

_The other Toa will never believe this._

His mission had started out simply enough. The Toa Metru had finally made it to the shores of the silver sea that surrounded the city of Metru Nui. In the heart of that city, far beneath the Coliseum, were hundreds of pods containing sleeping Matoran. Unless the Toa could rescue them, these Matoran might slumber for all eternity. It was to save their friends that the Toa had made the journey back to the sea.

Unfortunately, they had forgotten one thing. On their first trip across the ocean, the Toa had sailed a Vahki transport with pods lashed to the bottom to keep it afloat. Pods and transport were now on the beaches of the island refuge the Toa had discovered. With no boat, the only other option was for those Toa who flew to carry those who did not across the ocean, far too great a distance to be practical.

That left only one choice, searching until they found some other way to make the journey. Matau had volunteered to look for old chutes that might traverse the bottom of the sea. Onewa and Whenua were going to try to build a craft, if they could find the right raw materials. Nokama and Nuju were convinced that there was some ancient vessel hidden nearby, left behind by whoever had carved the tunnels to the surface. None of these plans sounded very likely to succeed to Vakama, so he had gone off on his own to explore.

He had discovered a number of vaulted chambers left over from when Makuta had used this area as a base. Most had long since been abandoned by whatever Rahi the dark one had left on guard. Unfortunately, there was nothing to be seen that would be of help to the Toa Metru.

He was about to turn back and join Nokama and Nuju when he spotted another vault door. This one was so well camouflaged by its stony exterior that it looked like just another part of the tunnel wall. Reasoning that anything Makuta wanted to keep hidden would have some value, Vakama melted the lock and opened the massive gateway.

The dim glow of a single lightstone illuminated the chamber. The walls were lined with shelves, all of them cluttered with Vahki and Kralhi parts. Other robotic limbs and clockwork mechanisms were scattered around the floor. It looked like one of the Vahki assemblers’ villages back in Po-Metru where the mechanical order enforcers had been constructed.

_Why would Makuta have all this?_ Vakama wondered. _The Vahki were a Matoran creation, intended to protect us. Makuta had nothing to do with their creation, unless…_
The Toa of Fire frowned. The Matoran had been very careful to design the Vahki so that they would not cause physical harm. It was possible that Makuta had been attempting to redesign the order enforcers to make them more vicious and dangerous for his own purposes.

Metru Nui will not miss you, Makuta, Vakama thought. I only pray you stay trapped forever.

Something else caught his eye. He shoved aside some of the Vahki parts to uncover a pair of insectoid legs, the same ones used for Vahki transport locomotion. Searching a little more uncovered more transport parts. He allowed himself a moment to consider the irony that Makuta’s experiments might end up helping to save the Matoran, then began gathering the parts in the center of the chamber.

A blast of heat struck him from behind, as intense as a flame geyser from a Ta-Metru fire pit. Vakama turned to see something taking form in front of the doorway. At first, it was simply a red and orange blur surrounded by shimmering waves of heat. Then it coalesced into a figure of flame, blazing between Vakama and the exit.

“Can you speak?” asked the Toa of Fire.

The flame creature did not respond.

“If you serve Makuta, your master will not be returning,” Vakama continued. “You can leave this place. Do you understand?”

The creature blazed even brighter. Even Vakama, whose Toa form was resistant to fire, had to stagger back a step from the sheer magnitude of the heat. As if sensing weakness, the creature began to advance.

Vakama rapidly loaded and launched a Kanoka disk. A tongue of flame reached out from his foe’s body, encircled the disk, and melted it in midair.

The Toa of Fire hurled a ball of fire, already suspecting it would be ineffective. The creature responded with one of its own, and the two collided, canceling each other out. Vakama struck again, this time melting the stone floor under his opponent’s feet. The fire being never moved. Instead, it used its powers to create a thermal updraft that held it aloft.

I could learn some things about my powers from this creature, thought Vakama. The problem would be living long enough to put them to use.

The temperature in the chamber, already high from the battle, began to rise even more. The fire being was acting as a furnace, trying to weaken Vakama with intense heat before finishing him off. To the Toa’s surprise, it was working. He could see the Vahki and transport parts beginning to soften and melt, and worse, feel his own Toa armor melting as well.

I use fire, but it is fire, he thought. A nova blast might stop it... but it would also destroy these tunnels and the other Toa in them.

Vakama racked his brain. There had to be a way to defeat this thing! He found himself wishing Nuju were there, both for his knowledge of tactics and his ice power. Maybe the cold could counteract...

The Toa of Fire stopped short. Cold was the answer, and perhaps he didn’t need Nuju for that. It was something he had never tried before. But there was no time to gauge the risks, not if he wanted to avoid becoming a puddle of protodermis on the floor.

He reached out with his elemental powers, mustering all his concentration and forcing himself to ignore his weakness. In the past, he had saved himself and Onewa by absorbing open flames into his body. This was something far more dangerous: actually absorbing all the heat in the room.

Little by little, the temperature in the chamber began to drop. The fire being seemed confused, pushing itself more and more to fight off the sudden cold. Vakama was relentless, calling on more of his power and drawing every last degree of heat into himself. The Toa’s body glowed like a star. Through a red haze, he could see ice forming on the walls and floors. Now it was the fire creature’s turn to back away, trying to escape the fatal chill.

Vakama pushed himself to his limit, and then beyond. The cold was making his limbs feel like lead. More power than he had ever known threatened to consume him. The fire being stumbled backward and collapsed, frost forming atop its flames. As the Toa of Fire watched, a thick coating of ice covered his foe.
The Toa of Fire knew in that moment he had won, but there was no cause to celebrate. He was almost frozen solid and perilously close to passing out. If he lost consciousness, the power within him would run wild and explode outward, killing himself and who knew how many others.

He forced himself to move, the sheath of ice that covered his body cracking as he did so. He raised his arms, ignoring the fact that it felt like he was trying to lift the city of Metru Nui. Then Vakama unleashed his newfound power, blasting the back wall of the chamber to atoms, along with the miles of tunnel that stretched beyond it.

In the last moment before the darkness closed in, the Toa of Fire realized that he had just faced, and conquered, a dark version of himself.

But I don’t think I could do it again.

When the other Toa found him, he was still lying unconscious among the rubble. The fire being was gone. Nokama used cooling water to revive him as the others gathered the pieces of the transport. It would take some effort to repair the parts and put the vehicle back together, but it seemed their best option.

That left them with only one problem. “It won’t swim-float,” pointed out Matau. “The other transport stayed afloat for maybe a minute before we lashed the pods to the bottom. And we have no Matoran-pods to use this time.”

“No, but we might have something that can replace them,” said Onewa. “Come with me, and bring your aero-slicers.”

An hour later, the two Toa returned, both of them carrying armloads of blackened logs. They didn’t have to explain where they had got them. The Toa had only recently witnessed the death of the Karzahni, a plant creature created by Makuta with an appetite for conquest. Onewa had decided to put the trunk and branches to good use.

If the idea of using the Karzahni to help them make it back home bothered any of the Toa, they didn’t say anything. Vakama welded the parts of the transport together while Onewa, Matau and Whenua turned the logs into a crude raft. When the transport was done, they lashed the raft to the bottom and pushed it into the water. It wasn’t the most seaworthy vessel ever to ride the waves, but it didn’t sink either.

As they boarded the new boat, christened Lhikan II, none of the Toa noticed a small, green shoot growing from one of the logs. It would be an oversight they would come to regret.

Matau sat in the cockpit. He was just about to start the transport’s insectoid legs moving when he noticed Nuju’s disapproving gaze.

“What?”

“I think I should drive,” said Nuju.

“You?” laughed the Toa of Air. “A Ko-Metru librarian, steer-piloting a machine like this? Why?”

“Because I remember what happened the last time you drove.”

“Yes, we only found a beautiful home-island, Nuju. Nothing very important or special,” Matau replied, sarcastically.

The Toa of Ice shook his head. “How is it that you manage to remember only the good things, never the bad?”

Matau grinned. “Practice, brother. Lots and lots of practice.”

Onewa crouched at the bow of the vessel, his eyes locked on the silhouette of Metru Nui. He expected the city to be dark, and it was, nor was he surprised that only one sun now shone in the heavens. Makuta had drawn upon great and terrible forces when they fought him in Metru Nui. There was no telling what damage might have been done to the city of legends during that conflict.

Still, something about the look of the city was nagging at him. He might not have spent his life in crystal towers like Nuju, or soaring through chutes like Matau, but he knew Metru Nui. He knew its
rhythms, its feel, almost as if it were an old and trusted friend. Even stripped of its population, there were

things that could not change about Metru Nui.

And yet they have...

“What do you see?” asked Whenua.

“Mist, everywhere, shrouding the city… can’t you spot it yourself?”

“You know my eyes are not strong in the light,” said the Toa of Earth. “Maybe that is why I can’t see what you do.”

“Or maybe you just don’t want to.” Then, more gently, Onewa continued, “You really didn’t want to leave, did you?”

“Of course not. It’s our home. Battered, bruised, but still the only place we have ever known. We could have stayed and rebuilt. We still could.”

Onewa said nothing. The same thoughts had occurred to him many times over the past few days. It had been Vakama’s visions that told them they must move on to a new land, beyond the Great Barrier, a place where Matoran could live in peace. What if the Toa of Fire was wrong?

He pushed the idea out of his mind. True, he had doubted Vakama from the beginning, but each time he had been proven wrong. It was too late to begin regretting the course of action they had all agreed upon. More than that, it was simply too painful to consider the possibility that they were abandoning Metru Nui for nothing.

His eye was drawn to movement in the city. With all the Matoran trapped in slumber, nothing should have been darting across the rooftops. Could Makuta already be free? Are we sailing into a trap?

“Nuju!” he called. “I have need of your vision.”

The Toa of Ice moved to stand beside him. Onewa pointed to the southern tip of the city. Nuju focused the telescopic lens of his mask on that point. He stared straight ahead for a long minute, never speaking, until Onewa could no longer contain his impatience.

“What is it? What do you see?”

“Something is preparing to welcome us home,” Nuju answered quietly. “We should make certain we do not attend the celebration empty-handed.”
Whenua watched, puzzled, as Nuju and Nokama practiced complicated tactical maneuvers on the deck. Using both tools and elemental powers, they engaged in mock battle with the same intensity as if they were challenging a Vahki. Nokama hurled water blasts and Nuju froze them; Nuju tried to trip her up with his crystal spikes, only to be felled himself by her hydro blades.

"Is this really necessary?" asked the Toa of Earth. "What is in Metru Nui that we can’t handle?"

"It never hurts to be fully prepared," Nuju answered, narrowly evading a blow from Nokama’s tool.

"Nuju saw Rahkshi – lots of them – on the rooftops," Nokama said, parrying strikes from the Toa of Ice. "If they have emerged from the tunnels, it must mean the Vahki are either shut down or else too busy to challenge them. Either way, it means things could be worse there than we thought."

"I wish I could have seen more," Nuju continued. "But the mist makes it difficult, and there was something more… something I couldn’t make out. It was everywhere, obscuring the buildings and spires of the city. I fear for Metru Nui."

Vakama’s reaction to the news had been to urge Matau to increase their speed. The Toa of Air was never one to turn down a chance to make a vehicle go faster, but the choppy seas were beginning to make even him nervous.

"The skies are gray-dark," he said. "Lots of lightning, too. Might not be the best time to cross."

"We keep going," answered Vakama.

"And then there is what Nuju spotted," said Onewa. "We should send one or two of us ahead as a scouting party. I would volunteer. Make sure we know what we are walking into."

Vakama shook his head. "We can’t afford the delay. I don’t want the Matoran trapped in those sleep pods any longer than they absolutely have to be."

"If we end up Rahi bones on the shore, they will be sleeping a good long time," Matau muttered. "Vahki transports are built for calm seas, not storm-tossed."

A wave washed over the deck of the transport. Vakama and Onewa held onto the railing to keep from being swept overboard. But the sea’s argument made no more difference to the Toa of Fire than did Matau’s.

"Waiting increases the risk that Rahkshi or something else will break into the Coliseum and harm the Matoran," he said firmly. "So we go on. If we wanted smooth seas and safety, we should never have become Toa."

Matau watched the Toa of Fire walk away, and said to himself, "Or one of us shouldn’t have, anyway."

Ga-Matoran in Metru Nui had a special fondness for boat racing. In their off-time, they would often gather at the canals with miniature replicas of Ga-Metru vessels and sail them against each other to
see which was the fastest. The truly daring would wait for those times when the channels were opened to the sea and huge tides of liquid protodermis would sweep through the canals. More than one little boat was swept up by the current in those races and smashed to shards against the walls.

Nokama was beginning to get an idea of how those vessels felt. Twin storms had converged on the *Lhikan II*, hurling it this way and that. Tidal waves threatened to swamp or sink the boat. Vakama had ordered Nuju, Whenua, and Onewa below to lessen the chance they would be swept overboard. He remained near the cockpit, keeping watch as Matau struggled to keep the transport on course for Metru Nui. For her part, Nokama was straining her elemental powers to try to calm the raging seas.

“It’s no use!” she cried. “The storm is too strong for me to control! We need to turn back!”

“Nowhere to turn back to now!” shouted Matau. “It stretches all the way to the Great Barrier. Forward-sail or backward-sail, the end is the same.”

“If we can’t outrun it, we will just have to plow through it,” said Vakama. “Keep on course.”

“I never knew Ta-Matoran were such ever-smart sailors,” snapped the Toa of Air. “What do you think I’m trying to do?”

The ocean ended the argument. A massive swell lifted the vessel high into the air. At the apex, a lightning bolt slammed into the bow, shearing off a large chunk of the hull. Then the wave pitched the ship forward, sending it plunging at high speed toward the shoreline of Metru Nui.

“Hang on!” shouted Vakama.

Like one of those miniature Ga-Metru toy boats, the *Lhikan II* slammed into the sea and disintegrated on impact. The tide swept the shattered pieces of the transport and the Karzahni cuttings in every direction, but of the Toa there was no sign.

A small Rahi reptile skittered across the rubble-strewn shores of Le-Metru. Now and then, small fish would work their way this close to the city’s edge and become trapped among the rocks, making them easy prey. The larger animals stayed away from the water, especially in a storm, so it was a safe place to find a meal.

Something stirred in the muck. The reptile paused, eyes wide, waiting to see if it was dinner or some marine predator driven to shore by the violent seas. When Toa Onewa’s head popped up out of the mud, the Rahi leapt in fright and raced off.

“Well, that… stunk,” said the Toa of Stone.

A second figure rose up, covered in mud and seaweed, looking like a creature even an archivist couldn’t love. Onewa let out an involuntary cry of surprise and struggled to free his proto pitons from the mud. The figure raised a muck-encrusted arm and scraped the mud from its face, revealing the familiar mask of the Toa of Ice.

“It would appear there was an error in our transport,” he said slowly. “Pilot error.”

Matau’s head and shoulders suddenly burst from a pile of rubble between the two Toa. He shot Nuju a look of annoyance. “Hey, I was only order-taking. Vakama was order-giving.”

“No need to be critical, Matau.”

The three Toa turned to see Nokama emerging from the water. “Regardless of how gracefully,” she continued, “we made it.”

“Yeah, well… whatever,” grumbled Matau. His attempt to shrug was foiled by the rock and mud that surrounded him. “Could somebody dig me out of here?”

Whenua approached and used his earth-shock drills to clear away some of the debris. Then he reached down, grabbed Matau’s hand, and pulled the Toa of Air loose.

“Thanks,” said Matau.

“It’s what I do,” replied Whenua. “Good to see we are all intact. But where is –?”

“Are we going to stand around all night?” yelled Vakama, emerging from the darkened streets of the city. “Or are we going to rescue Matoran?”
The little Rahi reptile ran as fast as its legs could carry it. It had seen many strange things since the great shadow fell on the city, but tall ones who spring from mud were something new and most unwelcome. So panicked was the tiny creature that it never stopped to think just where it was heading until it was too late.

It rounded a pile of shattered masonry at top speed and hit a thin, but strong, web head on. Its own struggles to free itself only entangled it more, until it hung helplessly waiting for its captor.

After a few moments, the weaver of the web appeared. The black spider-creature eyed its catch with disdain. It had hoped for one of the larger Rahi who were running wild through the city. Instead, here was this miniscule, jabbering thing, barely worth wasting a cocoon on.

The reptile was panicked. It knew far too well what this creature was — it had seen the like all over Le-Metru. Bigger Rahi ran in terror from the spiders, but they never made it very far. Most wound up wrapped in webs, not quite dead, not quite alive.

Thinking quickly, the little creature decided that if it explained its trespass, maybe the spider would let it go. It spoke rapidly, relating how it was simply looking for a meal when these larger beings with two faces chased it.

The spider paused. The beings described sounded suspiciously like the ones Roodaka had demanded the hordes watch out for. Perhaps there would be some use for this Rahi besides just the usual. Roodaka might even reward the messenger that brought such news.

The Visorak spider plucked the squirming reptile from the web with its mandibles and began the long journey to the Coliseum.

Roodaka tapped her claws on the arm of her throne, deep in thought.

Strictly speaking, of course, it was not her throne. It belonged to Sidorak, master of the Visorak hordes. But he was away, overseeing another hunt, which was fine with her. Sidorak was a skilled commander, and had his uses, but his company could be tiresome to say the least. She needed time to plan.

Her peace was disrupted by a Visorak called Oohnorak carrying a small Rahi in its jaws. The interruption irritated her, which did not bode well for her visitor. Visorak who annoyed Roodaka rarely lived to see another hunt.

“It is too small to be tribute,” she said, eyeing the struggling Rahi, “and too scrawny to be lunch. So I assume this sad, malodorous creature serves some other purpose? Some extremely important purpose?”

Oohnorak squeezed his mandibles a little tighter on the Rahi. His catch responded by babbling out the entire story again. Roodaka listened, bored at first, then gradually growing more interested when it became obvious who the little creature had encountered.

“So the Toa have returned, as I knew they would,” she said softly. “They conquered Makuta, but they left without their prize, those wretched little Matoran. No one can ignore the spoils of victory, not even heroes. It was only a matter of time.”

She gestured to the Rahi. “Set the puny beast free.”

The Visorak looked at her. Something about its attitude suggested it was actually considering questioning her order. Then, realizing what a fatal mistake that would be, it opened its jaws and let the reptile scamper away.

“Let it enjoy a few more hours of life,” Roodaka said. “This city is ours. Where can it go? As for the Toa…”

She rose, the dim light reflecting off her sleek, ebon form. “Find them. Now. And when they are found… you know what to do.”

Roodaka watched the Visorak depart to carry out her commands, and allowed herself a smile. Fate had delivered right into her claws — the only thing she needed to complete her plans. Now it was just a matter of time.
The Toa Metru walked through the quake-damaged Le-Metru. Their progress was slow. Most of the city’s lightstones had gone dark, and those that still worked produced only dim illumination. The streets were strewn with rubble and strange plants had overgrown entire blocks. This, combined with the absence of any Matoran, created the impression of a dead city. Worst of all were the webs, a combination of thick and thin strands with the strength of solid metal that hampered all forward movement.

Whenua was up ahead, using his Mask of Night Vision to try and light the way, accompanied by Matau. Vakama and Nokama stayed close behind, with Onewa and Nuju on their flanks.

“Where were you? I mean, after we crashed,” asked Nokama.

“Scouting,” the Toa of Fire replied. “I wanted to make sure there was no immediate danger.”

“You might have helped your brothers first. They could have been injured. I’m surprised you didn’t think of that.”

Vakama paused for a moment before replying. “I did. But if I went looking for them, and there was something lurking nearby, we might have been caught unaware. I made a decision to scout first, and seek later.”

Nokama said nothing. They walked on in an uncomfortable silence for a while before she turned back to him. “You don’t have to feel bad, you know.”

“About what?”

“The wreck. Even if we had turned back earlier, we might still have been swept up in the storm. It wasn’t your fault.”

Vakama glanced at her, as if surprised she had brought it up. “I don’t feel bad. We had to get back to Metru Nui. I wasn’t going to let a little rain get in our way.”

A little rain? Nokama shook her head. She had seen Vakama angry, frightened, confident, uncertain, and in a whole host of other moods, but this new attitude was beyond her. She wasn’t sure whether to be irritated or worried by his recklessness.

As if sensing that she did not approve of his actions, Vakama stopped and looked her in the eyes. “Listen, Toa Lhikan was captured by the Dark Hunters because I could not help him. He gave me a mission – save the heart of the city, the Matoran – and I failed. He died taking a blast meant for me, because I wasn’t good enough to stop Makuta before that.”

Vakama’s eyes blazed. “I won’t fail again. The Matoran will be saved, with the rest of you… or without you.”

“This is not Le-Metru,” Matau repeated for the fifth time. “It is a bad thought-dream.”

“I am sorry,” said Whenua. “But it is real. And I am sure the rest of the city looks just as bad.”

“Nothing could be as bad as this,” Matau replied. “So many chutes broken… streets buckled… green-growth everywhere… buildings shattered… if this is what happens when we win a fight, I hope we never lose one.”

“It could all be repaired,” Whenua said quietly. “But Vakama says we have to leave and start fresh on the island.”

“The thought of trying to fix all this does not bring happy-cheer,” said Matau. “But neither does trying to ride Ussal carts through that swamp in our new home.”

“What do you really think of his visions?”

Matau shrugged. “They have been right, so far.” He paused, before adding, “Often enough that we might follow one’s lead, even if he simply made it up.”

Whenua looked at Matau. Had the Toa of Air just suggested that the entire move to the island might be the result of a lie on the part of Vakama? Why? What could Vakama hope to gain by leading them to a strange new land?

The problem with questions, he decided, is that they are impossible to forget, once they have been asked. If you cannot forget them, then you have to find answers for them, even when you would rather not.

He was almost grateful for the noise that interrupted his thoughts. It had come from off to the right, site of some of the thicker vegetation that now choked the streets. Something was in there, most
likely a Rahi. Whenua silently signaled for Matau to circle to the right and see if he could flush out the creature. Once it was out in the open, the Toa of Earth could use his Mask of Night Vision to blind it until it could be subdued.

Matau had gone perhaps four steps into the tall grass when he found himself tangled in web. Unlike some of the other ones that had been old and brittle, this one was fresh and stubbornly clung to him. He started to hack at it with his slicers before realizing that thrashing about would just draw the attention of the hidden Rahi.

He was half-right. His movements did attract unwanted notice, but not from Rahi. Instead, three Vahki Rorzakh rose out of the tangle of grass and vines. Their eyes flashed scarlet as they spotted Matau, now helplessly tangled in the web.

As one, the Vahki shifted from four-legged to two-legged mode. As one, they raised their stun staffs and aimed them at Matau. Even more shocking, as one – they spoke!

“Surrender, intruder… or perish.”
Matau braced himself and prepared to move. Vahki stun staffs affected the mind only, so he didn’t have to worry about physical damage. The trick would be dodging while stuck in the web.

“Surrender, intruder,” the Vahki repeated. Their voices were harsh, mechanical, and riddled with static. That was not half so disturbing as the fact that they even had voices. Vahki had always communicated via ultrasonics, never in an understandable language.

Matau heard Whenua’s earthshock drills revving. So did the Vahki, two of their number breaking off to investigate. “Whenua, watch out! Vahki!” the Toa of Air shouted.

One of the remaining Vahki unleashed a blast from his stun staff. Matau barely managed to duck his head out of the way. The bolt struck the web and promptly incinerated a large portion of it. Behind his mask, Matau’s eyes widened. Vahki stun blasts couldn’t do that! They were specifically designed not to cause property damage or injure Matoran. What was going on here?

Another blast sounded to his left. He heard Whenua grunt and hit the ground. The other Toa would be there any moment, but there was no guarantee they would be in time. The Vahki’s bolt had weakened the web, not much, but it would have to be enough.

Matau threw himself forward as if he were going to do a somersault. Some of the web ripped away from his back, as his slicers cut through more. Twin bolts struck him before he could free himself, blasting him back through the web and into a clearing. He was loose, but close to unconsciousness.

Whenua was having his own problems. The Vahki had caught him by surprise, the impact from their stun staffs even more so. Now they were standing over him, demanding he decide between surrender or a sudden halt to his life processes.

He went with a third option. Sending forth his elemental power, Whenua caused two pillars of earth to rise rapidly out of the ground, carrying the Vahki high into the air. Then he sat up and sheared through the pillars with his drills, sending the robotic order enforcers plummeting to the ground. As soon as they recovered from the shock, they would go into flight mode, but that gave Whenua time to head back for the other Toa.

He was halfway down the path when he heard two crashes behind him. Looking back at the sparking, ruined machines, he wondered why they hadn’t thought to fly.

The two Vahki lay silent, their robotic bodies mangled by the fall. Then, with painful slowness, their mechanical parts began to twist and bend, reshaping themselves. Limbs that had been twisted beyond repair were now straight and whole again. Shells that had been all but shattered were made solid once more.

Light returned to the eyes of the Vahki. They rose, using their staffs as forelegs and listening intently for the sounds of intruders. Hearing something that seemed out of place, they quietly moved down the path Whenua had followed.
Their programming was crystal clear. Their duty, as it had always been, was to prevent disorder in the city of Metru Nui. Unfortunately, living creatures were a constant source of disturbance to the natural order of things. But although the recent cataclysm had badly damaged the city, it had also opened the Vahki's eyes to a simple truth that changed their mission forever.

After all, there would be no disorder in Metru Nui... if there was nothing left alive.
A pair of Visorak clung to a web high above the district of Le-Metru. Any other creature would have been unable to see much of anything below, due to the thick vegetation and dense mist. But the keen eyes of the Visorak saw all that went on in the ruined streets of Metru Nui.

The Earth Toa and the Air Toa had joined forces again and were approaching the others. All to the good – the hunt would go faster if they were all together. The Visorak were about to send a signal through the web to summon others of their kind when they spotted more movement in the streets. Vahki. Perhaps a dozen of them were now closing in on the Toa’s location.

This was a problem. Roodaka demanded that these Toa be brought to her, not necessarily alive. However, the Vahki would leave nothing, not even remains, to be presented to the queen. In that case, her wrath would be terrible indeed.

One of the Visorak set the web to vibrating, a message that would be picked up by its kind all over the district. All were instructed to monitor the Toa and the Vahki and, if necessary, take action. How shocked the heroes of Metru Nui would be if they discovered the identities of the ones who had saved their lives.

Later on, of course, after they had met the Hordika, the Toa would probably wish they were dead. And who could say, perhaps if she were feeling generous, Roodaka might oblige them.

“Vahki that talk?” asked Nuju, his voice heavy with disbelief. “And fire destructive blasts? I think the strain is getting to you, Matau.”

“I saw it too,” said Whenua. “They were ready to kill me.”

“But they didn’t,” Vakama cut in. “And we don’t have time to worry about Vahki. We have Matoran to save. If they get in our way, we will deal with them then.”

“If they get in our way?” snapped Matau. “They weren’t throwing a happy-surprise Naming Day for us back there!”

“Relax, Matau,” said Onewa. “Did either one of you notice anything different about the Vahki? How they looked?”

Matau shook his head immediately. Whenua thought for a long moment, and then said, “Yes, there was something. I hardly noticed at the time, but… there were marks on their skull casings. Scorch marks.”

Onewa turned to the Toa of Air. “Where is the central taskforce hive for Le-Metru?”

“Near the Moto-Hub. Why?”

“Let’s go,” said the Toa of Stone. “I think I know what happened here. And if I’m right, Vakama, getting the Matoran out of Metru Nui just became much more difficult.”

Matau tried not to look at the Moto-Hub as the Toa drew closer to it. As a Matoran, he had spent almost all his spare time there, watching the assemblers work or testing new vehicles on the track. Now a portion of the dome had caved in and vines and creepers covered the outside walls. The surrounding
grounds were littered with rubble and vehicle parts. For the first time, Matau considered that maybe the Matoran were lucky to have slept through all this.

“Best not to think about it,” said Nokama, as if she had read his mind. “I am hoping we won’t have to go to Ga-Metru at all. I dread seeing what has become of my school and the Great Temple.”

Matau said nothing. He had already decided to limit his flying as much as possible. The less he saw of the new Metru Nui, the better.

“Over here!” Onewa called. Matau and Nokama hurried to join the others at the remains of the Vahki Le-Metru subdivision hive. Whenua tore the metal door off its hinges while the others braced for a possible attack.

Nothing sprang out at them. Whenua used his mask to illuminate the interior. It was a tangled mess of wires leading to and from power cradles. When not on patrol, the Vahki rested in these frames and were recharged with energy from the power plant.

“Shine the light over here,” Onewa said as he began rummaging through the debris. “My first clue was when you said you could understand what the Vahki were saying.”

“That’s right,” answered Whenua. “Everyone knows Vahki don’t speak Matoran.”

“Correction. Everyone outside of Po-Metru thinks they know that,” said Onewa. “Remember, an Onu-Matoran may have designed the Vahki, but Po-Matoran built them.”

The Toa of Stone fished a charred Vahki head and arm out of the rubble. “Blown to pieces. I bet that happened to a lot of them. Otherwise, the city would be overrun already.”

He tossed the robot head to Whenua. “Vahki always spoke Matoran. They just spoke it at such a high pitch and speed that no one could understand them. When you said they were making sense, I knew something had happened that affected their speech centers, and maybe the rest of them too.”

Onewa bent down, grabbed one of the power cradles, and with a mighty heave, tore it loose. He dragged it out of the hive and dropped it at the feet of the Toa. The metal frame was scorched and partially melted.

“There. When Makuta overloaded the power plant, the feedback shot through the hives. Most of the Vahki were destroyed by it. The ones who weren’t absorbed the energy surge and were… changed.”

A half dozen energy bolts sizzled through the air around the Toa Metru. The heroes scattered as the blasts tore holes in the hive. Right on the heels of the attack came the sight of three Nuurakh and three Keerakh closing in on the location.

Vakama raised his disk launcher and Nuju his crystal spikes, ready to defend themselves. Matau slipped between them and forced their weapons down. “No!” he whispered. “I don’t want Le-Metru damage-scarred worse than it already has been. Hide in the Moto-Hub. I have an idea.”

Running and hiding didn’t sit well with any of Matau’s comrades. But one of the most important parts of being a Toa was respecting the rights of another when in his metru. This was Matau’s home, so it had to be his choice. Silently, the other five heroes vanished through a crack in the Moto-Hub wall.

The Toa of Air triggered the power of his Mask of Illusion, transforming himself into a duplicate of a Vahki Rorzakh. He was careful to make sure that the scorch marks Whenua had spotted were in the right place. Once the shapeshifting was done, he stepped boldly out to face the oncoming order enforcers.

The lead Nuurakh looked him up and down. “Hive and subsection,” it said.

Matau thought fast. “Um, there is no time to waste on protocol. The intruders have escaped!”

“Hive and subsection,” the Vahki repeated.

“I can tell you to which hive and subsection I will be going next: yours, to report you for incompetence,” Matau replied. “They were headed for Ta-Metru. If we hurry, we can run them down.”

One of the Keerakh stepped forward. “They were here? You saw them?”

“Yes.”

“And you let them escape?”

Too late Matau realized he had walked into a trap. “Well, not really… you see, they were already…”
The Keerakh turned to the Nuurakh, totally ignoring Matau. “A properly functioning Vahki does not allow a lawbreaker to escape. That unit is therefore not functioning properly. I recommend that its processes be completely shut down until repairs can be made.”

The Nuurakh nodded. All six Vahki raised their staffs, aimed them at the Vahki/Matau, and prepared to execute their new command.

Inside the Moto-Hub, the Toa Metru walked carefully among the debris. Whenua had shut down his mask power so that the bright light would not attract the attention of the Vahki. Onewa stumbled on a piece of pipe and almost fell.

“Rahi bones!” he cursed. “I’m guessing this place was a mess before the quake.”

“When did Po-Matoran start caring about neatness?” asked Niju.

“When I started tripping over somebody else’s junk,” Onewa replied. “What’s taking Matau so long?”

“He’s probably in command of the squad by now,” Whenua chuckled. “And leading them to…”

The Toa of Earth’s voice trailed off.

Nokama turned around to look at him. She could barely see Whenua’s outline in the dim light. He was facing the wall, examining something she could not make out. “What is it?” she asked.

“Look for yourself,” answered Whenua, shining a narrow beam of light onto the metal wall. Hanging from the ceiling was another web, but this one had an added feature that they had not seen before. A partially torn cocoon nestled in the center of the web.

“What do you think that held?” asked Vakama.

“I don’t know. But whatever it was, it got out,” said Whenua. “And I would guess it is in here with us.”

Matau did his best to ignore the stun staffs pointed his way. It had been his decision to send the Toa Metru into the Moto-Hub, while he stayed here to lure the Vahki away. If it hadn’t worked, well, at least he could still buy time for his friends to escape. He wondered if his form would immediately shift from Vahki to Toa if he was unconscious or dead. He hoped so – otherwise, the Vahki might decide to disassemble their “malfunctioning” target right on the spot.

The Vahki prepared to launch their energy bolts. Matau waited, eyes open, refusing to give them the satisfaction of showing any fear.

Something caught his eye in the distance. He couldn’t make it out clearly, but it seemed to be spinning through the air at a high altitude. As he watched, it dropped rapidly, headed for the Vahki. The object whirled in front of the order enforcers, striking each of their staffs in turn. Wherever it hit, acid burned through the tools, shearing them in half.

What was that? wondered Matau, watching the spinning object soar away. And how can I get my hands on one?

The Vahki whirled and immediately went into a defensive posture. Their optical receptors scanned the area, searching for whoever dared to interfere with their operations. Matau took advantage of their distraction to slip away into the Moto-Hub.

High above, the hard, cold eyes of the Visorak watched events unfold. The Vahki would move off to search for easier prey, while the Toa huddled in the Moto-Hub, foolishly believing themselves to be safe.

One of the creatures unleashed a second whirling sphere of energy, this time burning through an overhanging beam on the face of the Moto-Hub. It crashed to the ground, bringing a ton of masonry with it, blocking the entrance through which the six heroes of Metru Nui had passed. Once that was done, a new signal was sent through the steel like strands that shrouded the city, a summons not to be disobeyed.

And the end of the Toa came crawling, crawling across a thousand webs, a vast moving shadow that engulfed all in its path. Rahi fled at the sight, streaming out of Le-Metru in a blind panic. Those who
could not run burrowed beneath the wreckage of a ruined city and shivered in the darkness, one thought holding their hearts in a grip of fear: The Visorak, the stealers of life, were on the march once more.
Matau heard the crash behind him and assumed the Vahki were venting their anger at his disappearance. He moved rapidly through the corridors of the Moto-Hub, searching for the other Toa. As badly damaged as it was, the building was an old friend to the Toa of Air and he could easily navigate it even in darkness.

The voices of the other Toa drifted down from up above. They had evidently traveled in the direction of the test track. Matau found a ladder and began to climb.

The sound of his armored feet striking the rungs roused a creature who slumbered in the darkness. Red eyes snapped open, focusing immediately on the stranger in its new lair. Its long body uncoiled even as leathern wings unfolded to their full span. It launched itself into the air and began to silently follow Matau.

Despite the severe damage done to the city, the Le-Metru test track had remained relatively intact. Its original construction had included layers and layers of reinforced solid protodermis, proof against even some of the spectacular crashes Matau had been part of. Vakama doubted that even the Vahki’s newfound powers could have pierced the walls.

Whenua had brought the remains of the cocoon with him and was examining it carefully. It was unlike any substance he had seen before, thin and delicate yet incredibly strong. It took effort to even tear one of the strands. He triggered one of his earthshock drills at low speed and reached inside to see how easily he could make a hole in the webbing.

The Toa of Earth suddenly grunted in pain and dropped the damaged cocoon on the ground. Whenua looked down at his hand, mystified.

“What’s the matter?” asked Nuju.

“Something in that mass of webbing stung me,” Whenua answered, holding out his hand. “Look.” Nuju extended his telescopic lens. Yes, there was a small wound visible. The Toa of Ice retrieved the cocoon and inspected the interior.

“Barbs,” he said. “The inside of the cocoon was lined with them.” Nuju reached inside and very gently snapped one of the sharp strands of webbing off. A drop of copper colored fluid was pooled inside the barb.

The Toa of Earth frowned. “What is that? Some new kind of energized protodermis?” Nuju peered intently at the liquid. “No. The color and consistency are all wrong. I think this is something organic... some kind of venom, perhaps.”

Venom. The word echoed in Whenua’s mind. A memory was struggling to come to light. It had first been awakened by Onewa’s use of the word “Visorak” while his mind was enthralled by a strange creature in the tunnels between Metru Nui and the island above. Then when the Toa arrived in the city to find it shrouded by webs, the feeling grew stronger. Somehow, in some way, Whenua knew what all this meant, but the knowledge was just beyond his reach.
“What do you think made this cocoon?” the archivist asked.
“I don’t know,” said Nuju, already walking toward the others. “I don’t know far too many things, like what this venom does, how many cocoons there may be, and what they are being used for. But I think our future might depend on finding out.”

Matau was almost at the top of the ladder. The entrance to the test track was not far away. He was anxious to tell the Toa all about the spinning object he had seen that could cut through Vahki tools. Something like that might be a real help when it came time to rescue the Matoran from the Coliseum.

He stopped in mid-climb. Something was at the top of the ladder. It was a dark shape, with two arms and two legs but no defined features. Grasping the sides of the ladder, it was crawling down headfirst toward Matau.
Quick-climbing, but not very big, thought the Toa. Maybe I can scare it off instead of having a hard-fight. “Clear the way,” Matau said loudly. “I am a Toa-hero on a mission. Very powerful, very angry!” The dark figure paused. Then it slowly and deliberately raised a fist and slammed the wall. An explosion of sound erupted in the chamber, tearing Matau loose from the ladder and sending him plunging to the floor far below.

The other Toa Metru raced down the corridor. Nuju’s theory on the cocoon had been forgotten as soon as the sonic shock struck the building. They rounded a corner to find a dark, nebulous figure waiting for them.

Nuju called on the power of his Mask of Telekinesis and hurled a piece of masonry over the creature’s head as a warning. To his surprise, the entity hurled itself into the air and allowed the stone to strike it. The impact triggered another sonic explosion, this one hurling the Toa Metru backward and slamming them against the walls.

The Toa of Stone summoned a ring of rock to surround their adversary. It took only split seconds to bind the being in stone. Onewa expected it to rage or scream, but the figure’s response was a simple shrug. When its substance struck the rock, the newly made prison shattered into fragments that buried themselves in the floor, walls and ceiling. The Toa barely ducked the stones in time.

“Nice try,” said Whenua.
“Not nice enough,” replied the Toa of Stone. “It’s still standing, isn’t it? Still…”
Onewa went silent. Whenua knew that usually meant his friend was hatching a plan, usually one that involved insane risk and almost no chance of success. Those were Onewa’s favorite kind of plans.

“Stay here,” the Toa of Stone said finally. “I will be back soon. Keep this thing busy, but whatever you do, don’t strike it.”

“And what are you going to be doing while we are inviting our friend to play akilini?” asked Vakama.
“I have an idea,” Onewa answered, already running and leaping over the creature. “But it needs Matau to work.”

“Oh, I see,” said Whenua, watching him go. “I was worried there for a moment, but you have an idea that needs Matau to work. That changes everything.”

“You’re not worried now?” asked Nokama.
“No. Now I’m terrified.”

Onewa ran at top speed down the corridor. When he reached the ladder that led below, he dropped to his knees to peer down into the darkness. He suddenly wished he had thought to ask Whenua to swap masks.

“Matau!” he yelled.
“Onewa!” the Toa of Air said weakly. “Where are the others?”
“Fighting up above, and we need you,” the Toa of Stone answered. “Are you hurt?”
“Hang-clinging to what’s left of the ladder,” came the reply. “Sore, but alive.”
“Can you fly?”
“Straight down, maybe.”
Onewa dug the end of his proto piton into the floor and lowered himself down the hole. He had a general idea of where Matau was now. Extending his piton as far as he could, he stretched the other down toward his fellow Toa. “Grab on!”
An instant later, he felt a tug on the piton. Bracing himself, he told Matau to let go of the ladder. The next moment, Onewa was suddenly supporting the weight of a Toa as Matau swung free in the darkness. Slowly, painfully, Onewa hauled himself and Matau back to the floor above.
“Come on, brother,” he said. “We will talk on the way.”

By the time they made it back to the other Toa, Matau understood the plan. It had come to Onewa when he recalled Vakama’s confrontation with the fire creature, but this idea was even more dangerous than that encounter had been. One mistake and any or all of the Toa would be dead. The Toa Metru had not fared well in their absence. The creature had apparently grown tired of waiting for an attack and had begun hurling portions of its substance at its enemies. When they struck, it was like standing in the middle of a thunder cloud during a storm. The barrage of sound kept the Toa off-balance and on the defensive.
Onewa and Matau took up positions behind the creature. “Nuju, I need airtight walls on both ends of the corridor. Now!”
If any of the Toa felt like arguing, they chose to wait until the fight was over. Mustering their elemental powers, Onewa and Nuju crafted stone and ice walls behind both their group and their enemy. When they were done, the Toa Metru were sealed into a small portion of the hallway with the nebulous figure.
“Matau?” said Onewa.
“I know, I know. Don’t hurry-rush me.”
The Toa of Air closed his eyes and concentrated. Vakama had been able to draw heat and fire into himself, so that meant Matau should be able to do the same with air. But he could already tell it was going to be harder than he had imagined, especially with his head still ringing from the explosion.
By now, both Nuju and Vakama had figured out what Onewa had in mind. “Hold your breath,” Vakama said to the other Toa. “And whatever you do, don’t open your mouths.”
Whenua had a response in mind, but a sharp look from Nokama convinced him to keep it to himself. He took a deep breath and kept a wary eye on the dark figure, who was becoming agitated. If it unleashed another sonic boom in this confined a space, they would be scraping the Toa off the walls.
Matau summoned more and more of his power. He had long ago passed his limit, but his task was not yet done. If even a single molecule of air remained in the room, Onewa’s plan would fail.
When his instincts told him the space was at last airless, he opened his eyes and nodded to Onewa. The Toa of Stone gestured to Nuju, who hurled a stream of solid ice at the dark being. The Toa braced themselves for another explosion of sound.
Ice struck the gleaming surface of the strange being. But this time, there was no sonic attack in response. Instead, the foe shattered like dark crystal and melted away, leaving no trace behind.
Matau didn’t wait for Onewa’s signal. He unleashed a hurricane wind so powerful that it blew down one of the stone and ice walls. Then he collapsed to his knees, exhausted.
“What just happened?” asked Nokama.
“Sound,” said Onewa. “The creature was made of sound. Strike it and you set off a sonic explosion.”
“So Matau created a vacuum,” Nuju continued. “If there is no air, there is no sound. We could strike him without being struck in return.”
“Amazing,” said the Toa of Water. “Is there any end to the new dangers we will find here?”
“A better question is, did this thing come from the cocoon we found?” asked Whenua.
“I don’t think so. But I would prefer not to meet the original contents in a confined space,” Nuju replied. “Let’s get out of this place.”

“Hard-ground entrance is blocked,” said Matau. “We will have to use the test track emergency hatch. It’s a short high-climb.”

The Toa Metru headed for the test track. None of them looked back, preferring for the moment not to know if something was gaining on them.

The Le-Metru test track was designed to determine the performance capability of new vehicles. Designers from different metru would bring their plans to Le-Matoran builders, who would decide what was worth testing and what was not. Then a crude prototype would be built and run on the test track by volunteer drivers like Matau. If the vehicle survived the high speeds, steep ascents, and rapid descents, it might be considered for mass production in the Moto-Hub.

Now, the test track was dark and deserted. As the Toa climbed the ladder that led up through the archway to the emergency hatch, no one spoke. They were all aware of the good memories that Matau had of this place. He had spent most of his spare time here, and had even been on the track when Toa Lhikan gave him his Toa stone.

The Toa of Air wrenched open the emergency hatch, intended for quick escapes by drivers should their vehicles burst into flame. It was wide enough for two Toa to climb through at a time and he and Nuju were first to exit. They stood on top of the archway, looking up at the sky. Through the perpetual mist, thousands of glittering points of light could be seen.

“Look, brother,” Matau said, smiling. “Even in this dark-time, the stars keep shining. I don’t think I have ever seen so many, even from Po-Metru. Isn’t it beautiful?”

“Get back inside!” Nuju snapped, practically shoving Matau back through the hatch.

“What—?”

“Those aren’t thousands of stars looking down upon us, brother,” said the Toa of Ice, leaping in after him. “Those are eyes!”
“Gukko birds?” asked Matau, hopefully.
“No,” replied Whenua. He was focusing the power of his mask on the wall of the archway, seeing through the metal to the crowd of strange creatures up above.
“Stone rats? Ussal crabs? Really big protodites?”
“No, no, and what are you thinking?”
“Then what are they?” demanded Vakama. “Why are they up there, watching this place?”
Whenua turned to the Toa of Fire, but then looked away, as if he could not meet his friend’s eyes.
“Vakama… they are Visorak. They are sitting on the webs they created, waiting, knowing we have to come out sometime.”
“Visorak?” Vakama repeated. “Wait, Onewa used that term on our journey back to the city, when his mind was controlled by that strange parasite. If you knew the name, why didn’t you say so then?”
“I… I didn’t make the connection,” Whenua said quietly. “It’s an obscure reference. I saw a portion of a carving once, long ago, that contained the name. It took actually seeing them and their webs to make me remember.”
“You’re an archivist!” Vakama exploded. “You are supposed to be able to identify the Rahi we run up against! Otherwise, what good are you?”
The others stared at the Toa of Fire, shocked at the outburst. Whenua, stunned and hurt, said nothing. It was Onewa who jumped to his friend’s defense. “If we had turned back when the storm started, or sent a scouting party, like I suggested, we wouldn’t be in this mess. But you were in such a hurry to get back here so we could leave again that—”
“I am in a hurry to save the Matoran, as you should be,” Vakama shot back. “I made a promise to Toa Lhikan, and I intend to keep it.”
“Did you make that promise when you let him get captured, or when he died saving your mask?” the Toa of Stone said, turning away. “I am starting to think it is not very healthy to be your friend.”
“Far healthier than being my enemy,” Vakama answered, a nimbus of flames surrounding his hands. “If you have a problem with me or my leadership, carver, let’s hear it.”
Onewa spun on his heel, took three long strides forward, and thrust his mask right up to Vakama’s.
“I have a problem with you, your leadership, your attitude, and your akilini-headed idea that only you have to live up to the legacy of Lhikan. We all do! We all have friends lying in Makuta-sleep under the Coliseum, and we all want to save them! We all know the price of failure! So get down off your Toa statue before I knock you down!”
Nokama stepped in between them, only to have Onewa take a step back and unlimber his proto pitons. “I will fight alongside anyone – Toa, Rahi, Vahki, even the Dark Hunters themselves – to save the Matoran,” said the Toa of Stone. “But Makuta take me if I will be a sidekick to a fire-spitter who couldn’t find his way out of a forge!”
Matau’s aero-slicer flew through the air and plunged into the ground between Vakama and Onewa. “Stop the loud-shouting! Now! The enemy is out there, not in here. And we cannot win a Toa-victory if we are traveling in six different chutes – someone has to lead.”

Nuju glanced at his fellow Toa. This was very bad. How could they save the Matoran, let alone build a new life on Mata Nui, if they persisted in behaving like squabbling ice bats? He made a mental note that, if they survived to see the island again, he would impress upon his Matoran the virtue of self-reliance. Other beings are just… annoying, he decided. Never before has so much been spoken and so little of worth said. It makes one question the point of having a language at all.

“All right,” said Onewa, slowly lowering his tools. “This is a bad time for an election. We have a mission to perform, so let’s just do it. If you’re going to lead, Vakama, then lead, but do it without treating us like we’re your little fire drones. If you can’t do that, get out of the way.”

“And you, Onewa – if you are going to follow, then do it without constant argument,” Vakama replied. “Otherwise, stay here. We will come back for you.”

“You two are forgetting that we may all be staying here, for a very long time,” said Nuju.

“No. No, we won’t,” Nokama replied, already heading down the corridor. The other Toa followed. “You have all forgotten that there is another way out of this building. If we cannot go up, we will go –”

“Down,” Whenua finished for her, “and through the Archives.”

“Then let’s go,” said Vakama. “And I want to hear more about these Visorak on the way.”

There was little for Whenua to share. The carving he had seen had been indescribably ancient and far from intact. It described a “poisonous scourge” that ravaged entire domains, imprisoning living beings in its webs. The lucky ones stayed wrapped in the cocoons forever. Those less fortunate emerged from the webs mutated into monsters beyond all imagining.

“Why have we never heard of these things before? If they were in Metru Nui, surely the Vahki would have caught one or two.”

“That’s just it,” said Whenua. He peeled back a section of flooring, opening a shaft for the Toa to climb down. “They shouldn’t be here. Remember, before the earthquake, Turaga Dume ordered all the gateways to other lands sealed off. At least, we thought it was Dume… we could not know Makuta had replaced him.”

“He sent Toa to close the passages,” Vakama said grimly. “None ever returned.”

“They must not have closed them all,” said the Toa of Earth. “Visorak do not come from our region. If they are here now, they had to have migrated from elsewhere.”

Nuju, lost in thought, had to be reminded by Nokama to start climbing. Their destination was the lower level vehicle assembly plant, from which the Archives could be accessed via floor hatches. But the Toa of Ice could not stop thinking about the image of a horde of dangerous creatures sweeping toward Metru Nui, overrunning everything in their path, or…

“Driving them to Metru Nui,” he whispered.

“What?”

Nuju stopped climbing. “It all makes sense now. All of those Rahi we encountered on our way back to the city, the ones who were fleeing in terror from the city. They were running away from the Visorak.”

“Isn’t that a little hard to think-believe?” asked Matau. “So many creatures, big and small, afraid of these… well, whatever they are.”

Vakama was having no trouble believing it to be true. “Whenua, how many of the Rahi in the Archives are native to Metru Nui?”

There was a long silence as the archivist did some mental calculations. Then he said, “Hardly any. Do you mean to say –?”
“He does,” Nokama said quietly. “All of the Rahi who have attacked our city over time… the ones we built Vahki to defend ourselves against… they were all fleeing something worse than themselves. They ran from the Visorak until they could run no farther, and wound up here.”

“We won’t run,” said Yakama, an intensity in his voice that was almost frightening. “If the Visorak stand between us and the Matoran, it will be too bad for them.”

Nuju glanced upward. Something was blocking the top of the shaft. Then that same something was power diving toward the Toa, screaming as it flew. The sound of its cry tore through the ladder just above Nuju. Freed from the wall, the segment of ladder bent from the Toa’s weight, leaving Nuju hanging over empty space.

His attacker had already flown past, heading for the others. A sweep of its long tail knocked Matau and Onewa off the ladder. Yakama, Whenua, and Nokama flattened themselves against the wall to keep from being torn loose themselves.

The Rahi slowed as it reached the bottom, then turned and started another pass. Yakama hurled a fireball as much for the light as to ward off the creature. The bright flare revealed a beast far too familiar to the Toa Metru.

Matau, hovering in the air and hanging onto Onewa, was closest. “It’s a Lohrak!” The winged serpents had almost overwhelmed the Toa the last time the heroes were in Metru Nui. It had taken a combination of their Toa powers to seal up the colony.

A second look revealed that this was no ordinary Lohrak. The creatures were nasty, but not particularly large. This one was 10 feet from serpentine head to tip of tail, with a wingspan easily twice that. Only the narrow confines of the shaft were keeping it from flying rings around the Toa Metru.

The Lohrak screamed again, this time shattering the ladder below Yakama into dust. That, too, was new – Lohrak had always been more than happy just to squeeze the life out of prey. Sonic powers were not part of their natural tools.

Nuju had already guessed there was a connection between the sound creature that had assailed them above and the Lohrak’s new and more dangerous abilities. Before he could share his conclusion, he lost his grip on the ladder and plunged toward the ground below.

Twisting in midair, Nuju fired a blast of ice from his crystal spikes. The ice block cut off the Lohrak from the Toa, also forming a safe, if not comfortable landing for Nuju. The Toa of Ice landed hard and lay there stunned. Beneath him, the ice began to crack.

“Matau! Grab Nuju!” Yakama shouted.

“I can’t lift-carry two Toa!” Matau replied. “We’ll all hard-fall!”

“Then drop me!” said Onewa. “I’ll be all right.”

Nokama hesitated for only a few seconds before saying, “Do what he says. And Matau – I would guess that Lohrak has a hard time making friends. What do you think?”

The indistinct shape of the Lohrak drew closer and closer to the layer of ice. Matau wished for help from the Great Spirit. Then he dropped the Toa of Stone and flew as fast as possible toward where Nuju lay dazed.

Everything happened at once. Onewa hurled his proto piton, digging it into the wall and bringing his fall to a halt. Matau grabbed Nuju and strained to get altitude. The Lohrak screamed, smashing the ice block to pieces. A hail of jagged ice crystals temporarily blinded the creature, hindering its pursuit of Matau.

The Toa of Air put the delay to good use, using his Mask of Illusion to take on the appearance of the Lohrak. If Nokama was right, this thing had seen precious few others like it.

The Lohrak paused in mid-flight. Above it was what looked like another of its kind, with a squirming Toa clutched in its claws. But something was not quite right… the scent, the way the wings moved, conveyed a sense of something “other.”

Whenua peered at the creature, now close enough to him to touch. “Yakama, look,” he whispered. “Those little wounds on its side… they’re in the same positions as the barbs inside the cocoon. I think this thing came out of there.”
“But that cocoon was nowhere near this size.”
“Then the Lohrak grew,” said Whenua. “And it grew quickly.”
“Can we measure it later?” snapped Onewa. “Less archiving, more action, Whenua!”
“Oh, go chew on a rock,” the Toa of Earth muttered as he revved up his drills. “Vakama, I have an idea. Maybe if we—”
But the Toa of Fire wasn’t listening. He had already jumped from the ladder to grab the Lohrak’s tail. The Rahi screamed in protest, sending a devastating shock wave up the shaft. The sheer sonic force blew the Lohrak/Matau and Nuju back up through the hole.
When that did not produce the desired effect – Vakama was still hanging on – the Lohrak took a more direct approach. Whipping its tail back and forth, it slammed Vakama into the sides of the shaft.
Nokama reached out with the power of the Mask of Translation. She did her best to copy the Lohrak’s cry, asking what it wanted and why it was trying to hurt them. The creature’s answer was a cry of its own that blew a hole through the shaft and the exterior wall on the other side, sending Nokama hurtling out of the building.
“Guess it doesn’t want to chat,” said Onewa. “But I think it just made us an exit.”
“We can’t leave without the others,” replied Whenua.
“Who says we’re going to? Catch Vakama.”
“What? He’s not falling.”
Onewa concentrated. Pincers of stone grew from the sides of the shaft and grabbed the Lohrak’s tail, squeezing it hard. It swung its tail about violently, smashing Vakama into the wall. Stunned, the Toa of Fire let go and fell, right into the waiting grasp of Whenua.
“Looked like he was falling to me,” said Onewa. “Let’s go. We can grab Nokama and come back for the other two.”
Onewa, Whenua, and Vakama made it to the gap in the wall just as the Lohrak broke free of the pincers. Before them they could see the darkened city, mist hanging over it, Visorak webs everywhere, and six flying Vahki carrying Nokama. The squad was headed right back to where she had come from, on a straight line for the other Toa.
“Or maybe we can’t go that way,” said the Toa of Stone.
The three Toa scrambled out of the way as the Vahki soared through the opening. The last one carried the barely conscious Nokama. Whenua tapped the Vahki on the shoulder with his earthshock drill. When it turned, Vakama grabbed it from behind as Onewa snatched Nokama from its grasp.

The Toa of Stone knew the shaft was going to be no place for Nokama. He swung out through the hole and dug his proto piton into the wall. Now the problem was, which way to go? Up meant running into Visorak, down meant Vahki, Rahi, and Mata Nui knew what else. *Maybe it is not so much a question of where I go, as how fast I get there,* he decided.

Down seemed the better option. Vahki and Rahi he knew… Visorak were something unknown. He was more than willing to postpone the pleasure of meeting them until all six Toa were together and ready for a fight.

Throwing Nokama over his shoulder, he began the long climb down the outside of the Moto-Hub. His attention had to be totally focused on the descent. One wrong move would doom them both. Concentrating, he never saw the three Visorak that slipped from their web and began to climb down after him…

Matau and Nuju peered over the lip of the hole and were shocked by what they saw. In the few moments they had lain there stunned, a full-scale battle had erupted between the Toa Metru, the Vahki, and the Lohrak. So far, the Lohrak seemed to be winning easily.

The Toa of Air had yet to change back to his normal form. Nuju glanced over and found it disturbing to be side by side with a 10 foot long serpent. “Change back,” he said.

“Why?” answered Matau. “Maybe I like being a giant snake. No one would dare to give me grief-trouble now!”

Nuju slowly and deliberately aimed his crystal spike right at Matau’s serpent head. “I would, and it wasn’t a request. Change back.”

“No.”

The Toa of Ice shrugged. But instead of launching a blast of ice at Matau, he simply created a thin sheet so clear that it served as a mirror. Then he directed the Toa of Air to look at the reflection of his new face.

One glance and Matau said, “Think I will quick-change back to handsome me.”

As the Toa of Air mentally switched off the power of the Mask of Illusion, Nuju rose to his feet. “Good idea. We have to help Vakama and Whenua, and there’s no point in giving the Vahki two Lohrak to worry about.”

“You have a thought-plan?”

“Don’t I always? You are the transport expert – tell me, why do Le-Metru airships only fly so high?”
Matau thought for a moment before replying, “Safety. Fly too high-sky, and then you go straight down, because...” He grinned. “Because ice forms.”

Nuju nodded and sent waves of frost out of his Toa tools toward the Lohrak. Its wings were soon covered with a thick coating of ice. Despite the creature’s great strength, it could not compensate for the added weight and keep them beating. Nor could it use its sonic scream to clear them without destroying its own wings. Sensing the trouble was confined to the shaft, the Lohrak used its powers to blow a bigger hole in the wall and forced itself out into space. Vakama saw it turn in midair and head for Ta-Metru, no doubt seeking a source of heat to melt the ice.

If Nuju was hoping the Vahki would pursue, he was disappointed. Apparently, four Toa Metru close by were worth more than a Lohrak on the wing. “I’d hoped we could avoid a fight,” said the Toa of Ice.

“We can,” answered Matau. Without another word, he summoned a cyclone in the shaft. The winds swept up Vakama, Whenua, and the Vahki, lifting them higher and higher toward the opening at the top. Matau crouched down, eyes fixed on the rapidly rotating shapes in the whirlwind. At just the right moment, his hands darted into the windstorm and snatched the wrists of Whenua and Vakama.

Seeing what he was doing, Nuju raced over to get a grip on the two Toa as well. Once certain they were both secure, Matau shut down the cyclone. Startled by the abrupt halt, the Vahki plunged down into the darkness. A few moments later, a resounding crash signaled that the machines had landed.

“That’s what’s missing from Metru Nui these days,” said Matau, hauling Whenua and Vakama up out of the shaft. “Not enough crash-bang.”

The three white Visorak spiders watched as Onewa and Nokama vanished underground. This breed of Visorak, known as Suukorak, generally preferred high altitudes where the air was crisp and cold. Roporak were far better suited for a subterranean hunt, but they were gathered on the other side of the Moto-Hub. The Suukorak would just have to proceed, or else report to Roodaka that they had allowed Toa to escape. She would no doubt order them bound up in their own webbing and hung out as bait for flying Rahi.

Shuddering a little at the thought, the Visorak marched in single file after their prey.

Onewa laid Nokama down gently, then tried to get his bearings. They were in the Archives, that much he knew, but carvers rarely bothered to visit this place. He had no clue which direction to travel in or what might be lurking nearby. Whenua would know, but the Toa of Earth was back in the shaft. Everything in Onewa told him that he should go back now and help the others, but he knew that wasn’t what they would want. They were counting on him to stay free, and Nokama with him. If anything happened, they might be the only Toa left to carry out the mission.

He waited impatiently for the others to arrive. Nokama stirred. Onewa went to help her to her feet. “Easy. You took the brunt of quite a blast.”

“I’m all right. Where are the others?”

Onewa heard the hatch open up above. “That must be them now. I guess they finished off that overgrown rock worm.”

The Toa of Stone turned to greet his friends. Instead, he found himself face to face with a Suukorak. A spinning wheel of energy erupted from the creature’s back and struck Onewa. Instantly, a field of electrical force surrounded the Toa. It did no damage, but moved with him wherever he went. Worse, the more he tried to break away from it, the faster it began to shrink around him.

Onewa could see the creatures’ true plan taking shape through the jagged bolts of lightning. Rather than challenge two Toa, they locked one up inside a prison of electricity so they could focus on the other. As he watched, they spat streams of webbing at Nokama, which she barely blocked with her hydro blades.

Inevitably, despite her skill, some got through. The webbing wrapped around her ankles, toppling her to the ground. The Suukorak moved in.
Then they suddenly stopped dead. An instant later, Onewa heard voices—it was the other Toa! He glanced up toward the hatchway for only an instant. When he brought his eyes back to Nokama, all three of the spiders were gone as if they had never been there.

The electrical field faded as Vakama and the others entered. Nokama was already struggling to rip the webbing off herself. In answer to the Toa’s questions, Onewa said he was pretty certain they had just met Visorak in person.

“They ran off when they heard you coming,” said the Toa of Stone. “Nasty, but not very brave, I guess.”

“No,” said Whenua. “Don’t think that. First thing you learn as an archivist is you can’t judge Rahi behavior by what we do. That’s a good way to wind up a deceased archivist.”

Nuju could see Onewa was readying a wise-crack. He spoke quickly and cut the Toa of Stone off.

“What do you think happened, Whenua?”

“I think they heard us coming and withdrew rather than risk a fight they might lose,” said Whenua. “Why take the chance? We’re not going anywhere. They have all the time they need.”

“You talk like they are making plans,” Onewa replied. “They’re just Rahi.”

“Rahi who have taken over the city,” the Toa of Earth said quietly. “Rahi who are powerful enough to frighten beasts five times their size. Three of them almost defeated two Toa Metru, Onewa, and there are hundreds of them out there... maybe thousands.”

“All the more reason to keep moving,” said Vakama. “We’ll work our way through the Archives until we are close to the Coliseum. Then we can get our job done.”

“What if these Visorak are in the Coliseum too?” asked Matau.

“I doubt it,” Vakama answered. “My guess is that the Vahki are still guarding the place. We will deal with them and get the Matoran out before the Visorak know what we are doing.”

The team headed into the Archives, with only Matau lagging a bit behind. I hope you are right, Toa-brother, he thought. But somehow I know you’re wrong.
Nokama heard the noise first. It was faint, but unmistakable — something nearby was in pain.

“We need to go right up ahead,” she said.

“The path to the Coliseum is straight, then left,” corrected Whenua. “We aren’t far.”

“I heard something. I think there has been trouble.”

“That would be a sudden-shock,” grumbled Matau. “No trouble on this ground-walk so far, right?”

Nokama turned to the others. “Go on ahead, if you wish. I will catch up. I have to check on this.”

“It is too dangerous to be alone down here just now,” Nuju replied. “So we will all go.”

Vakama started to protest. Nuju silenced him with a glare. “It is possible what you heard, Nokama, may be a Visorak trap,” the Toa of Ice continued. “In which case, it makes sense for all of us to investigate.”

Nokama led the way, with Whenua close behind. “What’s down here?” she asked the archivist. “I mean, what was down here before…?”

“Isolation ward. Rahi that were constantly attacking archivists and each other were sent down here. If it seemed their behavior wouldn’t change, they were moved down to the deeper sublevels where security was better.”

“So anything on this level is dangerous?”

Whenua chuckled. “No more dangerous than laying down in front of a Kikanalo stampede. There’s a reason that only the real akilini-heads on the staff were assigned here — no point in risking good workers being hurt.”

The cry came again, this time loud enough for all of the Toa to hear. Whenua put a hand on Nokama’s shoulder and slipped past her. “Better let me go first,” he said. “You have to know how to approach a wounded Rahi and gain its trust. Otherwise —”

A huge paw slashed out of the darkness, hurling Whenua backwards against the wall. He slammed into the stone and toppled forward, barely getting his hands out in time to catch himself.

“Otherwise you get knocked on your mask,” said Onewa.

Nokama took a step into the darkness. A harsh growl greeted her from within. “Sister, don’t!”

The Toa of Water ignored him. She kept her eyes forward, trying to pierce the shadows. She could just barely make out a large shape huddled on the stone floor. “Shhhh, it’s all right,” she said softly. “No one is here to hurt you. Let me help.”

“Be ready,” Onewa whispered to Nuju. “If that thing attacks —”

“Give Nokama her chance. I don’t claim to understand her instincts in these situations, but she seems to have a connection to the natural world that we lack.”

“And she can keep it,” said the Toa of Stone.

Nokama took another careful step. The Rahi lashed out weakly, its paw never even reaching her. “It’s all right. You’re not alone anymore.” Without turning her head away from the Rahi, she said, “Whenua, shine your light here.”
The Toa of Earth did as she asked. The beam from his Mask of Night Vision revealed a young ash bear roughly the size of a Toa. Even an untrained eye could see that she was badly hurt.

"Trampled," Whenua said sadly. "She must have been caught in a rush to get out of here after the quake. I don't think she will last very long, Nokama."

The Toa of Water knelt beside the Rahi. The ash bear was too exhausted and in too much pain to fight. Nokama summoned a cooling mist to comfort the beast. "Is there anything we can do?" she asked Whenua. "We can't just leave her here to die."

"We may not have a choice," said Onewa. "Don't forget there are Visorak down here, and maybe Vahki, and who knows what else. We can't take the time to play healer for a Rahi."

"The Matoran need us," added Vakama. "We have to go."

"The Matoran have been asleep for weeks, unaware of what is going on around them," Nokama shot back. "This creature is alone and afraid... and I will not see any being die with fear in its heart."

Nuju looked over the Rahi. The ash bear's injuries were too severe to move her. Of them all, only Whenua really knew anything about taking care of Rahi, and he was ready to give up. That was all the evidence Nuju needed that the animal had no future.

"Let's go, sister," said Onewa. "It's just a Rahi."

"Yes. Yes, it is," said Nokama. "And to Makuta, our friends were all 'just Matoran'. Beings that were not as smart or powerful as he, so not worth caring about. We are supposed to be better than that. Go on, if you want to, I am staying with her."

"Toa-power," said Matau. All eyes turned to him. He looked startled at first, as if not realizing he had spoken aloud. "Toa-power... maybe that can help somehow. Look what the energies did for us. Maybe if we work together..."

"It's never been done," answered Whenua.
"Ever been tried?" asked Matau.
"Well... no."

"Then that's why it's never been done," said the Toa of Air. "If we stop loud-shouting and at least try it... and it doesn't work... I am sure Nokama will be willing to ground-walk with us again. Right?"

Nokama shrugged. "All right. If it will get the rest of you to help, I promise -- if it fails, we make her as comfortable as we can and then we go."

The other Toa nodded in response.
"Good-fine! We are agreed," said Matau. "So... what do we do?"

Nokama knelt by the head of the ash bear, her hands cupped above its face. Matau knelt by the Rahi's feet. Two Toa were on each side, Toa tools extended and crossing each other.

"We have to all act as one," said Nokama. "Concentrate. We have grown so used to using our powers to fight; maybe we have ignored their ability to heal."

One by one, the Toa summoned their unique elemental energies. The outflow of power had to be tightly controlled -- it would not do to burn, freeze, or encase the Rahi in stone. As Nokama formed a sphere of water in midair, the other five Toa Metru focused miniscule amounts of their raw energy into it. When it was fully charged, Nokama released the sphere and let the liquid wash over the ash bear.

The Toa watched, questions racing through their minds. Would this treatment cure the Rahi, or kill her? What effect would surrendering even a small amount of their Toa power have on them? None of them knew whether Toa energy reconstituted itself over time, or whether any amount expended was gone for good.

The ash bear twitched and tried to raise her head. It took her a few tries, but once she had fully revived, she let out a roar and rolled onto her feet. The Toa Metru instinctively took a step back, but the Rahi made no move to attack. She simply regarded each of them in turn, meeting their eyes but not making a sound. Then she gently pushed past Whenua and Nokama and lumbered into the darkness.

"That... was amazing," said Nokama.
“Now she has to find a place of safety,” said Whenua. “I am not so sure there are any on Metru Nui these days.”

“She will be fine,” assured Matau. “One day, she will be quick-bounding out of the trees on the island up above, scaring the masks off of Matoran. Wait and see.”

“There won’t be any Matoran there if we don’t get moving,” said Vakama. “Whenua, lead the way. Take us to the Le-Metru hatch closest to the Coliseum.”

“I still say this is a mistake,” said Onewa. “We could be walking right into an ambush.”

“My visions would have warned me,” the Toa of Fire said calmly. “And they haven’t. You’ll see, Onewa, before you know it we will be safely back on the island with our friends. We are Toa, after all – a few spiders aren’t going to stop us.”

An aged pair of eyes watched the Toa depart. The heroes never saw the being who watched them, for he did not wish to be seen. There would be time enough for a meeting later.

He darted through the darkness as if it were bright sunlight, surefooted and swift. Pouks would see to the ash bear’s safety, while Iruini led the Suukorak on a futile chase deep into the Archives. He knew the winding, twisted halls better than any being alive. The Visorak would have no hope of catching him.

Norik’s task was to keep watch on the Toa Metru. They were walking into danger, and worse, doing it with their eyes wide open. He could not fathom the depths of their recklessness. Did they not have eyes? Could they not see what had taken hold of their city?

Norik’s mind flashed back to times past. How many lands had he seen fall to the Visorak? How many thousands of living beings had been brought low by their insatiable hunger for conquest? And all the while, the faces of Sidorak and Roodaka loomed over all, laughing as lives were ruined and great works ground into dust.

He picked up the pace. The Toa Metru were moving very quickly, as if in a hurry to meet their doom. And if Norik did not catch them in time, their lives and all hope for this city would be lost forever.

Whenua opened the hatch, slowly and carefully. He looked from side to side, but saw nothing out of the ordinary. Just your usual quake-ravaged, blacked out city of legends, he said to himself.

“It’s as safe as it’s going to be,” he whispered. “Come on.”

The Toa Metru climbed out of the Archives and onto the street. The Coliseum loomed over them. None of the heroes could look on that imposing edifice and not remember the horrible sight of Matoran being loaded into stasis spheres while Makuta stole the power of an entire city. The earthquake had followed hard upon that moment, but far more than the city was shattered. Something in the Toa Metru had crumbled as well.

“What is our plan?” asked Nuju.

“Get to the Coliseum, down any Vahki guards there, and get the spheres,” answered Vakama. “Then we get them out of the city before the Visorak find us.”

“How?”

“We could lash together Vahki transports and sail back the way we came. Then we can carry the spheres overland through the Karzahni’s lair and back to the island.”

“Where do I begin to list the reasons that won’t work?” said Nuju.

“Forget it,” Vakama replied. “We will worry about getting them to the island once they are safely in our hands. Follow me.”

As they moved out behind the Toa of Fire, Matau was struck by the utter silence. He had never heard Le-Metru so quiet. It wasn’t just the absence of Matoran voices, though that was eerie in itself. There was no birdsong. Ordinarily, nests of Rahi flyers could be found in the tangle of cables, but now they were all gone. He wanted to think they had simply fled after the earthquake to a more hospitable home, but the Toa of Air knew better. The Visorak had been here, and nothing had been left behind.
Up ahead, Vakama was marching confidently as if he owned the metru. He had not bothered to send a scout ahead or even have Matau keep watch from the air. Onewa and Nuju were so tired of protesting that they were now just going along with whatever the Toa of Fire said.

Next to him, Nokama was lost in her own thoughts. She felt she knew Vakama as well or better than any of the Toa, but his actions now mystified her. He had been so dedicated to living up to Lhikan’s memory, yet he was ignoring every lesson the Toa had taught. Where Lhikan was cautious, Vakama had become reckless; where Lhikan valued the wisdom of others, Vakama was ignoring the other Toa to pursue his own course.

Now it felt as if events were rushing to a conclusion, as water rushed over the protodermis falls. Every part of her being screamed they should stop, turn back, run away. Something was closing in on them, something ancient and evil beyond measure. It would seize them, twist them, and taint them with its touch. But when she opened her mouth to speak, the words would not come. Vakama would not turn back on the strength of her bad feeling. He would lead them into a fire pit if it meant fulfilling his promise to Lhikan.

“Almost there,” said the Toa of Fire. “When we get there, Whenua, you and Oneva can begin digging passages into the storage chamber. The more openings we have, the faster we can get the job done. The rest of us will try to awaken some of the Matoran so they can help us move the spheres.”

“I will high-fly and keep watch while you work,” said Matau. “That way, no crawlers can sneak up on us.”

“We need every pair of hands below,” Vakama replied. “The faster we move, the less chance of any problems.”

“I will high-fly and keep watch,” Matau repeated. “I don’t want to back-walk into a Visorak, thank you, and neither should you.”

Vakama shrugged. There was no point in arguing. When they got there, Matau would see they had nothing to worry about and agree to work like the others.

The Keelerak watched the Toa Metru pass below. As Roodaka had predicted, they were on their way to the tall structure that now served as the spawning grounds. Given the opportunity, they would damage the cocoons and delay the fall of Metru Nui.

The spider creatures began to scuttle across their webs. It was their job to make sure the Toa Metru did not get the opportunity to oppose the will of the horde.

They moved as silently as a shadow stealing across the wall. Each member of this squad was a veteran, instincts and skills honed in a thousand marches. Each had savored the fruits of victory countless times, gloating over the sight of foes trapped forever in the center of their webs. It would be no different with these Toa. If anything, the Keelerak found themselves wishing for a greater challenge.

“Why?” Nuju said to himself, loud enough for Oneva to hear.

“Why what, librarian?”

“Why did the Visorak allow us to escape through the Archives? If Whenua is right, and they chose to withdraw, they could have summoned others to strike at us. Yet they let us depart and make our way to our goal.”

“Like I said... not too bright,” said Oneva.

“I wish I had your confidence, brother,” said Nuju. “But I cannot help but feel that there are more webs than the ones above us and around us. I think we are walking on one even now, and just when we think we have escaped, it will snap shut around us.”

“Amazing,” said Oneva. “I have finally found it.”

“What?”

“Someone who makes Whenua sound cheerful.”

“Quiet!” whispered Vakama. “Watch for Vahki. Maybe we will be lucky and there won’t be any around. But you see? All the way to the Coliseum, and not a Visorak in sight.”
A swirling, rotating wheel of energy flew from the shadows to strike the Toa of Fire squarely in the back. Instantly, Vakama stopped dead in his tracks, paralyzed by the spinner’s force. Before the other Toa could react, they too were struck and all movement frozen – forward movement anyway. Off-balance when he was struck, Whenua toppled over and struck his friends, causing them all to fall hard to the ground.

“Is everyone okay?” asked Vakama.
“We’re right behind you, Vakama,” said Matau, making no effort to hide his sarcasm. “Literally.”
“Bickering won’t get us out of this, Matau,” admonished Nokama.
“No, but think-talking before charging straight into a trap might have.”
“If you have something to say, say it,” snapped Vakama.

Any further argument was cut off by the sound of multiple figures approaching. Noises came out of the darkness, scratching, scuttling noises that sent chills through the Toa. It sounded like a legion on the march, coming to surround the helpless heroes.

“What’s that?” whispered Onewa.
“We’ll soon find out,” Nuju replied.

The Toa could do nothing but wait and watch for the intruders.

Ill-defined shapes in the mist moved closer and closer, finally emerging from the fog. Keelerak, the green-hued breed of Visorak spider, crawled into the clearing, their mandibles gnashing and slimy webbing oozing from their mouths. Mounted on their backs were what looked like launchers. Everything about them was revolting, as if they sent out some psychic poison that churned up every dark emotion in those who saw them. Soon, the Toa were surrounded.

Unable to move his head to see them clearly, Matau said, “Let me guess – Visorak?”
“Yes,” answered Whenua. “In their tongue, ‘the poisonous scourge.’”
“Do they even have tongues?” asked Onewa. “All I see are teeth!”

Seeing that the Toa were no longer any threat, the Keelerak began to close in. As the Toa watched, an energy spinner formed inside the launcher of one of the green Visorak and then was fired high into the air. A swarm of bat creatures scattered at its approach. But the spinner was not meant as an attack. It was rather a signal that the battle had been won.

Nokama wanted to scream as the Visorak’s very presence filled her with an emotion beyond horror. Instead, she glanced down at the Toa of Fire. “Vakama, what do we do?”
But Vakama had no answer. All he could think of was that he had led his team into a situation they could not think or fight their way out of. His failure meant that not only they, but all the Matoran trapped beneath the Coliseum, were doomed.

“I… I don’t know,” he said quietly. “I don’t know.”

Then the Visorak began to spin their webs…

A lone Visorak crawled swiftly toward the Coliseum. It struggled not to surrender to a run, for that might be seen by other members of the horde as a sign of weakness. Instead, it did its best to look purposeful but not panicked.

It scuttled through the gateway and into a massive hallway lined with silver spheres. The Visorak had discovered these in the vaults below shortly after taking possession of this structure. The spider creatures were at first unsure of what they were, but Sidorak, king of the hordes, had instructed they be treated with care.

Sidorak. The name reminded the creature of just why it was in such a rush. If Sidorak learned the news from some other source, he would be sure to take it out on his unfortunate courier for being late. Or worse, he might turn the offending Visorak over to Roodaka for her amusement.
The Visorak reached the throne room. Sidorak sat in the chair once used by Makuta, master of shadows and mentor to the horde king. He looked at the approaching creature with a combination of boredom and cruelty in his eyes. “It's nothing important, I hope,” he said. “Seeing as you're late.”

The Visorak courier bowed and began to gnash its mandibles together, conveying in its native language that there was news to share.

Sidorak leaned forward. “This had better be good.”

The spider creature took a breath and made a single, sharp sound. It was enough to get the horde king's undivided attention.

“Toa?” Sidorak said. “So they have returned for the Matoran – Matoran that now belong to me. I assume your telling me this without twitching uncontrollably means the Toa have already been captured?”

The Visorak nodded in the direction of the great window that dominated one wall of the room. Sidorak rose to look out over the city he now commanded. His eyes immediately focused on a new element that had been added to the scene: six cocoons, each containing a Toa Metru, hanging suspended from web lines far above the streets of Metru Nui.

“Thank you,” said Sidorak. “Kill them.”

The Visorak nodded again and turned, happy both to follow the order and to have an excuse to leave the throne room. Sidorak was known for his sudden changes of mood and might reward a Visorak one moment and crush it the next. The creature had almost made it to the exit when a new voice brought it up short.

“Is it to be so simple, Sidorak?”

The Visorak courier did not dare turn around. It knew to whom that voice belonged. Every member of the horde knew, and feared, Roodaka, and with good reason. But in Sidorak’s eyes, she was a figure to be trusted and coveted.

“My queen,” he said, reverence in his voice.

“No, not your queen,” replied Roodaka. “Not yet.”

“Of course. Formalities,” said Sidorak. “You have something to say?”

“Only that leaders are judged by the quality of their enemies. History teaches us this.”

It took Sidorak only a moment to realize to whom she was referring. “The Toa?”

“A fantastic adversary, my king,” Roodaka said, gesturing to where the six hung helplessly, watched by Visorak on every rooftop. “Worthy of your rule – and therefore worthy of a demise that will be remembered for all time.”

Sidorak considered. Now that he sat on the ebony throne, he found that it suited him well. True, it did not really belong to him – it was Makuta’s rightful place, after all – but the master of shadows was not here, and Sidorak was. Perhaps, with the right additions to his legend, a Visorak king could hope to become much more. After all, where was it written that the shadows could only serve Makuta?

He smiled. Where he ruled through might and intimidation, Roodaka embodied the more subtle qualities that fueled conquest. She understood fear, dread, and the power of symbols to evoke both. Her advice was always welcomed by him, not the least because he hoped she would one day be far more than just an aide in his campaigns.

Most of all, Sidorak trusted Roodaka. That was his first mistake.

“I suppose I could allow the situation to become more… legendary.”

With her subtle prodding, Sidorak agreed to leave the Toa in the cocoons long enough for them to experience the unique properties of Visorak venom. They would perish just the same, but she would have gained valuable knowledge of the effects of the poison on Toa.

“I have always admired your judgment,” Roodaka hissed approvingly. “Only be sure your method allows for some proof. For posterity’s sake…”

“Proof?”

Roodaka’s answer came in a voice as cold as the ice that capped Ko-Metru Knowledge Towers. “Bring me their bodies.”
Roodaka smiled as she watched a small group of Visorak crafting another web. This one connected the Coliseum to another of the Knowledge Towers of Ko-Metru. It seemed appropriate that these creatures comprised her army, for in many ways she too created snares for the unwary.

There was far more to web-spinning than simply the right location and a few strands of silk. It had to be reinforced and supported so that if wind or a storm tore a section loose, the entire structure would not collapse. In much the same way, Roodaka’s plans were constructed so that no one setback could destroy them. Even events that might seem disastrous at first could be turned to her advantage.

Atop the Coliseum, Visorak jostled for position. After days of capturing nothing but Rahi, finally there was to be an “M and D” (mutation and disposal) worth watching. Toa were a rare prize – most were too smart to walk into a Visorak trap, or strong enough to fight their way out of them. Fortunately, for all their victories, these Toa Metru were evidently still new to their roles and prone to making mistakes.

One too many Boggarak tried to secure a good viewing position. When the Oohnorak next to it refused to move, it gave a shove and sent the spider creature tumbling into space.

Toa Whenua watched this happen from his unique vantage point. He would have gladly given up his place for a Visorak, if he’d had the opportunity. But it was unlikely any of the horde would want to be hanging miles above the city in a web cocoon, dangling precariously from a web line, as Whenua and his fellow Toa now were. Whenua watched the Visorak fall through a narrow gap in the webbing until the creature was lost from sight.

“That’s encouraging,” he muttered.

Matau glanced toward where Vakama hung, shrouded by webbing. “Well, fire-spitter, we can’t say you didn’t show us the city,” he said, his voice rising in anger. “Course, we can say that you got us captured, poisoned, and, seeing as I don’t think we’ve been brought up here for the view, imminently smash-dashed!”

Vakama struggled to think of what to say in reply. His head and body hurt all over. He could feel the barbs of the cocoon biting into him and the Visorak venom coursing through his form. He glanced at the other Toa, now all facing destruction because he had made the wrong decisions.

Onewa was about to say something when he noticed the strands of webbing that held his cocoon to the line were beginning to give. When he did speak, it was muffled by the webbing that covered his mouth. “Mmmmpfff!”

“He agrees,” said Matau.

“This is not Vakama’s fault!” snapped Nokama from her cocoon. When four pairs of eyes all shot skeptical looks at her, she added, “Well, not entirely.”

“Don’t bother, Nokama,” said Vakama. “I tried to lead you as best I could. I wish I was better at it, but if I’ve learned one thing from all we’ve been through… it’s that I am what I am. And no matter how much I might want to, I can’t just change.”

A spasm gripped Vakama, sending violent shudders down his body. Suddenly, an arm tore its way free of his cocoon. He looked at it, confused. Surely, that twisted, bizarre limb did not belong to him.
From the balcony of the Coliseum, Sidorak and Roodaka watched as Vakama’s transformation began. Smiling, the viceroy of the horde slipped a hand onto Sidorak’s shoulder, signaling her approval of the nightmare to come.

The effect was spreading to the other Toa. Their bodies warped and mutated, masks changing shape, muscles expanding, their very minds feeling like they were being torn apart and reassembled. It was a pain beyond pain, made worse by the certain knowledge that there was no way to stop whatever was happening to them.

“I’m not liking this!” shouted Matau.

Nuju managed to shift his focus from the rapid changes happening to his body. As the Toa’s bodies mutated, they were tearing through the webs that made up their cocoons, the only things that were keeping them in the air. At this rate, they would not have to worry about their new forms for very long.

“You’re going to like it even less in a moment,” he said.

Nokama glanced at Vakama. He had been the first to change, and so his cocoon was in the worst shape. “Vakama!”

The Toa of Fire locked eyes with his friend even as the last of the webbing shredded and fell away. “I’m sorry I let you all down,” he said. Then he fell, to the sound of wild cheers from the Visorak.

Whenua felt himself losing his grip. The webbing could no longer support his increased weight. He tried to think of something profound to say before he dropped, but could only manage, “Uh… bye.”

Matau watched as Whenua, Onewa, and Njuju plunged toward the ground. It was hard to believe this would be the last moment of his existence. He looked at Nokama, saying, “Nokama, I want you… no, I need you to know that I’ve always… -”

But before he could finish his statement, he, too, fell. Nokama closed her eyes, preferring not to see herself follow the lead of her brother Toa. Then she fell, feeling the wind rushing up to greet her, and knowing the pavement was doing the same.

Vakama reflected for a moment that he must have gone insane. Here he was, dropping hundreds of feet to hard, unyielding ground, and he was bracing for impact. As if that will make any difference at all, he thought. Even Toa armor cannot survive a fall from this height… and I am not even sure if Toa armor is what I am wearing now.

He saw a blur of motion out of the corner of his eye. At first, he thought it was one of the other Toa passing him on the way to the pavement. Instead, he felt an impact in his side as something snatched him in midair. The jarring knocked the wind out of him and the world went black.

High above, Nokama saw it happen. “What was –?” she began, before she, too, was grabbed and saved from a crushing death.

One by one, the other Toa followed, each saved by a mysterious rescuer. Matau was the last, and at the first sign of a motion blur, he shouted, “Easy! Don’t snatch-scratch the armor!”

Vakama stirred. The ground was moving underneath him, but he was not walking across it. No, he was being carried by someone… or something. He couldn’t make out quite who it was, or where they were heading.

“Wh – what’s happened to me?” he asked.

His rescuer said nothing, just continued putting distance between them and the Coliseum. Vakama wondered if perhaps he had fallen out of the molten protodermis vat and into the furnace. What if his new “friend” was some pawn of the Visorak, carrying him off to a fate even worse than death?

“Answer me. I am a Toa!” said Vakama.

The strange figure who carried him chuckled softly. “Not exactly,” was the reply.

Matau woke up facedown in a gutter. He had been unceremoniously dumped there by his rescuer, who had disappeared. He lifted his head and looked around, noting that it was the middle of the night and he was somewhere in the ruins of Ga-Metru.

No answer came from the darkness. Matau shrugged and, with some reluctance, added, “Vakama?”

When no response came, Toa Matau reached up to clear the grit from his eyes. The first sight that greeted his newly cleared vision was his own reflection in the liquid protodermis pooled by the gutter. But the face that looked back at him was not that of a Toa. It was the face of a monstrous beast.

“No!” Matau shouted. His hands shot to his face, desperately seeking evidence that what he saw was not real. But it was. He could feel the rough contours of his features where once there had been the smooth, hard metallic surface of a Kanohi mask.

“But this isn’t me,” he said softly. Then anger rose in him – anger at the way he looked, anger at Makuta for destroying his city, anger at Vakama for leading them into the trap. He swiped at the puddle, stirring its surface and distorting his reflection.

As if it could get any more distorted, he thought.

Nuju opened his eyes. The being that held him was like none he had ever seen before. Bent and twisted, it looked like a cross between a Turaga, a Rahkshi, and some other Rahi species. Despite its small stature, it seemed to have no difficulty scaling walls or swinging from loose cables. If Nuju’s weight was a burden to the strange creature, it gave no sign.

Their journey came to an end in the ruins of Ga-Metru. The other Toa were already there, all of them transformed into freakish combinations of their own forms and the bodies of beasts. They were confused and horrified by what they had become.

The Toa of Ice turned to ask his savior a question, only to find that all six of the little creatures were gone. Mysteries built atop other mysteries, he thought. And none of them helping to solve the greatest of them all – what have we become?

His mood was not improved by the discovery that his mask powers no longer worked. Whether that was a result of damage to the mask itself as a result of the transformation, or some side effect of the transformation on his own mind, he did not know. Even worse, his ice powers no longer responded to his commands. His Toa tools were gone as well, replaced by strange pieces of equipment whose function he could not comprehend.

He looked at his friends – where they had once been powerful, noble Toa, now they resembled something that would be hidden in a sub-level of the Archives. Matau looked by far the worst. Nokama instinctively moved to comfort him.

“It’s all right,” she whispered.

Matau looked up at her, then at the others. They were no longer Toa, they were not even Matoran or Turaga. They were beasts… monsters… things out of a Matoran scare-story.

“All right?” he snapped. “You call this all right?”

“We’re all alive,” Nokama replied. “We’ll find a way. Together.”

“That’s what friends do,” Whenua added, his tone more gentle than Matau had ever heard it.

Matau rose and turned to Vakama, thrusting his face right up to the Toa of Ta-Metru. “I don’t hear you saying that, smelthead. What’s the matter – too busy cooking up another master plan? Maybe you can get us killed next time, instead of just turned into monster-beasts!”

Vakama stepped back, snarling, “I’m through making plans.”

“Well, that’s the first happy-good thing I’ve heard since I became ugly,” Matau replied.

Nuju frowned. Bickering was going to get them nowhere. Their future as Toa, or whatever they might be now, was going to depend on the decisions made in the next few moments.

“Regardless of how we look, it might be better if we use our energy to find out how and why we’ve become… whatever it is we are.”

“The sooner we do that, the sooner we can rescue the Matoran,” Nokama agreed. “But where do we start?”

Matau turned to them, unconvinced. “How are we to be-saving when we’re the ones that need-saving?”
No one had an answer. Then a voice laden with age and wisdom broke the stillness, its source nearby yet unseen. “If you are wise… if you wish to be yourselves again…”

Six strange figures emerged from the shadows. Each had a face much like that of a Rahkshi and walked hunched over like a Rahi beast. The one in front was dark red, and he surveyed the Toa one by one.

“Then you will listen,” he said.

All six Toa turned at the strange voice, half wise sage, half snarling beast. The strange beings that had saved them from their fall had reappeared, seemingly out of thin air. They regarded the Toa, not with fear or horror, but with sadness and resolve.

Norik spoke again, “You have become something both more and less than what you were,” he said. “You walk a road that is all too familiar… we know how it begins, and we know how it can end. You must act now, Toa, or there is no hope for you or your city.”

A surge of hope ran through the Toa. True, these creatures resembled old foes a little too much for comfort, but if they knew how this change could be reversed...

“Tell us how to undo this, wise ones, and I’ll personally build a field full of statues in your honor,” growled Onewa.

“You would be doing Metru Nui and the Matoran, as well as us, a great service,” said Nokama.

“We know of your plight,” Norik replied. “We have been living in the shadows of this city since before the cataclysm. We are aware of what happened to the Matoran, as well as what terrible plans the Visorak have for them. But we can do little to stop them. It is you who must act.”

Roodaka stood in the gloom of the sundial chamber. The great timing devices had stopped dead during the dual eclipse in Metru Nui – the moment Makuta had waited for had come and gone, the moment when he would seize his destiny. But the Toa had frustrated him, defeated him, and now he lay trapped behind a sealed layer of protodermis.

The ebony viceroy of the Visorak gazed at the stone in the palm of her hand. It was rough and black, like obsidian, carved by her from the outer surface of Makuta’s prison. Even so small an effort had cost her much pain, for only a Toa could pierce the shell that surrounded the master of shadows without paying the price.

“Rest, my Makuta,” she crooned to the stone. “Sleep, and know that as you do, I draw close to waking you.”

She smiled, an expression that would have sent even the bravest Visorak running for refuge. “The Toa have returned, as you said they would. Even now, their broken bodies are being brought to me so I may drain them of their elemental powers. Powers I will use to shatter the wretched seal they bound you with and that keeps us apart!”

Roodaka gently, lovingly placed the Makuta stone into her breastplate. It began to pulse like a heartlight. “And then, there will be no need for these charades,” she whispered. “Together, you and I will…”

She stopped abruptly. Her expression turned as hard as the stone. Coldly, she demanded, “What is it?”

A Visorak stepped out of the thick shadows, looking like it wanted more than anything to run. But if the message it carried was not delivered, Roodaka would track the unfortunate spider creature down and then… It shuddered at the thought and began its report.

Roodaka listened intently. After only a few moments, she interrupted. “The Toa? Why do you speak of them as if they’re still alive?”

The Visorak’s mouth was dry. It glanced about, making note of where all the chamber’s exits were. Then, very quietly, it answered her question.

Roodaka’s reaction was immediate. Whirling, she smashed a pillar into dust. The Visorak backed away before she decided to vent her anger on it. But the viceroy of the hordes had no interest in one
mere spider. No, her rage was reserved for a very specific group of individuals, whose name she spat out as if it were poison: “Rahaga!”

“Keetongu.”

After he had spoken the word, Rahaga Norik waited for some reaction. But the looks on the Toa’s faces indicated that none of them had ever heard the name before.

Onewa, at least, was willing to pretend he understood. “The key to Nongu,” he said, matter-of-factly.

Norik shot the Toa of Stone a look, then continued. “Keetongu is a most honorable Rahi, skilled in the way of venoms—not to mention our only hope to stand against the Visorak horde. If you are to be the Toa you once were, it is Keetongu you must seek.”

“But… what are we now?” asked Nokama.

“The Visorak cocoons injected you with Hordika venom. It now courses within you. If it is not neutralized, it will take root, and Hordika you will be forever. Half-Toa, half-beast, prisoners of your own instincts, your own rage… until the day your Rahi nature takes hold completely, and you are no better than gibbering things bringing destruction wherever you roam.”

Nokama shuddered at the thought. This could not be their destiny! It could not have been why Mata Nui blessed them with the power of Toa!

“I am a Rahaga,” the being continued. “Norik is my name. These others are Gaaki, Bomonga, Kualus, Pouks, and Iruini.”

A moment of silence followed. It was finally broken by Matau, who said awkwardly, “So… how’s that working out for you?”

“It has its moments,” Norik replied. “This is not one of them.”

None of the Toa knew quite what to say. It was hard enough to believe all this had happened to them, let alone that such bizarre looking creatures were their only hope. Finally, Nokama spoke up.

“Rahaga, can you take us to this Keetongu?”

The Rahaga called Iruini laughed. Norik shot him a stern look, then turned back to Nokama.

“What Iruini so inappropriately suggests is that this will be… difficult. We Rahaga came to Metru Nui in search of Keetongu, and there are those of us that, well, doubt his existence entirely.”

“Oh, wonderful,” said Onewa. “Our only hope is a myth.”

“And you?” Nuju asked Norik. “What do you believe?”

“I believe in legends,” said Norik.

“Then so must we,” agreed Nokama.


The Toa of Stone and the Toa of Earth said nothing. They had both dared to hope that their transformation might be reversed, only to find out that the whole thing hung on nothing more than simply another legend. Vakama never took his eyes from the ground as he said, “I say we returned to Metru Nui to rescue Matoran, not to hunt down mythical beasts.”

“And you have a way of doing this?” Norik asked sharply. “Perhaps using your new Hordika powers? Powers you have not yet learned to use.”

“I don’t know,” said the Toa of Fire. Something in his voice told Nokama he was dangerously close to an explosion.

“Don’t know, or don’t want to include the rest of us in your plans?” Norik prodded.

“Either,” Vakama replied. Then he rose and stalked away.

“Vakama!” Nokama cried after him.

Norik started after the troubled Toa Hordika. “I will talk to him.”

“What about us?” asked Matau.

Norik gave him a smile, one laced with a hint of menace. “Prepare yourselves. We’ve a legend to prove.”
It was some time before Vakama returned to the group. An uneasy silence lingered for a long while before he spoke.

"I can’t tell you all what to do," the Toa of Fire said. "It’s obvious that my orders led us to this disaster. It’s equally obvious that some of you no longer wish my company," he said, looking at Matau and Onewa.

"Vakama, they didn’t —" Nokama began.

Vakama cut her off. "But I think we can all agree that our problems pale next to those of the Matoran. We have to be sure they are safe before we can worry about how to reverse this transformation."

Nuju nodded. "As much as I wish it were otherwise, you are right. Placing the Matoran first puts us at risk of being Hordika forever, something I would not wish on anyone. But seeing to ourselves before saving them may doom an entire population to this fate, or worse."

"We are Toa-heroes, even if we don’t look like it," said Matau. "We have two problems – rescuing the Matoran from the Coliseum, and then getting them out of this city. If you will think-plan on the first, I may have an idea of how to do the second."

"Then let’s get started," Onewa said, bounding on top of a pile of rubble. "We are not getting any younger, and Matau is not getting any better looking."

Norik watched the Toa talk and plan as they journeyed back to Le-Metru. It was good that they had a mission and goal in mind to keep them from thinking about their fate. He knew better than most what Toa were capable of, but in his heart, he doubted that these heroes could avoid their doom.

He signaled to the other Rahaga to spread out and keep to the shadows. If there were Visorak near, the Rahaga would spot them. The Rahaga had survived this long by avoiding the hordes, running, hiding… but no more.

Metru Nui will be our final showdown with these creatures from the pit, he told himself. And before it is done, either Visorak or Rahaga will be no more.

Roodaka sat on the throne that had once belonged to Makuta. Sidorak had departed to gather his legions in preparation for hunting the Toa Hordika. He would rely, as he always did, on the overwhelming force of numbers to achieve his ends. The Visorak would sweep through the city like a plague, never rest until their prey had been run to earth.

But will that be enough? she wondered. These are Toa… mutated, yes, burdened with the dual nature of the Hordika, but Toa just the same. This is their city. They know its hiding places, and they have the cursed Rahaga to aid them. With luck and skill, they might evade the hordes.

That would never do. She needed the Toa to achieve her ultimate plan, and by Makuta’s dark power, she would have them.

The viceroy of the Visorak rose and walked to the massive sundial that dominated the chamber. Once this device had measured the amount of time remaining before Metru Nui was wracked by cataclysm. Now it counted down the hours the Toa Hordika had left to live.

Roodaka smiled. Let Sidorak lead his legions on a chase through streets and alleyways. She would make plans of her own, plans so subtle and so devious that even the master of shadows would applaud, were he free.

Soon, she thought. Very soon, now. By my hand will the light be banished from this city, and darkness left to rule for evermore.

And deep in the bowels of the Coliseum, the sleeping Matoran trembled in the grip of nightmares that would not end…
Turaga Vakama took a deep breath and let it out slowly. He had thought that somehow sharing this tale after so many years would relieve some of his burden. But it had not. If anything, it made the wounds of so many years ago feel freshly made. Perhaps Nuju was right, he thought. Perhaps no good can come of this.

Tahu Nuva was silent for a very long time. Vakama expected horror or revulsion, but the Toa’s mask did not betray his feelings. Finally, the red-hued hero leaned forward and clasped the Turaga’s hand.

“You survived much to come to these shores,” said Tahu. “More than any of us ever knew. And there is more to your tale, is there not?”

“Yes, Tahu.”

“Will I have to beg to hear it?”

“No. Despite what my brothers may wish, the time of secrets and lies is over with. You made a choice to hear the tale of the Toa Hordika, and so you shall. As you have seen, sometimes we can be as foolish as any sand snipe and as blind as an ice bat.”

“Meaning what, Turaga?”

Vakama rose, using his staff to support himself. “Meaning you are Toa, not children who need to be protected from the truth. We knew all that went on in those years, and Makuta knew, but you did not. That ignorance might have cost you your lives. Hiding all this from you was as great an error as any we committed as Toa Metru.”

Tahu raised his sword and shot a bolt of flame high into the sky. “The other Toa must hear this tale, Vakama. It is a tale of triumph, after all.”

The Turaga shook his head, confused. Triumph? Had Tahu not been listening at all? “I do not understand you, Toa Tahu.”

“Well, you overcame, didn’t you? You saved the Matoran, you became Turaga… you were victorious.”

Turaga Vakama laughed. It was a sad and hollow sound. “Victorious, were we? Perhaps, in your eyes, that might be so. But we paid a price for that victory, Tahu, and so did every Matoran… Makuta’s bones, what a price we paid.”

No more words would be spoken until the other Toa Nuva arrived. When they were all assembled, Vakama resumed his tale…
Turaga Vakama knelt before the Amaja Circle. Before him sat the six Toa Nuva, Takanuva, and Hahli, the Matoran currently serving as Chronicler. All of them were waiting for him to continue a story he dreaded having to tell.

“You know, not long after the Matoran came to this island of Mata Nui, their memories of the past disappeared,” he began. “All that had happened in the city of Metru Nui, the good and the bad, was lost to them. Sometimes… sometimes I think they were most fortunate in that regard.”

Hahli looked down at the tablet on which she was carving Vakama’s words. She had never heard the Turaga sound so defeated, as if the weight of a thousand years was on his shoulders. She could not imagine what happened in Metru Nui that could so affect him. For the first time, she found herself wishing someone else was the Chronicler.

“We had escaped Metru Nui, we six Toa Metru, with a small number of Matoran. Each of them was locked in a deep sleep, induced by Makuta as part of his grand scheme of conquest. We had found a new land – this land – where the Matoran would be safe. Now we had only to return to the quake-ravaged city and recover them all.”

Vakama scattered a number of small black stones in the sandpit. “What we could not know was that, in our absence, the city had been seized by the spider creatures called Visorak. Due to our… my… overconfidence, we were captured shortly after we returned there. Trapped in cocoons, we were mutated by Visorak venom into half Toa, half beasts called Toa Hordika. Only the actions of six strangers, the Rahaga, saved us from death.”

The Turaga’s voice dropped to a whisper. “Better we had perished… that is what some of us thought at the time. The Rahaga told us we must find a cure for our condition within a limited time, or risk remaining as Hordika – or worse – for all eternity. Instead, we chose to focus our efforts on saving the Matoran, worrying about ourselves when they were safe.

“It was a difficult decision. The rage of the Rahi ruled our hearts, and in none more than mine. We faced enemies of great power and great cunning, and we had to do it stripped of our mask powers, stripped of our traditional Toa tools, yes, stripped of our very selves…”
Roodaka, viceroy of the Visorak hordes, stood in what had once been Turaga Dume’s box in the Coliseum. A red Visorak, Vohtarak, stood beside her, awaiting her commands. Down below, Visorak scurried to and fro, carrying cocooned Rahi. These would be placed in the webs that lined the arena as trophies of another conquest.

Soon, the Toa would be joining them, she knew. The six heroes of Metru Nui had combined their powers to trap their foe, Makuta, in a protodermis prison sealed with the symbol of the three Matoran virtues: unity, duty, and destiny. With such a “lock,” even Makuta could not break free. Only the power of the Toa could undo what they had done.

“Vakama and his allies made two great errors,” Roodaka said. “The first was thinking Makuta helpless. Though his body is frozen, though his power is stalemated, his mind is free to roam. His thoughts reached out to us and now Metru Nui is ours.”

The Vohtarak nodded agreement enthusiastically. Not agreeing with Roodaka was almost inevitably a fatal mistake.

Roodaka smiled as she recalled the Toa’s return to Metru Nui. So proud they were, so confident, so convinced that nothing could defeat them. But the venom of the Visorak changed all that. Now the Toa were Toa Hordika, half-hero, half-Rahi, forced for the first time to confront the shadows within.

“They should have fled far from this place,” Roodaka reflected. “They should have traveled to a star of which even Mata Nui never dreamed. Now there is no hope for them. In a matter of hours, days at most, the hordes will track them down.”

Roodaka glanced at the Vohtarak. “But why am I telling you this? You are not even a Visorak… are you?”

The Vohtarak hesitated for a moment under Roodaka’s piercing glare. Then, with a shrug, the Visorak transformed into a perfect replica of Toa Nokama.

“Once again, you are correct.” The voice was Nokama’s, but the Toa of Water had never worn such an expression of hatred. “I am Krahka. I am a Rahi, one of those your hordes have been hunting in this city. And I have come to strike you down like the monster you are.”

Roodaka’s answer was laughter, long and shrill, carrying with it more than a little trace of madness.

Krahka circled warily. The shapeshifting Rahi had faced many foes in her life, including the six Toa Metru. But this Roodaka was something different. Every move she made was carefully calculated and all part of a grand strategy. There was no wasted motion, no scrambling to react to Krahka’s changes of shape.

For her part, Roodaka was enjoying this. She could have had Krahka slain immediately, but chose instead to face the Rahi in single battle. The arena floor had been cleared for them. Now the Visorak watched as their leader prepared to claim another victim.
Krahka had abandoned the guise of Nokama in favor of a subterranean creature whose appearance would be enough to drive a sane Matoran mad. She now towered twelve feet high, with a slimy, pale white body and six long, bony spines coming out of her sides. Each spine was extremely flexible and could be cracked like a whip. At the end of the spines were wickedly curved claws that could rip through six inches of metal with one swipe.

It should have been no contest. The Krahka had strength, height, and reach over Roodaka, and a body designed to make it impossible for any blow to land solidly. But the Visorak viceroy slipped away from every one of Krahka’s strikes, then struck with her own talons. Worse, Roodaka struck so swiftly and so often that Krahka had no opportunity to shapeshift.

Roodaka slipped through her defenses and landed two quick blows, staggering her opponent. Then she launched her Rhotuka spinner, whose power could transform Krahka permanently into a figure out of nightmare. At the last split second, the Rahi shifted into a small burrowing creature and vanished underground.

Silence descended on the arena. Some of the Visorak believed Roodaka had won, while others were not so certain. Roodaka herself stood perfectly still, waiting for Krahka’s return in a new form.

The ground shifted slightly beneath the Visorak viceroy’s feet. Before she could react, the arena floor was crumbling beneath her and she was falling into the massive, tooth-filled maw of a Po-Metru troller worm. Some of the horde charged forward as if to save her, while the rest seemed perfectly happy to see Roodaka devoured.

They were destined to be disappointed. Roodaka latched onto the sides of the hole with her claws and pulled herself out right before the huge jaws snapped shut. Once back on solid ground, she paused and listened to the sound of the great worm moving beneath the surface. Moving too quickly for the eye to follow, Roodaka plunged her arm through the ground and seized the Krahka/troller in her claws. With a mighty heave, she pulled the giant worm up through the arena floor.

As soon as she realized her predicament, Krahka shifted to a smaller lava eel. Her now fiery hot hide burnt Roodaka’s hand, forcing her to release her grip. Krahka slithered away and shifted again, this time taking the form of one of the gigantic Kahgarak spiders that guarded the gates of the Coliseum. Then she spat a stream of webbing at Roodaka, binding her to the arena wall.

“You… cannot defeat me… with my own creatures,” Roodaka hissed. Flexing her muscles, she tore free of the web. “And at that size, you are too big of a target to miss, Rahi.”

Roodaka launched another spinner. Krahka started to shapeshift, but too late as the whirling energy struck her. The Rahi’s own powers blunted the effects of the mutating force, but it was still enough to send her sprawling in the dust. Now back in the form of Nokama, she struggled to regain her feet.

The Visorak viceroy was upon her before she could rise, a talon held to Krahka’s throat. “I could end this now,” said Roodaka. “But you have… possibilities, creature. I did not get where I am by wasting potential resources.”

Krahka cursed. Roodaka grabbed her by the neck and forced her to look around the arena at the hundreds of Visorak assembled to watch the match. “At a single word from me, even a nod, they would bind you and turn you into something so horrible you would die of fright at your own reflection,” said Roodaka. “Or we can come to an arrangement. You decide.”

Roodaka let the Krahka go. The Rahi got to her feet, still in the shape of the Toa Metru of Water. “What sort of… arrangement?”

“Not every Rahi need end up in our web, Krahka. Those who are useful will survive intact, even thrive, under my rule. You can be one of them. Your particular skills and your past experience with the Toa Metru – oh yes, I know about that – make you ideal for something I have in mind.”

Krahka pondered the offer. If she refused, she had no doubt that Roodaka and the Visorak would defeat her… or worse. If she accepted, there might still be some opportunity to get her revenge on Roodaka later on.

“All right,” said the Rahi. “Very well. What do you want me to do?”
Roodaka smiled. “Sidorak and the hordes are hunting for the Toa Hordika. If they catch them, all is well; but just in case they do not, I intend to make sure that the Toa will be unable to oppose me.”

“How?”

Roodaka put an arm around Krahka’s shoulders and led her away. “We are going to do the heroes of Metru Nui a favor, you and I. We are going to tell them the truth about themselves.”
“I want the truth,” said Nuju. “What are we doing here?”

He was standing on the outskirts of Ko-Metru, a district devastated by earthquake and overrun with Visorak spiders. The crystal surface of a Knowledge Tower reflected his distorted appearance. Once a powerful Toa, the venom of the Visorak had transformed Nuju and his friends into monstrous Toa Hordika.

Nuju studied his reflection. His mask and tools had been warped beyond all recognition. His body was stronger, but twisted like that of a Rahi. Worse than that were the changes he felt inside. The Toa and beast halves of his mind were at war now. It took all his willpower to fight down the animalistic rage that threatened to consume him.

He turned to see that Rahaga Kualus was not listening to him. The small, bizarre figure’s eyes were trained on the sky. Nuju followed his gaze and saw nothing but the occasional ice bat swooping across the sky.

“Beautiful, aren’t they?” Kualus whispered. “Perfectly aerodynamic. Completely efficient distribution of mass. And their flight speed – did you know that an ice bat can outrace a stampeding Kikanalo herd?”

“No,” Nuju replied coldly. “I did not.”

The Toa Hordika wished he could just walk away and leave this strange little being to his obvious obsession with flying creatures. But circumstances dictated that he could not. There was a mission to perform and he needed Kualus’ help to complete it.

“We are wasting time,” growled Nuju. “We have a city of sleeping Matoran to save. We came here to salvage parts needed to build transport, not to admire birds.”

“Rodents,” said Kualus. “Ice bats are rodents. Surprised a scholar like you wouldn’t know that. What were you looking at all those years in the observatory?”

The Rahaga pointed toward a lone bat flying shakily toward the ground. Its wing had been damaged in a collision with a Knowledge Tower. Unable to control its flight, it was headed straight for a Visorak web.

“Stay here,” Kualus said, already leaping over rubble to follow the ice bat.

“What are you doing?” said Nuju. “It’s just a bi... a rodent!”

“I am doing the same thing Toa do,” replied Kualus. “I am saving one who cannot save himself.”

Keen eyes tracking the bat’s flight path, Kualus unleashed the spinner attached to his back. It flew straight and true through the air until it reached the bat. The spinner immediately adhered to the flesh of the flyer and steered it back toward the waiting Rahaga. Kualus snagged the spinner and removed the wounded creature from it. Then he began to gently tend the Rahi’s wounds.

“Handy little thing, isn’t it?” said Kualus. “They are called Rhotuka spinners.”

“Yes,” said Nuju. “If I ever need a bat catcher, you are the first one I’ll call.”
Kualus hastily improvised a splint for the bat’s wing. Once he was done, he placed the creature inside a niche in a damaged Knowledge Tower. When the ice bat tried to leave the shelter, the Rahaga began talking to the Rahi in clicks and whistles, all the while making sharp gestures with his hands. What was even more amazing was that the ice bat seemed to be listening.

“What is that gibberish?” asked Nuju, his impatience growing by the moment.

“Not gibberish,” Kualus replied, smiling. “Language – the language of the flyers, or at least as close to it as a non-flyer can come. Just as they don’t waste any energy when in the air, they don’t waste words when they speak. Perhaps you might like to learn?”

Nuju shook his head. “No. Now can we move on?”

Kualus sprang to his feet. “Very well, Toa Hordika. Lead, and I shall follow... as long as I like where you are leading.”

Toa Hordika Nokama and Rahaga Gaaki swam silently along the eastern coast of Metru Nui. All along the shoreline, Gaaki could see Visorak Boggarak webbing up the sea creatures they had captured. Some of the unfortunate captives would be mutated by venom, the rest simply condemned to endless sleep.

Nokama had taken no notice. She was at one with the ocean, moving through the water with strong, smooth strokes. It seemed that she could sense every movement in the water, from small currents and eddies to the passage of even the tiniest fish. Sensing the approach of swells, she let her body go limp and rode with them. She had never known such complete peace, certainly not since she had become a Toa Metru. It seemed strange that such a monstrous mutation as becoming a Hordika could bring such a feeling.

“No. It is not all bad,” said Gaaki. “Allowing the animal to guide you can be so tempting, you might never wish to turn back.”

“Would that be so terrible?” asked Nokama. “I can still serve my city. I can still protect the Matoran... even like this.”

“But can you protect your friends? Can you protect yourself?” asked Gaaki. “It takes a being of great willpower not to succumb to the lure of the Hordika. Yes, you may discover new powers and new ways of being, but you may also revert to a primal state and bring destruction to everything you hold dear.”

Nokama wished the Rahaga would just shut up. She was not going to destroy anything – the very thought was absurd. Instead, she was going to use her new abilities to be an even better protector of Metru Nui than before.

Gaaki was just jealous, she decided. Even in this form, Nokama was lithe and strong. Of course, Gaaki envied her that.

I shall let her remain by my side, thought Nokama. But I shall keep an eye on this one. I do not know that I trust her.

High above Le-Metru, a member of the Visorak Roporak species kept a careful watch. Its brown coloration allowed it to fade into the tangled mass of cables and webbing that shrouded the Metru. Beside it, an unfortunate Gukko bird tried in vain to escape a cocoon. The creature would fail, of course, and soon cease to be any threat.

The Roporak had to forego the pleasure of watching its captive’s struggles. The green Toa and his companion, the Rahaga named Iruini, had appeared only moments before. Their behavior was puzzling, to say the least. The Rahaga traveled rapidly over the rubble, but constantly had to stop and urge the Toa on. The Roporak could not understand everything that was being said, of course, since Visorak knowledge of the Matoran language was rudimentary at best. But it could recognize the tone. It was the same tone that the viceroy of the Visorak, Roodaka, got in her voice just before she dropped one of her guards from a high place.
The Roporak had already sent a message through the webs to let others know the Toa was here. Since their escape from the Coliseum, the six Toa Hordika had been on the run. They had so far managed to evade a few halfhearted efforts by the Visorak to catch them, and no doubt thought they were superior to the hordes. Little did they realize the spiders were simply testing their defenses before beginning the hunt in earnest.

Nearby, the Gukko bird had finally exhausted itself and given up. In a short while, it would be locked in sleep, with no more worries, cares, dreams, or desires. Its system would slow to such a point that nutrition would no longer be required. There would no longer be any need to seek food, or fly over the city, or build a nest in the cables. The Roporak wondered what such complete isolation from the world would be like. The idea of having no Roodaka to answer to was strangely appealing.

The Visorak caught itself just in time. True, Roodaka couldn’t read its thoughts – hopefully – but the dark one she served… that one knew all. It was best to concentrate on the hunt, and not risk thinking thoughts that could lead to an early end to existence.

The Toa and the Rahaga had vanished inside of the large buildings. The Visorak had no idea what they were seeking there, but it really did not matter. Vibrations in the web indicated that the horde was closing in.

The first Toa to fall would serve as bait for the rest. The heroes would walk right into the center of a web… and never walk out again.

“This was your idea,” said Iruini. “Now you are having second thoughts.”


The Toa cleared away some rubble that blocked their path. The Rahaga was right. It had been Matau’s suggestion that the Toa use airships to transport the Matoran out safely. But the Visorak had wrecked all the existing vessels in Le-Metru, which meant building more. The Toa had split up to find the necessary materials and anything of importance they might need to bring on the journey. Odds were that if – when, Matau corrected – the Matoran were rescued, there would be precious little time to load the ships and go. They had come to this airship hangar in search of undamaged protodermis membranes that could be used for new vessels.

“What would you rather be doing?” asked Iruini.

“Finding that Rahi you spoke of,” said Matau. “Keetongu – the one who can cure me of… this.”

Iruini snorted. “I suppose you still believe that Mata Nui comes through the chutes on Naming Day bringing gifts to good Matoran, too. Keetongu is a myth, Matau. Some of the other Rahaga believe in him, but I don’t. A Rahi as big as that existing for so long without being found? Please.”

“Oh,” said Matau. “Then there’s no hope? We will remain Hordika forever?”

Iruini ran, leapt, grabbed an overhanging pipe and did some lightning fast gymnastics. Then he let go, somersaulting three times in midair before landing on his feet. “It’s not so bad. You get used to it.”

Matau looked at the Rahaga in surprise. “You mean you –?”

Iruini crouched atop a pile of rubble and smiled. “Do you think I always looked like this? Did you think my name was always Rahaga Iruini? Not so.” The Rahaga jumped to the ground, rolled, and sprang up again in front of Matau. “Toa Iruini, it was, once… long ago. But you never forget, brother. Trust me, you never forget.”
Toa Hordika Onewa and Pouks crouched atop a canyon wall. Down below, a small herd of Kane-Ra bulls stirred uneasily in front of a cavern entrance. With all the Po-Matoran gone, the herd had staked out this area as their own territory. They had already been forced to defend it against Muaka cats and so were alert and on edge.

“All right,” said Pouks. “Half a dozen Kane-Ra between you and your goal, Onewa. What’s the plan?”

“That’s easy. I use my Kanohi Mask of Mind Control on the herd leader and make them stampede.”

Pouks shook his head. “Masks don’t work for Hordika, carver. Try again.”

Onewa shrugged, obviously annoyed. “Then I use my power over stone. I cause a rockslide and scare them off.”

“Better. Not good, but better.” Pouks’ tone was mocking. “Got another guess?”

Onewa stood up and tore a chunk of rock out of the canyon wall. “I take this boulder and I throw it at them,” he shouted. “And I keep throwing more until they are buried underneath them. I might even save one for you, Rahaga, if you don’t shut up. Then I march over the Kane-Ra and I get what I came for!”

Pouks walked over and put a hand on Onewa’s arm. He exerted a gentle pressure, trying to get the Toa to drop the rock, but Onewa continued to hold it aloft. “That’s the Hordika part of you talking,” said Pouks. “That’s the part that wants to hurt and destroy.”

The Rahaga pointed down into the canyon. Two Kane-Ra were charging each other, heads lowered and sharp horns primed to pierce each other’s flanks. “You can overcome that part of you, Toa, or you can end up no better than them.”

Glaring at the Rahaga, Onewa lifted the rock a little higher. Pouks looked into his eyes, searching for some sign that a hero of Metru Nui still lived inside that monstrous shell. If the Hordika side has already taken over, I am in for a disappointment, he said to himself. A crushing disappointment.

Since becoming a Toa, Whenua had been in a number of strange places and situations. After being transformed into a bestial Hordika, he fully expected to be in even more bizarre settings. But somehow he had never pictured himself lying half-buried in dirt outside an Archives entrance.

“What exactly are we doing?” he asked.

The Rahaga named Bomonga said nothing. He didn’t even turn to look at the Toa.

“We are supposed to be gathering levitation disks,” Whenua tried again. “Remember?”

This time, Bomonga glanced at his companion. Then he went back to staring into the darkness.

“What are we looking for?” Whenua asked, irritated. “And why are we doing it from under a pile of dirt?”

Bomonga’s answer was more silence. Whenua started to get up. The Rahaga grabbed his wrist and, showing surprising strength, yanked him back down to the ground. “Hey!” snapped Whenua.
The Rahaga pointed into the darkness. An instant later, a night creeper came scurrying across the broken pavement. Roughly seven feet long, with six powerful legs, the creeper’s jaws snapped open and shut as it hunted through the rubble for food.

Whenua was about to say something about there being a time and a place for Rahi watching when something else entered the scene. It was a black Visorak spider crawling rapidly toward the creeper. When the nocturnal Rahi realized its danger, it was already too late. The Visorak spat a stream of webbing, entangling the creeper.

Bomonga’s eyes narrowed. With a guttural snarl, he launched his spinner. The whirling disk flew silently through the air to strike the Visorak and adhere to its body. The spider froze in place. Without waiting for Whenua, the Rahaga sprang from the dirt and began tearing at the webbing that bound the creeper.

By the time the Toa reached the spot, the Rahi was already free. It raced off into the night without a backward glance. Bomonga gestured toward the Visorak, which still stood like a Po-Metru statue.

“Learn,” said the Rahaga.

The Hordika part of Whenua rebelled at getting too close to the Visorak. It was an instinctive revulsion, one which took all of the Toa’s willpower to overcome. He reminded himself that before becoming a Toa or a Hordika, he had been an archivist. This was a chance to study the enemy.

Somewhere in the night, a rock raptor howled. Whenua paused, listening to the mournful sound. He wanted to be out there in the shadows, too, exploring, hunting, fighting for survival. A Rahi had no responsibilities, no duties or obligations to others. The more he thought about it, the more that sounded like the right way to live.

He took a step away from the Visorak, then another, as if being pulled by a magnetic force. Bomonga vaulted over a slab of rock and put himself in Whenua’s path. “Learn!” said the Rahaga.

“But—”

Bomonga shook his head, saying, “You learn, you survive. You don’t…?”

Reluctantly, Whenua turned back to the Visorak. But in his heart he knew it would not be long before he would be unable to resist the urge to join the Rahi prowling the city. When that time came, no Rahaga would be able to stop him.

Vakama smashed open the door to his old forge. He kept pounding on it long after the lock had given way, until the metal was dented and misshapen beyond repair. Then he looked around for something else to hit.

“Was that necessary?” asked Norik.

“No. But it was fun,” answered Vakama. “Didn’t you think so?”

Norik followed Vakama into the darkened chamber. “All I saw was destruction with no purpose.”

“So? I’m a Toa. All we do is destroy, didn’t you know that? Our friendships, our homes, our city… all just rubble. We save no one, nothing. Rahaga. Not even ourselves.”

Vakama picked up a handful of mask making tools and dashed them against the wall. “This place is full of useless junk,” he growled. “We shouldn’t have come back here.”

“You spent many happy days here, did you not?” asked Norik. “Even after you became a Toa, you sometimes wished that you could go back to being a mask maker again, right here.”

“I did a lot of stupid things when I was a Toa. That was the least of them.”

“Anger rules your spirit, Vakama. It makes the burden of responsibility that you bear that much heavier, I know.”

Vakama whirled, seized Norik, and lifted him into the air. “You don’t know anything, little one! You don’t know me. You don’t know anything about me. So stop pretending you do!”

For a moment, Norik thought Vakama would strike him. But the Toa Hordika simply shrugged and dropped the Rahaga as if he were a broken mask. “Stay out of my way until this is finished,” Vakama warned. “Or I won’t be responsible for what happens to you.”

“I can take care of myself,” Norik answered, brushing himself off. “Can you say the same?”
Vakama didn’t answer. Instead, he began rummaging through a pile of tools, half-finished items, broken masks, and other remnants of his past life. “I know they’re here. Where are they?”

Norik watched him search, noting how casually he threw things aside that must have once had meaning for him. From what the others said, Vakama had always been the most driven of the Toa Metru. Now it seemed that trait was causing him to succumb to his Hordika side that much faster.

“What are you looking for?” the Rahaga asked. “Maybe I can help find it.”

“Just before Lhikan was captured, I had gotten an order from Le-Metru for a half dozen sets of airship controls. I made the parts, but I never had the chance to send them out for assembly. They should still be here.”

Vakama searched his work table and a few other piles on the floor, all without success. Frustrated, he picked up a Kanoka disk and hurled it across the room. It struck the wall, the impact triggering the disk’s weakness power. The outer surface of the wall crumbled away, revealing a small compartment.

One glance at Vakama told Norik that the Toa Hordika had not been expecting this. He made it across the room in three quick strides and tore the hatch off the hidden compartment. He reached inside and emerged holding a fiery red Kanoka disk with the image of a Kanohi mask engraved upon it.

Vakama looked down at the disk as if it were a Lohrak serpent ready to bite him. “This makes no sense,” he muttered. “None. It’s not possible.”

Norik climbed up the pipes and hovered over Vakama’s shoulder. The mask depicted on the disk was definitely not the Toa Hordika’s, nor did it belong to any of the other Toa. “What is this disk?”

Vakama raised the disk and slammed it against the ground. Fire erupted from the Kanoka. Toa Hordika and Rahaga watched it burn out in silence.

When Vakama finally spoke, he sounded like a lost being. “I don’t understand. This is a Toa disk, Norik, for a Toa of Fire. It’s like the one I found in the suva the day I became a Toa Metru. It had an image of my Mask of Concealment engraved upon it, a sign that I was destined to be a Toa by the will of Mata Nui.”

The Toa Hordika picked up the still hot disk. “The mask on this Toa disk belongs to Nuhrii, a Ta-Matoran. He found one of the six Great Disks and helped us save Metru Nui from the Morbuzakh plant.”

Vakama dug into his pack and pulled out his own Toa disk. Even though he no longer had his launcher, he still carried the disk as a symbol of what used to be. Now he looked at it as if seeing it for the very first time. Even from his high perch, Norik could see that something was very wrong.

“Something has been scratched out,” Vakama said quietly. “I never noticed it before. Something was here and it was wiped away… and my mask carved on top of it.”

The Toa Hordika slumped to the floor. “Can’t you see? If all this is what it seems to be then it was Nuhrii’s destiny all along. I am a… mistake. I was never meant to be Toa of Fire!”

Norik struggled to find words of comfort, but none came. He wanted to tell Vakama that there was some error, that this interpretation of the evidence must be mistaken. Instead, he said nothing. Silence, he decided, would be far better than lying.
Nokama and Gaaki approached a rear entrance of the Great Temple. They had been expecting numerous Visorak patrols to be guarding the place, but to their surprise, there were none. Even more amazing, the temple was largely intact.

The Toa Hordika opened the door and hesitated. Finally, she took a step forward, only to stop again. “What’s the matter with me? Why does this feel wrong?”

“Because you are no longer wholly connected to Mata Nui,” Gaaki said softly. “The Hordika side of you is a corruption. That’s the same reason Visorak prefer to avoid places like this. Mata Nui is a spirit of creation, while they are creatures of destruction.”

“We will need the Great and Noble Masks stored in here when we return to the island,” Nokama replied. “So my Toa half will just have to be stronger.”

Steeling herself, she took a step into the darkness of the temple, then another, and another. None of them got any easier. She made straight for the special chamber in which Kanohi masks were stored following their creation in Ta-Metru. The faster she got what she came for and got out of here, the happier she would be.

Nokama tore the lock off the outer door to the chamber and opened it wide. She stopped dead at the sight that greeted her. A small creature, perhaps a foot and a half in height, stood between her and the inner door. It regarded her quizzically, but did not seem to pose any threat. Still, when she sidestepped, it moved with her to block her advance. By the third time this happened, Nokama had lost patience.

“Stand aside!” the Toa Hordika snapped.

By this time, Gaaki had caught up with Nokama. “Who is that?” the Rahaga asked.

“I don’t know. It seems to be guarding this place. But why against me?”

“It is no Matoran, or Matoran creation,” Gaaki said with certainty. “It is a creature that should not exist.”

Nokama went down to one knee to be on eye level with the guardian. “Listen to me. I am Toa Nokama, the Toa Metru of Water. I need the masks inside that chamber. You have to let me in for the sake of the city.”

The little figure looked at her intently. It was almost comical in appearance, but she was in no mood to laugh. It flicked out its foot as if to kick away a stone in its path. Nokama suddenly found herself flying across the room. She slammed into the far wall, stunned.

“Should not exist,” repeated Gaaki. “But obviously does.”

Inside the mask chamber, Krahka paused in her work to listen to the sounds of battle. She could recognize Nokama’s voice and knew she might have only moments to finish her task. Still, the thought of flinging open the door and crushing the Toa of Water was very appealing...

No, she told herself. Time enough for that later. Roodaka’s plan will weaken the Toa, making them easy victims whenever I so choose. But Roodaka falls first.
She shapeshifted into the form of Vakama and stepped over to where the masks were stored. They were sorted into six slots, silver-gray Great and Noble masks just waiting for someone to don them and use their power. Above each slot was a hieroglyph representing one of the six elements, but that was not what concerned Krahka. No, she was more interested in what wasn’t there.

According to Roodaka, a Ko-Matoran seer had made a special trip to the Great Temple shortly after the first appearance of the Morbuzakh plant in the city. He had carved names above each of the six slots, names of those Matoran destined to be Toa Metru. When this was discovered by Ga-Matoran, they had hastily filled in the carvings, preferring that the will of Mata Nui not be revealed in such a way. It was Krahka’s job to bring those names to light again.

Using pinpoint control of heat and flame, she quickly melted away the protodermis used to fill in the carvings. One by one, the names reappeared. As she read them, Krahka could not stop a smile from playing across her lips.

Oh, yes, she thought. Whatever else Roodaka may be, she is cunning. Too cunning to be allowed to survive.

The sounds of battle grew louder from the other side of the door. Her work completed, it was time for Krahka to make her exit. Willing herself to transform, she shifted into a duplicate of a gaseous creature once encountered far beneath Onu-Metru. Then she slipped beneath the crack at the bottom of the door and drifted into the outer chamber.

Nokama was a little too busy to notice the mist that floated by just below the ceiling. Her efforts to go around and over the guardian had all met with failure. Without so much as touching her, it had been able to flatten her time after time. With each blow, her rage grew. She could feel her Hordika side taking control, but she no longer cared.

Gaaki waited until Nokama mounted another attack, then launched her Rhotuka spinner at a point several feet above the guardian’s head. It wouldn’t do any damage if it struck, but it might solve a mystery. The guardian never noticed it coming, being too busy knocking Nokama flat again. Gaaki’s keen eyes followed the spinner as it flew straight and true, then seemed to strike an invisible wall. The spinner fell to the ground, its energy dissipating.

The Rahaga rushed over to where Nokama was trying to rise. “It’s not what it looks like!” Gaaki said hurriedly. “That’s the answer!”

Nokama shoved Gaaki aside with a snarl, but the Rahaga refused to back down. “Nokama, listen to me! Listen! All a Hordika knows is brute force, but brute force won’t work here!”

“Then what will?” Nokama exploded. “Tell me!”

“Do you remember the cave fish? When it’s threatened, it makes itself appear larger. This guardian does the opposite — it makes itself look smaller!”

Nokama struggled to comprehend what she was being told. It was difficult for the words to penetrate the haze of anger in her brain. “Smaller?”

“The guardian you see is mimicking the movement of the guardian you don’t see,” said Gaaki. “It’s projecting a miniature version of itself as a deception while it strikes out at you.”

Nokama nodded. “The real guardian is invisible... water could change that. If I still had my powers...
“You do,” said Gaaki, helping Nokama to her feet. “Your Rhotuka spinner, Toa. Concentrate and launch it!”

Nokama had tried not to think about the strange spinner and launcher that had become part of her body after her transformation into a Hordika. Now that she tried using it, she found it extremely difficult. It required more willpower than triggering elemental powers ever had before. Then, suddenly, it happened—a whirling sphere of energy flew from the launcher and shot across the room at the guardian.

An instant after it struck, a torrential rainstorm began inside the chamber. The drops formed an outline of the guardian’s true shape, which was easily seven times the size of the miniature version. Nokama smiled, but there was no good humor in the expression. It was the smile of a predator on the hunt.

“Now let’s see how good you are in bad weather,” she said, hurling herself at the guardian.

The miniature guardian launched a vicious kick, a move duplicated by its far bigger true self. But now that Nokama could see her foe, she was able to dodge the blow, dive and roll. Striking the guardian’s legs, she upended it. Like a felled tree, the creature toppled over and slammed into the opposite wall. Nokama sprang and pinned her enemy to the floor.

“I am a Toa,” she growled. “I am! I am!”

“You’ve won.”

Slowly, reason returned to Nokama’s eyes as she forced her Hordika side down. She looked up at the Rahaga, ashamed. “I… I lost it, didn’t I? I lost myself.”


Nokama rose and opened the inner door leading to the mask chamber. She vanished inside. An instant later, Gaaki heard her gasp. The Rahaga rushed in to find out what was the matter.

The Toa Hordika was staring at the wall of compartments holding the Kanohi masks. Carved above each slot was the name of the Matoran destined to wear these masks as Toa. Gaaki squinted to make out the one Nokama’s eyes were locked upon.

It was inscribed beside the symbol of water, and it read: “Vhisola.”

“Wrong name. Wrong, wrong, wrong.”

Kualus was walking through the long central corridor of a Knowledge Tower, glancing at records and muttering to himself. Far ahead of him, Nuju was doing his best to ignore the Rahaga and focus on his mission. But it was growing increasingly difficult to shut out the constant stream of comments.

“Oh!” exclaimed Kualus. “No, no. Who thought of that?”

Nuju stopped in his tracks and turned around, slowly. He glared at Kualus. The Rahaga was looking at a collection of carvings relating to Rahi, all of which were on loan from the Archives. “What is it?”

“Gukko? What kind of a name is Gukko?” replied Kualus, as much to himself as to Nuju.

“That is what that species of bird is called. That is what it has always been called.”

“Well, it’s not what they call themselves, I can tell you that,” said Kualus. “The word ‘Gukko’ might even be an insult in their language. I don’t know, I would have to ask.”

“Some other time,” said Nuju flatly. “We have work to do.”

“Always so focused on the task at hand,” said Kualus, walking quickly to catch up to the Toa Hordika. “How admirable. Why, I’ll bet the air could be filled with flying creatures of all kind and you would never notice.”

“If they made as much noise as you do, I would,” Nuju said under his breath.

The Toa Hordika led his companion into the heart of the Knowledge Tower. Before them was a vast junction of transport chutes, as big as any in the city. Protected by the walls of the tower, these chutes had survived the quake largely intact. Though the exteriors were frosted over, Nuju could make out the movement of the liquid protodermis within.

Nuju walked to a niche in the wall and pulled out a long, curved blade that seemed to pulsate with energy. “All right. This is simple. Le-Matoran do it all the time.” He handed the blade to Kualus. “Get up
on top of the chutes and slice one in two places about 1.5 bios apart. As it falls, I will use my Rhotuka spinners to freeze both ends and seal in the liquid protodermis. But first—"

The Toa Hordika launched three wheels of energy, sending them curving beneath the tangle of chutes. The result was an ice ramp that would allow falling chute sections to roll safely near where Nuju and Kualus stood.

The Rahaga looked from Nuju to the blade and back to the Toa again. “Why?”

“Propulsion,” answered Nuju. The protodermis builds up tremendous force in the chutes. By fitting the sections into an airship, and then creating a small opening in the ice covering the rear of the chute, that force will propel us forward.”

Kualus looked doubtful, but he dutifully bounded to the top of one of the chutes and raised the blade. With a final glance at Nuju, he brought it down, slicing into the magnetic field that lined the transport tube.

Suukorak exploded from inside the chute, knocking Kualus off balance. The Rahaga fell, barely catching the blade into the underside of one of the tubes and hanging on for dear life. The horde launched multiple spinners at Nuju, trapping the Toa Hordika inside an electrical force field. Assailed by bolts of lightning and unable to move, he could only watch as the Visorak spiders turned their attentions to the Rahaga. Nuju closed his eyes and waited for the screams to start.
“Where is it? I know I saw it here last time.” Whenua was rummaging through an Archive storage room, tossing priceless artifacts this way and that as he searched. Bomonga watched in silence. He had no idea what the Toa Hordika was looking for, nor did he care enough to ask.

With a cry of triumph, Whenua pulled a fragment of an ancient tablet from the pile. He blew the dust off it and proudly displayed it to the Rahaga. “This is where I first saw the name Visorak,” he said. “It was brought to Metru Nui by traders long ago. It might contain information we can use.”

Bomonga nodded. Reminding Whenua of the importance of knowledge had been wise. It had kept the archivist connected to the Toa Metru and the Matoran he used to be, vital if he was to resist the lure of his Hordika nature.

“No one knows where the Visorak came from or why,” Whenua read. “Those few who have mastered their language claim that Visorak means ‘stealers of life’ and others say it means ‘poisonous scourge.’ Either way, no truer words have been spoken. Fear them, for they are a plague upon the land, leaving nothing but pain and fear behind them.”

Whenua shook his head and peered closely at the tablet. “This next part is too worn to read… but the next… evidently, some Visorak Roporak tried to rebel against the horde rulers, Roodaka and Sidorak, and Roodaka…”

The Toa Hordika abruptly stopped reading. After a few moments, Bomonga said, “She killed them?”

“No,” replied Whenua. “That would have been merciful by comparison.”

Bomonga decided it was best not to let Whenua dwell on whatever he had read. “Let’s get what we came for,” said the Rahaga. “Time is short.”


It was an easy matter finding an armful of increase weight Kanoka disks in the Archives. These would be fitted into the airships along with levitation disks to make it possible for the vessels to take off and land. Once Whenua had them safely tucked away, he and Bomonga made their way toward an exit. Surprisingly, they were traveling farther down rather than up toward the surface.

“Might be faster to go through the lower levels than try the streets,” the Toa Hordika explained. “Just keep your eyes open.”

“Always,” answered Bomonga.

Whenua took the shortest route possible. Part of this was because, even with so many of the former inhabitants now free to roam the city, this was still a dangerous place. The other part was that the Archives made his Hordika half feel trapped, as if the walls were closing in. He needed to be outside where he could see the sky.

Toa and Rahaga suddenly stopped short. Sounds of battle were coming from up ahead. Whenua peered cautiously around the corner and saw a gray Rahkshi confronting a huge Visorak spider. The Rahkshi was faster and more agile, but the Visorak was easily able to block its blows.
“How bad?”
“Watch.”

The Rahkshi made another effort to slip past its opponent, only to be batted away by one of the Kahgarak’s powerful legs. At this point, the spider evidently became bored with the whole conflict. It launched its Rhotuka spinner at its foe. When the spinner struck, a field of shadow suddenly appeared around the startled Rahkshi. An instant later, the Rahkshi was gone, swallowed completely by the darkness.


“Right,” said Whenua. “Let’s try another direction.”

The two turned around and moved quietly back the way they came. They had gone only a few steps when a shape loomed out of the darkness before them. It was another Kahgarak, its eyes fixed on them, its spinner about to launch.

“You were a Toa?” said Matau, dumbfounded. “But you’re… you’re…”
“Short? Ugly? A little too Rahkshi-like for comfort?” said Iruini. “You can say it. I’ve said the same to myself for ages, and worse.”
“But how…?”
“Norik is the storyteller of the group, not me. I don’t know, those fire types always seem to want to tell tales. Must be all that hot air around them all the time.” Iruini did a back flip from a standing start and landed atop a pipe.

“Who did this to you? How long ago?” asked Matau.
Iruini smiled. He could tell what Matau was really thinking. The Toa Hordika was worried he was going to wind up looking like a Rahaga. *If he’s not careful, he may wind up as something worse, but no point in telling him that*, thought Iruini. *He’s barely hanging on as it is.*

“It’s like this. We six fought a battle and won, or thought we did. We didn’t realize that our enemy had friends who would want revenge. Kualus, Bomonga, Pouks, and Gaaki were ambushed and mutated. Norik and I weren’t with them for… different reasons. He and I saved the others from dying, but not before we were mutated ourselves. And here we are, one big happy family of freaks.”

“You didn’t completely answer my question,” said Matau.
Iruini swung from the pipe, did a somersault in midair, and landed on top of a piece of machinery. “That’s right. That’s what you wanted to know who would be cruel and sadistic enough to do this to another living being… what kind of monster could take delight in the suffering of another. Well, she has seen you, Toa, even if you have not seen her yet. She’s the one who made you Hordika.”

The Rahaga stopped and stood still, his eyes fixed on the ground as memories flooded back to him. He remembered the freedom and power of being a Toa and the satisfaction that came with protecting others. He recalled how good it felt to know that nothing could stand in his way as he fought for right. Then the horrible memory intruded, as it always did, of the night something ended his days as a hero.

“Roodaka did this,” he said quietly, never looking at Matau. “She did it, and she laughed. The others may be here to save Rahi from the Visorak or search for some creature from an old Matoran tale. Me? I’m here to make sure Roodaka never laughs again.”

Matau was not sure what to say. He had been so occupied dealing with what he had become and worrying about how to reverse it that he had not stopped to ponder vengeance. But he supposed that if you were condemned to a lifetime of living like the Rahaga, there might be little else to think about.

The Toa Hordika was about to end the awkward moment by suggesting they get on with their search, when Iruini held up a hand. Then the Rahaga dashed off toward the door. By the time Matau reached there, Iruini had shut it tight and piling rubble in front of it.

“They’re coming,” he said. “Help me block this door.”

Matau didn’t need to ask who he was referring to. He could already hear the Visorak scratching on the outside of the door. It sounded like dozens.
“Are there other ways in?” asked Iruini.
“Windows, but they are tight-locked,” said Matau, struggling to think. The nearness of the Visorak was making his Hordika side want to flee. “The… the hangar doors on the roof… if they were damaged by the quake, they could be open.”

Without waiting for the Rahaga, Matau ran up the stairs that led to the roof. Along the way, he glanced out the windows to see Visorak crawling up the side of the building. The undersides of their bodies glowed grotesquely in the light of his torch as they passed over the panes. If they reached the roof first, he would never be able to shut the hangar doors in time to keep them out.

The sound of crystal smashing came from up ahead. One of the Visorak had thrust its leg through a window and was groping for the lock. Matau picked up a piece of pipe and struck at the spider, forcing its limb back outside. He could hear the scraping of spider legs through the walls. Death by big bug is not the way for a Toa-hero to go, he thought. Even one who looks like I do.

He looked up. Starlight was spilling through the hangar doors. They were wedged open by debris. A moment later, the stars were obscured by the bodies of Visorak as they gathered on the roof.

This will make a very dark-bad Chronicle, Matau said to himself. If anyone is left alive to write it, that is…

Pouks looked up at Onewa. The Toa Hordika was shaking, not from the weight of the stone he carried, but from the war going on within him.
“There is always another way,” Pouks said, pointing to the rock wall on the other side of the canyon. “All you have to do is look for it.”

Onewa glanced in the direction the Rahaga was pointing. There was a cave mouth high up on the side of the wall. It was not a natural cave, rather the mouth had been carved out, with the edges in a distinctively jagged shape. Onewa smiled and hurled the boulder across the canyon and directly into that cave.

A response was not long in coming. Three rock raptors emerged from the cavern, looking about for who had dared to attack them. These bizarre looking Rahi made their home in Po-Metr and hunted creatures far larger than they. Their arms, each tipped with a blade for carving, waved in the air as they scanned the area. Their eyes rapidly fixed on the herd of Kane-Ra far below.

The Rahi immediately went to work. They swarmed over the rock wall, chipping away at the stone. In a matter of seconds, the entire face of the slope was loosened. The stone slid down and crashed beside the herd, panicking them. As they scattered, the rock raptors dropped from above and went after the slowest of the beasts. Soon the entire canyon was deserted.

“See?” said Pouks. “Sometimes you charge like a Kikanalo, and sometimes you sneak like a stone rat. They both work.”

“We better get down there before the raptors come back,” Onewa replied. “They don’t normally bother Toa or Matoran, but I don’t look much like either… and neither do you.”

The Toa Hordika and Rahaga scrambled down the slope. Their destination was a cave in which Po-Metr Kanoka disks were stored. Onewa had no doubt there would be some levitation disks in there, which were vital to constructing airships. Once they had those, they could return to Le-Metr and meet the others.

Onewa led the way. The disks were right where he remembered they would be. He had begun gathering them when he heard the sounds of crumbling rock from further in the tunnel. “Stay here,” he said to Pouks as he went to investigate.
“Hold on—”
“Stay here, I said!” Onewa snapped. “If there’s something back there… well, one of us has to get these disks back to the others.”

The Toa Hordika moved cautiously down the tunnel. At one point, a stone snake slithered toward him, a good six feet long and powerful enough to crush rock in its coils. Ordinarily, this would have been a problem. But the snake seemed as disturbed by the Hordika as Onewa was by it and made a quick exit.
The source of the noise was easy to spot. An entire section of tunnel wall had collapsed, revealing a cavern beyond. It wasn’t until Onewa stepped through the hole that he realized it was a chamber carved out of the rock. His Rahi side sensed danger. It took more willpower than he thought he possessed to keep from fleeing.

Even with the enhanced senses of a Hordika, it was hard to see. He reached out for the wall. His hand passed over a series of carvings, made relatively recently by the feel of them. Onewa ran both hands over them, trying to make out what they represented.

A chill ran through him. The carvings were a formula of sorts, the kind of thing Ko-Matoran in Knowledge Towers might study. He wished Nuija were here to interpret this. He wished almost anyone else was here in place of himself.

*Twin suns… a time of shadow… the Great Spirit trapped in slumber… the universe gone dark.* Onewa jerked his hand away from the carvings as if he had been burned. Suddenly, he knew what this place was, and who it had belonged to.

*This was one of Makuta’s lairs, he thought. This was where he calculated when the suns would go dark and planned his crime against the Matoran. No wonder my Hordika side is raging inside me. It senses the evil that was done here.*

Onewa turned to leave and stumbled. He bent down to discover a tablet lying on the floor. It was too dark to tell what was written on it, so he picked it up and carried it out with him. *Perhaps it will contain some valuable information,* he hoped. *A key to reversing this transformation or finding this Keetongu the Rahaga spoke of. Something, anything, to change our destiny!*

At the mouth of the cave, Pouks watched the stone snake slither by, winding its way rapidly into the mountains. Serpents were not his specialty – that was Norik’s domain – but something about that creature just didn’t feel right.

He glanced behind, but Onewa was nowhere in sight. If he was correct, there was no time to waste trying to find the Toa Hordika. He would have to do this job himself.

Pouks readied a spinner and set off after the stone snake. *If I catch it, maybe I can find out what it is that’s disturbing me,* he reasoned. *And if it catches me…*

He decided it was best to not even think about that.

“Pouks, I found –”

Onewa stopped short. The Rahaga was gone. He looked around, but there was no sign of a struggle or any trail. Half Rahi he might be, but a skilled tracker Onewa was not.

He looked at the tablet and began to read. After a few moments, the experience began to remind him of the time he had fallen into a troller nest. The sand and slime had clung to him and little by little he began to sink into the morass. He thought he would never escape… and he knew that, even if he did get away, he would never feel clean again.

His eyes fixed on one sentence. He read it over again, then a third and a fourth time. He kept hoping the words would change, but they didn’t. Suddenly, everything made sense to Onewa, and at the same time nothing did at all. He only knew one thing: he had to get this to the other Toa.

*They have to know the truth,* he said to himself, *even though it will destroy us all.*
Vakama knocked the door down with one kick and stalked inside, Norik right behind him.

“Can’t do this,” the Rahaga insisted. “You’re dishonoring his memory!”

“His memory? What about my life?” Vakama snarled. “I gave up everything – my home, my job, my friends – because I was chosen to be a Toa. If it was all a lie, I have a right to know!”

“But to break into Toa Lhikan’s chambers…”

“He won’t care. He’s dead,” replied Vakama. “Or didn’t you know that? He died because he picked the wrong Matoran to be a Toa Metru.”

A large cabinet stood in a corner of the simple room the late Toa Lhikan had called home. It was locked. Vakama raised a fist and smashed the cabinet into shards. A single tablet fell to the ground.

“You don’t know that!” insisted Norik. “Maybe this is all some misunderstanding. Are you going to abandon your friends, forget about saving the Matoran, all because of this? What if you’re wrong?”

“I’m not,” Vakama answered, tossing the tablet to Norik. The Rahaga barely caught it. “Read it. It’s all there.”

Norik scanned the stone. It had been written by Lhikan not long before his capture by the Dark Hunters. It read:

_I am more convinced than ever that something is wrong with Turaga Dume. But if I am right, what can I do? I am one Toa against a Turaga and an army of Vahki… not to mention Nidhiki, who I am sure I spotted in the city the other day. I must have help!_

_But who? Who is worthy of becoming a Toa Metru? Logic would dictate it would be the six Matoran who discovered the location of the Great Disks. Surely that is a sign from Mata Nui! But when I awoke this morning, I realized it was perhaps too obvious an omen, meant to divert me from the ones truly destined to be Toa. Vakama… Onewa… Whenua… Nju… Nokama… Matau… those are the ones my heart tells me are to be the Toa Metru. They are the ones I must rely on to save the city._

Norik put down the tablet and looked at Vakama. “This proves nothing, other than that he had a change of mind.”

“It proves he knew,” replied the Toa Hordika. “He knew who the correct Matoran were, and something… or someone… changed his mind and made him choose us. I am going to find out—”

Norik ran out of the room before Vakama could finish. The Toa followed him. Outside, the Rahaga pointed at the webs overhead. Hundreds of Visorak spiders were traveling across the thin strands, all going in the same direction.

“They are on the move,” said Norik. “And heading for Le-Metru. You know what that means?”

Vakama nodded. “It means Matau should have stuck to Ussal riding.”

“I could use some help here!”
Nuju opened his eyes. Through the nimbus of electricity, he could see Kualus hanging by one arm from the bottom of the chute while he frantically beat back Visorak with his staff. But there were too many and the Rahaga was obviously tiring. It was only a matter of time before he fell, or worse.

The Toa Hordika reached out, only to be jolted by the electrical field that surrounded him. As long as it was in place, there was no way he could aid Kualus. When the Suukorak were done with the Rahaga, they would come for him.

No! I have the power of a beast now, he reminded himself. I have the mind of a Toa to let me channel that power. I can – I will – make it through this barrier!

Nuju lunged forward, hurling himself through the field. It felt like a thousand white-hot needles being jammed into his body. He screamed as the voltage slammed into him again and again. The Hordika side of him panicked and wanted to retreat, but it was his intelligence that dominated. Inch by agonizing inch, he forced himself through the field. When he finally emerged on the other side, he was drained and exhausted. But the Visorak would give him no time to rest.

The spider creatures had spotted him. A half dozen electrified spinners flew at him, but Nuju somehow managed to dodge them all. He responded with a flurry of spinners of his own, all of them carrying his elemental ice power. Wherever they struck, Visorak froze over.

He was fighting a losing battle, and he knew it. For every Visorak he stopped and every one driven back by Kualus, a hundred more took their place. It was going to take a miracle to survive this, and all he was getting was Kualus whistling and clicking and then whistling some more.

“What are you doing?” Nuju snapped, using his tools to fend off a Visorak. “This isn’t the time to show off how you talk to Rahi!”

“Can you think of a better time?” Kualus asked, smiling. The expression looked bizarre on a face that so closely resembled a monstrous Rahkshi. “I am just inviting some friends.”

Tiny shrieks echoed then through the halls of the Knowledge Tower. Even recognizing what they had to mean, Nuju could not believe it. He shot a glance down the corridor and there they came, hundreds, thousands of ice bats. They poured into the chamber from every opening, hurling themselves at the Visorak, striking and then flying away. So thick were their numbers that the Toa Hordika could not even see his enemies anymore. He turned and almost bumped into Kualus who was now standing beside him.

“They will keep the Visorak busy and then retreat,” said the Rahaga. “Something we should do as well.”

“We need the chutes,” said Nuju, still stunned by the chaos all around him. He had seen small groups of ice bats before, but never this many at once. The sight of them battling Visorak was so insane he wondered if perhaps he was really dead after all and this was all in his mind.

No, he decided. I can’t believe fate would be so cruel as to condemn me to an eternity with Kualus by my side.

“We can get chutes elsewhere,” said Kualus. “As much as I would love to stay and watch my pretty ones frustrate the Visorak, we have a date on top of this tower.”

The Rahaga ran off, leaving Nuju no choice but to follow. He wanted to ask why they were running upstairs instead of down. If they were trapped on the roof by the Visorak, it would mean either capture or a very long and fatal fall to the street below.

Kualus burst through the roof door and immediately began babbling in his strange language. A few moments later, Nuju spotted two large Gukko birds soaring toward the Knowledge Tower.

“No, no,” said the Toa Hordika, shaking his head. “I refuse to believe any of this.”

The two birds landed on the rooftop. Kualus immediately climbed on top of one. Realizing the Visorak might well be on their way up, Nuju decided to escape now and argue later. He wrapped his arms around the Gukko’s neck and just barely made it on top before the great bird took off.

“You haven’t lived until you have flown one of these,” said Kualus, happily.

Nuju glanced down at Ko-Metru, far below. “You haven’t died, either.”

The Rahaga laughed. “You see, Nuju, there is something to be said for speaking to Rahi, and not just at them. If the Onu-Matoran had learned that, they might have had less trouble in the Archives.”
“I’ll be sure to tell Whenua if I ever see him again,” said Nuju.
“Now the next question is, which way should we go? Other than away from here?”
The Toa Hordika looked to the southeast. Hundreds of Visorak were crossing the webs, moving inexorably toward Le-Metru. “That way,” he said, pointing toward Matau’s home metru. “And let’s hope we are in time.”

Whenua ducked as the Kahgarak’s spinner flew past and struck a display case. A moment later, the case and its contents were swallowed by the darkness.
The second giant spider was approaching from behind, trapping Toa Hordika and Rahaga between the two. Bomonga looked from one to the other, calculating whether he could get two spinners off before they attacked.
One of the Kahgarak launched again. Whenua shoved Bomonga out of the way as the wheel of energy flew at him. It narrowly missed the Toa, flying on to strike the second Kahgarak. It, too, was claimed by the darkness.
“I found our exit,” said Whenua. “Let’s use it.”
Bomonga shook his head. “More that way. Launch a Rhotuka and catch it between your tools.”
The command seemed strange to Whenua, but he did what he was told. As the spinner flew from his launcher, he caught the energy between his two Hordika tools. Instantly, he felt something like an electric shock go through his body. “W-what’s happening?”
“Charging the spinner,” said the Rahaga. “Makes it more powerful. Now let it go.”
With an effort, Whenua disengaged his tools from the spinner. The energy flew downward and struck the floor. Its earth power unleashed, the spinner ripped open a massive chasm, sending Toa, Rahaga, and Kahgarak tumbling down.
“You were supposed to aim it!” shouted Bomonga.
Whenua grabbed onto the Rahaga’s hand. “Hold on! There’s water below and I think –”
The Toa Hordika didn’t finish his sentence, at least not in the world he knew. The Kahgarak managed to get off a spinner even as it fell, striking Whenua. The darkness effect encompassed both Toa and Rahaga, plunging them into shadow.
“– we can hit it, and…” said Whenua. “Um… where are we?”
He looked around. They were no longer falling. In fact, it felt as if they stood on solid ground. But all around was darkness. Only Bomonga was visible, and even he only dimly.
“Inside the dark,” said the Rahaga. “Maybe forever.”
“Oh, no,” answered Whenua, the panic of a trapped animal creeping into his voice. “I won’t be confined. I can’t be. I need to be free to run, to climb, I need to –”
“Help your friends,” reminded Bomonga. “Save the Matoran.”
“Yes, of course. That too,” said Whenua. “We have to find a way out!”
Something brushed against the Toa Hordika. He jumped. He couldn’t see anything, but he could feel the presence of another creature and sense its movements in the ground. It was large, multi-legged, and walking away from them.
“The other Kahgarak!” he whispered. “It’s here!”
Now Bomonga could sense it too. “Follow,” he said. “Don’t let go of me or you will never find your way out.”
Toa and Rahaga moved cautiously through the pitch darkness, following the sounds of the Kahgarak up ahead. It reminded Whenua of trying to labor while wearing a blindfold, an exercise Turaga Lhikan had said would help him master his Toa powers. He had not been good at it, but there was much more than self-knowledge at stake now.
“Where are we going?”
“Where it’s going.”
“What if it’s going nowhere?”
“Then we will have a new experience,” said Bomonga.
"Oh good," muttered Whenua. "Mata Nui knows I haven’t had any of those lately."

"Your slithering needs work," said Pouks, out of breath. He had trailed the stone snake halfway up the canyon wall. It had never turned back to look at him, but he was not so foolish as to believe he had trailed the creature undetected. More likely, it simply didn’t think he was worth noticing.

Once he spoke up, the serpent twisted its body and hissed at him. Pouks simply shrugged. "Now where I come from, the snakes know how to slither. Used to drive Norik crazy trying to catch them. You could learn something from them."

The stone snake shot forward and wrapped its coils around the Rahaga. Pouks made no effort to resist or escape. Instead, he looked almost bored. "You could learn something from me, too. Of course, you won’t, not if you crush me to death. But go ahead, if you want to. Maybe Roodaka will even pat you on the head if you’re good."

Krahka regarded Pouks through the eyes of Roodaka. "Why were you following me?"
"You’re a Rahi," the Rahaga replied. "I hunt Rahi."
"And now you are hunted in return."
"We all are," said Pouks. "Anything that stands in Roodaka’s way will end up in a cocoon, you and I included. Unless… you made a deal with her? Is that why you were sneaking around that cavern?"
"I am the last of my kind," Krahka replied. "I do what I must to survive."

Pouks snorted. "You are the last of your kind here, Rahi. But here is not the end of the universe."

Krahka grabbed Pouks and lifted him into the air. "Speak! Tell me where the rest of my kind can be found, or I will show you pain beyond even what Roodaka could inflict!"

"No need for that," Pouks said. "No need. I knew where others like you once lived. It was a green and peaceful place, until the Visorak came. Oh, your brothers held out the longest, but they too fell in time. The last I saw, they were trapped in a webbed tomb just like the Rahi of Metru Nui have been."

Krahka tossed him aside. Pouks struck hard against a rock and lay still.

"I am the last of my kind, Rahi. But here is not the end of the universe." Krahka glanced up. "Speak! Tell me where the rest of my kind can be found, or I will show you pain beyond even what Roodaka could inflict!"

"That’s right. Do what she says, Krahka."

The Rahi whirled to see Onewa standing on a ledge. The Toa Hordika smiled. The expression was a gruesome one on his bestial face. "Be a pawn. Be a tool. Be another soldier in Roodaka’s army who always follows orders, no matter what. The last time we met, I thought you were a creature of pride and intelligence. But I guess you’re just another dumb beast."

Krahka’s mind flashed back to her first encounter with Onewa and his fellow Toa. They had invaded her home beneath the Archives, or so she had believed. Her efforts to oppose them met with failure, but she had vowed to return and challenge them another day. Now the Toa had fallen to someone else, but she felt no joy. Instead, she realized that a being powerful enough to mutate a Toa Metru could do infinitely worse to her and every other Rahi in the city.

The shapeshifter transformed into a squat, slime-caked creature with wicked blades for hands, something that made even a Hordika look good. "I have no love for Toa," she hissed. "Less for those pathetic Matoran you insist on protecting. This city should belong to me and my Rahi brothers! But… I cannot rule a ruin, and that is all Roodaka and her kind will leave behind."

Krahka’s new form stretched itself to twice its height, a truly gruesome sight. Onewa never blinked or turned away. "So, you have a plan?" said Kra. The Toa Hordika glanced up. Visorak of all types were creeping across the webs, heading for Le-Metru. "No. But I think they do."
Krahka watched the spiders marching toward another conquest. From what she had heard during her time posing as one of them, she could guess where they were going. The Toa had little time left.

“Come,” she said. “We have much to talk about, you and I, and a… friend to pick up along the way.”

Onewa revived Pouks and together Toa, Rahaga, and Rahi moved off into the rocky passes of Po-Metru. Their attention was fixed on the small army of spiders ahead of them, so none noticed the Visorak Roporak appear as if by magic where they had been standing. Its color shifted from the sandy shade of the rocks back to its normal dark brown. There were times, it reflected, that being able to match perfectly any background and stand completely still for hours was a most useful talent indeed.

Effortlessly, it scaled a nearby web, but it did not follow the other Visorak. Instead, it veered southeast, heading for the Coliseum and Roodaka, with a most interesting tale to tell.
Matau reached the top of the staircase even as the first Visorak began pouring into the hangar. There was no time to make a plan. Instead, the Toa Hordika launched air spinner after air spinner, summoning hurricane winds to blow the spider creatures away. At the first opportunity, he wrenched the door shut and shoved a pipe through the handles to bar it. The Visorak immediately began pounding on the other side, denting the metal of the hatch.

Somewhere, another window shattered. Matau looked down and could not see Iruini. This is very dark-bad, he thought. Too many open-ways to keep closed. We will never keep the Visorak out.

“Matau! Help!”

The voice did not belong to the Rahaga. It was Nokama!

“Matau! Let me in! Please!”

The Toa Hordika raced down the stairs. The pleading voice was coming from the other side of the main doors. Nokama and Gaaki would be trapped out there among the Visorak.

“Hang on, Nokama! I will let you in!” he shouted, already pulling apart the barricade Iruini had erected.

“Hurry! They’re everywhere! I –” Her words were cut off by a scream.

Matau was about to push aside the last pile of debris when Iruini slammed into him, knocking him off his feet. Though small, the Rahaga’s strength was surprising as he managed to pin down the Toa Hordika.

“Don’t open that door!” Iruini shouted.

“But Nokama –”

“Matau! Please! They’re killing us!” Nokama pleaded from outside.

“That’s not Nokama!” said Iruini. “It’s a trick. If you open that door, we’re as good as dead!”

“Matau! What are you waiting for?”

Nokama’s words pierced Matau’s heart. She was a friend, and at times he wished she could be more than that. He could not leave her outside to die, no matter what the consequences. He knew her voice. It was her. And why should I believe some Rahkshi-headed freak over my own instincts? he asked himself.

Matau threw Iruini off and ran for the door. The Rahaga scrambled to his feet and went after him.

“Ask her something!” Iruini said. “Ask her something only she would know!”

Nokama screamed again. Matau pushed Iruini away. “This is no time for a quick quiz! She is dying!”

Matau tore away the last of the barricade. Ignoring Iruini’s protests, the Toa Hordika undid the lock and flung the door open.

A dozen black Visorak stood on the other side. There was no sign of Nokama or Gaaki. The lead Visorak, Oohnorak, gnashed its teeth, but the voice it produced belonged to the Toa Hordika of Water.

“Thank you, Matau,” said the Visorak in Nokama’s tones. “We knew we could count on you.”
At that moment, the real Nokama and Gaaki were crossing back into Le-Metru. They had successfully hidden the Masks of Power for loading on the airships later. Now they traveled through the waterways, breaking the surface occasionally to scout the area.

It was Nokama who first spotted the tower. It looked like a bad imitation of one of the Coliseum towers, but as she drew closer, she saw the truth was far worse. The tower was made of debris and Visorak webbing. Cocoons containing various Rahi hung all along the sides. At least a hundred Visorak of all types swarmed over the structure, reinforcing it. At the top of the tower stood a powerful crimson figure, obviously directing the horde. This was no Visorak—he stood on two legs and towered over the spiders, wrapped in an aura of command.

“Who is that? What is that?” whispered Nokama.

“The who is Sidorak, king of the Visorak hordes. He commands them in the field,” said Gaaki. “A good tactician, brutal, his answer to everything is overwhelming force. That has worked well for him… so far."

“And that tower? I am no expert on Le-Metru, but that wasn’t there before.”

“The Visorak build them as bases,” the Rahaga answered. “Staging areas for attacks. My guess is they know Matau and Iruini are here. They are planning a devastating strike to capture them both.”

“This is a disaster,” said Nokama.

“No,” replied Gaaki. “This is an opportunity. You must learn to know the difference, Nokama.”

Nuju and Kualus spotted the tower as well, from high above. Nuju immediately began urging his Gukko bird down toward a nearby rooftop. Kualus watched him, shaking his head.

“That’s not a very good idea,” said the Rahaga.

“Scouting out the enemy’s location and gaining knowledge is always a good idea,” said Nuju as his winged mount dove.

“I didn’t mean that,” Kualus yelled after him.

The Gukko came in for a perfect landing on the roof of an abandoned vehicle factory. As soon as Nuju had dismounted, the bird flew off again. The Toa Hordika looked around for the best vantage point from which to monitor the tower. Before he could find it, six Visorak Vohtarak suddenly appeared around him.

“That’s what I meant,” Kualus shouted from above. “Invisibility. I really hate that.”

“Are you sure this is a good idea?” Onewa asked for the fourth time.

Krahka had led him to the edge of a massive hole in the center of Ta-Metru. Onewa had never seen the spot before, but Nokama and Matau had told him what had happened here. While searching for the missing Toa Lhikan, they and Yakama had encountered a rampaging monster called Tahtorak. Using weakness disks, they had succeeded in causing the pavement to give way beneath the beast, but not before it had destroyed a large section of the metru.

“Do you have a better one?” asked Krahka, transforming herself into a winged insect four feet in length. “We need allies against Roodaka.”

“And we can’t be too choosy about them,” said Pouks.

Onewa looked down at the tablet in his hand. He had been wondering ever since he encountered Krahka in Po-Metru just how it was that he had so conveniently discovered Makuta’s lair. For that matter, the tablet had been strangely easy to find as well.

“Speaking of proof,” he began, “you planted this, didn’t you?”

Krahka shrugged. “Yes. Roodaka wanted you to learn the truth about yourselves, for her own reasons. I was told to deliver it to you.”

“Truth? What this says… this has to be a lie,” insisted Onewa. “If it isn’t…”

Krahka looked down from where she hovered in the air. “The only deception was in how you found it. The words are real, their meaning is real. That is why Roodaka considered it her ultimate tool against you.”
“Well, she had that right,” Onewa muttered as Krahka vanished down the hole. “When the others find out about this… even if we win, we lose.”

Whenua and Bomonga had been following the Kahgarak for what felt like years. At one point, a noise to the right distracted the Toa Hordika and he almost lost sight of their quarry. Had Bomonga not grabbed his hand and pulled him ahead, Whenua might well have been completely lost in the darkness.

“How much farther?” he asked.

“No way to know,” replied the Rahaga. “It may be lost, trying to find a way out.”

“Just like us. And if it can’t find an exit—”

“Then neither will we,” said Bomonga. “Ever.”

Roodaka sat on Makuta’s throne, impatient. Sidorak had left some time ago to oversee operations in Le-Metru. By now, he should have returned with at least Matau and Iruini, if not the whole miserable group of Hordika and Rahaga.

Unless he has bungled it, she thought. If that is the case, then Makuta will be displeased. Once the master of shadows is free again, Sidorak will be out of favor and I will rule by Makuta’s side.

She smiled. Ever since she and Sidorak had turned six Toa into wretched, twisted Rahaga, they had been competing with each other for Makuta’s favor. So far, neither Sidorak’s victories in the field nor Roodaka’s subtle schemes had secured either one the role they coveted: command over all of Makuta’s lieutenants. She knew that the battle for Metru Nui might be her last chance to seize power from Sidorak and secure the right to rule by Makuta’s side. She was determined to succeed, even if she had to crush the king of the Visorak hordes in the process.

Her dreams of destruction were interrupted by the approach of a single Visorak Roporak. She recognized it as the one she had ordered to keep watch on Krahka. The news it related came as no surprise.

“Of course, she betrayed me,” said Roodaka. “It is just what I would have done. She is not as different from me as she would like to believe.”

The Roporak continued its report, detailing how Onewa and Krahka had left together, apparently planning to follow the horde to Le-Metru. Sidorak had summoned Visorak from all over the city for a strike against a Toa and Rahaga hiding in a Matoran airship hangar. Even now they were assembling at the tower in Matau’s district, waiting for the order to advance.

“As usual, Sidorak would topple a building to swat a fireflyer,” said Roodaka. “But in this case, he may have blundered on to a plan. The movements of the horde will attract the attention of the other Toa Hordika. They will race to Le-Metru to save their friend, like flies hurrying into a web. And you know what happens when something is caught in our web, don’t you?”

The Roporak nodded.

“Go to Le-Metru. Find Sidorak,” Roodaka ordered. “Tell him to summon a Kahgarak and have it open a portal. The time has come to unleash the stalker in the shadows, the Zivon, once more.”

The Visorak turned and fled the chamber. As it raced across the webs heading for Le-Metru, it could not suppress a shudder. In the past, the hordes had done many things that other species might view as monstrous or evil, and they had done them happily. But releasing the Zivon for any reason – that was beyond horror, beyond evil. That was madness.

It will surely mean the end of the Toa Hordika, thought the Roporak. Let us hope it’s not the end of the Visorak as well.
Four Vahki Zadakh moved cautiously through the streets of Ta-Metru. They were far from the canyons of Po-Metru they normally patrolled, but the changes in Metru Nui meant every Vahki enforcer had to do its part to preserve order.

Their goal was the Coliseum. Metru Nui’s tallest building soared high into the sky before them, though it lacked the grand appearance it once had. Now the facade was cracked and the entire structure was shrouded in webs. High levels of Visorak activity had been registered here. The Vahki’s mission was to eliminate these creatures of disorder as a first step toward pacifying the entire city.

The patrol leader signaled for the rest to spread out. It had no doubt that these Rahi would fall easily to the power of the Vahki, but tactical programming suggested that approaching from multiple angles was practical. Once all four were in their proper position, the march resumed.

The Vahki on the far left flank was the first to encounter the target. A Visorak Boggarak crawled along a web leading from the Coliseum to one of the empty Ta-Metru forges. The Vahki raised its staff and unleashed a blast which knocked the Visorak off the web. The Boggarak scrambled to its feet and glared at the Vahki. A low hum filled the air.

The Vahki took another step and stumbled. It looked down and noted that its right leg was no longer functioning properly. Somehow, what had been a solid limb a moment before was now a rapidly dispersing gas. Worse, the effect was spreading across the Vahki’s form. In a matter of seconds, it was no more than wisp of silvery gas floating in the air, its awareness dispersed over millions of molecules.

The Po-Metru enforcer was pondering what could cause a Vahki to turn to rock when the webbing tore beneath it. The Zadakh plunged through the hole and hit the ground, smashing into hundreds of stony fragments. A Boggarak approached, kicked at the rubble that had been a Vahki moments before, and then crawled away.

The Vahki patrol leader paused. Several Visorak were on the move between it and the nearest Coliseum entrance. The Zadakh turned to tell its second in command to wait until the creatures had passed before proceeding. But its lieutenant was not there.

Puzzled, the Vahki did a visual scan to all four points of the compass. There was no sign of any of the other three patrol units. The Zadakh took a step and then paused at a strange rustling sound from
overhead. A glance up revealed its source: a Vahki cocooned in webbing, being carried across the webs toward the Coliseum by a pair of Visorak.

The patrol leader did a quick calculation. *Four Vahki departed on this mission. One remains,* it said to itself. *This will need to be reported. While success in this mission is vital, order can only be maintained if a strict accounting of the whereabouts of all Vahki is kept. New priority: prompt return to central hive.*

Naturally, it would not run. Vahki never ran unless in pursuit of a lawbreaker. Faced with the disappearance of three of its kind in a matter of seconds, though, the Zadakh was perfectly willing to walk very, very fast.

It glanced behind. No Visorak were following. That would look good in the report. The patrol had obviously scared the Visorak into staying out of Ta-Metru. That accomplishment might even mean elevation from patrol leader to squad leader.

Pale sunlight suddenly gave way to shadow. The ground shook. Believing it to be another earthquake, the Vahki searched for cover. It raced toward a large green and brown structure nearby.

A second tremor struck, then a third. The building rocked so hard it almost appeared to be moving. It was only after the Vahki was safely underneath the structure that it remembered there were no green and brown buildings in Ta-Metru.

The Vahki looked up, just in time to see the massive, clawed foot of the Tahtorak descending upon it. Then it didn’t see anything else, ever again.

Forty feet above, on the Tahtorak’s broad back, Onewa winced at the sound of Vahki being crushed. He was no fan of the order enforcers, but the more he saw of the Tahtorak, the more he was starting to think luring it back to the surface had been a mistake. It had already smashed half a dozen buildings to fragments and damaged countless more, and that was with Krahka directing its journey. What would happen if it went on a rampage?

One thing was certain – Onewa had never seen anything like this beast. When the Tahtorak climbed out of the hole, he was certain nothing could be that big. The Rahi regarded Onewa as if the Toa Hordika were a light snack. The Tahtorak’s reptilian face was ringed by silver fins and his fierce jaws snapped in anticipation of a meal. His forelegs were surprisingly short, but the rest of his body was overwhelmingly huge and powerful. A single sweep of his tail was enough to turn a building into a pile of bricks.

“I want the answer!” the Tahtorak snarled. “Give it to me!”

“What is he talking about?” asked Pouks.

“I don’t know,” said Krahka. “That is all he would say when I found him down below. So I told him the Visorak have the answer, and they don’t want him to know it.”

Onewa shook his head, smiling. “If you weren’t... what you are... you would have made an amazing Toa.”

Krahka shifted her form to a perfect replica of Onewa, and said simply, “I know.”

Nuju stood back to back with Kualus as the Visorak closed in. His ice spinners had managed to hold them off so far, but each one drained his energy that much more. He had already decided that if the Visorak began spitting web, he would grab Kualus and leap, counting on his spinners to form an ice slide beneath them. Any risk was worth taking to avoid being in those cocoons again.

The building shook beneath his feet. A few seconds later, it did it again. “Is this the Visorak’s doing?” Nuju asked.

“I don’t think so,” Kualus answered. “They seem as disturbed as we are.”

Nuju glanced past the ring of spider creatures. Now the source of the tremors was all too clear, not that the Toa Hordika believed it for a moment. After all, who ever heard of two Toa Onewa and a Rahaga riding a Rahi four stories high?

“I knew being a Toa would do this eventually,” Nuju said quietly. “I have lost my mind.”
Now the Visorak saw the newcomers as well. A few of them braced to launch spinners at the oncoming Rahi. Then the Tahtorak casually shrugged, bringing down two buildings and a major chute intersection in the process. That was enough to make the Visorak fall back, forgetting Nuju and finding more defensible positions on another rooftop.

“If you lost yours, mine went with it,” said Kualus, smiling. “A Tahtorak! Imagine! I never thought I would see one in the flesh!”

Seeing that the name meant nothing to Nuju, Kualus continued, “It’s a predator from one of the lands south of Metru Nui. Down there, oh, there were whole packs of them filling the plains. Once they had eaten everything they chose to on one island, they would walk across the sea and start somewhere else. But I can’t imagine how one got this far north, or why it would be traveling alone.”

The Tahtorak was upon them now. Nuju tried not to gag from the stench of its fetid breath. Both Onewas jumped off and landed on the roof, while Rahaga Pouks stayed on the Tahtorak.


One of the Onewas shifted into the form of Nuju. “Is this better?” the figure said in Nuju’s own voice.

“For obvious reasons, I prefer to avoid mirrors just now,” the Toa Hordika replied. “I had hoped to avoid you as well, Krahka.”

“I want the answer!” bellowed the Tahtorak, the sheer force of his yell almost blowing Toa Hordika and Rahaga alike off the rooftop.

“So do I,” said Nuju. “A lot of them.”

“Where are the others?”

“We saw Vakama, Norik, Nokama, and Gaaki heading this way from the air,” said Kualus. “As for Matau and Iruini… no sign.”

“They were supposed to be searching one of the hangars,” said Nuju.

“I’m guessing that one,” Onewa replied, pointing off in the distance. “The one the Visorak are pouring into.”

“We will have to go get them, then.”

“What?” snapped Krahka. “You are wasting time! Every moment you delay brings Roodaka and her horde closer to complete control of this city. What is one Toa more or less, compared to that?”

Onewa and Nuju said nothing in reply. Using their spinners to form bridges of ice and stone, they hurried toward the hangars.

Kualus looked up at Krahka. “If you can’t understand, then they can’t explain it to you.”

“Light!” Whenua shouted, pointing up ahead.

The Kahgarak paused for a moment before resuming its march. “Keep quiet,” said Bomonga. “If it hears us and turns back…”

Whenua understood, but it was hard for him to curb his excitement. A pinprick of light had appeared up ahead in a world where all was dark. The Kahgarak was moving right toward it. Whenua felt certain it had to be an exit.

Bomonga was keeping a careful eye on the creature. If that point of light was a gate, it would vanish the instant the creature passed through it. They would have to go through right behind or risk never finding the point again. He watched as the light grew bigger and brighter, mentally counting down the seconds.

“Run!” he said abruptly, racing off to reach the Kahgarak. Taken by surprise, Whenua was a few steps behind. The creature reached the light and passed through. Bomonga and Whenua dove, barely making it through before the gateway disappeared.

They hit the pavement. Compared to the total darkness they had been traveling through, the brightness of this spot was like being hit by a fist. It took Whenua a long few moments to adjust to the glare so he could see again. Then he wished he had not bothered.
Toa Hordika and Rahaga were on the ground in Le-Metru. The Kahgarak was up ahead, standing beside a powerful, red-hued figure. Visorak were everywhere, swarming into and around a tower. As soon as the spiders noticed the new arrivals, they advanced to surround Whenua and Bomonga.

“How convenient,” the figure exclaimed upon seeing the Toa Hordika. “You come to us, instead of us having to hunt you down. For that, you have the gratitude of Sidorak, king of the Visorak horde.”

“A worthless gift,” growled Bomonga.

Sidorak laughed. “Not at all. You two will be privileged to see the emergence of the Zivon into this city. It will no doubt be hungry after its journey. You two will make a fine meal, don’t you think?”

Matau and Iruini retreated further into the hangar. All their efforts to stop the advance of the Visorak had failed. Every exit was blocked by the creatures as well. They both knew that, at best, they were delaying the inevitable.

“Any last words?” Matau said, throwing another piece of equipment at the horde.

“Yes,” said Iruini. “Next time, keep the door shut.”

Matau heard a crash behind him. He turned to see more Visorak coming toward them from the rear. They were trapped between two small armies of spider creatures.

“That mud-swamp on the island up above is looking better all the time,” he said, launching an air spinner at the oncoming Visorak.

It never reached its destination. Instead, a second spinner flew down from above, striking the floor. A wall of fire suddenly sprang up, cutting off the Visorak. Matau looked up and saw Vakama and Norik standing at the top of the stairs.

Now chaos erupted in the hangar. Water, ice, fire and stone spinners were raining down on the Visorak. Battered by the sudden onslaught of elemental powers, the creatures retreated. Matau could guess why. Indoors, they were vulnerable to attack from too many hiding places. But with the Toa Hordika all in the hangar, the Visorak could go back to laying siege and eventually capture them.

Vakama, Nokama, Nuju, and Onewa assembled at Matau’s side, while Norik and Gaaki secured the doors. “Not that I am not ever-happy to see you,” said Matau, “but how did you get in?”

“I melted through the doors on the roof,” Vakama replied, his voice hard. “I am – I was – the Toa of Fire. It’s what I do.”

“Unfortunately, you made an entrance for the Visorak that we can’t close,” said Iruini. “They will be back.”

“I did what I had to do!” snapped Vakama. “I didn’t see you coming up with any great ideas, Rahaga.”

“There must be some way we can get out of here before they return,” said Nokama. “Matau, is there a way out through the Archives?”

Before the Toa Hordika of Air could answer, a tremor shook the building. Then it rocked on its foundations as the roof was torn off, sending Visorak flying every which way. Startled, they looked up to see Pouks smiling down at them as the Tahtorak crushed the hangar roof to dust in his hands.

“Oh, good,” said Nuju. “Our ride is here.”

Bound with webbing, Whenua and Bomonga could only watch as the Kahgarak opened another gateway into the field of darkness. Visorak backed away, scurrying for cover. Whenua wished he could join them as the Zivon began to emerge.

It was gigantic, a horror so great the Toa Hordika had to make an effort to keep his sanity. Even in his days as an archivist, he had never seen such a thing. Towering over the nearby buildings, it looked like some obscene hybrid of a Visorak, an Ussal crab, and who knew what else. Its head was pure spider, but the twin claws that snapped buildings in two like dry twigs belonged to a sea creature. It moved about on six legs, its scorpion-like tail lashing out to level anything that caught its eye. Even Sidorak looked like he was questioning the wisdom of bringing this thing into the world.
The Visorak were keeping their distance, those that were not running away outright. One of the spiders made the mistake of running along a web too close to the Zivon. It snapped the unfortunate Visorak up in a claw and tossed it into its gaping jaws.


“What is that thing?”

“No one knows its true name,” said Bomonga. “It lives in the darkness we just passed through. It’s not Visorak, but it has aided them in the past.”

“Why?”

“It likes to keep its food source handy,” the Rahaga replied. “The Zivon eats Visorak. It has been known to celebrate a victory by devouring half the horde it fought beside.”

“Then why bring it here?” asked Whenua, shocked.

“Sidorak wants the Toa dead,” Bomonga replied, “even if he has to destroy Metru Nui and everyone in it to make that happen.”

High above, the Zivon’s eyes narrowed at the sight of the helpless Toa Hordika and Rahaga. Saliva dripped from its mandibles, falling like rain on the Visorak tower, as it lumbered toward its next meal.
Vakama lifted his blazer claw and angled it to reflect the dim sunlight. On a nearby rooftop, Nokama did the same. One by one, the signal was repeated by all the Toa Hordika, relaying that they were in position for the strike.

“I am not sure I like this plan,” said Nuju. “How are we supposed to take them by surprise with the Tahtorak wandering around?”

“The city is full of Rahi. He’s just one more,” replied Kualus. “Granted, a very big one.”

It had only been a minute since Gaaki had reported seeing a monster emerge from out of nowhere to menace Whenua and Bomonga. All thoughts of waiting until dark or putting together a sophisticated plan had been scrapped then. If they did not move quickly, Whenua and the Rahaga were as good as dead.

Now the Toa were positioned about a block away from the tower. Onewa was on the ground near the buildings closest to the Visorak base. High above, Krahka, in the form of the hunting falcon Nivawk, circled and looked for points of weakness. The Tahtorak, impatient, was rooting up chutes and throwing them into the sea.

Krahka/Nivawk screeched. It was a signal. Onewa unleashed his spinners at the ground, sending huge cracks running through the pavement. When they reached the already weakened buildings that ringed the tower, the cracks became chasms. One by one, the structures toppled over onto the assembled Visorak.

That was the signal for the rest of the Toa Hordika and Rahaga to go into action. All four remaining Toa launched their spinners into the cloud of dust and debris. Outnumbered as they were, their only hope was to sow confusion among the enemy.

The Zivon at first ignored the battle going on around it. After all, it really didn’t care if the Visorak were killed – dead ones tasted just as good as live ones. Then a fire spinner struck it in the side, just painful enough to be annoying. Inches away from devouring Whenua and Bomonga, it turned to seek out the source of the attack.

“Lucky,” said the Rahaga.

“You don’t know this group of Toa,” answered Whenua. “We make our own luck. Now let’s get free of this webbing before that thing remembers we’re here.”

Onewa, Nokama, Matau, and Nuju were down off the rooftops now. They could hear Sidorak bellowing for the Visorak to regroup and advance. Barriers of ice, stone, and earth kept barring their way, cutting off small groups from rejoining the horde. Then the Rahaga would launch spinners into the knots of Visorak, further adding to the chaos. Up above, Vakama hurled weakened fire spinners designed to give off lots of smoke without much flame.

Krahka was the first to spot the Zivon moving toward the Toa Hordika of Fire. Used to living in darkness, the smoke and dust could not obscure the Zivon’s vision. Krahka swooped down and dug her talons into the Tahtorak’s flesh, spurring it on toward the Visorak’s monstrous ally.
Vakama saw his danger too late. The Zivon’s claw slashed toward him, only to be knocked aside by a sweeping blow from the Tahtorak’s tail. Vakama leaped from the roof even as the Zivon charged, slamming into the Tahtorak’s midsection and driving the beast back.

Nuju spotted Whenua trying desperately to free himself from the Visorak web. He launched a spinner and froze the webbing solid. A shrug was enough to shatter it then.

“This isn’t the healthiest place to be right now,” said the Toa Hordika of Ice.

“It was even less so a few moments ago,” replied Whenua. “What’s going on?”

Nuju gestured toward the tower, now being bombarded by air, stone, and water spinners. “We’re giving the Visorak something to think about.”

Bomonga watched as four Boggarak tumbled off the tower and onto a web far below. “They won’t forget this.”

“Good. We don’t want them to… let them remember, and fear.”

On the far side of the tower, Onewa had forgotten the first rule of this operation. The spinners gave the Toa the chance to strike from long range. Closing in on the Visorak gave the spider creatures too many advantages. Caught up in the heat of the fight, Onewa had gotten too near. Now he was pinned against a wall with a half dozen Visorak moving in.

“All right, come on,” he shouted. “Any Po-Matoran could take you! All they would need is a big enough stick!”

The Oohnorak launched their spinners. Onewa managed to dodge all but one, which struck his right arm, numbing it. The Visorak, sensing weakness, advanced.

“Okay, one arm,” said Onewa. “I can beat you with one arm. Don’t let how I look fool you – you’re not fighting some dumb Rahi now. You’re fighting a Toa!”

An Oohnorak leaped, crashing into Onewa and knocking him to the ground. Its mandibles grabbed the Toa’s good arm while the Visorak closed in.

A short distance away, Matau was fending off the enemy with a long piece of pipe when he spotted Onewa disappear beneath a pile of spiders. An air spinner might blow Onewa away along with his attackers. Matau dodged a Roporak spinner and broke into a run. At just the right moment, he planted the end of the pipe into the ground and vaulted over the horde. At the apex of the vault, he let go, crashing feet first into the Oohnorak.

Before the Visorak could recover, Matau helped Onewa to his feet. “Thanks, brother,” said the Toa Hordika of Stone.

“I couldn’t let you go dark-sleep,” Matau replied. “Who would there be for me to annoy?”

“I am sure you would find someone,” said Onewa. “What do you say we pay these monsters back a little of what we owe?”

Vakama landed hard and lay stunned. All around him, the other Toa Hordika were fighting for their lives. He knew he had to get up and help them. But something held him back. He had faced death, and worse, many times since becoming a Toa, yet never like this. Never before had he gone into battle with the knowledge that he was not meant to be a Toa… that this destiny belonged to someone else. And if it was not his destiny, then he might well die here, fate erasing a cosmic mistake.

He looked up. Through blurry eyes, he saw that the Visorak groups were starting to link up. In a few moments, the horde would be reassembled. Once that happened, the Toa and Rahaga would have no chance. They would fall, the Matoran would never awaken, and no one would be left to remember that Toa Metru had ever fought here.

And maybe it’s better that way, he said to himself.

The Tahtorak smashed into a building. Krahka barely managed to avoid being thrown off. The Zivon’s claws and mandibles were snapping at the Rahi’s flesh, but hadn’t yet been able to penetrate its
scaly hide. Snarling, the Tahtorak reached down and grabbed the Zivon with his forelegs. Before his enemy could react, the Tahtorak had lifted it into the air and slammed it down onto its back.

But the Zivon was far from helpless. Webbing shot from the tips of its legs, tangling up the Tahtorak. Taking advantage of the distraction, it rolled over and got back to its feet, hissing and spitting venom.

Krahka shifted her form to that of a razor-fish and dove, slicing through the webbing on her way down. Just before she hit the ground, she transformed again, this time into an insectoid Nui-Rama. She flew straight for the Zivon’s eyes. Behind her, a very angry Tahtorak freed himself from the last of the web.

Flitting and buzzing around in the Zivon’s line of sight, Krahka succeeded in distracting it. By the time it saw the Tahtorak’s tail sweeping toward it, there was no time to do anything. The blow connected, sending the Zivon flying toward the tower.

From the top of the tower, Sidorak had been watching the struggle unfold. The Toa Hordika had taken his horde by surprise, that was true, but the momentum was already beginning to shift. Already, the Visorak were moving to isolate the Toa and Rahaga and finish them off. Barring the unforeseen, he would be sharing a victory celebration with Roodaka before the day was done.

A shadow passed over the sun. Sidorak looked up. At first, he wondered when the Zivon had developed the ability to fly. By the time he realized it hadn’t, it was much too late.

Nuju and Whenua had fought their way over to join Nokama at the base of the tower. She did not look happy. “It’s too big and too well made,” she said. “And half the horde has retreated inside. I don’t think we can take it.”

“Maybe we’re looking at this the wrong way,” said Whenua. “Thinking too much like Toa. Try thinking like Hordika.”

Nokama shuddered. “I would rather not, if it’s all the same to you. I did that once already.”

Nuju smiled. “No, he has a point. Tell me, archivist, what do Rahi hate the most?”

Whenua thought back to his years on the job, and then to the sensations he had experienced since becoming a Toa Hordika. The answer was easy. “Confinement. All wild things hate to be trapped.”

“Exactly. The Visorak are trying to keep us from getting in the tower. What if we tried keeping them from getting out?”

Whenua’s answer was cut off by an impact that shook the building. All three Toa looked up in time to see the monstrous form of the Zivon plunging toward them.

“Your friends need your help,” said Norik.

Vakama looked down at the Rahaga. “They can do better without me. I am sure Matau or Onewa could tell you that.”

“You are still angry about what you read in Lhikan’s journal? Vakama, does it matter so much why you are a Toa, so long as you are one? You have the power – that gives you a responsibility to use it.”

Vakama said nothing, but instead sprinted away toward Onewa and Matau. Norik wanted to see that as a success, but he could sense that something was happening inside of the Toa Hordika of Fire… something dark and dangerous that, like an inferno, might well consume them all in time.

The impact of the Zivon striking the ground shook all of Le-Metru. Amazingly, the creature rose again, although it did stagger a bit in its first few steps. Krahka had shifted her shape once more, this time into a cousin of the Nui-Rama capable of hurling its stingers from a distance. She bore in on the Zivon, launching her barbs, only to see them bounce off its hard shell.

The Tahtorak, too, saw the enemy rise again. Ripping up the support struts of a chute, he threw them at the Zivon. The creature batted them away with its claws and charged.
The Kahgarak watched the Zivon mount its attack. The giant spider had been unconscious for part of the battle, so it had no idea where the massive lizard like Rahi or the flying insect creature had come from. But it certainly knew where they were going.

Spinner already energizing, it started after the Zivon.

Sidorak clung to the top of the tower. The nearest web was a long way below and there was no guarantee he would not simply plunge through it and end up a very messy blotch on the ground. Better to climb back up and reassess the situation.

A rumble came from below. He looked down to see a wall of earth rising up to surround the tower. At the same moment, water spinners produced a drenching rain centered on the structure. The ledge grew slick. Sidorak made a last effort to pull himself back to the roof, but his claws slipped. He hurled himself as far from the building as he could, aiming for what looked like a strong section of web.

The king of the horde struck the web like a rock, but the product of the Visorak held fast. He shook his head to clear it, then glanced at the tower. The earth now surrounded it, and ice spinners were turning the rain to sleet. Ice was building up on the soil, turning it into a wall as hard as stone surrounding the tower on every side. Every exit was blocked, with most of the horde trapped inside. Given time, they could force their way out again, he knew. Still, Sidorak had been leading the creatures a long time. He had seen what happened when Visorak were stuck in a confined space together. If he was lucky, there might be 50 or 60 left in the end out of the hundreds in there now.

Sidorak cursed in a language that had been old when Metru Nui was new. He knew this was only a temporary setback. He would return with another horde and free the tower in a matter of days. But now the Toa Hordika had seen that the horde was not invulnerable. They would not look at the Visorak with the same horror in their hearts again.

Then there is only one answer, he said to himself. We must give them new reasons to fear.

Vakama thought as fast as he ran. Turning the ground to tar beneath them would not stop the Visorak from launching spinners or shooting web. Fire bursts might slow them down, but not defeat them. A wall of fire would trap Onewa and Matau as surely as the spiders.

He was almost ready to give up in frustration when he noticed the overhang. The upper half of the building behind Onewa and Matau had been damaged in the quake, and it now hung out over where the Oohnorak were assembled.

For the first time in a while, Vakama smiled.

Onewa and Matau had watched the wall of earth and ice go up around the tower. It was an amazing sight – and possibly also the last one they would ever see. The Oohnorak were mounting charge after charge, barely held back by the stone and air spinners. Exhausted, neither Toa Hordika felt they could hold out much longer.

The lead Oohnorak sensed their weakness. The hunt was about to end. It took a step forward, another, and another. Then something struck its back, liquid, sizzling hot. The Visorak screeched and thrrew itself back.

Now a rain of molten hot protodermis had begun. Onewa and Matau watched in shock as the white-hot droplets poured down on the Visorak. Here was something they could not fight. A hastily woven web simply melted at the touch of the liquid.

Matau pointed upwards. Fire spinners were striking the overhang. It now glowed red and was rapidly melting. As he watched, one spinner went off course, striking further down the building. Fire spat from it, tearing through the weakened structure.

“Move!” yelled Matau, diving at Onewa. The two Toa Hordika barely managed to get clear as the upper part of the structure came crashing down.

“Are you all right?” Vakama was standing over them.
“Except for almost getting flat-crushed, sure,” said Matau. “Your aim was a little off on that last one.”
“A lot of things are off,” said Vakama.
Onewa rose and helped Matau up. “More than you know, fire-spitter. More than you know.”

“Give me the answer!” bellowed the Tahtorak. “Give it to me now!”
The only answer the Zivon gave was a slash with its claws. When the Tahtorak evaded, the Zivon charged and grabbed its foe. Then its stinger began to strike, once, twice, three times, each time deeper than the last. The Tahtorak roared in pain.

Krahka dove for the ground, transforming into a Lohrak as she flew. She wrapped her snakelike body around the Zivon’s stinger in a desperate attempt to hold it back. Spared from the blows for a moment, the Tahtorak tore off a portion of a nearby building and slammed it on top of his foe.

The Zivon reeled and snapped its stinger forward. Krahka lost her grip and flew into the Tahtorak. The Rahi batted her aside and she slammed into a wall. Masonry rained down upon her.

The Tahtorak reached the Zivon just as it sprang. They collided, toppling over, locked in a fierce struggle. The Tahtorak had strength and weight, but the claws, mandibles and stinger of the Zivon gave it multiple ways to hurt its foe. Seeing an opening, it struck with its stinger, looking to end the battle quickly. But this time the Tahtorak was ready. It caught the offending limb in an iron grip and, with a supreme effort of its powerful muscles, snapped the stinger off. The Zivon screamed and scrambled away.

On a pile of rubble nearby, the Kahgarak had seen enough. It sent its spinner flying through the air at the Tahtorak.

Stirring, Krahka saw the whirling wheel of energy heading for the Tahtorak. She knew what it meant. If the Tahtorak fell, then the Zivon would ravage all of Metru Nui, with nothing to stop it. Forcing herself to rise, she found she was too weak to fly. Instead, she summoned her memories of the six Toa Metru, her body taking on aspects of each of theirs.

There was no time to risk an elemental power blast, and her mind was too scattered to focus it anyway. Instead, she ran, harder and faster than she ever had before. She could already tell she would be too late. At the last split second, she veered off and hurled herself at the Zivon.

The spinner struck. The field of darkness opened to consume the Tahtorak, drawing the Rahi into eternal shadow. At that instant, Krahka struck the Zivon full force, driving it into the Tahtorak. With all three in physical contact, the shadow swallowed them whole. In an instant, they were gone.

Onewa could not believe his eyes. With a howl of rage, he unleashed a stone spinner at Kahgarak. The massive creature turned in time to see it coming, but too late to stop it. A moment later, it was buried beneath a ton of stone.

The Toa Hordika stood for a long time, watching the rock dust settle. Pouks scrambled over the rubble to stand by his side.

“It’s not much of a marker for her,” said the Rahaga.
“Best I could do,” said Onewa. “And more than she expected, I’d guess. I’m still not sure what happened.”

“You six are Toa, dealing with the Rahi inside,” Pouks replied. “Maybe she was a Rahi who discovered a little Toa inside.”
The battle was over. Those Visorak still free had retreated to the border of Le-Metru until further orders. Now, days later, the Toa Hordika surveyed the field of victory and prepared for what was to come.

Onewa and Nuju had worked together to tear down the wall around the Visorak tower. It was hard work, made more so by the need to keep an eye out for spider creatures who might be waiting to leap out. When the last piece of ice and earth had been removed, they opened the hatch leading inside, ready for anything.

The first thing that struck the Toa Hordika was the stench. Visorak did not smell particularly good under normal circumstances. Trap them together for a few days and it was far worse. A rustle of spider legs was followed by the appearance of a dozen or so battered Boggarak. None of them seemed at all interested in a fight.

"Do we stop them?" asked Onewa.
"Instinct would say we should," Nuju replied. "But I am no longer sure I trust my instincts. They are no threat. It may be best to save our energies for the fresh hordes that will come against us."

The Toa Hordika spent most of the next day cleaning out the tower, chasing away surviving Visorak and burying the dead. When the ugly task was finished, they stood looking at the structure, puzzled.

"Now what?" asked Whenua. "Knock it down?"
"What purpose would that serve?" asked Norik.
"No purpose," said Vakama, looking hard at the Rahaga. "It just feels good."
"That's the beast talking," Pouks muttered. "Go ahead, think like Rahi. Act like Rahi. I could tell you stories about how many Rahi have escaped the Visorak over the years. They're really short stories."
"I think we can find another use for this," said Iruini. "That's if this pack of wild Muaka calling themselves Toa has the patience to do something worthwhile."
"Talk," said Nokama. "We'll listen."

Onewa hauled another piece of rubble toward the tower. It was backbreaking work, even with the enhanced strength of a Toa. As he walked, he remembered Iruini's words.
"We won this fight," the Rahaga had said. "We may win the next one, or we may not. You may take the Coliseum and free the Matoran... or free only a few and then be driven back. You need a place of safety to which you can retreat. This tower can be that place."

Onewa could remember his reply too. "You're crazy. I know something about stone. This tower is strong, sure, but eventually the horde would batter down the hatch and that would be the end of it. Even barricading it would only buy us a little extra time."
"Not if you use my idea of a barricade," the Rahaga had said, smiling.
Onewa came up over a pile of shattered stone to see the results of the Toa’s labors. A new gateway had been constructed at the front of the tower. At Nokama’s suggestion, it resembled a huge Kanohi mask, like the gates of the Coliseum. A strong portcullis had been put into place as well. The Toa Hordika of Stone paused to survey the structure, then shook his head and said, “Still not enough.”

“Drop that and come here,” said Iruini. “All of you, gather around.”

The six Toa Hordika did as they were asked. Norik passed among them, gesturing for them to raise their tools and lightly touch the surface of the new structure. For an instant, their tools blazed to life, only to fade out again.

“What was that?” asked Nuju.

Iruini scampered away, picked up a rock, and threw it at the portcullis. Just before it struck the bars, bolts of fire and ice shot from the walls of the gateway and disintegrated the rock.

“Just as your tools can charge your Rhotuka spinners with greater elemental power,” said Norik, “you can charge other physical objects as well. You will have to repeat it numerous times to maintain the charge, but while it has a portion of your power, it will be a formidable barrier.”

“Let’s invite some Visorak to be our home-guests,” said Matau. “I want to try this out.”

“You’ll find out, Toa, that the Visorak have a very bad habit,” said Kualus. “They never wait for an invitation to come calling.”

Roodaka stood on a rocky crag overlooking the protodermis sea. Here on the Great Barrier, she could view the entire city, enjoying the sight of it slowly being strangled by Visorak webs. She often came to this spot when she needed time to plan, far away from Sidorak’s ranting.

Of course, that was not the only reason she journeyed here atop a mutated Nui-Kopen wasp. The true attraction was a slab of protodermis marked with a Toa seal. Behind this slab lay imprisoned the master of shadows, Makuta. Her power, Sidorak’s power, even the might of the assembled hordes was not enough to free her sovereign.

But the Toa have the power, she thought. What they created, they can undo. And undo it they shall, if I have to rip the Toa power out of them.

Sidorak didn’t understand. To him, Metru Nui was just one more game of conquest. He hated the Toa Hordika because they were not surrendering before his might. Their resistance might serve to embolden the Visorak to rebel. In addition he knew that by now the Rahaga would have spun their wild tales of Keetongu, the Rahi said to have the power to undo everything Sidorak had built. If such a creature existed, and if the Toa found it…

“Nonsense!” she spat. “It is an old Rahaga’s tale they have told for decades, trying to keep their wretched spirits up. There is no Keetongu. There never was. And even if it existed… I know how to deal with Rahi.”

Roodaka turned and peered at the crystalline protodermis shell, trying to glimpse Makuta’s face. All she could make out was a dark blur, but it was enough. She knew he was in there. She knew his mind was aware of her presence, even if his body could not move.

“Soon, Makuta,” she whispered. “I have used the most devastating tool I could imagine against the Toa: the truth. Already, it must be eating away at their resolve. They will fracture… their spirits will crumble to dust… and in their last moments, they will know their return to Metru Nui served only to free their greatest enemy.”

Makuta did not answer. But the shadows grew deeper around Roodaka, as if their master was offering a sign of his approval.

The Toa Hordika and Rahaga sat in a clearing near their newly christened “Tower of Toa.” Vakama had used his Rhotuka spinner to start a fire. The Toa Hordika didn’t really need the warmth – in fact, the fire put off their Rahi sides – but the Rahaga were not quite so immune to the elements. Despite their successes, the mood around the flames was grim.

“We did well,” said Nokama, “considering.”
“Considering what?” asked Matau. Vakama glanced at the Toa Hordika of Water. He knew the answer to his question before he asked, “You learned the truth as well?” “Yes,” she replied. “We were never meant to be Toa Metru. The destiny belonged to others. But I suppose it is our destiny now, for good or ill.” “Lhikan knew,” said Vakama, frowning. “But he went against his instincts. Something made him choose us. Why?” Onewa rose. “I think I can answer that. But you won’t like what you hear.” When none of the Toa responded, he continued. “Think back. Toa Lhikan suspected something was wrong in the city. Makuta, in the guise of Dume, sent the Dark Hunters to stop him. But the false Dume couldn’t be sure they would succeed before Lhikan was able to create more Toa. “So Makuta studied the signs in the stars. He discovered that the Matoran who had found the Great Disks were destined to be Toa. They were far from perfect candidates, but with Lhikan to lead them, they might have been an effective team. I guess he never considered that Lhikan might have to sacrifice all his Toa power to create a new team.” Matau wished he could find some way to drown out Onewa’s voice. He could guess what was coming next. “Makuta planted the thought in Lhikan’s mind to choose other Matoran. Without his even being aware, Lhikan was being directed toward picking six strong-willed, stubborn types who would never get along, let alone follow any leader or be able to function as a team. In other words, us.” “It cannot be,” whispered Nuju. “I found Makuta’s lair in Po-Metru,” said Onewa. “I read the story in his own words. We are Toa Metru, brothers and sister… by the grace of Makuta.” “Born from shadows to defend the light,” Vakama said quietly. “Is it any wonder the beasts inside us are so strong?” “So what do we do now?” said Whenua. “Now that we know where we came from?” Nokama looked at each Toa Hordika in turn. “We worry about where we’re going… not where we’ve been. Makuta wanted us to turn on each other, fight among ourselves, so that he could succeed. But we stopped him. And we will go on stopping him and others like him. It’s who we are – it’s what we do.” The other Toa nodded their agreement. But in their hearts, doubts grew where none had ever been before, and the coming dawn felt very, very far away.
Silence reigned for a long time after Vakama finished speaking. When it was broken, it was in a most unexpected fashion. Tahu began to laugh.

“A… a grand joke, Turaga,” he said. “Toa owing their power to Makuta… a wonderful tale, but surely not one meant to be taken seriously.”

Vakama looked up at the Toa Nuva of Fire. In that instant, Hahli could swear she saw the rage of the Toa Hordika in his eyes. “This is not a jest, Tahu. This is deadly serious. Even you, who have faced Bohrok and Rahkshi, cannot know what it is to have your very spirit turned against you.” The Turaga dropped his gaze. His voice grew quiet. “But I know. Mata Nui, how I know.”

“Then all of that, everything you and Onewa learned – it was the truth?” asked Gali.

“It was… a truth,” Vakama replied. “But there was more, and worse… much worse… to come.”

“Whatever your origins, Turaga, you wore the mantle of Toa with honor,” offered Kopaka. “You lived by the three Matoran virtues: unity, duty, and destiny, in all that you did. Despite your differences, you stood beside each other and faced every menace as a team.”

Now it was Vakama’s turn to laugh – a long, cold laugh that would haunt the Toa Nuva in their dreams. “There is more to tell,” said the Turaga. “Much more, but it must wait for another night. The stars shine too brightly on this evening, and the fire brings too much warmth. This story is one that must be told on a night as dark as Makuta’s heart, when the cold grips your bones like Zivon’s claws. We will wait for such a night… and then we will continue.”

The Toa Nuva watched him depart, hearing his final words in their mind. We will continue… was it a promise, they wondered. Or was it a threat?
Turaga Vakama carefully placed stones in the sandpit known as the Amaja Circle. The Turaga of Mata Nui had used this spot for hundreds of years to tell stories of the past or share visions of the future. But never before had any of the elders had to share so dark a tale.

He looked at the face of each Toa Nuva in turn, all of them assembled to hear his story. Then he glanced at Takanuva, the Toa of Light, who seemed as if he wished he were anywhere else. Next to him sat Hahli, the Matoran who acted as Chronicler. Vakama realized he had delayed long enough – it was time to begin.

“Gathered friends, listen again to our legend,” he began, moving the stones into their proper places for the beginning of the tale. “In the time before time, six Matoran were called by the Great Spirit and transformed, made mighty Toa. These Toa Metru – myself, Nokama, Matau, Whenua, Onewa, and Nuju – risked all to vanquish our sworn enemy, Makuta.

Vakama positioned the six stones that represented the Toa so that they formed a circle in the sandpit.” We succeeded. Makuta was imprisoned, encased in impenetrable protodermis and sealed there by the combined force of the Toa’s elemental powers.

“With Makuta vanquished, we journeyed to a new and wondrous home – the island of Mata Nui – a place where it seemed the Matoran could one day live in peace. All seemed well in the world. But such a victory is not won without cost…”

The Turaga of Fire hurled the black Makuta stone into the center of the pit, letting its shadow fall upon the other stones. “Many Matoran were left behind, held in sway by the dark power of Makuta. We, the Toa, united in dutiful pledge, knew we would one day return to their old home, and rescue those we could not before.”

Vakama glanced up at the Toa Nuva. Though he was now a Turaga, far removed from the events he was relating, Vakama let on that in his mind he was back on Metru Nui once more.

“That day came all too quickly,” he said, sounding like the Toa he had been. “But the journey would not be an easy one for the Toa Metru – for Makuta did not leave the slumbering Matoran unprotected.”

Gali Nuva suppressed a shudder as Vakama continued. “Their resting place was guarded by creatures of the night, hordes of the shadows, those that would poison and deceive any traveler true of heart. Their name alone was enough to strike fear: Visorak.”

The Toa Nuva’s eyes were drawn to the pit. The Makuta stone had pierced the rock below the sand, and now a spiderweb of cracks had formed, threatening to topple the Toa stones. Vakama smiled grimly at the sight, and resumed his tale.
PO-METRU.

A small herd of Kikanalo pauses to graze on the sparse vegetation of a canyon. It is a peaceful moment.

One that can't last.

Chapter 30

Disrupter spinners weaken the rahi and bring them down.

The Visorak Koporak move in to finish their task, webbing the Kikanalo up. Some will be imprisoned in cocoons, others mutated, with no chance to ask ...

The Visorak's way. Anything that moves, anything that lives must be made silent and still.

I have seen this repeated dozens of times. The Visorak hordes come, conquer, and leave a dead land behind.

Why??? Why harm rahi that are no threat to them?
YOU ARE THE ONE WHO SHOWED ME HOW TO CHARGE THIS RHOTUKA SPINNER WITH MY NEW TOOLS, NORIK.

NOW SHUT UP AND LET ME DO MY JOB!

VAKAMA! THIS WAS JUST MEANT TO BE A SCOUTING MISSION!

HE’S NOT LISTENING, RAHAGA. THEN AGAIN, WHEN DOES HE EVER?

VENGEANCE OF THE VISORAK
SEE? I MAY LOOK MONSTROUS NOW, BUT I AM STILL A TOA... A HERO.

ROFORK SPINNERS DISRUPT ALL FORMS OF ENERGY, EVEN FIRE. THEY WILL BE FREE IN MOMENTS. YOU WOULD HAVE KNOWN THAT IF YOU HAD BEEN LISTENING ON THE WAY.

THAT'S THE ADVANTAGE OF BEING A TOA.

YOU HAVE THE RAW POWER TO CORRECT YOUR MISTAKES!

A TOA, IT'S TRUE... ALSO A FOOL, LOOK!

THE FIRE-SPLITTER SEEMS TO HAVE GOTTEN USED TO BEING A KOORDIA-HALF-TOA, HALF-RAH.

IT'S WORSE THAN THAT, I THINK HE'S STARTING TO LIKE IT.
Nokama, are you mad? You will draw the attention of every Visorak for kids around!

I don't care! Being a Hordika is... amazing. For the first time, I am truly one with the sea. I can sense its currents, its eddies, the movement of fish far below...

Can you sense how much trouble we're in? This mission was supposed to be done in secret!

"Looks like the secret is out."

UAAANAAHHH!

Gaak!
-JUST THE WAY YOU SHOWED ME!

DON'T WORRY, RHASA, I WILL MAKE THEM PAY...
NO... I NEVER MEANT... WAAHOOOM!

HOW COULD I--?

AS A TOA, YOU ALWAYS HELP BACK YOUR POWER, EVEN IF YOU DIDN'T KNOW IT... SO AS NOT TO HARM OTHERS OR BRING DESTRUCTION.

BUT AS A HORDIKA... THERE IS LITTLE TO KEEP YOUR POWER IN CHECK.

GIVEN ENOUGH TIME, THAT SIDE OF YOU WILL TAKE OVER... AND YOU WILL BECOME THAT WHICH YOU HAVE FOUNDT AGAINST.

THEN... THEN I WILL JUST HAVE TO FIND SOME WAY TO STAY IN CONTROL... TO STAY A TOA. ARE YOU WELL, NOKAMA?

I AM ALL RIGHT, NOKAMA...

BUT I AM NOT SO CERTAIN ABOUT YOU, HORDIKA.
KOMESTU.

CLICK-CLICK... WHEEET... CLICK... WHEEET-WHEEET.

WHAT IN MATA NUI'S NAME ARE YOU DOING?

TALKING TO THOSE RAIH UP THERE. YOU MIGHT WANT TO TRY IT SOMETIME.

I HAVE NOTHING TO LEARN FROM BIRDS.

THEY ARE FLYING FREE UP THERE.

YOU ARE DOWN HERE, MUTATED INTO A TOA NORPOKA AND ON THE RUN FROM THE VUSORAK HORPES.

"YOU ARE VERY WISE, TOA, BUT IN THIS NEW WORLD, WISDOM IS NOT ENOUGH."

THEIR TONE IS ANGRY. NOW IS THE TIME TO STRIKE.

TOO SIMPLE. NOTHING IN THIS CITY IS WORTH HUNTING. SIDORAK PROMISED US GOOD SPORT, REMEMBER?

MAYBE IT IS THEM WHO HAVE NOTHING TO LEARN FROM YOU, NUJU.

I REMEMBER. I REMEMBER WHAT ROOPOKA DID TO THE LAST ONE WHO COMPLAINED, TOO.
YOU SOUND LIKE EHRYE.

WHO?

A MATORAN I USED TO KNOW. HE ALWAYS INSISTED THAT SCHOLARS WERE NOT AS WISE AS WE CLAIMED TO BE.

Nuju... Help me... Nuju...

It came from in there. He must have escaped the coliseum and been hiding in here all along.

Nuju, you aren't thinking like a toa... You are feeling, like a hoopaka. The Visorak will use that against you.

Nuju, EHRYE'S VOICE! HOW COULD HE BE FREE?

I AM SICK OF HEARING ABOUT THE VISORAK! SAVING ALL OF THE MATORAN BEGINS WITH SAVING ONE, AND TO BLASTS WITH THE VISORAK!

But--

I SEE HIM MOVING IN THERE. EHRYE! IT'S NUJU. COME OUT.

Nuju... Help me... Nuju...
OONORIK can imitate the voices of those you trust, stolen from your very thoughts. I tried to warn you!

---

I endured your venom, creature... and your webs... but one thing I will not endure—

—IS YOUR BREATH!

NEXT TIME, TRY HARDER!

GET BEHIND ME!

WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

BUYING US TIME!

---

THAT ICE DOME WILL DELAY THEM, BUT WE HAVE TO GET OUT OF HERE. AND WE CAN’T GO FORWARD, BACKWARD, OR UP...

... SO WE GO DOWN.
NOT THE NICEST OF REFUGES, BUT IT WILL DO.

I DON'T MIND. WE RAHAGA LIVED DOWN HERE FOR YEARS, AND NONE OF YOU EVER KNEW.

You really need to be more observant.

Norik said he was sure the Visorak would come. Eventually, this would be our last chance to stop Sidorak, Roodaka, and the Hordes.

Why were you hiding here?

Our plan is to beat them here, then try to retake the other lands they have overrun.

I don't suppose you have a plan B, do you?

Defeat. Mutation. The end of all life in Metru Nui.

I was afraid it would be something like that.

END CHAPTER
The time is drawing near. Almost all of my threads have been spun, and I wait only for my prey to rush headlong into the trap.

Always remember this, little hordeling... though I am not a visorak, I too can weave a web.
The six TOA are growing desperate, torn between saving their precious MATORAN and saving themselves from an eternity in their monstrous new forms.

Desperate TOA make mistakes. And in this game, one mistake is all you are allowed.

Ah, SIDORIK. My "KAVA", so secure in your power over the HORDE. So confident in our coming alliance. So certain of victory.

So very, very foolish.
WHERE I COME FROM, HORDLING, THERE IS A RITE OF PASSAGE—A MOUNTAIN THAT TWO CLIMB TOGETHER.

THE SKY RAINS FIRE... THE GRASSES ARE FILLED WITH ACID... AND THE ROCK ITSELF TRIES TO DEVOUR YOU AS YOU SCALE ITS SLOPES.

"ALMOST TO THE SUMMIT, MY COMPANION CRIED OUT. HIS FOOT WAS CAUGHT IN A CREVICE, THE MOUNTAIN KNEW HE WAS THERE.

"THE CHOICE WAS MINE. I COULD GO BACK AND SAVE HIM... OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE MOUNTAIN'S DistrACTION, AND REACH THE TOP."

I MADE MY FIRST BARGAIN THAT DAY, HORDLING. I SCALED THE ROCK IN SAFETY... AND THE MOUNTAIN ENJOYED ITS FEAST.

ROOPAKA! HELP!

WHICH TOA DO YOU THINK WILL MAKE A SIMILAR BARGAIN TO SAVE THEIR INSIGNIFICANT LITTLE LIFE?
"Will it be when Aja, who has spent his life among Rahi and now may become one himself?"

"Careful, Rahi are everywhere down here."

"I thought they all escaped the archives. Why would they be here?"

"Someone’s ‘hiding’ really loudly..."

visorak think they’re gone too. So what better place to hide from them?"

"Kra-Kam!"
Najnu. What...?

Look out! It's right behind me!

What is? And what are you doing in the archives?

I had never been thrown through a wall before. I didn't want to miss the experience.

Crrunnnchhh!

It's the kahgrak! Run!
I didn't run as a Toa. I won't as... whatever I am now!

**HSSSSST!**

Rhotuka Spinners are wheels of energy. Let's see what happens...

**KAAAA!**

...when his hits a mirror of ice.
IT'S REFLECTING!

THE REDIRECTED RHOTIKA HEADS BACK TO THE KAHGARAK...

AND PULLS THE STARTLED KAHGARAK INSIDE!

FWASHH!

STRIKING, IT OPENS A GATEWAY TO A ZONE OF DARKNESS...
It received the fate it planned for you—trapped in shadow.

When we leap the way deeper into the archives.

Look the door, Nuju. We can plan here.

But it won’t stay there long. We have to move!

But first, I think we need some answers. What are the Visorak? Why are they here?

I can answer that... Oh yes... for I was one of the first to see them, and survive.

“They first appeared years ago... savage by nature, obedient by training. Nothing that lived could stand before them.”

“At first, I thought the Visorak were the only danger... until I saw them. Roopaka and Sporak.”
THAT WAS WHEN I KNEW WHO WAS REALLY BEHIND THIS. AND IT WASN'T SIDORAK, OR HIS FOUL VICEROY. IT WAS THE ---

'KAUNCH!

'LOOK OUT!' "KAUNCH"

"KRACK"

"KRASH"

"THEY'RE COMING THROUGH THE VENTILATION SYSTEM!"
WHENJA, GET THAT DOOR OPEN! I'LL HOLD THEM OFF!

NO! NO, NO, NO...

THIS IS MY TERRITORY! MINE! YOU CAN'T BE HERE!

GET OUT!!!

HSSSST!
NOW WHAT?

RUMBLE!

"It's Whenua! He's given in to madness!"

HSST!

WHENUA, STOP IT! THE STRUCTURE CAN'T TAKE THE STRESS! YOU'LL BRING THE--

...Ceiling down.

KRAK! KRAK!
WITH A ROAR LIKE A FLOODTIDE, STONE AND MORTAR RAIN DOWN ON THE TOA HORDika, VISORAK, AND RAHAGA.

SHAWBOOM

CRASH

IT FALLS FOR A VERY LONG TIME.

AND THEN ALL IS SILENT AND STILL.

END CHAPTER
Chapter 38

A few moments ago, this chamber was the scene of a furious battle between the Toa Horvika, their Vahika allies, and the Viskrak.

Now, in the aftermath of that disastrous struggle, it is quiet as the grave.

Battered into unconsciousness by the rubble, Kualus sleeps and dreams.

Dreams of a time long ago, before he and his friends were Rahaga... when they too were mighty Toa... and of a tale told many times since then.
TIME: THE PAST.

OUTSIDE THE GATES OF A BROTHERHOOD OF MAKUTA FORTRESS.

SITUATION: DESPERATE.

WELL, THIS WORKED OUT WELL.

I KNOW. I'M THINKING.
“Hurry! My lava may slow down these things, but it won’t stop them.”

“Can you think faster?”

So! take the bag, find the others, and get as far away from here as you can!

SHRELLKK

Think I will be busy for the next few minutes...

You took shiny mask! Give it back!
ARE YOU ALWAYS THIS ANNOYING?

WHEN YOU'RE QUITE THROUGH PLAYING 'DUMP THE DARK HUNTER,' SRUUNI...

BE RIGHT--URK!--THERE!

WHAT--?
LOOK OUT! DUMB STUFF, COMING THROUGH!

KRASHHH

YOU'RE GOING TO HELP US FIND A SAFE WAY OUT OF HERE, RIGHT? BECAUSE I REALLY HATE THE SMELL OF BAKED VISOERAK.

LATER...

STILL NO SIGN OF SAKLI, POUKS, KULUS OR BOMONGA...

I KNOW YOU FIRE TYPES LIKE GOOD MASK WORK, BUT IS THIS THING REALLY WORTH ALL THIS?
"As Toa Hagah, we two and Polks, Gakli, Bomonga, and Kuallik were sworn to defend Makuta against any threat."

"We believed Makuta lived to protect all Matoran, until I found out the horrible truth."

"Makuta and his brotherhood were raising a legion of Visorak, Dark Hunters, and Exo-Toa to strike at other lands. They had already succeeded in capturing the Mask of Light so it could not be used against them."
"We raided their fortress, stole the mask back, and made our escape."

Four captured Toa to "question"—how delicious.

Hold it! Look over there!

Leaving the Sulkorak bound and helpless, Nork and Iruini trail the Dark Hunter.

I don't suppose he could be talking about four other Toa?

If you believed that, you wouldn't be here. You told me you were going to quit the team after we raided the Brotherhood's fortress, remember?

And I will—as soon as the others are safe.
Then again, now might be a good time to quit...

I see prisoners down there, but they certainly don't look like Toa Hagah to me. Can you get in?
CONCEALING THE MASK IN A SAFE PLACE, IRUNI USES HIS KANDI MASK OF QUICK TRAVEL TO TELEPORT HIMSELF...

...AND REAPPEARS NEXT TO THE VISORAK CAGE.

CAN I GET IN?
I WAS SNEAKING INTO WORSE PLACES THAN THIS WHEN YOU WERE STILL TRYING TO MAKE SPARKS...

NOT SURE WHO YOU ARE, BUT I'M HERE TO GET YOU OUT. AND HAVE YOU SEEN FOUR TOA?

IRUNI... WE ARE THE TOA HAGAI! WE WE RE CHANGED INTO THESE... THESE MONSTERS BY--

UHHHHH!

KRA-KAM

BY ME!

BY ME!
I think your little friends look much better this way. Don't you? No longer Toa Haga--now a monstrous blend of what they were and vile Rahkshi.

They are... Rahaga.

Roodaka, you miserable--

Wham!

Ogh, let me.

Go! Run!

You... dare... to lay hands on me?

We're Toa. We dare a lot of things.

What Ever Matora is planning for the Matoran, it ends now.

A bold statement, Toa Norik...
...but I can think of a few hundred reasons you are wrong.

The others are safe. Remember what we do against the Frostebull.

You call it.

Using the cyclone of molten lava to distract the Visorak, the two Toa Hagah race to join their teammates.

But no amount of magma can stop Roodaka's Krozilika spinners.

Now!
NOR CAN BATTLE-WEARY TOA OUTRACE THEIR DOOM.

ARROGHAA!

WHERE ONCE STOOD TWO TOA, NOW THERE ARE TWO MORE OF THE STRANGE BEINGS CALLED RAHAGA.

LEAVE THEM! THEY ARE NO LONGER A THREAT. LET THEM LIVE... AND SUFFER.

BUT ROOPAKA WAS WRONG. THE RAHAGA ESCAPED WITH THE POWERFUL MASK OF LIGHT, AND WOULD ONE DAY BRING IT TO METRU NUI AND SEE IT SAFELY INTO THE HANDS OF THE TOA HORIKA.

BUT THAT IS A STORY FOR ANOTHER DAY...

END CHAPTER
DO YOU THINK THEY'RE STILL ALIVE UNDER THERE?
STAND BACK. I'LL MELT THE ROCK AND FREE THEM.

YOU MEAN YOU'LL PEE them. YOU USED TO USE YOUR HEAD FOR SOMETHING OTHER THAN HANGING A MASK ON.

KEEP IT UP, ONUBA, AND YOU WON'T HAVE A HEAD.

NUIJIP ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

I WILL BE, IF YOU TWO WOULD KEEP IT DOWN TO A TARTHORAK ROAR. WHERE ARE THE OTHERS?

OH, YOU KNOW NATAU AND NOKAMA... THEY ALWAYS FIND A WAY TO KEEP BUSY.
Hanging by a THREAD

THIS IS THE ABSOLUTELY LAST TIME I LISTEN TO ONE OF YOUR IDEAS, MATAUL.

YOU SAID THAT AFTER THE LAST IDEA.

THIS TIME I MEAN IT.
LET'S GET OUT OF HERE BEFORE THEY START DROOLING. I HATE IT WHEN THEY DROOL.

ALL RIGHT, THEN—LET GO OF THE WEB.

ARE YOU CRAZYYY??

LET'S SEE... I'M HALF-RAH!... I QUICK-PODGE VISORAK ALL DAY... AND I'M ABOUT TO PLUNGE TO CERTAIN DEATH...

SO ANSWER'S YES.

WHAT ARE YOU-- MAAARRWWWW!
Hit right, or you'll make a mess.

Hit? Hit what?

I hate Visorak... I hate webs... But I love this!

WOOD-NOOOO!

SPROING

WHOOSH
Um, Matau? Once we stop going up, don't we start going down again?

Don't forget why we're here. Onua wants us to scout the defenses around the Coliseum so we can get in and rescue the Matoran.

Not with all these webs to grab hold of. That was fun--let's do it again!

So? We came, we scouted, we all-conquered. Nothing can keep us away from the Coliseum!
...except that.
LATER...

VISORAK, QUICK- BUILT THOSE TOWERS ALL OVER THE CITY. WE CAPTURED ONE BEFORE, WE CAN DO IT AGAIN.

THAT'S THE PROBLEM WITH YOU WATER TYPES. ALL THAT SWIMMING MAKES YOUR SPINES SOGGY.

YOU MUST BE HALF "VERY OPTIMISTIC KHAL." LAST TIME, WE HAD SIX TOA HORDIKA, PLUS A SHAPESHIFTER AND A 40-FOOT HIGH TAHTORAK HELPING US.

SEE? ONLY ONE VISORAK GUARDING THE WAY. WATCH THIS!

Beware, VISORAK! Ugly and angry Toa-Hero coming for you. To... Um... NEVER MIND.

I CAN'T TAKE YOU ANYWHERE, MATAU.
THAT'S THE PROBLEM WITH YOU AIR TYPES--THERE'S TOO MUCH OF IT BETWEEN YOUR EARS.

KRA-KAMM

THAT TOO.

PLUS WE'LL NEVER GET THE SMELL OUT OF MY ARMOR.

ROUNDING A CORNER, THE TOA HORDING STOP DEAD AT THE SIGHT OF ANOTHER NEW THREAT.

WHAT IS THAT? IT LOOKS LIKE A RAM FOR BATTERING DOWN WALLS.

WELL, IT MIGHT BE THE WORST NEWS WE'VE HAD TODAY...
"OR IT MAY BE THE ANSWER TO ALL OUR PROBLEMS."

COME ON! WE'RE HITCHING A RIDE!

WHAT IF THEY TRY TO RAM SOMETHING WHILE WE'RE UNDER HERE?

THEN WE WILL HAVE A MUCH FASTER--AND SHORTER--TRIP.
UNAWARE OF THE TWO STOWAWAYS BENEATH THE BATTLE RAM, THE UNSORAK PULL THE MIGHTY SIEGE ENGINE INSIDE THEIR GUARD TOWER.
We've stopped! We made it inside!

And they just shut the gate—so we won't be going back outside anytime soon.

We lost a Kahgarak... the Toa Hoardika and Razagha have eluded capture again... and Sidorak says I shouldn't worry??

Too bad... I always kill the messenger.

Well, take heart—do you know the old saying about bad news? "Don't kill the messenger"?

Krakkk

So this is the latest addition to our legions? How many do we have now, a dozen? A hundred?

Soon, they will overrun this city, smashing every possible Toa Hoardika hiding place into rubble!
It's worse than we feared! We have to warn the others somehow.

Wait a moment. What is this?

There is something here that should not be, and it must be taken care of immediately!

A portion of this ram is damaged, no doubt due to your clumsiness. Well, you know what has to be done—

Drag this machine into the furnace and burn it! Now!

End Chapter
IF YOU WANT MY OPINION—

URK!

I DON'T!

UAKAMA! PUT HIM DOWN!

WHAT'S GOTTEN INTO HIM?

THE SAME THING THAT WILL CLAIM YOU ALL, IN TIME... THE RAGE OF THE HORDIKA.

LET'S HOPE MATAU AND NOKAMA ARE HAVING AN EASIER TIME OF IT.
GOT ANY BRIGHT IDEAS?

YOU NEVER LIKE MY IDEAS.

WELL, YOUR LAST ONE GOT US A ONE-WAY TICKET...

"... TO OUR OWN BARBECUE."

THE POWER OF TRA KOROKKA MA'AKA AIR SPINNER BRINGS A CYCLONE TO LIFE.

I MIGHT HAVE A THOUGHT OR TWO. HANG ON!!

MATALL!

THERE ARE STILL UNSORAK HANGING ON TO THE BATTLE RAM!

THEN! THEY MADE A BAD CAREER CHOICE.

Yeah, I know! Great idea, plan, isn't it?
We don’t have time to fight among ourselves! We have to find the others.

Um, guys? Course, I could be wrong... but I think they found us!

SCATTER!
NO ONE COULD HAVE LIVED THROUGH THAT.

Rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
"...capturing Rahi in their cocoons..."

"...and turning them into monsters."

"Worse, when they run out of Rahi, who's to stop them from starting on the sleeping Matorans?"

"Us."

"One quick, hard strike... hit them where they live."
WON'T BE EASY GETTING IN THERE. THEY WILL HAVE EVERY APPROACH GUARDED, EVEN UNDERGROUND.

YOU NEED A DIVERSION, AGES AGO, WHEN I WAS TOA NORIK...

"...WE MOUNTED A RAID ON A HEAVILY GUARDED BROTHERHOOD OF MAKUTA FORTRESS."

"MY JOB WAS TO DISTRACT THE VISORAK GUARDS ON THE SOUTH WALL."

DO MIGHTY HUNTERS HIDE BEHIND STONE WALLS? YOU COULDN'T CATCH FIREFLYER IN YOUR WEB, VISORAK!

"THEY DIDN'T UNDERSTAND THE WORDS, BUT THEY RECOGNIZED THE TONE, AND THEY REACTED JUST THE WAY I HOPED..."

"...RUNNING RIGHT INTO OUR TRAP."
"So intent were they on their pursuit, they never thought they might be the ones being hunted today."

Those were the days...

Thanks for the sleeptime tale, if there's one thing I can't stand, it's someone who does nothing but share stories all day long.
AT THE COLOSSEUM...

I DISLIKE HAVING THE TOA LOOSE OUT THERE. IT'S LIKE HAVING A DISOBEDIENT VISORAK. I CAN'T FEED TO THE ZIUVAN.

PATIENCE, MY KING. IF I KNOW THE TOA. THEY ARE OUT THERE EVEN NOW, PLANNING AND PLOTTING...

LONG BEFORE THEY BECAME KORDIKA, THEY WERE PRISONERS OF THEIR OWN NATURES--TRAPPED BY THE ROLE OF "HERO."

THEM WILL COME TO US... THEY WILL COME TO US BECAUSE THEY HAVE NO CHOICE. COULD THEY BE TOA AND DO ANYTHING LESS?

AND WE WILL DESTROY THEM.

END CHAPTER
Despite their recent victory, the Toa Hordika were left more fragmented and disturbed than before. They were rapidly mastering the Rhotuka spinners they now carried, but had less luck mastering the Rahi sides of themselves. Too often, they had allowed anger to rule their spirits almost to the point of disaster. Vakama, in particular, had been filled with anger for days and had finally reached a point where he avoided the others completely. He spent most of his time wandering the ruins, straying farther away from the camp each day, as if straining against an invisible chain that bound him to Nokama and the rest. He surveyed the wreckage of the once proud city, reflecting on what the Toa were, what they had been, and what they had become.

So lost in thought was he that he sometimes forgot just how much Metru Nui had changed. With the Archives destroyed by the earthquake, every Rahi that had ever been housed there was now loose and roaming the city. A near fatal reminder of that came on one of his walks, when a savage Muaka cat sprang from the rubble to confront him. It snarled at Vakama, muscles tensed to spring and claws ready to rend the Toa Hordika.

Vakama reacted purely by instinct. He hunched down, blazer claws raised, and growled like a Rahi. There was no strategy behind his actions, just an animalistic show of strength. Even without his willing it, a Rhotuka spinner took shape in the launcher that was now part of his anatomy.

The Muaka took a step back. This creature looked like one of the two-legged ones that had captured the Rahi long ago, but it did not act like one. It acted like a beast, and a formidable beast at that. Deciding there had to be easier prey than this, the Muaka turned and disappeared into the darkness.

Vakama forced himself to relax. With enormous effort, he pushed down the Hordika in him and let his rational side return to dominance. “What was –?” he began.

“It meant you no harm.”

The Toa Hordika of Fire turned to see Norik approaching. The Rahaga had been silently trailing Vakama since he had left the camp. In time, Vakama’s Hordika senses would make it impossible for him to be followed.

“I beg to differ,” Vakama replied.

Norik glanced in the direction the Muaka had gone. “It was just scared. Muaka are loners by nature, and uncomfortable being close to others.” He gestured to Vakama. “There’s a bit of them in you now.”

It was then that the Rahaga noticed Vakama’s Rhotuka spinner was still active and waiting to be launched. “Careful with that,” he said quietly. “It’s a most powerful tool.”

Vakama had not even realized the fire spinner was there, but now he willed it to dissipate. Still, it gave him some satisfaction to know it could intimidate the Rahaga just as it had the Muaka.

“I certainly mean to find that out… wise one,” he replied, with more than a little sarcasm in his voice. Then he turned and walked away, only to be stopped by Norik’s voice.

“And what about your friends?”
Vakama spun on his heel, growling, “Former friends. If they think being a leader is so easy, they can try it themselves!”

“True,” Norik said, nodding. “But they won’t succeed without you. Or you without them.”

“And how do you know that?”

“I don’t,” Norik conceded. “But the Great Spirit does. Unity, duty, and destiny. If you Toa are to rescue the Matoran, you must do so together. This is something you can’t change.”

Vakama stared at the Rahaga for a long moment, digesting his words. Then he turned again and stalked off into the shadows.

“Watch me,” he snapped.

Norik watched him go. Yes, Vakama, that I will do, he said to himself. You bear watching in these dark days, perhaps even more than you know.
Nokama sat alone in the center of the Toa’s makeshift camp, waiting for Norik and Vakama to return. She understood why the Toa Hordika of Fire was so upset – they had all been extremely harsh to him, although his arrogant attitude had almost invited such treatment. Still, understanding did not make her any less angry with him. After all, their quest to save the Matoran was not being made any easier by his hostility.

She heard the sound of someone approaching. “Vakama?”

But it was not the Toa Hordika, only Norik. Nokama was relieved to see him, but could not conceal her disappointment that Vakama was not with him. “Norik, it’s good you’re back.”

“Vakama has a lot on his mind,” the Rahaga said. “We must give him time to find his destiny.”

“And if he finds a particularly bad one?” asked Onewa.

“Now then – we should begin our search for Keetongu at once,” Norik replied, ignoring the question. Nokama and Onewa exchanged glances, wondering why the Rahaga did not want to address the issue of Vakama.

Matau, on the other hand, was more than happy to focus on the new topic. “Right! Keetongu! Getting turned back into our old, ever-handsome selves. Let’s get on that.”

“But where to start?” asked Nuju. He was still skeptical that a creature like this Keetongu could have been in the city without anyone being aware of it.

“Somewhere you know well,” Norik replied. Then he walked off, followed by the rest of the Rahaga. The Toa looked at each other, then decided that Norik’s abrupt departure was meant as a signal that they should join him. They rose and trailed after the Rahaga, wondering just where he was leading.

Some distance away, Vakama continued to walk aimlessly. He kept replaying his conversation with Norik over in his head. Unity… what does that mean? Were the other Toa showing any unity when they kept criticizing the job I was doing? Okay, so I made some mistakes… like Onewa never has, or Matau – he’s the king of mistakes.

I did what Lhikan would have wanted me to do, he said to himself. I put saving the Matoran first, above personal safety or anything else. It just… didn’t work out. And considering what I learned – that Lhikan’s choice of the six of us as Toa was inspired by Makuta, not the Great Spirit – why should anyone be surprised that we – I – fouled up?

“I can do it alone,” he said aloud. He pictured the shocked looks on the faces of the others when they saw that he had rescued the Matoran all by himself. “I’ll show them all!”

Vakama scrambled over a pile of rubble and found himself at the edge of a steep precipice. The chutes that had once run from this spot had long since been destroyed. Now there was nothing but a view of the vast, web-shrouded city of Metru Nui. The Toa Hordika looked out over his home and was struck again by how big it really was. He frowned. What had he been thinking? How could he believe he could challenge an entire city full of Visorak alone? How would trying that benefit the Matoran?
“Who am I kidding?” he muttered. “Maybe Norik’s right. Maybe I can’t do this without the others. Maybe I don’t want to do this without the others.”

His thoughts were interrupted by a Rhotuka spinner whizzing past his head. Vakama leapt, rolled, and came up on his feet to find himself confronting a Boggarak, the blue Visorak that commonly stalked Ga-Metru. Vakama remembered Gaaki saying that on land, Boggarak spinners had the power to totally dehydrate a target and reduce it to dust.

“Thanks for the warning shot,” he said, readying himself to dodge again.

The Boggarak launched a second spinner. Vakama evaded it with ease. The Toa Hordika energized one of his fire spinners, saying, “All right, so you’ve just got bad aim. Watch and learn.”

Vakama launched the spinner. Just as it was about to strike the Boggarak, another spinner struck the wheel of energy and deflected it from its course. The Toa Hordika turned to see three more Boggarak closing in. With the cliff at his back, and the four Visorak in front of him, he was effectively trapped. His Hordika side rose to the fore— all Rahi hate to be cornered— and he gave a fearsome growl.

The Visorak ignored him. They were used to Rahi making threatening noises when the trap was sprung. That was part of the fun of the hunt. Their only regret was that this hunt would be over so soon, but there were still five more Toa Hordika to track down once Vakama was finished.

Those five Toa Metru stood with the six Rahaga before the Great Temple in Ga-Metru. Despite all the damage done to the city, the temple still stood proudly, as if it were a symbol of the fact that, though the Great Spirit Mata Nui now slumbered, he had not been destroyed.

“Here?” Matau asked in disbelief. “I’m sure it could have greatly-helped our old Toa selves, but now?”

“We’ll never find a way to change back if you keep talking like that,” Onewa snapped.

“You’re right. I’m sorry. I don’t know what’s gotten into me,” Matau answered, sharply. “Oh, that’s right – some kind of Rahi monster!”

Norik shot looks at both Toa. “If you’re quite done, we should go inside.”

All five Toa Hordika hesitated. Nokama had already been back to the Great Temple since their transformation, and she remembered how hard it had been for her to enter the structure as a tainted Toa. Now the others were feeling that as well. It just did not seem right to enter—yet, if Norik was correct, their only hope of ever being Toa Metru again lay inside. Still, none of them could take that first step.

Is this it, then? Whenua wondered. Are we already so far gone that the temple of the Great Spirit rejects us? And if that’s true, have we already lost our fight?

Toa Hordika Vakama expected to wake up in a cocoon, or a cage—that’s assuming he was going to wake up at all. When the Boggarak paralyzed him, he had fallen and hit the ground just hard enough to stun himself. Now, as he looked around, he wondered if he was still unconscious and dreaming.

He was alone in a chamber he had never seen before. His wrists were bound with thick Visorak webbing that also served to anchor him to the floor. He pulled at his bonds, but they would not give, even to his Hordika-enhanced strength.

His thoughts raced. Confined. Trapped. Again. I hate being trapped! I hate being helpless! I am a Toa… a Toa of Fire… I am… I am… a Hordika!

A howl split the night, a primal sound of rage and despair. For a moment, Vakama wondered what sort of Rahi would make such a sound. Then he realized with a start that it was coming from his own mouth.

“What’s happening to me?”

A tall figure stepped into the room. She moved as gracefully and noiselessly as if she were made of darkness. Her face and body were as black as shadow, but her eyes blazed like the Ta-Metru fire pits. Vakama had never seen her before, but from Norik’s description, he knew who she had to be.

“You are… becoming,” purred Roodaka.
“Yes, but what?”
The viceroy of the Visorak stopped in front of her prisoner. “A friend... or a foe. That’s for you to decide. It’s why I have invited you here.”
Vakama tugged at his bonds again. “Some invitation.”
Roodaka smiled. “Then perhaps this one will be more to your liking – walk with me. I’ve a... proposal for you.”
Vakama’s Rahi senses were on full alert, screaming that there was danger near. He chose to ignore them. “And if I don’t want to hear it?” he asked.
Roodaka reached out to trace the outline of his misshapen features. “Be reasonable, Vakama.”
With that, she turned and began to walk away. Then, as if suddenly remembering his condition, she waved her hand. The webbing binding him fell away and crumbled to dust.
“What harm could come from listening?” she asked, her voice as soft and cold as the winter wind.
Roodaka and Vakama stood on the Coliseum balcony overlooking the ruins of Ta-Metru. He was still not sure why he had followed her out here. Perhaps it was curiosity… a desire to know his enemy better… or perhaps it was just a certainty that she would not have freed him if there were any chance for him to escape. Or perhaps he was genuinely interested in what she had to say?

No, no, he assured himself. That can’t be it.

The viceroy glanced around to make sure they were alone. Her voice dropped to a conspiratorial whisper. “Secrecy is such a burden, but Sidorak mustn’t know we spoke.”

“Sidorak?”

“King of the Visorak.” She made no attempt to disguise the contempt in her voice.

“And he doesn’t know you’ve captured me?” Vakama was unsure whether he believed all this.

Norik had told him of Roodaka’s talent for treachery. But why would she pretend to dislike her king?

“Not yet,” she answered flatly.

Vakama shrugged. “Some leader.”

“I agree.”

Vakama’s eyes widened. It was one thing to show a lack of respect for a king, quite another to be so open about one’s disloyalty. What was this creature up to? Despite himself, he was intrigued by the sheer darkness and danger of this Roodaka.

He looked to either side. Boggarak lurked in the shadows. “You’re not worried they’re going to tell him you said that?”

“They are loyal to me,” Roodaka replied.

Vakama almost laughed. “Right. Like you are to Sidorak?”

“Yes,” the viceroy said, her tone hard. “They obey me because I am strong. They fear me, and therefore do not dare to question my authority. That is leadership, Vakama. That is how the other Toa should treat you.”

She moved in a little closer, her words wrapping around him like a tentacle. “Maybe then they wouldn’t say such awful things…”

He glared at her. She could read the unspoken question in his eyes. How could she know of such things? And how much more does she know?

“The Visorak horde is legion, Vakama, and has twice as many ears,” she answered. Nearby, the Boggarak made a sound that passed for laughter among their kind.

“I trust my fellow Toa —” Vakama began.

Roodaka cut him off. “To do what? Hold you back? They’re not worthy of a leader like you… which is why I’ve brought you here.”

Vakama gazed out at the Metru Nui night. He could make out the familiar skyline of furnaces and forges, those that had survived the quake mostly intact. “Ta-Metru,” he said sadly. “When I was a Matoran, it was my whole world. It meant everything to me.” He turned to look again at Roodaka. “It still does.”
“It can be your home again, Vakama – to rule as you see fit. All you need to do is lead those who will obey you properly.”

Leaning in close to him, she hissed, “Lead the Visorak horde!”

Norik was halfway through the entrance to the Great Temple when he realized the Toa Hordika were not behind him. He turned and saw them still standing uncomfortably a few feet from the gateway.

“Is something wrong?” he asked.

Nokama looked at the others. Having experienced what they were feeling, she decided it was best that she speak for them all. “It might be best if we wait here. The Great Temple is sacred to Toa. Given what’s happened… I’m not sure it would be right.”

Norik pondered her words for a moment, then nodded. “I understand. Our work here will not go unnoticed. I must ask that you buy us the time it takes to complete it at all costs.”

“Consider it done,” answered Nokama. She turned and headed back to the bridge that connected the Great Temple to Metru Nui, the others following. Only Matau remained behind.

“Wait!” he called after them. “Don’t you think we should think-talk about –”

“No!” the four Toa shouted in unison.

Outvoted, Matau shrugged and loped after his friends. He did not want to remain at the temple alone.

Better to be with my pack… my team, he corrected himself. This place is full of hidden dangers now. They might come from almost any direction… even the one you would least suspect.

“I… don’t know.” Part of Vakama could not believe he was even considering Roodaka’s offer. He was a Toa! He had been entrusted with power by Lhikan himself! How could he give as much as a moment’s thought to the idea of taking command of the Visorak horde?

But another, stronger voice spoke in his mind as well. I am not a Toa – not anymore – and I was a failure when I carried that burden. Think about it: Do I really think six Toa Hordika and six freakish Rahaga can overcome hundreds of Visorak and free the Matoran? How many will die in that attempt? How many Matoran will never see the sunlight on the island above?

Vakama tried to drive away these thoughts, but they just came faster. If I accept her offer – if I take the power that is being given me – I could order the Matoran to be freed! I could convince Roodaka to let the Toa Hordika leave with them and head to safety. And if it means I have to remain behind in Metru Nui… well, no one will miss me. Of that, I am sure.

Roodaka interrupted his musings. “I understand your reluctance. You require proof.”

She turned to her personal Boggarak guard and gestured toward the low balcony rail and the darkness beyond. “Throw yourself off the edge,” she ordered.

Without a sound or a moment’s hesitation, the Visorak marched obediently forward. To Vakama’s horror, they plunged off the edge of the balcony, one by one. He rushed forward to look.

The Toa Hordika of Fire peered over the rail, expecting to see nothing but all-consuming blackness. Instead, to his surprise, he spotted the Boggarak sprawled on a ledge about ten feet below, unharmed.

“I didn’t know there was a ledge,” he said, relieved.

Roodaka smiled. “Neither did they.”

She took a step closer to him, saying, “Obedience. This is but the first of many lessons I can teach you.”

“And this is something your ‘king’ would allow?”

“There is a way.”

Vakama made his decision then. It wasn’t one the other Toa or those old fools, the Rahaga, would ever be able to understand. He knew that. But it would ensure their safety in the end, he hoped, and free
him from the shadow of Toa Lhikan. He would no longer try to be something he was not cut out for – instead, he would be a leader of a different kind.

“Tall listening,” he said quietly.
Roodaka allowed an undertone of triumph to enter her voice. “Six ways, Vakama… six ways.”

Rahaga Gaaki worked feverishly. The inscription she was translating was old and in a Matoran dialect she had not mastered. She wished she had access to Toa Nokama’s Mask of Translation, but such power had been denied her for far too many years. She had to rely on her own experience and wits.

A soft sound distracted her from her work. She turned to investigate, only to see Norik entering the Great Temple chamber. “Are you all right, Gaaki?” he asked.

“Norik, I… I heard something.”

“Probably just my approach,” he said. “Age makes us loud as well as wise.”

Gaaki wanted to be comforted by his words, but somehow she could not be. She knew the sound she had heard did not belong in this place. “No. This was a creature.”

“Visorak?”

She shook her head, but said nothing.

“Visorak, what did you hear?” he asked, now recognizing the depth of her unease.

“That’s the thing – I can recognize everything that walks, crawls or flies in this world by sight, sound, or smell,” she said, frustrated. “But not this.”

Norik was worried. Gaaki was a skilled tracker, on land as well as in the water. She and the other Rahaga knew the Rahi kingdom like no one else ever had – they had to in order to survive. For her to admit being baffled, this mystery creature would have to be…

No. By Mata Nui, it cannot be, he thought.

A ‘glitch’ brought on by processing such an elaborate translation.”

“I guess I have been working kind of hard,” she conceded.

“Gather your brothers and go outside. Check on the Toa,” he said.

“What about you?”

“I’ll be right behind you,” Norik lied. “Find the Toa.”

Gaaki turned and ascended a set of spiral steps that led to the temple exit. Norik waited until he could see and hear no sign of her before shifting his attention back to what appeared to be an empty room. But appearances could be deceiving, Norik knew. Creatures who seemed like horrible monsters could have good and noble hearts, and those who claimed to be heroes could be the worst villains of all. Beneath every being’s thin shell of civilization, there lurked always a Rahi beast, longing to emerge. All it needed was the slightest crack to slip through into the daylight, and becoming a Hordika was more than a crack – it was a chasm.

“Show yourself!” he demanded.

Behind the Rahaga, a figure flitted from one shadow to the next. Had Norik seen it, he would have been hard pressed to identify it, for it seemed more Rahi than anything else.

“I doubt you’d recognize me,” said the dark figure.

Norik wheeled. That was Vakama’s voice! But the Toa Hordika was nowhere to be seen. Silently, the Rahaga thanked the Great Spirit he had thought to get Gaaki out of harm’s way.

Vakama’s voice came again, this time from a different corner of the room. “I’ve got some bad news. Gaaki’s not going to find her brother Rahaga upstairs.”

“What have you done with them?” snapped Norik. For a moment, he wondered if Vakama could have gone so far as to kill the other Rahaga. If he had… no matter the difference in their power, Norik vowed to make him pay in kind.

The Toa Hordika’s reply came from yet another corner of the room. “Nothing,” he said. “Yet.”

Norik turned left and right, trying to spot the Toa, but his quarry had learned to use the shadows too well. “Then it’s not too late, Vakama. You don’t have to do this…”
There was a long pause. Then a voice that sounded more like that of the hero of Metru Nui said, “Give me one reason I shouldn’t.”

“The other Toa. They need you to lead them.” As soon as he spoke the words, Norik knew he had made a mistake.

“It’s always about what’s best for the others!” Vakama growled. “She was right about them, Norik. About me.”

“Who have you been talking to, Vakama? Who put these thoughts into your head?” Norik asked, though he was already certain of the answer.

“You’ll find out,” Vakama chuckled. “I’m counting on it.”

“I don’t understand.”

“You don’t have to understand the message, Norik,” Vakama said, his tone dark with rage. “Just carry it.”

“This message – what is it?”

The Toa Hordika’s answer was a growl that sounded as if it had been torn from deep inside him. Norik looked up barely in time to see Vakama, now completely in thrall to his Hordika side, plunging down from above.

Then Norik saw nothing but darkness.
Dawn was breaking. Nokama felt the pale sunlight warming her armor and awoke. For a few seconds, she wondered what had happened to her city. Where were all the Matoran? Why were the chutes not running?

Then a flood of memory returned. Dume who was not Dume, but Makuta in disguise; a thousand Matoran forced into spheres and rendered comatose; darkness falling over the suns, the ground shaking…

She shook her head to clear the visions away. There were more immediate problems to worry about, she reminded herself. If we cannot reverse what has happened to us, all that has gone before will seem like just a spirited game of akilini.

Nokama rose and walked to the Great Temple gateway. Beyond that impressive arch was the bridge that led to the most venerated structure in all Metru Nui. Amazingly, it still stood, exactly as she remembered it. Only one thing was missing…

“Matau?”

The Toa Hordika of Air had agreed to take the final shift on guard. But he was nowhere to be found. Has something happened? she wondered. Could the Visorak have taken him by surprise, capturing him before he could give a cry of warning?

Small bits of rock and wood suddenly rained down upon her. Puzzled, she looked up to see Matau in the eaves of the arch, building what looked suspiciously like a nest. After a few moments, he noticed Nokama down below.

“Uh… yes?”

“I thought you were keeping watch,” said Nokama.

“I was.”

She gave him a skeptical look, inviting him to try again.

“And building this,” he continued. “But much more with the guard-watching. It was quite a night, me and the… watching.”

Nokama gestured toward the bizarre structure of wood, mud, and stone Matau had been building. “Surely, this must be the most impressive thing ever built by an insane Toa in all of Metru Nui,” she said flatly. “Seriously – what are you doing?”

Matau jumped down from his perch on the arch to land beside her. “That’s the thing,” he confessed. “I have no idea. I just had this… urge. To nest-make!”

To his surprise, Nokama did not snap at him. Instead, she looked away, saying, “I get them, too. Ever since –” She gestured at herself, then at him, and he knew she was referring to their transformation.

“It’s nearly morning,” she said. “We should find the others and see what the Rahaga have learned.”

She headed for their makeshift camp, Matau following quickly after. “These urges,” he said hopefully. “They wouldn’t involve me, would they…?”
Nokama and Matau woke up the others, and together they started across the bridge toward the Great Temple. “Norik seemed so concerned,” she said. “But no one saw anything all night?”

“Nothing,” Whenua said. “Lots of nothing.”

“Yeah, boring,” Onewa agreed.

“I don’t know,” Nuju said, a little bit wistfully. “I found the sounds of the night fascinating.”

Matau gave the Toa Hordika of Ice a look. “Riiighhht. Anyway, I wonder what’s taking the Rahaga so long. I mean, how hard is it to get directions?”

“When they’re written for a creature that has not been since the time before time?” Nuju answered. “Hard.”

“Be patient, Matau,” said Nokama. “I have no patience for ever-looking like this!” Matau quickened his pace, swiftly outdistancing the others. “We’ve already spent-wasted a whole night! The way I see it, the faster we get to –”

He stopped abruptly, too shocked by what he saw to say any more. Then, weakly, he finished, “the Great Temple.”

Now the other Toa Hordika could see it, too. The Great Temple looked like a Tahtorak had rampaged through it. Smoke wafted from the building and curled into the night sky. And all of them felt a fear worse than any they had ever known before clutch at their hearts. As one, they raced across the bridge.

The interior of the Great Temple looked even worse than its exterior. The structure had been gutted, and as they entered, much of it was still smoldering. A fine layer of ash lay over everything.

“Norik?” Nokama called. They had not seen a trace of any of the Rahaga. None of the Toa cared to voice their collective fear that their new allies might not have survived the fire.

“I can’t see anything,” said Nuju.

“What should we do?” Onewa asked.

Nokama looked at Matau, but the Toa Hordika of Air just shook his head. He had no answers.

“I wish Vakama was here,” she said softly.

“He was.”

Nokama turned, startled. The voice was weak, but it was definitely Norik’s. The Toa Hordika found him buried under a pile of rubble. Whenua immediately began digging him out. Nuju noted as he did so that the pieces of stone covering the Rahaga were fragments of the tablet Gaaki had been translating. Their best, perhaps only, hope of finding Keetongu had been shattered.

Norik looked up at his rescuers, but there was no relief in his eyes, only an incredible sadness.

“He was,” the Rahaga repeated.

Vakama stood at the gate to the Coliseum, banging on the massive door. By his side was a large, unwieldy object covered in a veil of Visorak webbing. He had been pounding away for some time now, unmolested by the spider creatures who seemed more puzzled than anything else by his sudden appearance.

The voice of Sidorak suddenly boomed from the Coliseum speakers. “You must be confused, Toa. We do not welcome your kind here – we exterminate it.”

“It’s you who is confused, Sidorak,” Vakama replied boldly. “I am no simple Toa.”

A gleaming telescope extended from the gate and then paused, as if studying Vakama. Sidorak knew, of course, what it would reveal, but even he was amazed at how swiftly and dramatically Vakama had changed.

“Hordika,” breathed the king of the Visorak. “Why have you come here?”

“To join you.”

Sidorak laughed, a sound made more terrible by the echoing of the speakers. Undeterred, Vakama shouted over it. “And to present you with proof of my worth.”
The Toa Hordika of Fire yanked the webbing off his burden. Beneath the veil were the five Rahaga, bound, helpless, and about to be delivered to their mortal enemy.

Sidorak’s laughter stopped. A moment later, the great doorway of the Coliseum swung open. Vakama stepped inside, dragging the Rahaga behind him, and was swallowed by the shadows within.

It always amazed Norik how little time it took to relate events, yet how devastating the tale could be. As he looked around at the Toa Hordika, he could see how deeply shocked they were by his news of Vakama’s attack upon him.

“Vakama would never do such a thing!” Nokama insisted. She turned to the others for support. “Right?”

None of the other Toa responded. It was left to Norik to extend a sympathetic hand to Nokama and say gently, “You are right, Nokama. The Vakama you know would not.”

“But?”

“He’s changed,” said Norik. “Just as you all will if we do not find Keetongu. I fear Vakama has given himself completely to the beast that lurks within us all.”

Onewa glanced down at his new body and made a lame attempt to lighten the mood. “Beast? I’m pretty sure it’s just me in here.”

No one laughed.

“The ancient. The primal,” Norik continued. “The parts of ourselves that we like to think progress has made us forget. ‘Hordika’ is its name.”

“I don’t think I want to be Hordika,” decided Whenua.

Norik shrugged. “It’s not all bad, Whenua – not if you don’t allow it to be. Being Hordika grants you certain gifts, abilities you would have never thought possible before.”

Nokama found herself remembering Matau’s nesting, and her newfound connection to nature. Were these the “gifts” Norik spoke of? If so, she would gladly return them for the chance to be a Toa Metru once more.

“Assuming you’re right,” she said, “we must find Keetongu and rescue the Matoran before the beast overcomes us, too.”

“Yes,” Norik replied, looking away from her. “But I must warn you… Vakama may already be beyond anything even Keetongu could do.”

“Well, we have to try,” broke in Matau. “We owe the fire-spitter that much. I was kind of hard on him…”

The other Toa nodded. They had all been hard on him, even before they returned to Metru Nui. Rather than consider what he might have been going through, all they had worried about was how his behavior affected them.

“And if you cannot help him?” asked Norik.

Matau’s tone grew dark. “You leave that to me.”

A beat of uncomfortable silence followed. Then Nuju broke the tension, saying, “So. Back to searching.”

“Not exactly,” the Rahaga replied.

“Quick-speak,” urged Matau.

“We were able to translate much of the inscription before Vakama’s attack. It read, ‘Follow falling tears to Ko-Metru, until they reach the sky.’”

The Toa glanced up at the Great Temple. A steady stream of liquid protodermis was rolling off its carved face, like makeshift teardrops.

“It is there we will find Keetongu,” finished Norik.

“Protodermis that runs upward?” asked Matau, skeptical.

“Hey, it’s not much of a plan,” answered Onewa. “But it is a plan.”
Iruini struggled against his bonds. The Rahaga were packed together tightly and had been webbed to the facing of the Coliseum’s observation deck, like trophies on display. The Rahaga looked up to see the Toa Hordika of Fire looking down upon him.

“Vakama…”

“That name means nothing to me,” Vakama answered.

“It did once,” Iruini said. “It can again.”

“That’s true. It can.”

The voice was Roodaka’s, coming to join her new ally. “If you want to be weak again,” she added.

“Never,” replied Vakama.

Roodaka looked down at her Rahaga captives without a trace of pity in her face. “Save your strength. Bait is most alluring when it squirms.”

The viceroy of the Visorak smiled and placed a hand on Vakama’s shoulder. “You’re everything I hoped you’d be,” she hissed. “Come. It’s time you got a glimpse of your future.”

She turned away and headed for the inner chamber. After a brief glance back at the Rahaga, Vakama followed. Iruini watched him go, wondering if he had just been witness to the final death of all hope for the Matoran.
In times past, the Toa's journey from Ga-Metru to Ko-Metru would have been a quick and simple trip through the transport chutes. Any one of a dozen chutes connected the two metru, most running near the Coliseum. But with so many chutes destroyed and the Coliseum now in the hands of the Visorak, Nokama and the others had to take a longer, slower overland route to Nuju's metru.

Upon reaching the border of Le-Metru and Ko-Metru, they found that the canal once bridged by chutes now played host to a very different kind of span. Visorak had constructed a bridge of webbing to connect the two metru. Nokama, Nuju, Whenua, and Norik crossed over immediately, leaving Onewa and Matau behind to guard the rear.

The Toa Hordika of Stone now stopped to listen. They had done their best to avoid attracting the attention of Visorak along the journey, but he was fairly certain a squad of Oohnorak had spotted them as they neared the border. The strange sounds he heard only confirmed his fear.

“What was that?” he asked Matau.

The sounds grew nearer, the scuttling noise produced by a dozen Visorak closing in on their position.

“I'll give you one guess, as long as it's Visorak,” Matau answered. “Beat-feet!”

Onewa started to take a step onto the bridge, then hesitated. “You think it’ll hold?”

“I don’t know. But I'd rather take my chances with it than them.”

“Good point,” said Onewa.

On the other side of the span, Nokama turned back to see her two fellow Toa Hordika still lagging. “Matau, Onewa – hurry!” she shouted.

The Toa Hordika of Stone gingerly put his foot on the bridge. Instantly, he knew it had been a mistake. Strained beyond its breaking point, the webbing snapped violently. Onewa fell backward as Nokama, Nuju, Whenua, and Norik were launched into the air as if from a slingshot.

The three Toa Hordika managed to catch hold of ledges on the chasm wall and scramble up the other side. Nuju looked around and noticed that one member of their party was absent. “Where's Norik?”

“Up here!” The voice came from above. They looked up to see that the Rahaga was ensnared in a part of the bridge’s webbing. “This is not entirely pleasant.”

“Yeah,” said Whenua. “Been there, done that.”

Nokama glanced back over the bridge. Onewa and Matau were now effectively stranded. Worse, she could see the vague forms of Oohnorak approaching them through the mist. In a matter of moments, her two friends would either be captured by the Visorak or forced off the edge and sent plunging into the canal to their doom.

*And the terrible thing is, I am not sure which fate would be worse, she said to herself.*
Vakama stood in what had once been Turaga Dume’s inner chamber in the Coliseum, later converted by Makuta for his own dark purposes. The centerpiece of the room was a dark, twisted throne. Even empty, there was no mistaking the fact that this was a seat of power.

“Go ahead,” Roodaka beckoned. “Touch it.”

Vakama reached out and let his fingers brush the throne. In that instant, his mind was flooded with shadows, images of evil deeds past and those to come, and a vast, all-consuming contempt for any who stood in opposition to his desires.

No, not my desires – Makuta’s, he realized. But in this moment, they are the same… we are the same. The eclipse, the earthquake – Makuta caused them by sending the Great Spirit Mata Nui into unending slumber. The Matoran and the Rahi and everything else that lives would be sealed away until such time as they could be awakened to live under our… under his rule. That is why the Visorak are here, that is why they have marched through and conquered land after land, and there is nothing on Metru Nui that can stop us… them… us.

The Toa Hordika of Fire yanked his hand away from the throne as if the chair had bitten him. It felt as if he had been touching it and awash in its corruption for an age, when in reality only a split second had passed.

“What did you see?” asked Roodaka.

Before Vakama could answer, Sidorak entered the chamber. “You can look, Vakama, but don’t touch.”

Vakama turned to see the king of the Visorak approaching, flanked by two Oohnorak. Sidorak sat down heavily on the throne.

“I wanted to thank you personally,” he said to Vakama. “Because of you, the Rahaga will meet a fitting end. Just as soon as I think of one.”

“It is just the beginning of what he can offer you,” Roodaka said softly.

“Is that so?”

“It is, my king,” the viceroy purred. “Vakama is my gift to you. A fitting master for your horde.”

Sidorak shook his head. As much as he respected Roodaka’s wisdom, she was wrong in this case. The horde was far too large for any one field commander to manage. “Hordika or not, there’s only one of him —”

But Roodaka was prepared for this objection. “Which is why the other Toa are on their way here. With Vakama leading your horde, they will be captured and… trained… just like him. Will all six be enough to please you?”

“A fine offer, Roodaka,” Sidorak said.

“Consider it an engagement gift,” Roodaka pronounced, smiling.

“Well, then,” Sidorak replied, glancing at Vakama. “We should introduce you to the horde.”

Matau looped another strand of webbing around two rock outcroppings. Satisfied with what he had created, he looked at Onewa. “Come on.”

“You’re not thinking what I think you’re thinking,” said the Toa Hordika of Stone.

Matau pulled the webbing taut and tested its strength. Then he stepped into the center of the makeshift slingshot and backed up against the resistance of the webbing, stretching it out.

“Yes. You are,” said Onewa, stepping over to join the Toa Hordika of Air in the center. “I knew there was a reason I always liked you.”

Working together, they forced the webbing back, back, until it was strained to the limit. “Tight-hold!” said Matau.

Onewa grabbed on to his fellow Toa. Then they both lifted their feet from the ground and the slingshot snapped forward, launching them out over the chasm just as the Oohnorak burst into view behind them. Spotting Norik entangled below, Onewa reached down and grabbed him. “Going our way?”

“We did it!” shouted Matau. “We’re going to make it!”

But the Toa Hordika of Air had spoken too soon. With the added weight of Norik, their momentum was spending itself too soon. They began to arc down toward the water below.
“Or not,” added Matau. The Toa Hordika and Rahaga slammed into the water. Above, their three allies watched with concern. “What do we do now?” asked Whenua.

“Seeing as Norik is the one that knows the way to Keetongu,” said Nokama, “we swim!” She ran and jumped off the ledge, executing a graceful dive into the canal. A moment later, she disappeared beneath the surface of the liquid protodermis.

Whenua looked at Njui. “Oh, brother.” The two Toa stepped to the edge, steeled themselves, and jumped off.

Sidorak marched boldly through a Coliseum tunnel, Vakama dutifully following behind. The king of the Visorak reflected on what he had accomplished this day. An “engagement” with Roodaka would have many positive effects. As queen of the hordes, she would share equally with Sidorak in the rewards of conquest, making it less likely she would try to undercut his power in future. This ridiculous competition to earn Makuta’s favor would end. Best of all, Sidorak would now have standing in Roodaka’s land – and given the power of those said to dwell there, that was no small achievement.

Vakama was another matter, of course. Sidorak saw no reason not to trust the Toa Hordika’s defection, and it was true that no other horde master would be better suited to anticipate the strategies of Toa. Still, the king was determined that Vakama’s ambitions would start and end with being field commander, and not extend to the throne. Sidorak knew from experience how quickly a ruthless being could ascend to power.

“You know, Vakama, you remind me a bit of myself at your age,” he said. When Vakama made no reply, he added, “That was a compliment.”

“Thank you, my king,” Vakama said half-heartedly.

“Think nothing of it. Such is the generosity of my rule,” the king continued. “My horde is an obedient one. They will do anything you command. Unless I command differently, of course.”

“Oh of course,” Vakama replied.

Sidorak slapped the Toa Hordika on the back, almost knocking him off his feet. “Good. Now then…” They stepped out onto the Coliseum observation deck. Assembled below were hundreds of Visorak of every type, waiting for their orders.

“Meet the troops!” boomed Sidorak.

The eyes of the Visorak spiders went from Sidorak to Vakama. Then, as one, they bowed before their new commander. Despite himself, Vakama felt a flush of pride. These were experienced hunters, crack teams that had ravaged a thousand lands, and yet they were prepared to follow his leadership. Where five Toa had scoffed at him, a thousand Visorak were now ready to fight at his command.

“Perhaps you’d like to say a few words?” suggested Sidorak.

Vakama’s Hordika side rose in full fury. He gave a roar that shook the Coliseum. The Visorak horde rose to its collective feet and responded with a roar of its own. From a distance, Roodaka watched the scene unfold with pleasure. As viceroy, she had limited authority over the horde, and many of the Visorak refused to do anything without Sidorak’s stated approval. But now Vakama ruled the horde, and she would rule Vakama.

Sidorak doesn’t know it, she thought, but he just became expendable.

Toa Hordika flew through an underwater chute at a frightening rate of speed. Unlike the above-ground chutes, this one was still functional, evidently from some power source previously undiscovered by the Matoran.

That explains how the Visorak got to Metru Nui, thought Nokama as she rocketed along. There must be other chutes under the sea that are still operating, though I can’t imagine how.

Her eyes, more accustomed to seeing underwater than those of the others, detected something strange ahead. The chute curved upward abruptly and seemed to be ruptured in places. She could feel a
chill in the water as she drew closer to that spot. The next instant, she was no longer in liquid protodermis, but skidding along a sheet of ice inside the chute!

Water, she could handle – ice was another matter. Unable to check her flight, she went hurtling out of the chute, followed closely by Nuju and Whenua. All three sailed through the air before slamming into a snowbank.

Shaken, Nokama looked around. They were in a white world, so bright it was almost blinding. It looked like Ko-Metru, but a Ko-Metru where the weather had gone mad. “Where are we?” she asked.

“Home,” said Nuju.

Whenua shook the snow off himself. “Good. Then you know where we are?”

Nuju looked around. With surprise in his voice, he answered, “No.”

Whenua shook his head. “Always watching the stars. But the earth has its secrets, too.”

Norik’s head suddenly popped out of the canopy of snow above them. “Keetongu has never been found, my friends. It follows that where he lives hasn’t been, either.”

“I don’t believe it.” It was Matau’s voice, coming from somewhere off to the left. Nokama turned to see the Toa Hordika of Air pulling himself out of a snowdrift and pointing into the distance.

“It does sky-touch,” he said, in awe.

Norik and the Toa Hordika looked in the direction he was pointing. Liquid protodermis from the ruptured chute had jetted into the air at some point, only to be frozen solid, forming a mountain of crystal-clear ice.

“Come!” shouted Norik, already racing toward its base.

On the floor of the Coliseum, the Visorak horde drilled in preparation for another battle. High above, Vakama watched over his legions, noting every aspect of their movement style and tactics.

“Is it everything I promised you?”

He glanced behind him to see Roodaka approaching, then turned his attention back to the Visorak.

“We’ll soon find out,” he answered.

“Yes, a night of great consequence falls. Be ready – before it is over, many things will change.” She gestured toward the approaching Sidorak. “Here comes one of those things now.”

The king of the Visorak joined his viceroy and new general. “How is my horde, Vakama?”

“Obedient,” answered the Toa Hordika. “And ready, Sidorak, for anything that comes.”

“Including Toa?”

“Especially Toa,” said Vakama.

Sidorak surveyed the scene. As king, he felt he should be issuing some order or offering counsel, but Vakama seemed to have everything well under control. “Well, then… what now?”

“The hardest part,” answered Vakama, gazing out over the city. “We wait.”
Using his fang blades, Matau had easily outdistanced the others in climbing the ice mountain. As he neared the summit, he turned back to see Norik, Nokama, Whenua, Onewa, and Nuju struggling to catch up.

“Hurry up, you guys!” he shouted. “It’s amazing!”

Matau pulled himself up to the summit. He rose and looked around at the empty, frozen expanse. There was nothing there but ice and more ice.

“Not,” he added.

By now, the others had reached the top of the peak as well. The Toa Hordika looked confused—was this what they had made the climb for? Only Norik seemed unconcerned about the apparent lack of any sign of Keetongu.

“Don’t be so quick to judge, Matau,” the Rahaga said. Then he turned and began speaking to the barren ice and frigid air. “We are sorry to disturb your rest, noble one, but the duty of these Toa requires that they ask for your help.”

For a long moment, nothing happened. Matau felt like an idiot. Why had they believed all this talk of lost Rahi with amazing powers? It was all just some Rahaga’s imagination at work. More importantly, how were they going to get back?

“May I be judgmental now?” he asked, disgusted.

As if in answer, the mountain began to shake violently, almost knocking the Toa off their feet.

Norik turned to Matau, smiling. “Yes.”

What happened next was a sight no one present would ever forget. From the depths of the ice rose a creature unlike any they had seen before. His armor looked as if it had been forged from the sun, and his very presence radiated power. His right arm ended in a whirling array of shields, while his left hand held a wickedly sharp pickax. A hatch in his chest partially concealed a Rhotuka spinner launcher. The Rahi looked over the beings assembled before him with a single great eye.

In a voice that had not been heard by any living being for centuries, the creature said, “Toa.”

Norik gazed up at the mighty being who had answered his summons. A part of him wanted this moment to never end, for it was the culmination of so many years of work and hardship.

“Keetongu,” he said, the word carrying all the awe, hope, and joy he was feeling.

A long moment of silence followed. Finally, Matau spoke up, saying, “So, big guy, about that favor—gift….”

“—All of which is why we came here, and why we need your assistance,” Norik finished. “Will you help us get Vakama back?”

The Toa Hordika, Norik, and Keetongu were sitting in the underground cavern that the Rahi called home. It was bitterly cold and damp and the aroma was none too pleasant, but most of the Toa were willing to ignore all that if it meant gaining this powerful new ally.
Keetongu looked at Norik and grunted a simple, “No.”
“Well, thanks just the same,” said Onewa, already rising and eager to get out of the dark space.
“We’ll be going, then.”
Whenua clamped a hand on his friend’s shoulder and kept him still. Keetongu was speaking again, but this time in a language none of the Toa could understand. Only Norik, listening attentively, seemed able to comprehend what was being said.
“Keetongu cannot start a battle on your behalf,” Norik translated. “But he can aid those loyal to the three virtues. Those like Toa. In fact, doing so is his sworn duty.”
Matau smiled. “So he’ll change us back into our good-looking, Toa-hero selves?”
Keetongu looked at the Toa Hordika of Air and said, “No.”
“I’m confused,” said Whenua.
Keetongu began speaking again. After a few moments, Norik nodded and said, “Of course, of course.”
“What is it?” asked Nokama.
“Keetongu sees with one eye what we have not with all of ours,” Norik explained. “If you are to save Vakama, you must use your new forms and abilities, not be rid of them.”
Matau threw his hands into the air. “So we’ve come all this way – just to find out we didn’t have to come all this way!”
Keetongu made a series of strange sounds. It took the Toa a moment to realize it was laughter.
“He thinks it’s funny, too,” reported Norik.
“Right. Funny,” Matau said bitterly. “That’s what I was thinking.”
Keetongu spoke to Norik again. The Rahaga said, “Your story and devotion to your friend have touched Keetongu. He says it probably helps that it’s the first story he’s heard since the time before time. But just the same, he finds your quest worthwhile.”
The Rahi grunted. Norik seemed shocked by the sound, so much that he forgot to translate until Matau prodded, “And —?”
“And…,” Norik said quietly, “he would like to offer us his help.”
Nokama smiled, feeling for the first time that there might be hope of success after all. She thrust her fist forward. One by one, Nuju, Onewa, Whenua, and Matau met her fist with theirs. She looked at Norik, her eyes holding an unspoken invitation to join them.
“I would be honored,” said the Rahaga, adding his fist to the circle.
Matau looked up at Keetongu. “You, too, big guy.”
The Rahi extended a hand to complete the circle. Now they were united in a common goal – but no one in the chamber could forget that Vakama was missing. And each, in his or her own way, made a vow to find him and save him from the shadows… no matter what it took.

Vakama tested his blazer claws for the hundredth time. He was sick of waiting. He wanted to be running, fighting, anything to keep his mind off of where he was and what he was doing.
He had no doubt the other Toa were out there with Norik, plotting against him. They would never understand the choice he had made, or that it was the only way to save the Matoran. They are fools, like I used to be, he thought. Caught up in the image of being a Toa, and the notion that a mask and a tool and some armor make you the equal of anyone you fight.
A thin, hot flame erupted from his claw. Well, they don’t. Sometimes the odds are too great… sometimes what’s inside the armor isn’t strong enough to overcome them. If I fought beside them, we would all die and the Matoran would be lost. This… this is the only way.
The Toa Hordika of Fire stared into the mist, trying in vain to spot his former friends.
“Where are they?” asked Roodaka.
She didn’t have to wait long for an answer. Something smashed into the Coliseum gates, knocking them off their hinges. A couple of battered Visorak sentries followed, hurled into the arena by whatever
had felled the doors. As the smoke cleared, Vakama saw five Toa Hordika march into the Coliseum, looking for all the world as if they had already conquered it.

“Vakama!” shouted Nokama.

Her voice struck a chord in the Toa Hordika of Fire. It had been easy to dismiss his old allies from his heart when they were absent, but now, seeing them again… remembering their adventures… all he could do was whisper, “Nokama…”

Roodaka saw what was happening. She leaned over the rail of the observation platform and said, “Not the one you know, Nokama.”

“I didn’t hear him say that,” snapped Matau.

Roodaka looked at Vakama. He did not disappoint her. “She’s right,” he said. “You’re not here for the reason you think.”

Whenua pointed up at his former leader. “We came here to save you!”

“The only ones you can save now are yourselves,” Vakama replied. “Bow down and pledge your allegiance to me!”

Off to the side, Sidorak coughed loudly.

“To the Visorak,” Vakama added.

Sidorak coughed again.

Vakama finally got the message. “To the Visorak king!”

Onewa took a step forward. “And if we don’t?”

The Toa Hordika of Fire raised a blazer claw, the implied threat was obvious to all. “I’ll make you.”

Nokama looked at her companions. Each of them nodded in turn. They had not come so far only to turn back now, let alone surrender to an apparently demented fire-spitter. She looked back at Vakama, holding her fin barb aloft, and said, “I don’t think so.”

“Yeah,” said Matau, stepping up to stand beside her. “You and what battle-army?”

Vakama reached out and snapped off one of the sharpened flagpoles that lined the observation deck. He hurled it down toward the Toa Hordika, its point burying itself in the ground in front of his former friends.

More than an answer, it was a signal. The Visorak horde emerged from all around the Toa, their numbers rapidly filling the stadium. Once they were all in position, each spider creature activated its Rhotuaka spinner, all of them aimed right at the Toa.

“Oh, right,” Matau said. “That one.”

Nokama willed her own spinner to life. “As we discussed,” she said. “Ready…”

The other four Toa followed her lead, the energy of their spinners crackling in the misty air. “You really think this is going to work?” asked Matau.

Nokama ignored him. “Aim…”

The Toa shifted as one. Their spinners were no longer aimed at the horde, but rather at the uppermost levels of the Coliseum. At Nokama’s signal, they each extended a Toa tool into the whirling field of energy. Merged with the spinners, the tools were held fast. Now wherever they went, the Toa Hordika would be pulled along behind.

Nokama glanced at Matau. “Ask me again in a minute.”

All around them, the Visorak spinners were making an angry hum like a maddened swarm of fireflyers. Onewa had come to know that sound all too well. It meant they were about to be launched. “Uh, Nokama?” he said.

The Toa Hordika of Water was watching the Visorak carefully, waiting for the right moment. If she moved too soon, they would change their target and nail the Toa as they ascended. She had to wait until the spiders had committed to their launch, no matter how risky that might be.

Roodaka was growing impatient. The Toa Hordika were at their mercy, surrounded with no way to escape. What was Vakama waiting for? If you want an enemy ground into the dust, you have to do it yourself, she decided.
“Fire!” Roodaka shouted.
The Visorak spinners launched, even as their viceroy flipped a switch, causing the observation platform to ascend. Down below, Matau watched with panic as hundreds of spinners flew right toward him.

“What she said!” he shouted.
The five Toa launched their spinners and then held on to their tools for dear life as they were pulled into the air. The Visorak spinners converged on the spot where they had been standing, utterly decimating the ground.

Onewa glanced over his shoulder at the horde and shouted, “Gotcha!” Unfortunately, taking his eyes off where he was going proved to be a bad idea, as he slammed headfirst into the side of the Coliseum.

Nokama, Nuju, and Whenua stuck to the plan. With great effort, they climbed up their tools and mounted the spinners. None of them had ever tried anything like this before—actually riding a wheel of energy—and they all knew it was only the electromagnetic field around the wheels that supported them. The instant the spinners weakened, they would fall to their deaths. For now, though, they were proving quite effective at slicing through Visorak webs.

Nokama’s orders had been for all five Toa to head into the Coliseum’s maze of hallways, but Matau had other plans. Once he saw they were safely inside, he steered his spinner up toward the observation deck and Vakama.

_The time has come to settle things between us, fire-spitter, _he said to himself. _I’m coming back down with you… or I’m not coming back down._

Earth-shaking sounds rattled the Coliseum. At first, it had felt like something was advancing toward the structure, but now it was as if that something was pounding on the building itself—a prospect Sidorak did not find comforting.

“Still, that sound,” he said uneasily. He reached out and flipped the switch, bringing the observation platform to a halt. Leaning over the side, he saw something that froze his black heart.

It was Keetongu, body radiating raw power, climbing up the wall of the Coliseum. With the horde in hot pursuit of the Toa Hordika, there had been no Visorak to warn of his approach.

“What is that?” asked Sidorak, shocked.

Vakama glanced over the side, seemingly unconcerned. “I guess it’s Keetongu.”

“But Keetongu doesn’t exist!”

Vakama met the Visorak king’s gaze and said flatly, “I guess you’re wrong about that.” The Toa Hordika of Fire turned his attention to Roodaka, saying, “I’ll take care of him.”

She reached out a hand to stop him. “No, Vakama. It is not your place.” Roodaka smiled and extended her clawed hand to Sidorak. “It is that of a king.”

A million thoughts flew through Sidorak’s mind at once. Facing Keetongu would, of course, be potentially suicidal. But refusing to do so would mean losing the respect of Roodaka, perhaps even being so shamed that the horde would no longer obey him. In the end, he really had no choice, and he knew it. And so did Roodaka.

Sidorak drew himself up proudly and took his viceroy’s hand. “If Keetongu wasn’t a myth before, he soon will be.”

Roodaka and Sidorak headed for the platform’s exit and a confrontation with the legendary Rahi beast, leaving Vakama behind.

“Where is my place?” he asked.

Roodaka never looked back as she said, “The future, Vakama. The near future. As I told you before… be ready.”

Then they were gone. Vakama walked back to the railing, muttering, “The future—I wish it would hurry up and get here.”

“It has!”
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Vakama turned barely in time to see Matau, being pulled along by his spinner, flying toward him. Before the Toa Hordika of Fire could react, Matau had grabbed him and yanked him off the platform and into the air. They soared high above the Coliseum, Vakama struggling all the while.

“Put me down!” he yelled.

But Matau had no intention of letting go. It was only when Vakama finally managed to wrench Matau’s fang blade loose from the spinner’s field that their ascent stopped abruptly. Without the Rhotuka’s power to keep them aloft, the two Toa Hordika plunged toward the Coliseum’s central spire. Together they smashed through the dome of the atrium that crowned the spire, landing amid its fragile framework.

It was Matau who made it to his feet first. “You wanted down,” he snarled, “you got down.” Vakama leapt from the debris, eyes blazing, pain and anger bringing the Hordika side of him to the surface.

“You wanted down, Vakama. Now. With us,” said Matau. “We’re here to rescue the Matoran.” Vakama’s answer was a growl of rage.

“You remember, don’t you?” Matau asked hopefully.

This time, his old friend’s response was an impossibly fast leap that sent him crashing into Matau.

Keetongu had almost reached the top of the central spire of the Coliseum. No Visorak had dared challenge him. Warriors they might be, but fools they were not.

Not everyone ran from the Rahi, however. A bolt of pure shadow struck him in mid-climb, tearing him free of the building and sending him toward the ground. Halfway down, he slammed his sharpened tool into the wall, checking his plunge.

High above, Roodaka stood, wisps of dark energy still swirling around her fingertips. Seeing that her prey had somehow managed to save himself, she muttered, “I’m almost impressed.”

Worried, she was not – she and Sidorak were in a perfect position to pick off the Rahi beast at their leisure. Taking careful aim, Roodaka let loose another blast. This one shattered his tool. Again, Keetongu fell.

_It is only right,_ she thought. _A legendary Rahi must meet a legendary death, after all._
What thoughts went through the mind of the Rahi called Keetongu as he plunged toward the Coliseum floor far below? Did he wonder if this was some sad trick of fate, that he should emerge after having been hidden for so long, only to die? Did he fear for the safety of the Toa Hordika once he was gone? Did he face his end with courage, or the blind, unthinking panic of a beast?

There was no way for anyone to find out before he struck the tiled floor like a meteor, creating a massive crater. The impact triggered the last reserves of power in the arena, activating the floor and causing individual tiles to rise and fall like ocean waves. When it finally ground to a halt, the Coliseum pavement was a tiered field of random heights and treacherous drops.

“Well, that’s that,” said Sidorak.

“No!” snapped Roodaka. Then, realizing Sidorak was looking at her in surprise, added gently, “I mean… shouldn’t we be certain?”

Sidorak glanced down at the crater and the unmoving Keetongu. Emboldened by the victory, he said, “If doing so would make you feel better, my soon queen.”

He headed inside the spire to make the journey down to the arena floor. Roodaka followed, her soft comment dripping with insincerity and acid. “Yes, if only you’ll protect me.”

Matau staggered toward the narrow ledge that surrounded the atrium. Another step, and he would be nothing but a green smear on the ground so far below. Not that Vakama seemed to care about that, given how he was advancing on his fellow Toa.

“I said I wanted to talk, Vakama, not anger-fight!”

“I don’t take orders from you,” growled Vakama. “I give them!”

For the first time, Matau truly saw how his old friend had changed. Whatever Vakama’s reasons for allying with the Visorak – good ones, or bad – it seemed that he had now plunged so deeply into shadow that he had lost himself.

“What’s happened to you?”

Vakama snarled, a savage grin on his face.

“You know, outside of the obvious,” Matau added.

“Don’t fight it, Matau,” Vakama replied, in a voice brimming with darkness. “It is our destiny.”

Before Matau could answer, Vakama charged again. Knocked off balance, Matau fell over the ledge. But his Hordika reflexes saved him as he caught hold of a bust of Sidorak. Dangling helplessly from it, he could only watch as his attacker advanced, ready to bring their conflict – and Matau’s life – to an end.

Sidorak and Roodaka stood over the fallen Keetongu. The beast lay unmoving, his armor blackened and scorched by the viceroy’s power. He looked like he would no longer be a menace to an Archives mole, let alone to the ruler of the Visorak.

“On your feet, thing,” snarled Sidorak.
In response, Keetongu tried to rise. But the blasts and the impact were too much. He slumped down again.

“Whatever,” muttered the Visorak king. “The final blow is yours, Roodaka.”

“Just like all the others?” Her tone was no longer respectful and submissive – in fact, it sounded positively insolent. Sidorak turned to find another surprise: Roodaka was walking away.

“Where are you going?” he demanded. “Finish him!”

“You’re the great king, Sidorak,” she challenged. “You do it.”

Sidorak looked away from her, back to Keetongu. The Rahi had finally made it to his feet, battered, bruised... and very, very angry.

“But I can’t defeat him myself,” Sidorak pleaded in a harsh whisper.

Roodaka smiled. “I know.”

It was then, even as she disappeared among the pillars of protodermis, that Sidorak finally knew. She had engineered it all. Her blasts had been calculated to wound the Keetongu, but not to kill, leaving Sidorak at the mercy of a maddened Rahi. And why? Because there was another way for Roodaka to take control of the horde, one much faster and easier than a marriage of convenience.

The death of the king.

A shadow fell on Sidorak, but now he realized it was not the shadow of Keetongu. It was the shadow of his own doom. The fate he had visited upon so many others over the centuries was now to be visited upon him. As Keetongu raised his great fist, Sidorak wondered if his viceroy realized that in a way she was acting in the interests of justice – a concept she despised.

“Roodaka,” the king said weakly as the blow fell. As last words go, not very memorable. But in the moment of his death, Sidorak did something he had never done before: He gave credit where credit was due.

Roodaka heard the sound of rending metal, a sign that the battle had ended the way she knew it would. So engrossed was she by the thought, she never noticed hundreds of Visorak eyes narrowing at the sight of her betrayal. “The king is dead,” she said, smiling.

Her gaze drifted to the top of the spire, where Vakama was about to seal his fate by killing a fellow Toa. Once that act was completed, there would be no going back for the Toa Hordika of Fire. He would belong to the shadows.

“Long live the king,” said Roodaka, a peal of dark laughter on her lips.

Matau was being extremely stubborn. He wouldn’t surrender. He wouldn’t fall and die. Vakama was determined that his old ally would do one or the other, and he was no longer certain he cared which.

Figuring what the Toa Hordika of Air needed was a little motivation, Vakama stepped on his fingers.

“You’re weak, brother,” he hissed.

Matau winced at the pain, but somehow hung on. “You’re right, Vakama – I am weak. Nokama, Whenua, Onewa, Nuju – we all are.”

“So, at last you see the truth.”

“Yeah, I guess I do,” Matau answered. “I’ve made a lot of fool-mistakes lately, Vakama. That’s what happens when you’re brave-tough enough to make decisions. I understand that now.”

“Forgive me if I don’t believe that, coming from you,” Vakama said, making no effort to hide his bitterness. He raised an armored fist, snarling. “Now let’s finish this.”

“Wait!” yelled Matau.

Vakama came to a sudden stop, the final blow still poised to strike his former friend. “Not for long.”

“I just want you to know that I’m sorry. For ever-doubting you... you see, Vakama, that’s the reason we’re so deep-weak. We don’t have you.”
Was that a flicker of awareness in Vakama’s eyes? Some remnant of his Toa spirit fighting to break through the shroud of Hordika rage? Matau wasn’t sure, but he saw his opening and was going to take it. If Vakama killed him, well, at least he would have had his say.

“Our Toa-strength comes from our unity, Vakama,” he said urgently. “Which means you can’t be ever-strong without us, either — no matter what some screw-brained monster like Roodaka tells you.”

Vakama’s fist began to shake. Matau’s words were forcing him to remember feelings he had buried. He struggled to remember the reasons he had allied himself with Roodaka — they had been good reasons, he was sure — but instead he found only questions. Why had he been so filled with rage, beyond what even the Hordika mutation should have caused? Why had his power to see visions of the future failed him?

“I’m better — stronger — alone,” he said. Even in his ears, the words sounded hollow.

“I don’t trust-believe that. And I don’t think you do, either.” Matau looked up at Vakama again. “Things change — but you’ll always be my friend and Toa-brother. And something more — something it took all of this for me to learn-see.” Matau’s eyes locked on those of Vakama. “You’re our leader, Vakama. You’re my leader.”

The Toa Hordika of Fire began to lower his fist. He wished Matau would shut up and stop confusing him. It would be so easy to silence his chatter. One blow, and no more Matau. Why couldn’t he do it? Why did he even want to do it? What was wrong with his mind?

“And in case you’ve quick-forgotten, we’ve got a job to do,” Matau continued. “A Toa-duty. One we have to work together to get through.”

“The Matoran,” answered Vakama. Did Matau think he had forgotten them? Everything he had done, he had done for…

No. Wait. That isn’t right, Vakama thought. How would killing Matau possibly help the Matoran? I was going to order the Matoran freed… the Toa freed… and here I am, about to swat one like I would a flyflyer.

“I knew you’d remember,” Matau said, smiling. “If you ask me, rescuing the Matoran is maybe the reason we were made Toa-heroes. Our destiny. One that’s better than any other someone else could offer you.”

Mata Nui, why won’t he just shut up? thought Vakama. All that chatter, all those words… they never stop.

“I didn’t ask,” the Toa Hordika of Fire said, his expression darkening.

Matau knew he had maybe pushed too hard, too fast. Holding on above a high-fall will make you impatient, he thought.

“You’re true-right, you didn’t,” he said to Vakama. “I guess I just needed you to hear it. And if there’s any of the Toa-hero Vakama I know left in there, he’ll know what to do with it… and what’s going to happen next.”

“Matau! Don’t!”

But Vakama’s cry was too late. The Toa Hordika of Air had let go of the bust of Sidorak and was falling to his death, as surely as if Vakama had pushed him.

In that instant, Vakama knew he had to make a decision. He could hear Roodaka, promising him power beyond imagining in return for betraying his fellow Toa. He could hear Turaga Lhikan saying, “I am proud to have called you brother, Toa Vakama” — those were the last words that hero had spoken before dying for Metru Nui.

Matau was right, Vakama realized. I do know what to do.
Nokama, Nuju, Onewa, and Whenua made their way through the twisting corridors of the Coliseum. Their goal was the subterranean vault in which the sleeping Matoran were kept, locked inside silver spheres.

“Keep moving,” urged Nokama. “We’re almost there.”

“The Matoran are in the next chamber,” said Nuju.

The four Toa Hordika rushed into the vault and past a pair of massive pillars to reach the storage racks. All around them were stacks of Matoran spheres. The knowledge that they were so close to completing their mission, despite all the obstacles they had faced, filled the Toa with a feeling of triumph.

“We made it!” shouted Onewa.

But Whenua was not ready to join the celebration. His enhanced Hordika senses told him something was wrong. It was what felt like a draft in a room far removed from any outside exits. With a shudder, he realized that it was not a draft – it was something breathing.

The pillars moved, revealing themselves to be huge legs. The ceiling shifted as a massive creature bent down, the monstrous face of a Kahgarak coming into view. The Toa had seen these elite Visorak guardians before, but never one quite so large.

“And that’s a good thing?” said Whenua.

Onewa shook his head. “We are so gonna feel this…”

With a sharp hiss, the Kahgarak attacked. An instant later, the Toa Metru were flying through the Coliseum wall and out into the center of the arena. Debris rained down around them, half-burying them in a pit.

“Weren’t we just here?” asked Nuju, dazed.

Nokama glanced up. Visorak of every type were fast converging on the pit. The Toa were completely surrounded.

“On your feet,” she barked to the others. “Now!”

Standing back to back, the Toa Hordika prepared for what would surely be their last stand.

Matau heard the wind whistle past him as he fell toward the arena floor. Letting go had been a desperate gamble, and it appeared headed for failure.

“What a dark-mess,” he muttered. “I was stupid to think I could quick-save Vakama.”

“You did, Matau.”

The Toa Hordika of Air looked up. There was Vakama, plunging down after him, arms outstretched. “Vakama!”

“Yes,” said the Toa Hordika of Fire. “The one you know.”

Now they were both falling, but Matau hardly noticed. With his brother Toa at his side, he suddenly felt like they could overcome anything.
“Well, feel free to return the favor, brother,” he said. “There’s no shortage of Toa-heroes who need saving.”

Vakama smiled. “Yes. I have a plan for that.” He grabbed Matau.

“Great,” replied Matau. “But do you have a thought-plan to make us —”

His sentence was cut off by the abrupt halt in their fall. Puzzled, Matau looked up and saw that Vakama had a strand of Visorak webbing tied around his ankle. Its elasticity had stopped their plunge without snapping them in two, for which Matau was grateful. He was less so about what was going to happen next.

Stretched to its limit, the webbing suddenly snapped back, sending the two Toa hurtling up toward the observation deck.

The five Rahaga struggled in vain to undo their bonds. They had seen the valiant fight the Toa Hordika were putting up against the hordes, futile as it might be. They knew once the Toa were downed, Roodaka would have no further use for her “bait.”

“It’s no use,” said Bomonga. “What would Norik do?”

None of the Rahaga had an answer for that. Then a reply came from an unexpected direction – up above!

“Watch, and I’ll show you!”

The Rahaga followed the direction of the voice to see their missing friend flying toward them on top of his energy spinner.

“Norik!” shouted Kualus, overjoyed.

“I knew you’d come for us!” said Iruini. “What took you so long?”

Norik landed and unlimbered his staff, using its edge to slice through the Rahaga’s bonds. “My flying isn’t what it used to be. I’m not exactly a Toa, you know.”

“Not exactly,” agreed Bomonga.

“Now then,” said Norik, “let’s go help those who are.”

The Rahaga reached the arena floor just as the Visorak’s determined attack was about to overwhelm the four Toa Hordika.

“This is it,” said Nokama, almost too tired to lift her fin barbs. “May the Great Spirit welcome us.”

“Mind if we lend a hand?” shouted Norik.

“Or twelve of them?” said Iruini.

“We’re going to need them all,” answered Onewa.

In truth, they were going to need far more than the help of the Rahaga to win the day. The Visorak came in waves, and even with the addition of new allies, it was only a matter of time before the Toa’s defenses were broken.

“Norik, even with your help —” Nokama began.

“I know, noble Nokama,” the Rahaga answered. “And it’s all right.”

Roodaka’s voice cut through the din of battle. “I’m glad to hear you have made your peace, Rahaga.”

The viceroy of the Visorak was riding atop the Kahgarak, the horde assembled around her. If the Visorak were less than enthusiastic to be following the murderer of their king, they were keeping it to themselves.

Roodaka dismounted and looked at the four Toa. “But first, you have something I want.”

“What more could you possibly take from us?” asked Nokama.


Matau landed hard in front of her. “Yeah. That would be me.”
Vakama followed right after him, taking up a position next to Roodaka. “Thank you, Vakama,” said the viceroy. “Now about those powers…”
The five Rhotuka spinners slammed into Roodaka, unleashing their elemental fury. She was staggered by the onslaught, but not felled. Instead, her response was chilling laughter.

Roodaka raised a claw and summoned the dark energy that coursed through her. “And as Vakama stands with me…”

Matau winced. His heartstone was still intact. “Actually…,” he said.
Roodaka turned to see him activating a fire spinner, aimed squarely at her.
“Who quick-launched the tickle spinner?”
He gestured to Vakama, who still stood silently beside her. “If they are not united.”
Roodaka raised a claw and summoned the dark energy that coursed through her. “And as Vakama stands with me…”

Actually…,” said the Toa Hordika of Fire.
Roodaka turned to see him activating a fire spinner, aimed squarely at her.
“I wanted to talk to you about that,” he finished.
For only a moment, the viceroy showed fear. Then she regained her composure and gestured toward the horde. “You can defeat me, Vakama, but not all of them. Strike me down, and they will surely destroy you and your friends. Think about it.”
“I have,” answered Vakama. “And seeing as you convinced Sidorak to have the horde obey me…”
He turned to the assembled legions of spider creatures. “Get out of here, all of you. You’re free. That’s an order.”

For a split second, the outcome was in doubt. The Visorak had been conditioned for years to blindly follow the orders of their leader. Sidorak had led them to conquest after conquest, and Roodaka was his successor by virtue of his death. Ordinarily, even the orders of their commander could not make them turn on their leader. But too many of them had seen Roodaka lure Sidorak to his death… and betrayal could not, must not, be rewarded with loyalty. Without so much as a glance in her direction, the horde dispersed, abandoning her as she had abandoned their king.

“Traitors!” Roodaka screamed after them.
“You can’t betray someone you’re enslaved to,” said Vakama.
“And to think I thought you could be king,” she sneered.
“I lead only those who choose to follow me,” Vakama replied. “That’s the difference between being a leader and being a tyrant. A certain Toa taught me that. And something else… our destinies are not written in stone, set in place. They are something we have to find for ourselves.”

His spinner rose and hovered in the air. “I’ve found mine.”

Everything happened at lightning speed. In the instant before the spinner was sent on its way, Roodaka pried open a plate on her armor to reveal an ebony stone. Seeing this, Norik rushed forward and screamed, “No, Vakama! Don’t!”

It was too late. Vakama’s spinner crossed the short distance between him and Roodaka and struck her. Its energies combined with those she had already absorbed, setting off a chain reaction. There was an explosion of brilliant light so bright it blinded them all. When the glare had faded, Roodaka was no more, with only shards of the stone remaining to mark her passing.

“Vakama, you have no idea what you’ve just done,” said Norik.
“Her heartstone,” Vakama replied.
“Yes, carved from the same protodermis you sealed the Makuta in. In destroying it, you’ve broken the seal.”

“And set Makuta free,” concluded the Toa Hordika of Fire. He looked at his brothers and sister, safe and together once more. “For some reason, he doesn’t scare me anymore.”

Vakama turned at the sound of an impact behind him. He saw Keetongu on the ground, spent from his efforts against Sidorak and Roodaka. The Toa Hordika gathered by the Rahi’s side.

“You owe me nothing, Keetongu, especially in light of all you’ve already done,” said Vakama. “But my duty requires that I ask – will you change us back?”
Keetongu’s answer came in his own language. Norik translated, “He wants to know why you would want that, now that you have made peace with the beast within? That you might even be the better for it…”

“There’s a promise we must be our old selves in order to keep,” Vakama answered. “Then so will you be,” said Keetongu. Vakama held out his fist. The other five Toa Hordika touched theirs to his, forming once more the circle of six.

“All right, big guy,” Matau said to Keetongu. “Hit it.”

Keetongu drew upon his unique power and released his energy in a wave, letting it wash over the mutated forms of the Toa Hordika. The Rahaga looked on, silently imploring the Great Spirit to make things right once more.

The door to the Matoran vault opened once more. This time, it was Toa Metru who stepped over the threshold, not Toa Hordika.

“Time to wake up, my friends,” Vakama said, looking around at the multitude of spheres. “We’re going home.”

It took many hours of labor by the Toa, the Rahaga, and Keetongu to remove the spheres from the vault. They were then loaded into the airships the Toa had constructed for just this occasion when they were Hordika.

“Nice ships,” Matau commented, looking over his own handiwork. “Just don’t crash them this time,” replied Onewa, smiling.

Nearby, Vakama and Norik stood together. The Toa Metru of Fire took a long, last look at his city, knowing it might well be years before he saw it again. “I guess this is it,” he said.

“No, Vakama,” said Norik. “This is just a different beginning.”

“Of what?”

Norik smiled. “I wouldn’t dream of spoiling it for you.”

“Well, whatever it is, thank you.”

“You are most welcome, Vakama,” replied the Rahaga. “But it is I who should be thanking you.”

“I don’t understand.”

Norik smiled broadly. “It’s not every day I get to see a legend, you know.”

The Toa of Fire nodded toward Keetongu. “Yes, he is quite a sight.”

“Indeed,” the Rahaga replied. “But I wasn’t talking about Keetongu.”

It took a moment before Norik’s words sank in. The Rahaga was right – what they had accomplished would live in legend, from this day forward. “The Great Rescue,” said Vakama.

“It’s funny,” said the Rahaga. “You spend your whole life chasing something, only to find when you finally catch it that the pursuit was what was important. That it’s changed you. That you’ll never be exactly the same.”

Vakama nodded. “I guess I’ve changed, too.”

Norik placed a hand on the Toa’s armored shoulder. “And in doing so, freed us Rahaga to be what we are… knowing that the new world and its Matoran are in most capable hands. Which means the last time I will ever use this gesture…,” Norik finished, holding out his fist in the Toa salute, “is to say thanks. I like that.”

“Me, too,” said Vakama, meeting the Rahaga’s fist with his own.

The small fleet of ships had lifted off and were heading out to sea. Aftershocks from Makuta’s earthquake had widened the gap in the Great Barrier, and Vakama believed new tunnels might be found leading to the surface. For a change, no one argued with him.

Riding in the lead ship, Nokama, Vakama, and the other Toa looked down over the city. “Will you miss it?” asked the Toa of Water.
Vakama glanced down and saw the Rahaga and Keetongu on the observation deck of the Coliseum, their eyes tracking the slow passage of the ships. “Some things,” he answered.

As they neared the Great Barrier, Onewa pointed down to the rocks, alarmed. “Makuta! He’s gone!”

Vakama could see that he was right. The protodermis prison was shattered and the master of shadows had disappeared. “Not for long,” he said. “I imagine we’ll be seeing him again very soon.”

“Well, when we do?”

“We’ll find a way to defeat him,” said Vakama, steering the ship toward the rift in the barrier. “Because that’s what Toa do.”

* * *

“…Because that’s what Toa do.”

With those final words, Turaga Vakama brought his tale to an end. With one smooth motion, he scooped up the stones from the Amaja Circle. Tahu Nuva took particular note of how he handled the black stone that represented Makuta, the sole surviving shard from that entity’s prison of long ago.

“I was right,” the Turaga said. “Makuta would follow us here, and threaten to cast our new world and all who came to call it home into everlasting shadow.”

Jaller, still caught up in the tale, could barely contain himself. “And…?”

Vakama smiled. “I believe you already know that story, Jaller. Come now, enough of old legends for one day.”

The Turaga rose and walked away, followed by the Toa Nuva, Takanuva, Jaller, and Hahli. “Where are we going?” asked the Ga-Matoran Chronicler.

“To make new ones,” answered the hero of Metru Nui.
From the Chronicles of Hahli, as related by Turaga Vakama…

As we prepare to start our journey back to the city of Metru Nui, I cannot help but remember the Rahaga. I wonder if they are still in my homeland, or if they have moved on to continue their work elsewhere. Of all the beings I have encountered, they were among the wisest and bravest. And were it not for them, neither I, my fellow Turaga, nor the Matoran who walk Mata Nui today would be here.

Rahaga Norik rarely wanted to talk about his past. Fortunately, Rahaga Iruini was not so close-mouthed. It was from him that Matau learned the Rahaga had once been Toa in another land – and not just any Toa. Clad in armor forged from precious metals, and wielding both Toa tools and Rhotuka launchers, they were the elite. Each of the six wore a Kanohi mask forged in the shapes worn by the great heroes of the past. Their duty: Protect Makuta, he who was sworn to protect and defend all Matoran.

They did their job nobly and well. Ironically, they were most often called on to defend Makuta against Rahi attacks (for so powerful a being could not dirty his hands fighting beasts). Believing him to be a good and honorable servant of the will of Mata Nui, Norik and his Toa did not hesitate to aid him.

Then came the day the light of truth dawned, and the Toa were confronted by a horrible reality. Makuta, and the Brotherhood to which he belonged, were not protecting Matoran. They were oppressing and enslaving them. Even the very masks Norik and the others wore had been forged by Matoran working under threat of punishment – or worse. In addition, the Brotherhood of Makuta had allied itself with a foul mercenary band known as Dark Hunters. They converted the Exo-Toa mechanoids, first built as guardians of the Matoran, into sentries for their own fortresses.

Burning for justice and revenge, the Toa mounted an attack on a Brotherhood base. Arrayed against them were Dark Hunters and Exo-Toa, prepared to sacrifice all in the service of their dark masters. Separated in the conflict, the Toa fell one by one, but not at the hands of these enemies. No, they were felled by treacherous attacks from the shadows by Roodaka.

Finally, only Norik and Iruini remained. Cunning in their strategy and absolutely fearless in their actions, they succeeded in driving off the Dark Hunters and destroying most of the Exo-Toa. Makuta battled them to a stalemate until he, too, left the field, badly weakened. Now the two Toa had to find their companions.

Find them, they did – shrunken, weakened, turned into monstrous mockeries of Turaga. In what she no doubt regarded as a fine jest, Roodaka had mutated them, giving them the heads of Rahkshi and twisted bodies that would frighten all who saw them. Creatures such as these, she believed, would be shunned by any Matoran they approached. Their days as heroes would be over.

Relying on stealth, Norik and Iruini were able to rescue their friends. But they were discovered by Sidorak and Roodaka and struck by her mutation spinners. Strangely, she then allowed them to escape, perhaps convinced they would never prove a danger to her. Six who had once been powerful Toa were now Rahaga.
At first, they were grief-stricken over the change. But Kualus and Norik rallied them. “Our bodies have been changed,” said Kualus, “but not our hearts. Not our spirits. No matter how we look, every breath we take, we take as heroes in the service of Mata Nui.”

Norik gave them new purpose: to find Keetongu, a mythical Rahi said to have the power to counteract any attack. Only he might have a hope of defeating Sidorak and Roodaka. Some, like Iruini, doubted that this being even existed. Still, they agreed to follow Norik’s lead, knowing that unity was essential to the Rahaga’s survival.

From that day to this, the Rahaga have wandered from island to island, seeking Keetongu and studying the ways of the Rahi. Often, their efforts have brought them into conflict with the Visorak hordes, and many a beast has been saved from certain death by the Rahaga. Sidorak has vowed to destroy them, while Roodaka wonders whether there is some way to use them to further her own ends.

At last, their journey brought the Rahaga to Metru Nui. Knowing the Visorak must inevitably find their way to the city of legends, they hid in the Archives, observing with horror as their ancient enemy, Makuta, returned and rained destruction on the city. They saw the valiant efforts of the Toa Metru that led to his defeat. And they noted with dread that the heroes then left the city, leaving it defenseless before the Visorak horde.

By the time the Toa returned, the Visorak were in control of Metru Nui. Worse, the Toa fell into a trap and were mutated into Toa Hordika. The Rahaga could wait no longer. Risking discovery by Sidorak, they rescued my friends and me. They armed us with truth and gave us the will to fight on.

Whether they wait for us still in Metru Nui or not, Hahli, they deserve to be remembered as the greatest of Toa.
3,000 years ago...

Toa Lhikan crept silently through the dark streets of Ta-Metru. The night was utterly silent, as if his adopted home had become a city of the dead. Even the shadows seemed touched by the fear that gripped Metru Nui.

He started to summon a small flame, then stopped. Turaga Dume had warned him about betraying his position through the use of his powers. The enemy would track back to the source of the flame, and if he were to be caught too far from the Coliseum... well, he had seen what was left of other Toa who had gotten careless.

You can afford a mistake or two against a Rahi beast, he reminded himself. But not against these opponents. All they need is the slightest opening, and –

A sound came up from above – metal scraping against stone, no doubt from one of the rooftops. An ambush? The Dark Hunters were more than capable of that – and worse. Lhikan activated his Mask of Shielding, throwing a force field around himself, and readied his fire great swords. Whoever – or whatever – was after him was in for a surprise.

A familiar mask appeared over the edge of the foundry roof. “Relax, brother. It’s me!”

Toa Nidhiki leaped down and landed beside his comrade. His emerald armor was scarred and pitted from countless battles. “Midnight walks, now?” he whispered. “What’s the matter, the war not giving you enough exercise?”

“You were supposed to stay at the Coliseum, with the others,” Lhikan replied.

“I got bored. Besides, six Toa to guard one Turaga should be enough.”

“Not if I’m right,” said Lhikan, his expression grim. “Not if he’s been targeted by who I think. Half the legion could be in that building, and he still would not be safe.”

Beneath his Kanohi Mask of Stealth, Nidhiki flashed a smile. “You worry too much, brother. You always have. Remember the time the tops of all those Ko-Metru Knowledge Towers were being shattered? You were sure the Kanohi Dragon was back. Turned out to be Ice Bats with attitude.”

“Then humor me,” said Lhikan. “I’m going west and circling around. You go north. Use your mask, stay out of sight, and for Mata Nui’s sake, if you see Dark Hunters, go for help this time.”

“You take all the fun out of constant violence, Lhikan,” Nidhiki chuckled, already fading into the shadows.

Toa Nidhiki wandered through the broad avenues of Ga-Metru, past temples and schools and canals. Of all the Metru in the city, this was his least favorite. It just seemed so clean and orderly. He got the feeling that if a little water sloshed onto the street, they would call out half a dozen Vahki patrols and declare a metru-wide emergency.

He had long ago shut down his Mask of Stealth, which allowed him to travel in a ghostlike form, barely visible and completely silent. As effective as the mask was, he found it disconcerting not to be able to hear his own footsteps. Lhikan would have called his action “taking an unnecessary risk.” But Nidhiki
seriously doubted that any Dark Hunter would be caught dead in the picture-perfect, sky-blue, oh-so-proper pit of a metru.

Something scuttled through the shadows to his right. He jumped a little at the sight of a Chute Spider heading off on its night hunt. It was something he would never admit to his brother Toa, but Nidhiki had always had a morbid disgust of chute spiders, Nui Jaga, Nui Rama… really anything insectoid. Were it up to him, Metru Nui would have been purged of multilegged crawling things a long time ago.

Nidhiki waited until the spider was well out of sight before moving on, a little more cautiously than before. It was only that extra bit of wariness that allowed him to spot the figure that flitted from shadow to shadow. It was the first time he had ever seen anyone who seemed as at home in the shadows as he did. Intrigued, he followed.

Two things rapidly became apparent. The first was that his quarry wasn’t a Toa – she wore no Kanohi mask and she was much too good at slipping unseen and unheard through the night. Toa, as a general rule, were not very good at sneaking. It went against their image of being proud and very public heroes. Nidhiki was an exception to that rule. Where he came from, Toa struck from the shadows or they did not live very long.

The second was her destination. She was on a direct course southwest toward the Coliseum. Normally, it wouldn’t have worried Nidhiki, not with the kind of security around that place. But what if this Dark Hunter was good enough to make it inside, and then do who knows what to Turaga Dume?

Nidhiki stopped, unlimbered his scythe, and aimed for where she would be, not where she was. Then he unleashed a narrow, focused, hurricane-strength blast of wind at his target.

She never turned. She never cried out. She simply leaped aside as if he had soft-tossed a Kodan Ball at her, landed silently, and spun in his direction. Her smile was a challenge.

“I appreciate the little breeze,” she said softly. “Hunting is hot work.”

“Then maybe you need a little more chilling,” he replied. This time he sent elemental air power from both sides of his tool, bracketing her. To his amazement, she did a somersault from a standing start, neatly evading both blasts. Before she had even reached her feet, she had hurled two daggers at him. One whistled past his mask while the other sliced his right shoulder armor as it flew by.

“I guess they don’t teach dodging in Toa training,” the female Dark Hunter said. “No wonder your city is falling.”

Nidhiki glanced from the new gash in his emerald armor to his foe. She had missed on purpose, he was certain. With her aim, if she had wanted to kill him, he would be dead.

“Not my city,” he replied. “But a place I am protecting just the same.”

“Oh. A matter of honor?”

Nidhiki paused before answering. “Let’s say no better offers.”

He took his eyes off her for a fraction of a second to ready his scythe. When he looked back up, she was gone, vanished like a wisp of smoke in the night wind. Nidhiki stood completely still, not even breathing, his legs tense and ready to spring. A veteran of a thousand fights, he knew better than to panic. Not knowing where she was, any move he made could be the wrong one. He mentally triggered his mask and disappeared into the shadow.

“Oh, you’re good.”

Her voice was coming from above. She was perched among the chutes, watching. It was a perfect hiding place – a wind strong enough to dislodge her would bring the chute braced down on his head, while climbing up after her would be nothing short of suicide.

“I could kill you now, Toa,” she continued. “But I’ve filled my quota today. So I am just going to leave you here and go finish off your precious Turaga. If you’re scared of the dark… well, you probably should be.”

Nidhiki kept silent, until another dagger buried itself in the wall behind him.

“Don’t stay quiet on my account,” the Dark Hunter said. “I already know where you are. I can smell your fear.”
The Toa forced himself to relax. He had been in tough spots before and talked his way out of them. This was just one more. “You’ll never make it. It’s too well guarded.”

“Watch me. Unless… you have a better plan?”

“We’re on opposite sides, remember?”

“We don’t have to be.” Her voice was above and behind him now. He whirled around, but still could not see her. “How many Toa did you start out with? A hundred? Two hundred? And what do you have left, maybe a few dozen? The Dark Hunters have half the city, and we’ll soon have the other half. When it’s over, you’ll be just one more mask in the pile.”

The words struck hard. In the months since Turaga Dume had refused the Dark Hunters a base on Metru Nui, countless Toa had fallen. Most were struck down from the shadows, never knowing their enemy was there. Oh, there had been some victories – Nidhiki had routed more than his share of the enemy, and Lhikan was worth six Toa in battle – but they all knew the numbers were against them. It was only a matter of time.

“If you want to die, I will be more than happy to oblige,” she added. “But if you want to live… something might be arranged.”

A long moment went by. Then Nidhiki lowered his scythe. A second later, the Dark Hunter known as Lariska dropped to the ground in front of him. She still had her daggers at the ready.

“The Shadowed One – my employer – is always looking for new talent,” she said. “Help us capture the Coliseum and you can name your price.”

The full impact of what he was to do struck Nidhiki then. If he betrayed the Toa, his name would go down in infamy… or would it?

Who’s going to tell? he asked himself. The Toa will all be dead. Matoran? They’ll believe whatever they are told to believe. And the Dark Hunters? Right, like anyone’s going to listen to them.

“Metru Nui,” he said firmly. “I give you Dume, Lhikan, and the rest, and I get the city to rule. That’s my price, take it or leave it.”

Lariska grinned. “Actually, I think my choices are take it or kill you where you stand. But I’ll let that pass. Meet me here tomorrow night – I’ll give you our answer.”

The next day lasted for an eternity. Nidhiki spent his time wandering the hall of the Coliseum, imagining himself in control of it all. Now and then, he felt a little twinge of guilt over what he was about to do. But then he reminded himself that it was Dume’s fault, and the other Toa’s fault, for ever thinking they had a chance against the Dark Hunters.

As the twin suns set, Lhikan approached. “Nidhiki, there you are. There’s a boat coming from the south, carrying supplies. I need you to meet it.”

“Sure,” Nidhiki replied, grateful for an excuse to slip away. “Can’t have a siege to the bitter end without supplies, right?”

He left before Lhikan could answer.

“It’s a deal,” said Lariska. “Tomorrow you lead Lhikan and the Coliseum guard into the Canyon of Unending Whispers in Po-Metru. We’ll be scattered in the caves and foothills. Once it’s over, I’m to take care of Dume personally… and the city will be yours, Nidhiki. What do you plan to do with it?”

Nidhiki sat down on a bench and stretched his legs. “Maybe you should stick around, Lariska, and find out.”

Nidhiki’s news struck the Coliseum like a lightning bolt. The Dark Hunters had established a base camp in a Po-Metru canyon. All their operations were being coordinated from there. One swift strike and the war would be over.

“But we’ll need every Toa we can muster,” he told Lhikan. “We can’t afford to lose this opportunity because we left some behind to guard the Coliseum.”

Lhikan looked at Dume. The Turaga nodded. “Nidhiki speaks the truth. We may never have such a chance again.”
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“All right,” said Lhikan. “I’ll assemble the guard. We move out at once.”
Less than fifteen minutes later, they were on the march, over one hundred Toa with Lhikan and Nidhiki in the lead. Clouds of dust kicked up under their armored feet as they traveled well-worn paths through Po-Metru. Each of them had lost a brother or a sister Toa in this war, and all wanted it to end. But not before they had made the Dark Hunters pay in full for their crimes.

Side by side, they marched into the Canyon of Unending Whispers. The clang of their footsteps echoed again and again. The sun baked the barren rock for as far as the eye could see. A few Rahi flyers swooped and dove in the bright sky. Of a Dark Hunter base camp, there was no sign.

“Where is it?” demanded Lhikan, turning to Nidhiki. “You said the war could end today.”

“And so it will,” replied the Toa of Air. All around, Dark Hunters rose from their hiding places, weapons leveled at the assembled heroes. “Sorry it had to be this way, brother.”

Lhikan shook his head. “Not as half as sad as I am… and don’t call me ‘brother’ again.”

The Toa of Fire’s arm shot up. Suddenly, Toa rose up from the tops of the canyon walls, a dozen, a hundred, then two hundred, and still more. They said nothing, merely aimed their tools at the now-surrounded Dark Hunters. The hunters were now the hunted, and they looked to Lariska for guidance. She assessed the odds, then shrugged, dropped her daggers and rose.

“Very neat,” she said to Nidhiki. “You had me fooled.”

Lhikan shoved Nidhiki toward the Dark Hunter lines. “He didn’t deceive you. Though I wish he had.”

“How did you know?” the Toa of Air asked his former friend.

“The other night. The boat carrying supplies,” Lhikan replied. “You left without asking where it was docking. I went after you to give you the information, and stumbled on your meeting with your deadly new friend.”

“And all these new Toa?”

“The ‘supplies’ we were promised from the south. With Dark Hunter eyes and ears everywhere, Dume and I thought it best not to talk of reinforcements out loud. Once I knew what you were planning, I ordered them here to spring a trap of our own.”

“And now what?” asked Lariska. “Do you march us all into the sea?”

The Toa of fire met her gaze, his eyes cold. “A messenger was sent to the Shadowed One before you even reached the canyon. You will be allowed to walk out of here the same way you walked in, provided the Dark Hunters leave Metru Nui and never come back.” He turned and pointed to Nidhiki.

“Starting with him.”

Nidhiki’s expression was one of disbelief. “Go with them? But I’m a Toa, Lhikan. I’m your brother in arms!”

Lhikan turned his back on the traitorous Toa of Air. “No. No, you’re not. You lost the right to call me ‘brother’ when you betrayed us all. Get out, Nidhiki – of my sight and of this city. Get out before I kill you.”

Six months later…

Nidhiki sat on a bench, watching a team of Dark Hunters train. Their mission was to penetrate a heavily defended island and steal a stone known as the Makoki. He didn’t know all the details, but apparently the Shadowed One intended to split the rock up into six pieces and thus make six times the profit in ransoming it back.

The Dark Hunter squad was, for the most part, professional and efficient. They made it over and around every obstacle Nidhiki had set up, and effectively eliminated any target dummies that popped up. All of them, that is, except for one big blue brute who lacked any semblance of grace, style, or stealth. After watching him demolish a barrier he was supposed to slip quietly under, Nidhiki had seen enough.

“Krekka!” he snapped. “You just woke up every Toa for kios around. A Toa of Fire has spotted your team and you’re about to be the guest of honor at a Dark Hunter bake. What are you going to do?”
The blue Dark Hunter pondered for a very long time. Then he smiled and said brightly, “Smash him?”

“He’s up there,” Nidhiki said, pointing up to a nonexistent fortress. “You’re down here.” Krekka looked up to where his instructor was indicating, but saw nothing. “He’s not up there. Did he run away?”

“No, but why don’t you?”

“Because I like it here.”

Without another word, Nidhiki stalked off. It was time he and the Shadowed One had a talk.

“They’re ready,” Nidhiki reported. “All of them but the blue fool. Keep him here, send me, and we’ll get your rock for you. I promise.”

The Shadowed One smiled, but did not look up. “And we all know what your pledges are worth, don’t we, ‘Toa’ Nidhiki?”

Nidhiki restrained himself from saying what came to mind. He had seen how the Shadowed One dealt with insubordination. Instead, he tried a different approach. “I know how Toa think. I know how they will try to defend the stone. I should be going on this mission.”

“Your knowledge of your former allies makes you too valuable as a trainer for me to risk losing,” said the Shadowed One, not even trying to sound convincing. “Krekka goes. You stay.”

Nidhiki felt fury rising in him. In the six months since he had come to the Shadowed One’s island, he had done nothing but help prepare other Dark Hunters for missions, wander among the rocks, and stare at the ocean. If there were such a thing as a Toa of Boredom, he would be it. And now to be passed over for that hulking, clumsy mass of muscle – it was too much.

“He’s a moron,” he said through clenched teeth.

That got the Shadowed One’s attention. He locked eyes on Nidhiki and rose to his full height. His voice sounded like ice breaking. “And you’re a traitor. You turned your back on your ideals, your friends, your city, all to save your own worthless hide. Why would you ever think I would trust you, Nidhiki?”

The Toa of Air had nothing to say. After all, the Shadowed One was correct. He had turned against everyone who relied on him. The Toa didn’t want him, and the Dark Hunters were just using him for his knowledge. He belonged nowhere.

“But… I am not without appreciation of your talents,” the Shadowed One continued. “So perhaps you are right – perhaps you would serve us best in the world beyond this island. I assume you would want only the most dangerous missions?”

Nidhiki smiled, hardly able to believe the Shadowed One had come around to his way of thinking. “Those are the ones with the greatest reward.”

“Indeed. Too dangerous for any Dark Hunter to do alone, however. You will need a partner. Fortunately, the very one for the job is waiting outside my chamber.”

Nidhiki turned to the door, confident he knew who was about to walk through. He and Lariska had been close companions since the disaster on Metru Nui. There would be no one better to team up with him.

The door opened. Nidhiki started to say her name… and then the sound died in his throat. Standing in the doorway… in fact, so broad he had cracked the doorway… was Krekka.

“Tell me the plan again.”

Krekka started to reply, then stopped, as if the thought in his head had just flown away like a hungry Gukko bird. He looked lost for a moment. Then he suddenly brightened as he remembered what it was Nidhiki asked to hear.

“We get there. I keep quiet and try to look scary. When we find the spot, I smash open the gate. You go inside. I stay outside.”

“Why?” asked Nidhiki.

“Because you said so.”
“Then what?” This was the fourth time Nidhiki had run Krekka through the plan, start to finish, and he would do it four more times if he had to.

“You smash up the place and then come out. We leave and come back here. You turn the weapons over to the Shadowed One and I keep my mouth shut, and… and…”

Nidhiki frowned. “And no one gets hurt.”

“Oh, right!” said Krekka. “I always forget that part.”

It was a fairly straightforward job. Some Matoran on a nearby island had developed a new kind of launcher. Nobody knew just what it was meant to fire, but the Shadowed One wanted it anyway. Supposedly, there were only a few models in existence. Once they were stolen, and the equipment used to create them smashed to bits, it would be a while before any more could be built.

There were problems, of course. There was a Toa on the island, but Lariska had agreed to go ahead and set up a diversion. The Matoran posted guards around their village but did not cover one access point, which involved a climb up a sheer cliff. They assumed no one could get up that way.

They had never met Krekka.

The big blue Dark Hunter slammed his fist into the side of the cliff, creating an instant handhold. He began to climb, punching holes in the rock as he did so. Nidhiki came up after him. They were halfway up when Nidhiki realized something was very wrong.

“Wait a minute, Krekka,” he said. “I thought Lariska said you could fly?”

Krekka responded with his usual look of puzzlement. The he nodded vigorously. “Oh, that’s right. Forgot.”

“If I pushed him right off this cliff, no one would ever know,” Nidhiki grumbled to himself. “And I would too, except the Shadowed One said I’m responsible for his well-being.”

Krekka walked quickly to the door of the armory and smashed it down with one swing. Then he obediently stopped, turned around, and allowed Nidhiki to get in alone.

The launchers were easy to find. There were three of them, but Nidhiki grabbed only one for transport back to the Shadowed One’s island. Then he dug a hole in the rocky floor of the building and placed the other two inside. No one would ever think to look for stolen goods in the very place from which they were stolen – and now that Nidhiki knew where they were, he could come back and grab them anytime. After all, he might have a use for them someday that the Shadowed One would not approve of.

He was just beginning to fill the hole when the shadow of Krekka fell on him. “What are you doing?” asked the big Dark Hunter.

“I told you to stay outside!”

“I just remembered, Shadowed One said I have to stay with you all the time on a job,” Krekka answered. “What are you doing, Nidhiki?”

“What does it look like I’m doing? Listen, Krekka, we’ll bring one back to the Shadowed One, and then we’ll keep the other two for us. Wouldn’t you like a new toy to play with?”

Krekka shook his head. “Shadowed One says everything goes back to him. Nothing gets left.”

“Krekka –”

“Shadowed One says no!” Krekka said, slamming his fist into the wall. The whole building shook as it might come down on top of them. Worse, the volume of his voice was attracting Matoran attention. Nidhiki could hear guards coming this way. He had been told to make sure the Dark Hunters’ involvement in this theft was kept secret, and that was now in jeopardy.

“All right,” said Nidhiki, gathering up the three launchers and wishing he could use them on Krekka. “But just because you asked so nicely.”

Nidhiki first spotted the stranger walking through the stone courtyard of the Shadowed One’s fortress. Tall, powerful, with jet-black armor, she moved like a serpent, her eyes darting from left to right. She was new, and anything new on the island was always of interest to him.
“I wouldn’t,” said Lariska. She had appeared beside him without him ever being aware she was near. “She’s trouble.”

“What kind?”

“She wants Dark Hunter training, and she’s willing to pay. But she’s not joining. Says she has plans of her own. So the Shadowed One is giving her a few hours to change her mind, then she’s being sent back where she came from.”

“And she needs our skill – so her plans involve theft, murder, and betrayal,” Nidhiki muttered. “Sounds like my kind of evening.”

Before Lariska could stop him, he was on his way to greet the new arrival.

“Get out of my way.”

Nidhiki didn’t move. He had found out the newcomer’s name was Roodaka, but precious little else about her. Still, he could make a few educated guesses and the best way to confirm them was face-to-face. If you can call what she’s got a “face”, he noted.

“Just trying to make you feel welcome,” he said lightly. “This is a very friendly island we have here – heavily defended, home to several hundred killers, and unfailingly lethal to trespassers… but friendly.”

Roodaka started to push past him. “I have no need of friends.”

Nidhiki blocked her again. “Then how about a business partner? Listen – I’ve been stuck on this rock for over a year now. The only time I get off is when they send me on some errand, with a drooling fool. I want out of here.”

“And this concerns me how?”

“You’re looking to get hired on by someone, or you’re already working for them,” Nidhiki replied. “Someone who needs beings with my kind of talent. Introduce me. If I get in, I’ll see you’re rewarded.”

Roodaka nodded. When she spoke again, it was in a conspiratorial tone. “And what of the Shadowed One and the other Dark Hunters?”

Nidhiki shrugged. “They will keep doing what they do. I was meant for bigger things. I was– I am. I am a Toa. I should be running puny islands like this, not working on them.” The tall ebony figure smiled. “I think we can do business together. Meet me at the dock in full darkness. We will conclude our arrangement then.”

Midnight found Nidhiki standing by the water’s edge. The island was silent, much like Metru Nui had been a year before, the night he met Lariska. He hadn’t told her about his meeting with Roodaka or his plans to leave the island. She wouldn’t have understood. She was a Dark Hunter, by profession and by nature. The notion that in some part of his heart he still saw himself as a Toa would have been laughable to her.

She was too short-sighted, he decided. Her horizon stopped on the borders of the island. He still had the lean, powerful look of a Toa. He still had a Toa’s powers. All he would have to do would be to find some island where they never heard of Lhikan or Dume or Metru Nui, and the population would line up to welcome him. Anything he wanted would be his, and maybe… maybe he might even be a hero again.

After all, I look the part, he reminded himself. Of course, that won’t matter if Roodaka doesn’t show up soon.

He stared out at the ocean, wondering about his past and his future. He remembered the first time he saw Metru Nui. It was the day he and a handful of other Toa arrived in answer to a summons to help fight the Kanohi dragon. They were strangers to each other, but brothers just the same – they all shared the responsibilities and the risks of being Toa. It was a special bond, nothing like what the Dark Hunters shared. And, to Nidhiki’s surprise and dismay, he found he missed it. Sure, maybe they weren’t really his friends… maybe they were too quick to turn on him, instead of trying to understand why he did what he did… maybe they couldn’t see past their jealousy and resentment of the only Toa smart enough to look out for himself.
If it weren’t for me, the war would still be going on, he reminded himself. The Shadowed One would be sitting in the Coliseum right now. But do I get gratitude? No, I get exiled. Well, I’ll find a place where they need a Toa, and aren’t too particular about that kind. And if Lhikan or one of those Metru Nui heroes tries to take it away from me, I’ll make them regret the day they put on a Kanohi. All I need is for Roodaka to help me get what I deserve…

Rhotuka spinners, being pure energy, make very little noise when they fly. Even if the one Roodaka launched had, Nidhiki would never have heard it over the noise of his own thoughts. All he knew was the black pain when it struck, the world spinning in front of his eyes, the bizarre sensation of his muscles shifting, altering, becoming something alien.

It lasted for six seconds. To Nidhiki, it lasted for an eternity. When it was over at last, he walked… no, he wasn’t walking, at least not like before… to the water’s edge. All he could see were the dark waves.

“Let us help.” The voice belonged to the Shadowed One. A moment later, the entire beach was bathed in torch light. And now Nidhiki could see his reflection in the water.

He screamed for a very long time.

Roodaka watched with amusement as Nidhiki tried to master his new body. He was stumbling about on the sand, trying to move like a Toa but a prisoner of the monstrous form her mutation spinner had given him. She turned to the Shadowed One.

“Can I assume I have purchased my training?” she asked.

“Most definitely,” the Shadowed One replied. He thought again how amazing her powers seemed to be. Nidhiki’s head and arms had changed their shape. Most grotesque of all, his lower body now resembled that of a huge, four-legged insect. The sight was too much even for some of the assembled Dark Hunters. Lariska had already fled back to the fortress.

“You really should have known,” the Shadowed One said to Nidhiki. “Roodaka wanted something from me. She attempted to use the report of your conversation to buy it, but I insisted on more. If you were still deluding yourself that you could go back to being a Toa, that you could wash the stain of treachery off your spirit that easily, I was going to strip that dream from you once and for all.”

The Shadowed One laughed, a harsh and grating sound. “You are a monster, Nidhiki. Matoran seeing you would run screaming. You will never be cheered, never be admired, never be hailed as a savior by the crowds. What are you now? A Toa of Nightmares? A hero, Nidhiki, or a horror? No, I think you will find your place is now, and forevermore, with the Dark Hunters. For who else would have you?”

Nidhiki’s eyes blazed with hatred. The Shadowed One paid no heed. Instead, he simply smiled and put a hand on the ex-Toa’s shoulder.

“It’s ironic, in a way,” said the leader of the Dark Hunters. “Your friend Lhikan could have ended your misery back on Metru Nui, but he chose not to. No doubt he thought he was doing you a favor when he allowed you to leave, unharmed, with us.” The Shadowed One turned and walked away, saying, “Someday, you really should thank him properly.”

One by one, Roodaka and the others departed. No one spoke of a word of mourning for the Toa who had just died… and no one spoke a word of welcome for the Dark Hunter that had just been born.
The Island of Mata Nui
500 years ago...

“This is the biggest canoe I’ve ever seen,” said Amaya as she sat between Maku and Marka in the three-bio-long boat.

Behind her, Marka adjusted herself. “You know Kai and her ideas. If she could, she’d have made the boat big enough to fit the entire village!”

“A rowing club!” exclaimed Maku. “I wish I’d thought of that!”

Amaya chuckled. Her gaze moved past Maku to the prow, where Kai was cupping her hands around her mouth.

“Ga-Matoran!” she called. “Ready oars!”

Maku leaned back to speak over her shoulder. “That’s those stick things, Amaya.”

“I know what an oar is,” said Amaya. She set her feet against the block under Maku’s seat. Her eyes scanned the floor. “Uh… where are they?”

Maku patted the u-shaped swivel hooking on the boat’s side. “Right where they belong. In the oarlocks.”

“Youh, uh-huh, sure,” said Amaya. “Oarlocks.” She grabbed her oar handles. “I can’t believe I let you two talk me into this.”

Marka laughed.

“Back it up!” commanded Kai. “Into position!”

Along with the five other rowers, Amaya pushed on her double oars to turn the boat away from the Ga-Koro lily pad and move it into starting position.

“Good!” shouted Kai. “Ready, row… and row… and row…”

Aware of the water surface skimming by, Amaya concentrated on the steady rhythm of Kai’s commands. This wasn’t that bad. The team worked as a unit. Turaga Nokama would be proud—

The boat jerked. A shriek erupted from behind Amaya.

“Hold water! Hold water!” screamed Kai. “Stop the bo—” The boat’s stern tipped downward and Kai tumbled forward.

The sky whirled overhead as Amaya fell backwards into Marka.

“Help me!” Marka’s scream mingled with those of the other Ga-Matoran.

Amaya struggled to shove herself upright, twisting her body to see the stern. She gasped. A thick tentacle gripped Marka’s torso.

“Help!” cried Marka, pushing against the tentacle. “Get it off! Get it off!”

Amaya searched about her. “My oar! Where’s my oar!” Her hand slid along the boat’s side until her fingers wrapped around the handle. Of course. In the oarlock, right where it belonged.
She yanked the oar free and slammed it down on the tentacle. Marka screamed. Amaya raised her oar but froze in mid-strike as the creature dragged Marka over the side. Water covered her head, silencing her final cry.

“No!” Oar still in hand, Amaya flung herself into the water.

Through a flurry of bubbles, she saw a multi-armed, dark shape loom to her left. Two glowing eyes blinked at her. She hesitated a moment, then started jabbing at the eyes again and again with the handle of her oar.

The water exploded around her as Kai and her four Ga-Matoran teammates dropped into the sea. Amaya glanced at them and thrust her oar toward the Rahi’s eyes again. Quickly, her teammates joined with her, stabbing and slashing at the Rahi. Another bubble storm blinded them, and they paused their attack. The water cleared. Marka floated face-up before them. The Rahi had released her.

Amaya snatched Marka and carried her to the surface. One by one, the others surfaced beside her. They stared at the capsized boat and the bubbling wake of the fleeing Rahi.

“What was that thing?” someone asked.

“Where’s it going?” said another.

Kai’s eyes traced the direction of the Rahi. “Ga-Koro!” she said. “Quick! After it!” While the others raced off, Amaya stared into Marka’s unconscious face. Her dark blue Hau was gone, and her heartlight blinked faintly, but she was still breathing. “I’ve got to get you to shore,” said Amaya.

Churning water halted Amaya a short distance from Ga-Koro. She bobbed in the water and watched the Rahi’s attack. Huge tentacles reached onto the lily pad, tearing off pieces and dragging huts and equipment into the sea. The Ga-Matoran villagers attempted to beat off the Rahi with fishing staffs.

“They need help!” said Amaya.

Shifting Marka’s weight, Amaya continued with strong, swift strokes until she reached the far western edge of the lily pad.

“You’ll be safe here,” she said as she set Marka on the pad. She spied a coiled rope, and, with an idea in mind, she snagged it.

Amaya dived underwater and sped in the direction of the battle. The beast’s enormous tentacles whipped the water ahead, but Amaya didn’t slow. Ga-Matoran swam around the beast, stabbing at it with fishing staffs. Village debris floated and bobbed in the water.

Uncoiling her rope, Amaya darted into the twisting tentacles. She wrapped her rope around the nearest tentacle. Something knocked against her, pushing her back. She dashed in and wrapped the rope again, and again. Beaks at the ends of the tentacles snapped at her from all directions.

If I can just get –

A tentacle wound around her neck. Amaya grabbed at it with one hand and flung the rope around it with the other. The tentacle tightened. She pulled to loosen it, but it wouldn’t budge. It began yanking her upward. She raised her eyes to the snapping, beak-like mouth above.

Uh-oh.

Amaya jammed the rope into the Rahi’s mouth. It spit it out.

The exertion of the battle and lack of air weakened her. She felt faint. She tried to stuff the rope in again but missed. A tentacle slapped against her Komau, knocking it loose. A beak bit into her leg. She shoved again with the rope as the mouth loomed closer. She needed to breathe. She needed… Something clutched her foot, but she hardly felt it.

I need…

Her grip on the Rahi loosened.

I need…

Her world went black.

“Amaya.”

Amaya stirred. The Rahi! The fight! She bolted upright. “The village!”
Turaga Nokama quieted Amaya with a hand to her shoulder. “The village is safe.”
Amaya looked around. She was lying on the Ga-Koro lily pad. She held her breath. Marka. What about Marka? “Marka? Is she…”
“T-li-tam right here!”
Amaya’s eyes flew past the Turaga to see Marka, grinning and waving.
“Marka!” said Amaya. “You’re alive! And you have your Hau!”
Marka nodded at the Ga-Matoran on Amaya’s other side. “Maku got it for me!”
Amaya smiled up at Maku, who smiled back.
“She said you saved me,” added Marka.
“She saved us all!” said Maku. “Tangling the Rahi up in a rope! That was brilliant, Amaya! Brilliant!”
“It was foolhardy and reckless,” Turaga Nokama admonished. “You nearly drowned, Amaya. Or worse.”
“I was certain of it,” said Amaya. “What happened? How did I get here?”
“I had your foot,” said Maku. “And I wasn’t letting go. With the Rahi tangled, we went at it full force until it dropped you and swam away. Well, tried to swim. Hard to swim when you’re all knotted up like that.” She chuckled. “That was a sight.”
Amaya turned her gaze to the Turaga. “What was it? Do you know?”
Turaga Nokama stared out at the sea and shook her head.
Marka wrapped her arms around herself and shivered. “I guess the big question is, will it be back?”
Amaya surveyed the wreckage of the lily pad. Huts down, the shoreline shredded… The amount of damage a Rahi that size could do…
She shivered, too.
Everyone shivered.
“Let’s hope not,” said Turaga Nokama.
Now...

Turaga Vakama stood at the bow of a small boat making its way across the waters to Metru Nui. All around him, the hastily assembled Matoran fleet was cutting through the waves, bearing the former residents back to the City of Legends.

It had been a long, hard journey to reach this point. One thousand years ago, the Toa Metru had succeeded in saving the Matoran from the ruins of this city. They had sacrificed their power and became Turaga to awaken the villagers, and then built a new world on the island of Mata Nui. There they suffered Rahi attacks and other disasters spawned by the evil Makuta, who desired complete control over the Matoran.

Finally, after so many years, six Toa had arrived to defeat Makuta’s minions and restore hope to the Matoran. Thanks to their efforts and those of the Toa of Light, Metru Nui had been rediscovered. The Matoran were going home at last.

A great weariness overtook Vakama. He had spent many nights telling the Toa Nuva the tales of Metru Nui. Some had been inspiring stories of heroism against great odds, and some tales filled with fear and regret. Now the heroes were armed with truth as they joined the Matoran on their journey home.

The sight of the Metru Nui skyline, even as badly damaged as it was, should have filled Vakama with only joy and relief. But there was another emotion mixed with those, one harder to define. There were memories here for him that the other Turaga did not share. Another tale had taken place here, one that he had never told his friends or the Toa Nuva.

As the boat drew closer to the shore, Vakama closed his eyes and remembered a day when he and the other Toa Metru were leaving their city far behind.
Toa Matau stared hard at Toa Vakama. The two were almost mask to mask, Matau’s eyes boring into his friend’s as if Vakama were some previously unknown breed of Rahi beast. After a few moments, Matau broke off and started walking around the Toa of Fire, all the while muttering to himself.

“What are you doing?” Vakama demanded finally.

“I always knew you would go crazy one day,” Matau replied. “Not Hordika-crazy, just mad-crazy all on your own. I want to remember the sight.”

At one time, Vakama would have reacted with anger to Matau’s joke. But he had recently learned all too well what happened when one allowed the darker emotions to dominate. Instead, he said quietly, “I’m not crazy. All I said was, I am going back to Metru Nui. The rest of you take the Matoran to the island above, and I will join you soon.”

At the controls of the airship in which they flew, Onewa sat shaking his head. They had just finished a terrible struggle to overcome the Visorak horde and escape the city. In the holds of their small armada of ships were a thousand silver spheres, each one containing a Matoran trapped in an endless sleep. It had been a miracle they had made it out of Metru Nui at all, let alone that they managed to save the whole population. And now Vakama wanted to go back!

“After all this time, I know better than to argue with you,” Onewa said over his shoulder. “But do you mind telling us why? Did you leave a lightstone on or something? Forget your favorite Kanoka disk? What?”

Vakama gazed out of the cockpit at the dark city below and the silver sea that surrounded it. “Something a little more important than that, Onewa. With all that has happened to us, I’m not surprised it slipped your mind… though I would not have thought it easy to forget the Mask of Time.”

Those three final words were enough to bring the conversation to an abrupt halt. All of the Toa present remembered how Vakama crafted the Kanohi Vahi, the Mask of Time, with the power to slow down or speed up time around a target. Keeping the powerful mask out of the hands of the evil Makuta had nearly cost Vakama his life, and had led to the death of Turaga Lhikan. During the course of the battle, the Vahi had fallen into the sea.

“It’s still down there,” said Vakama “If it should fall into the hands of Makuta, all that we have done here, and all our hopes for a new life, will be erased. I have to find it.”

“We’ll all go,” Nokama said. “If it’s that important –”

Vakama shook his head. “You have to get the Matoran to safety. If I am wrong, and Makuta has forgotten the mask, he will go after them. If I am right, then at least I can delay him long enough for you to escape… perhaps even to destroy the mask. I’m not ordering my fellow Toa to accept this, Nokama, I am asking my brothers and sister to understand.”

Vakama executed a perfect dive, hitting the water clean. A few moments later, he broke the surface, gasping for air. From below, he could see the airships moving slowly away.
Good, he thought. I knew I could trust Onewa. He will make sure the ships get well clear of Metru Nui and the Matoran make it to safety. With luck, I won’t be far behind.

He turned and began to swim toward the Great Barrier. It was beneath the waters near that imposing wall of rock that he knew he would find the Vahi.

If Makuta has not found it already, he added grimly. And if he has, it is too late for us all.

From their vantage point aboard the airship, Nokama, Matau, and Nuju watched their friend begin his journey. “Mata Nui, keep him safe,” whispered the Toa of Water.

“He will, sister,” replied Matau. “Mata Nui loves ever-brave fools; that is why he made so many of us.”

Nuju glanced at the Toa of Air and made a complicated series of clicks and whistles, punctuated by sweeping hand gestures.

“What was that?” asked Matau, puzzled. “I didn’t quite catch it.”

“He’s been talking like that ever since we left Metru Nui,” said Nokama. “It’s the language of flying Rahi, or something close to it. The Toa of Ice has evidently decided that if we want a conversation with him, we will have to work for it.”

“But will it be worth working for?” asked the Toa of Air.

Nuju made an abrupt slashing motion in the air and followed it with two shrill whistles.

“I think I’ve just been insulted,” said Matau. “I would dare him to speak—say that again, but I wouldn’t understand it the second time either.”

Nokama laughed. After a moment, Matau joined in, and even Nuju cracked a smile. After so much danger and tension, the Toa Metru had finally become a team. Now they needed only Vakama to return to make them complete.

Be careful, Toa of Fire, Nokama thought. I may not have visions of the future like you do, but even I can sense something terrible is waiting down there. Do not let it find you.

Vakama took a deep breath and plunged beneath the waves for a third time. He had already realized he must widen his search area; the undersea currents could easily have carried the Vahi far from where it was dropped.

A Takea shark took notice of the new underwater presence and turned to get a closer look. Vakama saw the predator at about the same time. A moment’s thought sent a wave of heat through the water, enough to frighten the shark away without doing any real harm to it.

The Toa of Fire scanned the sea floor, searching for the distinctive yellow gold of the Mask of Time. The rocky bottom was littered with the carcasses of dead Rahi, fragments of Matoran boats, and assorted other jetsam that had collected over the years. At one point, he thought he saw something gleam from amid the debris, but it turned out to be an old Kanoka disk launcher.

His lungs were beginning to strain. He wondered if perhaps this was a futile search after all. The Vahi might have been swept away to any point in the ocean, carried off by a Rahi, or simply been buried beneath the mud and silt and invisible to the naked eye. Odds were good it was lost forever.

Probably better that way, thought Vakama. No being—not even a Toa—should command such power. Time is a fundamental force of the universe and the Vahi tampers with it. Even Mata Nui himself would not dare to do that.

Resolved to give up the search, Vakama turned to head for the surface. As he did so, his eye caught a disturbance in the water. He wondered if perhaps this was a futile search after all. The Vahi might have been swept away to any point in the ocean, carried off by a Rahi, or simply been buried beneath the mud and silt and invisible to the naked eye. Odds were good it was lost forever.

Probably better that way, thought Vakama. No being—not even a Toa—should command such power. Time is a fundamental force of the universe and the Vahi tampers with it. Even Mata Nui himself would not dare to do that.

Resolved to give up the search, Vakama turned to head for the surface. As he did so, his eye caught a disturbance in the water. He changed direction to make a closer examination.

What the Toa of Fire saw was staggering. In a small area, the natural order of things had apparently gone insane. Plant life was growing at a fantastic rate, then dying before his eyes. Rahi that swam too close would stop dead, every life process seemingly suspended, for long moments before finally moving on. The effect seemed to come in waves, rippling a short distance through the water before dissipating.

Being careful to avoid the affected area, Vakama swam closer. Now he could clearly see the source of the bizarre changes. The Kanohi Vahi was wedged beneath a rock, a minute crack running along its side.
It had changed color from gold to a dull orange, the result of exposure to the sea. Time distortions were emanating from it like waves of heat from a pool of molten protodermis.

The ache in Vakama’s lungs reminded him he needed to surface. He shot upward, while the maskmaker in him debated what he had seen.

This makes no sense, he told himself. If the mask is damaged, it shouldn’t work at all. Even the tiniest crack wrecks a mask. Instead, it’s pouring out power like I have never seen before, and if it sustains any more damage…

Vakama caught a quick breath of air on the surface and then plunged back down again. A plan was already forming in his mind. As things stood, there was no way he could retrieve the mask. He would have to risk trying to repair it underwater.

He came as close as he safely could and began to count. He would only have a few seconds between time waves to act. His control would have to be pinpoint, or else he risked making things infinitely worse.

Concentrating harder than ever before, he sent an impossibly thin beam of fire at the mask. It struck at the base of the small crack, welding the two sides together. It was the work of an instant for the entire job to be done, but Vakama felt like a year had passed.

And with this mask, it very well might have, he reminded himself as he wrenched the Vahi free.

Pumping his legs furiously, Vakama made for the surface. He had a long journey ahead of him to reach the island above. With the only known water route blocked off, he would have to travel overland through one of the tunnels. With luck, the Rahi who had infested them had moved on to the surface.

He was calculating the quickest and safest way to travel when he felt the disturbance in the water. He glanced down to see a waterspout forming below him. It was rocketing up toward him at amazing speed. Knowing he could never outdistance it in the water, Vakama seized the only option he had.

With only a fraction of a second’s hesitation, he slammed the Vahi over his mask. If he could muster the willpower, he could slow down time around the waterspout and buy a few moments to escape. He turned in the water to face the oncoming surge. It had picked up speed. Vakama struggled to settle his thoughts and focus on the mask, but it was already too late. The waterspout smashed into him like a pile driver, catapulting him out of the water and toward the Great Barrier.

Desperately, Vakama twisted his body to absorb the impact. He crashed into the solid rock wall and began to slide back down toward the water. Too stunned to use his elemental or mask powers, he could only reach out and grab on to a ledge. Vision blurred, strength rapidly waning, he tried in vain to pull himself up.

Then there was someone else there. It was a huge figure, power radiating off of it, but not someone Vakama recognized. His first thought was that Makuta had found him, but the aura of this being was different somehow. He fought to make his eyes focus, but the collision with the Great Barrier had been too devastating.

“Help me…,” he said.

The figure stood over him, seemingly unsure of what to do. Then it reached down and ripped the Vahi off of Vakama’s mask. Once it had the powerful Mask of Time in its possession, it lost interest in the Toa of Fire and began to climb the Great Barrier.

“Wait!” Vakama shouted weakly. But the figure never even looked back.

The Toa of Fire had no more time to worry about this. The world was rapidly going black. His hand lost its grip on the ledge, and Vakama fell down into the unforgiving sea. He hit the water, plunged deep beneath the surface, and did not rise again.
Far from Metru Nui, in a place never before seen by Matoran eyes, a lone being sat and brooded. His true name had not been spoken by anyone in more than two millennia. It was doubtful anyone even remembered it, or, if they did, that they would presume to be so familiar as to use it. Those who dared to address him called him the Shadowed One.

In the corridors outside his chamber, servants scurried to and fro as quietly as possible, lest they make a noise and disturb his meditations. Even the Dark Hunters training below his tower did so in unnerving silence. The last member of that order to shatter the peace with a shout had been moved into a new career as a practice dummy.

All who had seen the Shadowed One on this day knew it was a particularly bad time to risk his wrath. The reason was no secret: A short time before, he had dispatched two Dark Hunters, Nidhiki and Krekka, to the city of Metru Nui at the request of Makuta. Neither had returned, nor had Makuta been heard from. He was confronted with the very real possibility that his two operatives were dead.

He would not shed any tears for either. Nidhiki was a traitorous ex-Toa who had attempted to betray Metru Nui to the Dark Hunters ages ago and then fled the city when his attempt failed. Krekka was an idiot, worthwhile only for his brawn and his infantile sense of loyalty. No, losing those particular individuals was not the problem—what infuriated him was that anyone would dare to harm a Dark Hunter at all.

In all the centuries since the order had been founded, certain rules had remained unchanged. Dark Hunters would take on any employment if the reward were sufficient, regardless of the risk to themselves or others. Hiring a Dark Hunter without good reason or refusing to pay after the task was completed would bring immediate punishment. Slaying a Dark Hunter would bring the full force of the order down upon the offender. And now someone had dared to erase not one, but two, from existence.

The Shadowed One lightly tapped a crystal that hung suspended by his throne. In response, the dark, twisted creature that served as his Recorder crawled into the chamber and took up a position beside his master. It was the Recorder’s job to preserve the wisdom of the Shadowed One for the ages, as well as to keep an account of the Dark Hunters’ successes.

“I have pondered,” the Shadowed One began, “and I have decided. The deaths of two Dark Hunters cannot go unpunished. Those responsible must be struck down as an example to others who might contemplate such action.”

“Have you discovered who these offenders might be?” asked the Recorder, furiously scratching his master’s thoughts onto a tablet.

The Shadowed One nodded. “There is only one group of beings who would be so foolish as to do such a thing: Toa. I do not yet know if it was Lhikan or some other of his kind in Metru Nui who committed this act, but whoever they are, they will pay. Sentrakh and I will travel there ourselves to see to this.”
The Recorder paused in his writing, surprised. “You will go? You will not merely send more Dark Hunters?”

“Those who did this have obviously lost their fear of the order,” the Shadowed One replied. “Respect is born from fear… obedience as well. And so fear must be restored in the hearts of those who would stand against us.”

“Yes, yes, of course,” the Recorder said. If he wasn’t fully convinced of the wisdom of the plan, he certainly wasn’t going admit it. “After all, what Toa could successfully oppose you? Your power is second only to that of great Makuta himself.”

The words had barely been spoken before the Recorder realized the error he had made. Slowly, he started to back out of the room, even as the Shadowed One’s eyes blazed with anger.

“Second to –?” the leader of the Dark Hunters hissed, springing from his throne to grab the Recorder by the neck. “Understand this, scribbler – I am second to no one! Least of all that scheming, arrogant, walking scrap of shadow…”

The Recorder would have apologized profusely had he been able to breathe. To his great relief, the Shadowed One decided he was not worth killing, and simply threw him the length of the room. The jarring impact was almost welcome compared to what the alternative would have been.

“Get out of my sight,” ordered the Shadowed One. “Tell Sentrakh we depart immediately.”

The Recorder scurried out of the chamber. After he was gone, the Shadowed One returned to his throne and remembered Metru Nui. For far too long, that city had been a thorn in his side. Perhaps, when its Toa had been reduced to helplessness, it would be time to remove that thorn once and for all.

The Shadowed One walked down a winding stone staircase that led to the training chamber. No one was scheduled to be using it at this time, but from the sounds of combat emanating from below, it was obvious that someone was. He had no doubt it would be the Dark Hunter he was seeking.

The Shadowed One paused in the doorway. Lariska was there, moving with the grace and agility of a Rahi panther as she spun, leaped, and plunged her twin daggers into wooden targets. Without breaking stride, she went into a roll, then sprang up to throw her dagger between the eyes of a mounted Muaka head.

“I thought you preferred live practice targets,” the Shadowed One remarked.

Lariska retrieved her dagger and went into another routine, never looking at her visitor. “I do. Finished all of them. They’re stacked outside.” She did a midair somersault and sliced off the head of a mannequin. “Better do something before they start to smell,” she added as she hit the ground.

“You are back sooner than I expected,” said the Shadowed One. “Unable to carry out the mission?”

Lariska laughed sharply. “You know better than that.” She jumped from a standing start into the rafters, executed a series of complicated gymnastic tricks, and then did a perfect dismount to land in front of her leader. The Shadowed One could not help but be a little amazed at her fluid skill, considering that her left arm was completely mechanical.

“I thought you preferred live practice targets,” the Shadowed One remarked.

Lariska retrieved her dagger and went into another routine, never looking at her visitor. “I do. Finished all of them. They’re stacked outside.” She did a midair somersault and sliced off the head of a mannequin. “Better do something before they start to smell,” she added as she hit the ground.

“You are back sooner than I expected,” said the Shadowed One. “Unable to carry out the mission?”

Lariska laughed sharply. “You know better than that.” She jumped from a standing start into the rafters, executed a series of complicated gymnastic tricks, and then did a perfect dismount to land in front of her leader. The Shadowed One could not help but be a little amazed at her fluid skill, considering that her left arm was completely mechanical.

“Reporting,” she said, making no effort to hide her sarcasm.

“The Toa?”

“Dead.”

“The Turaga?”

“Fled.”

“The payment?”

“In the vault.”

“All of it?” the Shadowed One asked pointedly.

Lariska glanced at her mechanical arm, then back at the ruler of the Dark Hunters. “All of it. I remember my lessons well, Shadowed One, especially the painful ones.

The Shadowed One smiled. “I find it hard to believe even you could eliminate an experienced Toa so quickly. Tell me the tale.”
Lariska shrugged, already restless. She liked to be moving all the time. Standing around and talking was torture for her, which is precisely why the Shadowed One made her do it. “Usual routine. I scouted him for two weeks. He was a Toa of Gravity. His standard response to an attack was to dodge the first strike and then erase the gravity around an opponent and send them floating upward. I practiced fighting in zero gravity using levitation disks, so when he tried that, I was ready.”

A dark smile crept onto her lips. “And he wasn’t ready for my being ready.”

“I am leaving the island for a short while,” the Shadowed One said abruptly. It was better not to let his Dark Hunters dwell on their successes – it made them prideful and thus dangerous. “You will oversee things here in my absence.”

Lariska couldn’t take the idleness anymore. She did a backflip and executed a rapid series of feints with her daggers. The Shadowed One noticed that the blades were stained green, a sign that she had applied poison to them before the session.

“Why me?” she asked.

“Because the other Dark Hunters are afraid of you,” he replied. “And you are afraid of me.”

Lariska suddenly hurled a dagger in his direction. “Am I?”

The Shadowed One erupted into a blur of motion. He grabbed a dagger off of a table, threw it, and knocked hers out of the air. “If you are wise,” he said, “then yes, you are.”

“Where are you going?”

“That does not concern you.”

“When will you be back?”

“When I return. In the meantime, accept only those commissions that promise high reward. Keep the Recorder informed of all arrangements. And Triglax returned with only two pieces of equipment when the contract specified three. Have his quarters and usual hiding places searched, then teach him the error of his ways.”

“What curriculum?” Lariska asked, already looking forward to her confrontation with the obnoxious Triglax.

“I want him able to walk on his own,” the Shadowed One answered. “But unable to breathe without pain for, oh, six weeks. That should be sufficient.”

“Hands?”

“Intact,” he said. “I believe enough hands have been removed this year.”

He started to go, then stopped. “Tell me, Lariska. If I turned my back on you right now, would I find a dagger in it shortly after?”

She shook her head. “No.”

“That was… play,” she answered, smiling. “I know you. You would never turn your back on anyone without guards in the shadows ready to cut them down if they made a move. So, no… the day I kill you, Shadowed One, you will see it coming. I want you to see it coming.”

The Shadowed One turned and walked away, confident that in his absence he was leaving the Dark Hunters in just the right pair of ruthless hands.

Vakama opened his eyes. The first thing he noticed was that he was not underwater. In fact, he was lying on a comfortable sleep pallet, staring up at a strangely familiar stone ceiling.

The second thing he noticed was that, for a Toa who had just been slammed into the Great Barrier, he felt great. His muscles didn’t ache and his lungs seemed fine despite his almost drowning. Still, something felt… wrong. Granted, Toa had great strength and resiliency, but he felt almost too good. Almost as if the waterspout and the impact with the rock wall had never happened.

He sat up, and suddenly everything made sense, and at the same time nothing did at all. His Toa armor was gone. His legs, arms, and torso were all shorter.

Vakama went numb with shock. How could this have happened? When? It shouldn’t have been possible but… I’m a Matoran again!
Now he knew where he was. This was his home in Ta-Metru, a home he knew had been leveled in the earthquake that followed Makuta’s efforts to seize power in the city. He had lived here for countless years, working first as a toolmaker and later as a maskmaker. His forge was only a short walk away, just past Takua’s dwelling. For a moment, he wondered how Takua was doing these days.

“No! No, no, no!” Vakama shouted. “Takua is gone. He’s with the other Matoran, asleep in the spheres and heading for the island above. My home is gone. My metru is fire, smoke, and rubble. And I… I am a Toa!”

“What are you shouting about?”

Vakama glanced up to see Jala poking his mask into the doorway. He looked none the worse for wear for a Matoran who had been kidnapped by Vahki and forced into a coma. For just a second, Vakama forgot the impossibility of the entire situation and felt a surge of joy at seeing his friend again.

“Jala? Is that you?”

“Of course it’s me, akilini-head. Who else would it be? You better get up or you’ll be late for work.”

“Work!” Vakama repeated, as if he had never heard the word before.

“Yes, work,” Jala replied, exasperated. “You know, that thing you do all day? That thing Takua is apparently allergic to? Work. And if you’re not there on time, the Vahki Nuurakh will give you a wake-up call you won’t forget.”

Vakama hopped off the bed. “You mean the foundries are operating? The forges? When? How?”

“When have they ever stopped?” asked Jala. “Hey, are you all right? You look like someone stepped on your favorite lava eel. Were you on the wrong end of a Vahki stun staff or something?”

“I… no, I don’t think so,” Vakama said quietly. “But I’m not quite myself today. Maybe I shouldn’t go to work.”

Jala shrugged. “If you want to chance that, go ahead. But if Turaga Dume was expecting me to hand over the Mask of Time today, I think I would make a point of being at my forge.”

Vakama almost lost his balance. Turaga Dume? The Mask of Time? But the Dume who wanted that mask was Makuta in disguise… and the mask is… is…

He looked around the room. There was no sign of the Kanohi Vahi. Then he remembered the hulking brute who had taken it from him as he clung to the rocks. At least, he thought he remembered that. If there was any truth to the memory at all, Metru Nui was in deadly danger.

“The Toa!” he snapped at Jala. “Where are they?”

“Where they always are,” the Matoran responded, edging away from the door. “They are at the Coliseum with Turaga Dume and Turaga Lhikan. The Toa of Fire is discussing ways to defeat the Morbuzakh plant.”

“But I’m —” Vakama began. Then he caught himself. The world had gone crazy, and Jala obviously hadn’t noticed. Insisting he was a Toa wouldn’t do anything but convince his friend he was crazy. Still, that left one very important question he wished he didn’t have to ask.

“Jala… who is the Toa of Fire?”

“You are a few flames short of a fire, Vakama. Everyone knows the Toa of Fire!” Jala answered. “It’s Toa Nuhrii!”

At one time, so many stunning revelations one on top of the other would have overwhelmed Vakama. But that was before he became a Toa in more than just name. He had overcome his insecurities and his fears. He had confronted the darkest part of himself during the struggle with the Visorak and emerged stronger for it.

Or did I? Did any of that happen at all? Was I ever really a Toa, or did I just dream it all?

Too many things did not add up. He grabbed his maskmaking tool and a stone tablet and began to burn a list of them all into the rock:

1. The Morbuzakh is still alive, when I know we destroyed it using the Great Disks.
2. Lhikan is a Turaga. But he became a Turaga when he turned Nokama, Nuju, Onewa, Matau, Whenua, and me into Toa Metru. And he’s dead, killed in battle with Makuta.

3. The city is undamaged. There has been no earthquake. The Vahki are still functioning. The Matoran are still working.

4. Turaga Dume is running the city. But is it the real Dume, or Makuta in disguise?

5. Nuhrii is the Toa of Fire.

That last one was the hardest to take. During the battle with the Visorak, Vakama and some of the other Toa had discovered evidence that Nuhrii, Ehrye, Ahkmou, Vhisola, Orkahm, and Tehutti had been destined to become Toa Metru. Makuta had subtly influenced Lhikan to choose Vakama and his team instead. By doing so, he had gone against destiny and the will of Mata Nui, which perhaps explained the number of disasters that had followed. More than once, Vakama had wondered if some of the terrible events might have been avoided if Lhikan had made the right choices.

Evidently, he did, Vakama thought. Somehow, everything that happened from before the time Lhikan helped us become Toa Metru has been wiped out. What could have the power to do that? The Vahi? But the legends of the Mask of Time said nothing about this sort of thing being possible.

There was, of course, another alternative, one Vakama preferred not to think about. It was possible nothing had been erased or rearranged. All of his experiences as a Toa Metru might have been nothing more than a dream or hallucination. Everything – Makuta’s betrayal of the Matoran, their capture, the Visorak, the Toa Hordika – might have been nothing but a delusion brought on by overwork.

Vakama shook his head. “No. I won’t accept that. It was real. I know it was real. And I know the Matoran who can help me prove it.”
Matoran from other parts of the city rarely traveled to Ko-Metru. It wasn’t so much that Ko-Matoran were unfriendly, although they often were. It had more to do with the overwhelming silence that blanketed the district, day and night. Takua had once said that he always started speaking in whispers as soon as he crossed into Ko-Metru, although he was never sure why.

The last time Vakama had been here, the metru was deserted of everything but Rahi. The Knowledge Towers still stood but were badly damaged by the earthquake that had rocked the city. At least, that was the last time Vakama remembered being here — and there was certainly no evidence now that any of it had ever happened. Ko-Matoran filled the streets, the Knowledge Towers stood tall and proud, and even the chutes were running on time. Under ordinary circumstances, seeing the metru intact again would have been a dream come true. Today, it felt more like a nightmare.

Vakama was so lost in thought that he almost walked right into a huge ice sculpture. He looked up to see it was the figure of a Toa wearing a Great Mask of Illusion. Carved at the base was the name Toa Ehrye.

Of course, thought Vakama. He would have been Toa of Ice if Lhikan hadn’t chosen Nuju. More proof that either the universe has gone insane, or I have. I vote for the universe.

On a quiet side street, he found the Knowledge Tower in which Nuju had worked as a Matoran. The scholars inside the front doors firmly insisted that he could not ascend to the upper levels for any reason. It was only when he mentioned bringing a piece of equipment that would make Nuju’s telescope ten times more powerful that they agreed to let him pass. They were so excited by the prospect of a better view of the stars that they never even asked to examine the part, a good thing since it did not exist.

Nuju, a Matoran once again as well, was hard at work scanning the skies for astronomical evidence of Mata Nui’s will. He didn’t even turn around at the sound of Vakama’s entrance.

“Whatever it is, leave it,” said Nuju. “If you can’t leave it, then take it back out with you. If it’s too heavy to carry back out, then how did you get it in here in the first place?”

“Nuju, I need to speak with you.”

The Ko-Matoran peered over his shoulder at his visitor. The eyepiece of his mask extended and retracted as he took a closer look. “You’re Vakama, aren’t you? The one who built the telescopic lens into my mask?”

“That’s right,” Vakama replied. “I need your help. It’s about the Mask of Time.”

That was enough to get Nuju’s attention. “You finished it? Where is it?”

“I… don’t have it with me. I need to know if there are any legends about the powers it is supposed to have.”

Nuju flung his arms up into the air. “Legends! There are legends about everything, Vakama. Sometimes I think all Matoran do all day is make up legends. Be specific.”

“Nuju, I – something is very wrong in this city,” Vakama began.

“I know. We’re under attack by savage foliage,” Nuju said acidly. “Is that all?”
“No, I mean things are not the way they are supposed to be. You… you should be a Toa!”
Nuju stared at Vakama for a moment in stunned silence. Then he burst out laughing. The noise sounded doubly loud because Ko-Metru was always so quiet.

“Me, a Toa? Not for all the purified protodermis in Ga-Metru,” Nuju said, turning his back on Vakama. “All right, you had your little joke. You can leave now.”

Vakama took three quick steps, grabbed Nuju, and spun him around. “I’m not joking! None of this should be here! The Knowledge Towers have been shattered, the power plant destroyed, the Archives broken open, and their Rahi on the loose in the city. I’ve seen it, and so have you! Don’t you remember?”

Nuju nodded slowly. “Sure, Vakama. Whatever you say. And you think the Mask of Time had something to do with this? Well, I could be of more help to you if I could examine the mask. Is it somewhere you can get it?”

“No, I –” Vakama paused in mid-sentence. For less than a split second, the chamber had changed. The walls suddenly had great cracks in them. Ice bats were nesting in the ceiling. Nuju was not there. In fact, Vakama was standing alone… and he was a Toa.

As quickly as it had changed, the room flashed back again, becoming the neat, orderly workplace of a Ko-Matoran seer. Nuju was waving a hand in front of Vakama’s mask.

“Hello?” asked the Ko-Matoran. “Are you in there? I don’t think the Mask of Time is the problem, friend. I think maybe your own mask is on too tight. But go and get me the mask you made and I will see what I can find out.”

Vakama was about to explain that he didn’t have the mask, someone had stolen it. But he thought better of it before the first word was spoken. Something was telling him that maybe it was better if no one else knew about that – at least, not until Vakama had a better idea of what was going on in Metru Nui.

As it turned out, he wouldn’t have had the chance to say anything to Nuju anyway. The Knowledge Tower observatory window was shattered by a squad of Vahki Keerakh. They stormed into the chamber and advanced on Nuju, stun staffs at the ready.

“No!” cried the Ko-Matoran. “I was working! He interrupted me! Look, I was right in the middle of –”

The Vahki staffs flashed. The power of confusion they contained took effect instantly, as Nuju lost all sense of where he was or when.

And he’s not the only one, thought Vakama grimly as he ran from the room.

Vakama took a chute to Ga-Metru. Just like every other spot in the city, it looked perfectly normal. Scholars and educators traveled back and forth from school to school, most of them so buried in their notes, they could have walked into a giant Muaka without noticing.

He spotted Nokama talking with a blue Toa. As he approached, he recognized the hero as Vhisola, an old friend of Nokama’s and evidently now the Toa of Water. She was giving the Matoran a pretty stern lecture.

“You should know better!” said Toa Vhisola. “All research and experiments have to be approved by a Toa. That’s the law. If I reported you to the Vahki –”

“I know, Toa Vhisola,” Nokama answered quietly. “Thank you for not informing the Vahki Bordakh, Toa Vhisola. I won’t do it again.”

“See that you don’t.” Vhisola caught sight of Vakama approaching and snapped, “What do you want, Ta-Matoran?”

“Just, um, passing through,” Vakama answered, looking up into the Great Komau, the Mask of Mind Control, that Vhisola wore. “I had a delivery to make at a school near here.”

Vhisola nodded, though she did not look convinced. “All right. I don’t have time to waste talking to Matoran. I’ll see you later, Nokama. Remember what I said.”

The Toa jumped into one of the protodermis canals and swam off. Vakama watched her go. When he turned back, Nokama was walking quickly away from him. He had to run to catch up with her.
“Where are you going?”
“Back to work, Vakama,” she said, not looking at him. “That’s where I belong. I have… classes to
... classes to teach, and…” Her voice broke.
Vakama put a hand on her shoulder. “What is it, Nokama? What’s the matter?”
“Oh, it’s just… it’s my own fault,” she said. “I was experimenting with energized protodermis,
... figure out how it does what it does. But I didn’t ask permission of Toa Vhīsola first. You know
that any new study has to be cleared by the Toa or Turaga Dume.”
“Um, right,” Vakama answered. “Remind me, why was that law passed?”
She looked at Vakama as if he had grown another head. “Why, to keep us from becoming Toa, of
course. After Vhīsola and the others became Toa Metru using the Toa stones, they convinced the Turaga
that six Toa were enough for one city. Just in case there was some other way for a Matoran to become a
Toa, they banned all research to make sure no one accidentally discovered it.”
“That’s crazy!” Vakama snapped. When he saw a Ga-Matoran staring at him, he lowered his voice.
“Becoming a Toa is destiny at work. You can’t pass a law banning destiny.”
Nokama shrugged. “Tell that to the Toa. My friend Onewa stumbled on an unexplored cave in
Po-Metru, and Toa Ahkmou caught him. Ahkmou turned him over to the Vahki, and Onewa hasn’t been
the same since. He goes from work to home and back again and jumps at every shadow.”
“Turaga Dume – the real Turaga Dume – would never stand for this,” said Vakama.
“What do you mean, the real Turaga Dume? There’s only one, you know.”
“It’s a long story,” Vakama answered. “Listen, I need your help. I’m trying to research the Mask
of Time – what it can and can’t do, that sort of thing. I thought you might know where there are some
carvings about it, something the Knowledge Towers don’t have.”
“There might be something in the Great Temple, but I couldn’t take you there,” Nokama said. “If
Vhīsola or the Vahki caught us –”
“Then they won’t. Maybe Onewa is in no shape to help us, but I’m sure Whenua and Matau
would.”
Nokama stopped in her tracks. “Matau? That’s not very funny.”
“What?”
“Vakama… Matau died a month ago, when the chute he was in was attacked by a Morbuzakh vine.
Everyone knows that.”

The two Matoran said nothing to each other for the remainder of the trip to the Great Temple.
Vakama was more convinced than ever that someone had misused the Mask of Time and made all this
happen. But if Onewa had become a coward and Matau had been killed, he was no longer sure even the
mask could set things right again.
And that’s assuming I ever find it, he reminded himself. If I’m right and someone took it from me when
I was a Toa, I still have no clue who that someone might have been. It didn’t look like Makuta, but then, who
knows what Makuta really looks like?
“So you made the Mask of Time?” Nokama asked. “I mean, that is why you want to research it,
right?”
“Yes, I made it.”
“I hope you have a good hiding place for it. Otherwise, the Toa will be sure to take it from you.”
Vakama chuckled. “It’s so well hidden, even I’m not sure where it is.”
“I’m serious,” Nokama said sharply. “Maybe you should tell me where you hid it, just in case. You
might think it’s a safe spot and it’s not, and I could suggest a better place. After all, you were never good
at hiding things, Vakama – disks, tools, Toa stones, chute passes – I won every game of lose-and-seek we
ever played.”
Vakama glanced at his companion and smiled. “Yes, you did, didn’t you? Except for that game near
the Great Furnace – if the Vahki had come by that time, we would have both lost.”
Nokama laughed loudly. “Um, yes, you’re right. That was some game! I do remember that.”
“I was sure you would,” Vakama replied. “I’ve lost a lot of games lately. I think it’s time I started winning some.”

The two continued on their journey toward the spiritual center of the city. Vakama got a sudden flash of the Great Temple as a burned-out ruin and the surrounding protodermis canals cracked and leaking. He almost turned to look at Nokama, but then stopped himself, because he was not at all sure what he would see.

Lose-and-seek, he thought. Is that what I’m playing? I lost my Toa power, my friends, my past, my whole reality, but where do I seek it? How do I get it back? And most important of all – who am I playing against?
Sentrakh steered the boat unerringly toward the gateway that led to the Metru Nui Sea. It had been a long journey, but neither he nor the Shadowed One had slept. Having lived among potential enemies far too long to take chances, the Shadowed One rarely closed his eyes except behind locked doors. Sentrakh had no need for sleep or much of anything else beyond his duty.

Virtually all of the sea gates that led from Metru Nui to other lands had been closed by order of Makuta some time ago. Only this one remained open, by virtue of someone, or something, having torn the metal wide open. The Shadowed One guessed this was the work of Krekka, as he and Nidhiki made their way to Metru Nui.

As the boat sailed through the portal, a dull gray object caught the eye of the Dark Hunter leader. He ordered Sentrakh to halt and stepped out onto the narrow rock ledge that bordered the gate. A closer look confirmed his suspicion: This was a Kanohi Mask of Power he had spotted, a Mask of Speed, to be precise.

"Do you know what this is?" he asked Sentrakh. "A Kanohi mask – one of the most valuable possessions of a Toa. It no doubt belonged to some brave hero who ventured here from Metru Nui, looking to close this gate, thinking he was doing what was best for his city. He succeeded, but only after a great battle, and finally succumbed to his injuries. Only his mask was left behind."

The Shadowed One turned to look at his guardian, who was still staring straight ahead. "Did he find a hero’s grave in these waters, do you think?" The Dark Hunter idly kicked the mask into the sea, watching it disappear beneath the waves. "Or just a final resting place in the mud for a fool?"

Vakama and Nokama knelt beside a canal and eyed the Great Temple. Vahki Bordakh were patrolling the site, just as they always had in the past. Ordinarily, Matoran could come and go as they pleased without too much trouble, provided that they stayed in the public sections. But the Ta-Matoran doubted that was the case in this new, harsher Metru Nui.

"We’ll never make it past them," Nokama whispered. "This is foolish."

"No, we’ll get in," Vakama assured her. "You sound so confident."

"Why wouldn’t I? I’m with you," he said, smiling. "Besides, I know a way in."

Vakama’s memories of being a Toa Hordika included one occasion when he had slipped into the Great Temple past the Toa guards. It wasn’t a very proud moment. He had gone there to kidnap and intimidate, all in the service of the vile Roodaka. He had been trying hard to forget those events, but he still remembered the route inside.

He led Nokama to a spot at the far end of the bridge leading to the temple. A partially hidden hatchway in the ground led down into an old pipe. It had once been used to transport purified protodermis from the Great Temple to the city but had been replaced years before by newer conduits. The pipe ran underwater and up into the center of the temple.
“You expect me to go in there?” Nokama asked.

“Think of it as a challenge,” said Vakama. “Something to brighten up your quiet, boring Matoran life.”

The pipe was narrow and dark and stank of damp. Little things were crawling along with Vakama and Nokama, but it was impossible to see what they were, which was probably for the best. As the pipe dipped below the sea, the pressure increased until it felt like two great hands pressing against their heads.

Finally, they made it out the other side, emerging in one of the Great Temple’s protodermis purification chambers. Vakama motioned for Nokama to follow him quietly, since there were Ga-Matoran workers in the room who wouldn’t appreciate the sight of intruders. Together, they slipped through the shadows and made their way out into the corridor.

“Now where?” asked Vakama.

“Everything that exists on the Mask of Time is just legends,” Nokama replied, looking around. She was obviously uncomfortable about being here. “No one even knew for certain that it could be made. How did you –?”

“Never mind,” Vakama said. This was no time to go into the origin of a mask that he wasn’t even certain he had created. He had carved the Mask of Time when he was a Toa Metru, but in this new world, he had never been a Toa Metru. That meant the Mask of Time he suspected had caused all this shouldn’t even exist anymore. The paradox made his head hurt.

Nokama led him into a small chamber piled high with stone tablets. “All of this is supposed to go to the Knowledge Towers once it’s translated,” she said. “Most of it was brought by traders from other cities before the sea gates were closed. We’ve barely begun to catalog it, but maybe there is something here.”

Methodically, the two Matoran began going through the tablets. Since Vakama could not read any of the inscribed text, he simply looked at any images carved on the stone to see if they looked like the Mask of Time. If they didn’t, he put the tablet aside and went on to the next one.

After a while, he said, “How bad are things in the city?”

“Bad. Very bad,” Nokama replied. “The Morbuzakh has taken over almost all of Le-Metru. Toa Orkahm made a valiant effort to fight it off, but he waited too long before acting. He’s still recovering from his injuries. Without the work being done in that metru, chutes are breaking down and airships are grounded. The city is coming to a halt.”

“Do the Toa have a plan to stop the Morbuzakh plant?”

“Toa Vhisola said something about finding the Great Disks,” Nokama answered. “But they can’t seem to locate them.”

Another paradox, thought Vakama. *I used the Great Disks to make the Mask of Time. In this reality, they evidently don’t exist.*

He picked up another tablet, glanced at it, and felt a chill of recognition. The figure carved into its face resembled the being who had taken the Mask of Time from him on the Great Barrier.

“Who is this? What is this?” he asked.

Nokama took the tablet and began to read the carvings. “It’s a… I think the name is Voporak. ‘Very powerful…’, I can’t read this part, ‘serves the Dark Hunters in order to…’” Nokama’s eyes widened. “Vakama, it was bred to seek out the Mask of Time!”

“What? Tell me everything!”

“It has the ability to sense fluctuations in time, the sort it was believed the mask would create,” she said. “If the Mask of Time came into existence, the Voporak would seek it out wherever it happened to be and seize it for the Dark Hunters.”

Nokama glanced up at Vakama. “‘Why is this so important? Tell me the truth – have you seen this thing in Metru Nui? Now do you see why I said the hiding place is so important – maybe too important to be entrusted to you?”

Vakama nodded. “Maybe you’re right, Nokama. Come with me. I think it’s time the truth was revealed.”
High atop a Ga-Metru roof, Sentrakh watched Vakama emerge from the protodermis pipe. If the unliving guardian of the Dark Hunter fortress was surprised by the identity of Vakama's companion, he did not show it. After all, it was not his place to have an opinion, merely to carry out orders.

The Shadowed One stood and pondered the pair of travelers wandering through the metru. At first, the scene made no sense to him. Why was Vakama wandering through a metru not his own? Where were the Toa he expected to find? Surely a Toa of Fire by himself could not have slain two Dark Hunters…

Then an idle thought wandered through the Shadowed One’s complex, twisted mind. He seized upon it, examined it, and followed where it led. He began to see the outlines of a plot almost as devious as one of his own. This Vakama was at its center, whether the native of Ta-Metru knew it yet or not.

“We follow him,” said the Shadowed One. “He will lead us to the answers we are here to find. Once we have those answers, Sentrakh, you will dispose of him… in a way that will haunt the nightmares of Toa everywhere for ages to come.”

“Where are you taking me?” asked Nokama for the sixth time.

“Po-Metru,” Vakama replied. He had found an Ussal cart and persuaded the driver to let him borrow it. Under ordinary circumstances, an Ussal driver would never let his vehicle or his animal out of his sight. But these are far from ordinary circumstances, Vakama reminded himself.

“Is that where the Mask of Time is hidden?”

“Something is hidden there,” he said. “If I’m right, something just as destructive as the mask… something I had hoped never to see again.”

“Speak plainly!” Nokama snarled. “Tell me where we are going and why, fire-spitter, before I –”

“Why, Nokama, calm down,” Vakama answered. “Here I always thought you had the most patience of us all. You don’t want to prove me wrong, do you?”

They crossed the border into Po-Metru. Roads gave way to pathways through the canyons, and buildings were replaced by low warehouses and shacks. The sounds of carvers’ tools striking rock rang out all over the district. In the distance, Vakama could see a small herd of Kikanalo beasts on the move.

“It’s really quite a remarkable place,” Vakama muttered. “It’s a shame we did not appreciate what we had.”

“What are you talking about?”

“All this,” he continued. “The metru. The Rahi beasts. The suns, the sky… Metru Nui was a beautiful place. The universe was well ordered and benevolent, all under the watchful gaze of the Great Spirit Mata Nui. We thought it would always be that way, so we didn’t appreciate it while it lasted. None of us, not even you.”

“Things change,” answered Nokama flatly. “We can’t always know the reasons for it. We have to trust that those with more power know what is right for us all.”

“You mean like Toa Vhisola? I wasn’t aware that Toa power automatically brought wisdom with it.”

Nokama laughed harshly. “I was talking about real power, Vakama. Not the raindrops and wisps of a breeze Toa produce. The power to shape the future… the power to rule… the power to change the lives of others for all time… that is what I mean.”

“What if those others don’t want their lives changed? What if they’re happy as they are?”

Nokama shook her head. “It makes no difference what they want. They will live in whatever world their superiors create for them, because it’s all they know how to do. If Mata Nui had not wanted them herded, he would not have made them so easily led.”

Vakama reined the Ussal cart to a stop. “Well, my leading you is almost at an end. Our destination is that cave over there.”

“The Mask of Time is not in there,” Nokama said stiffly.

“How do you know?”

“I just do. I’m not going in there.”
Vakama was about to comment that it was a good thing, then, that he was the one driving. But before he could speak, the cart rocked violently, throwing him to the rocky ground. He looked up to see a Morbuzakh vine whipping through the air, about to grab him in its powerful embrace.

The sight brought back bad memories. The Morbuzakh plant creature had been created by Makuta as part of his plan to take over Metru Nui. It had taken six Toa Metru armed with Great Kanoka Disks to stop it. Reduced to a Matoran, Vakama would have no chance against it alone. That fact made it all the more disturbing that Nokama was still sitting in the cart as if nothing were wrong.

“Nokama! Do something!” he shouted, narrowly avoiding the vine’s blow.

“This is a bad place,” the Ga-Matoran replied. “We should leave.”

Now, there’s a shocking bit of news, Vakama thought as the Morbuzakh went after him again. He picked up a rock and threw it at the vine. The Morbuzakh caught it in midair and smashed it on the ground. Dust and bits of rock flew into the air, blinding Vakama.

The plant creature saw its chance. Two vines snaked around Vakama and began to pull him toward the hole in the ground from which they had emerged. Vakama dug his feet into the ground and struggled with all his might, but could not break the plant’s grip. In a matter of seconds, he would be below the surface and probably lost forever.

This was enough to rouse Nokama to action. She leaped off the cart with speed and agility Vakama had never seen before, charged the vine, and threw her arms around it. For a moment, he wondered if she seriously believed she could wrestle the Morbuzakh into submission. Then, to his amazement, the vines abruptly dropped him and retreated down the hole, trailing a thin stream of black sap.

Nokama turned to look at Vakama, but did not offer a hand up. “Now can we go?” she asked.

“You can if you like,” Vakama answered, brushing himself off. “I have to see someone about a mask.”

He climbed into the Ussal cart and took the reins. Reluctantly, Nokama took her place again beside him.

In a cavern far below their feet, the plant creature nursed its wound. The blue one had hurt it, although not badly. Still, pain had not been part of the arrangement. It might, the creature thought, be time to reconsider this deal. I play a small role in this grand plot, it’s true, the plant-being continued. And yet I may be the only one who knows the true power behind events. So I will wait, and I will watch... and Vakama will hear from me again.
Vakama walked through the dark cavern, Nokama a step or two behind him. He had never been here before, only heard about the place from Onewa. Despite his assurances to his companion, he really had no idea if he would find what it was he was seeking here. But if this place was not the end of the journey, perhaps it would at least point him in the right direction.

He reached a dead end at the back of the cave. When Onewa had been here, an earthquake had weakened the stone, revealing a chamber beyond. In this strange, different Metru Nui, there had been no quake. Yet there had to be a way inside, and Vakama was determined to find it. He closed his eyes and ran his hands across the stone, searching for the part of the wall that did not feel quite right.

After what felt like hours, he found it. There was a tiny, recessed portion of the rock that even someone as unschooled in caves as Vakama could tell was not natural. Taking a deep breath and steeling himself for whatever might come, he pressed on the stone.

The wall slid aside. Vakama saw something moving impossibly fast. Then it slammed into his face, adhering to his mask. He fell over, but never felt the impact. His mind was somewhere else, lost in a whirling haze of color and sound. Thoughts that were not his own invaded his mind. Memories of things he had never experienced washed over him. He fought to maintain his sanity against this mental assault.

Finally, the pressure subsided and a form took shape in his mind’s eye.

It was a Toa, that much was certain, but not one Vakama had ever seen before. His armor looked sleeker and more streamlined than that of a Toa Metru, almost like the carvings of ancient heroes Vakama had seen in the Archives. Yet somehow he sensed this Toa was not some figure from the past.

“I am Toa Krakua,” the figure stated. “I greet you, brother, in the name of all the Toa who have gone before and all of those who have yet to be.”

“What... what’s going on here?” Vakama asked. “I’ve never heard of any Toa Krakua. Am I dreaming?”

The strange Toa shook his head. “No, Vakama, you are seeing as only you can see. Remember? You were gifted, even as a Matoran, with the power to see fragments of the future. I am one of those fragments, a Toa who will never come to be unless you succeed in your task.”

“What task? What am I supposed to do?”

The Toa raised his sword. The tool began to vibrate and hum, and then sonic waves shattered a solid stone wall. “Find the truth, no matter what barrier blocks your way. Deception can strike you down, as surely as any blow from an enemy. You are a Toa without armor in a chamber of swords, Vakama, and only the truth can protect you.”

Krakua paused, and then said, “You do not believe me.”

Vakama was startled. He had doubts, certainly, about what he was seeing, but he felt that nothing in his expression would have betrayed them.

“And nothing did,” said Toa Krakua. “I wear Kanohi Suletu, the Mask of Telepathy. Your thoughts are open to me.”
“What truth am I supposed to find?” Vakama asked. “Why won’t you speak plainly?”
Toa Krakua smiled. “The future can only share so much with the past, Vakama. That is a law even a Toa does not have the power to change.”

“Isn’t there anything you can tell me?”
“Two things will I share with you – I said before that if you fail, I will never exist. You must be prepared to fail, brother. If necessary, you must be willing to destroy the future and all that is now to stop evil from spreading.”

“And the second?”
“Six heroes will one day be called upon to make a perilous journey into the darkest place you can imagine. They will brave the lightning… they will walk through the fire… they will stare into the eyes of evil, and if they waver even once, they will die. And you, Vakama, will bear the most terrible burden of all.”

Vakama could see where this was going. “I will have to lead them.”
Toa Krakua shook his head. “No, nothing as easy as that. You will have to send them on this quest, knowing they may never return… and knowing you can do nothing for them but wait and hope.”

The mysterious figure opened his mouth as if to say more. Then a wave of shadow passed over him and he was gone, carried away by the darkness. Vakama’s eyes snapped open and he realized with a start that he was still in the cavern. The creature was gone from his mask, but not very far.

“I thought you might prefer your Kanohi mask without this accessory.” Turaga Lhikan stood there, holding the squirming thing in his hand. It looked like a cross between the small krana that lived inside Bohrok and the serpent-like kraata that lurked inside the creatures called Rahkshi. Vakama had seen such a thing once before, when it attacked Onewa near one of Makuta’s lairs.

If it is here, then I’ve found the place I sought, he said to himself. Now I just have to get out of here alive.

Are you all right?” asked Lhikan as Vakama rose to his feet.

“Are you dead?” Vakama replied.

“Of course not!”

“Then I’m not all right.” Vakama looked around. The walls were covered in carvings. He tried to read them but they were in an unfamiliar language. He had a feeling even Nokama would have a hard time translating all this, and he knew better than to ask the Matoran who stood silently beside him. Long tables lined both of the walls, littered with Kanoka disks, fragments of ancient tablets, and other artifacts.

“Then I’ve found the place I sought, he said to himself. Now I just have to get out of here alive.

“Are you all right?” asked Lhikan as Vakama rose to his feet.

“Are you dead?” Vakama replied.

“Of course not!”

“Then I’m not all right.” Vakama looked around. The walls were covered in carvings. He tried to read them but they were in an unfamiliar language. He had a feeling even Nokama would have a hard time translating all this, and he knew better than to ask the Matoran who stood silently beside him. Long tables lined both of the walls, littered with Kanoka disks, fragments of ancient tablets, and other artifacts.

“It was lucky for you I was here,” Turaga Lhikan said. “If I had not gotten that creature off of you –”

“I might have learned more than you want me to know,” Vakama finished for him. “Your mask is excellent – I’m a maskmaker, I should know. But as always with items made by amateurs, you left a flaw.”

Vakama sprang to one of the tables, grabbed a Kanoka disk, and flung it with all his might right at Nokama’s head. Startled, the Matoran never moved. The whirling disk hit her mask – and passed right through.

Now Vakama knew what he had suspected was true: This wasn’t Nokama. The instant he completely stopped believing that she was genuine, her form began to ripple and change. In fact, everything around him was changing and transforming, as the elaborate illusion he had been living abruptly collapsed. His own perspective on the world changed, too, and he now saw himself for what he truly was and always had been: the Toa Metru of Fire.

The image of Nokama was gone now, replaced by the reality of a Visorak Boggarak. It had been cloaked in an illusion of Nokama all this time, and her voice had been created by the power behind the ruse. Vakama felt a shadow fall on him and knew that behind his back “Turaga Lhikan” was changing, too.

No surprise, he reminded himself. And whatever I must face, I will face it as a Toa.

Slowly, Toa Vakama turned to confront his enemy.

Outside the cave, the Shadowed One and Sentrakh waited. It had been a long time since Vakama and his Boggarak companion had gone inside. To anyone else watching, it would have been a bizarre scene
to see a Toa and a Visorak walking side by side, with the Toa having a one-sided conversation all the while. But the Shadowed One had seen this sort of thing before and was not easily impressed.

“I would have expected something more original,” he said to Sentrakh. “It is an old strategy – if an attack on the body might fail, then attack the mind. I do not know exactly what Vakama was seeing or who he thought he traveled with, but it was all a sham, staged for his benefit. Now what could a Toa possess that would make someone go to such trouble to trick him?”

Sentrakh whirled at the sound of a heavy footstep on the rocky ground. In the distance, he could see the monstrous form of the Voporak coming toward them. The creature held something in its hand that gleamed even in the dim sunlight of Metru Nui.

It had taken the Voporak a long time to sense its master’s presence in the city. The fulfillment of its life’s purpose – the acquisition of the Mask of Time – had blinded it to any other concern. Now it came to present proof of its triumph to the one being it revered.

The Shadowed One saw his creature approaching and smiled. Even from far away, he could recognize the legendary shape of the Mask of Time. So it had come into being, at last… and the Voporak had done what it was created to do, track down and seize the mask from its owner.

Now it all made sense. Vakama’s presence here... the complicated effort to convince him the world was not as he knew it to be... all one big trap to wrest knowledge about the Mask of Time from the unsuspecting Toa. And all the while, the mask itself was in the hands of the Voporak and about to become the property of the Dark Hunters.

The Shadowed One turned to Sentrakh and gestured toward the cave. “We have what they are seeking,” he said. “We do not need them anymore.”

Sentrakh nodded. A moment later, he unleashed a Rhotuka spinner at the mountain. It struck a boulder high above the cave. The result was a massive rock slide that buried the mouth of the cave.

“One less Toa to prove an annoyance,” the Shadowed One said approvingly. “And as for the other… when we return, we will send a venom flyer to the Brotherhood of Makuta expressing our sympathy for their loss. They will brood and rage, but they will never be able to see our hand in this. And without proof, the Brotherhood will not risk a war.”

The Shadowed One took the Mask of Time from the Voporak and admired its craftsmanship. It was hard to believe that this simple mask had enough power to change a universe – or destroy it. It felt good in his hand, as if it belonged in the possession of some one who would know how to use it.

And I do know, oh yes, the Shadowed One thought. Soon, every living being will tremble at the news – the day of the Dark Hunters has arrived.

The shock of the rock slide shook the cave, knocking Vakama off balance. He scrambled to his feet to find himself confronted by his worst nightmare.

The being who stood before him was an armored colossus who radiated power and evil. Crimson eyes gleamed with menace behind a rusted and pitted Kanohi mask. Great skeletal wings moved gently in a nonexistent breeze. His presence made every shadow in the cave seem deeper, every hope seem more distant, every bit of light seem suffocated by darkness.

“Makuta,” Vakama whispered.

“Yes, little Toa,” the giant rumbled. “Makuta, free to pursue my destiny once more… once I have the Mask of Time. I thought I’d get it from you with guile rather than force, but somehow you penetrated my illusion.” He leaned forward, his eyes boring into Vakama’s. “Tell me how.”

The Toa of Fire took an involuntary step backward. “You were... sloppy,” he said. “It almost worked. But then Nokama said something about how bad I was at hiding Toa stones – something that she and I didn’t do until after we had become Toa. If we had never been Toa, how would she have known about it? That was what started me thinking. So I ’reminded’ her of a game played near the Great Furnace – an event that never happened – and she recalled it well.”

Vakama’s hand edged toward a Kanoka disk as he kept talking. “If she wasn’t real, then was any of the rest of it? I had been thinking the Mask of Time caused all the changes, but if it hadn’t… then something,
or someone, else had. Since that would be a sadistic, cruel, demented thing to do, I naturally thought of
you.”

Makuta smiled. “Brave words from a Toa with no place to run,” he said, gesturing toward the
buried cave mouth. “But once I have the mask, I can easily free myself. Where is it, Vakama?”

“I don’t have it,” Vakama replied, bracing himself for whatever might come next. “It was stolen
from me by a creature called Voporak.”

In the past, Vakama had seen Makuta in triumph, in pain, angry, desperate, and defiant. He had
never seen anything like the rage that now distorted the entity’s features. Makuta was too furious even to
form words. Before the Toa could move to defend himself, Makuta raised an armored hand and unleashed
a shattering surge of dark energy, blasting Vakama into oblivion.
A jolt of pain awakened the Toa of Fire. Makuta had him by the arm and was dragging him through a stone tunnel like he was a load of broken tools headed for the reclamation furnace. Anger flared in Vakama. He’d had quite enough of being led around by Makuta. He willed the external temperature of his arm to shoot up several thousand degrees. Unprepared, Makuta released him with a cry of pain.

Vakama sprang to his feet, ready to fight. To his surprise, Makuta was laughing.

“You have spirit, little Toa,” the armored figure said. “Spirit we will need in the coming battle.”

When Vakama did not respond, he added. “The Dark Hunters have something that belongs to me. I am going to get it back. And you are going to help me.”

Now it was Vakama’s turn to smile. “When Makika toads fly,” he replied. “Why should I help you? What difference does it make to me if the Dark Hunters have it or you do? You’re both foul.”

Makuta grabbed Vakama by the throat and slammed the Toa against the wall. “Don’t assume that all Dark Hunters are bitter ex-Toa like Nidhiki or bumbling masses of muscle like Krekka,” he hissed. “Some of them would be enough to make my flesh crawl… if I had flesh.”

Vakama lifted his arm and summoned a bright burst of fire. The sudden light blinded Makuta, forcing him to let go. As Makuta staggered back, Vakama followed up with more and more flares.

“You’ve been in the darkness too long,” the Toa snapped. “Try a little light for a change!”

Makuta lashed out, striking Vakama and knocking him to the ground. “Enough!” bellowed the master of shadows. “While we squabble like Gukko birds, the mask we both covet may be on its way out of the city.”

Vakama shook his head to clear it. He was lying at Makuta’s feet and at his foe’s mercy, but the giant made no hostile move. “What are you saying?”

Makuta’s eyes glowed bright red. “A truce, Vakama. Neither one of us attacks the other until the Mask of Time has been recovered. Once it is in my hands, if you are bound and determined to die fighting for it… I will oblige you.”

Vakama didn’t trust Makuta for a second. But he also knew that one Toa alone would not be able to defeat a team of Dark Hunters, and if Voporak succeeded in getting the Mask of Time out of Metru Nui, he might never find it again.

Suppressing a shudder of revulsion, Vakama said, “All right. You have a deal.”

The two unlikely allies had been traveling for some time. Although Makuta had the strength to dig his way through the rubble, he was determined not to take a predictable course of action. There was another way out of this lair, he insisted, one that would give them the advantage of surprise.

Vakama found himself wondering where the Rahaga and Keetongu might be, and if they might appear to tip the balance of power. It was possible that they might have left the city to go help Visorak victims elsewhere. But he hoped that was not the case. Any aid would be welcome right now.
Thoughts of absent allies made Vakama wonder about the blue Visorak that had posed as Nokama. It was not trailing behind them. “What happened to the Boggarak?”

“It exited another way,” Makuta answered. “It will show itself to lure the Dark Hunters away, and no doubt be killed for its efforts. The world will not miss one Visorak, more or less.”

“Your attitude is revolting.”

Makuta paused and turned to face Vakama. “The Visorak know their place. They exist to serve those they are not powerful enough to defeat. You could learn from their example.”

The master of shadows resumed walking. Vakama called after him, “As I recall, we did defeat you.”

“A momentary setback, caused by my energies having been divided,” Makuta replied. “Absorbing Nidhiki, Krekka, and Nivawk, and overcoming their collective wills was more… distracting… than I’d expected. To put it in terms your simple mind would understand – I disagreed with something I ate.”

He raised a hand to call a halt to their march. Vakama watched as Makuta grabbed a metal ring on a huge stone slab and began to lift it. Slowly, inch by inch, the rock began to move as Makuta pitted his power against the massive weight.

The Toa of Fire shrugged, pointed, and unleashed a blast of flame that melted the slab into a molten puddle. “Try my way,” he said. “It’s faster.”

Makuta threw the metal ring to the floor of the tunnel. “You do have your uses, I suppose.”

“I must, or you wouldn’t need my help,” said Vakama.

Makuta’s mouth twisted into an evil smile. “Oh, yes, little Toa. You are the best kind of ally – one who is completely expendable.”

Voporak stood, silently watching the buried mouth of the cave. The Shadowed One and Sentrakh had taken the Mask of Time and departed, leaving orders that Voporak should wait and deal with anything that emerged from the rubble.

An idle breeze swept through the canyon and stirred the pile of dust that a short time before had been a Visorak Boggarak. It had chosen a direct attack, evidently ignorant of its foe’s true power. The touch of Voporak’s hand had caused the Boggarak to live out its entire lifespan in a matter of seconds before disintegrating.

Any other being would have been bored or restless doing sentry duty in such a lonely and desolate spot. But Voporak felt no stirrings of discontent or any urge to be someplace else.

It had, after all, nothing but time.

Makuta and Vakama watched Voporak from high atop the rocks. “It doesn’t have the mask,” the master of shadows growled. “You said it did.”

“I said it took the mask from me,” Vakama corrected. “And maybe I could have gotten it back if I hadn’t been playing your mind games.”

“You were instants from drowning. I saved you. You wouldn’t be here arguing now, if not for me.”

Vakama bristled. “My city wouldn’t be in ruins, my friends wouldn’t be trapped in spheres, and the Mask of Time wouldn’t have been at the bottom of the ocean to start with, if not for you!”

“Details. Trivialities. Your mind is cluttered with such things. Focus on the present,” said Makuta. “This prize is too valuable for Voporak to be here alone – I suspect his master, the Shadowed One, is in Metru Nui as well. He must have the mask. Once we are past Voporak, we will run the Shadowed One to ground and take it.”

Makuta waited a moment, then gestured toward Voporak and growled, “What are you waiting for? Destroy him.”

“Tao aren’t killers,” Vakama replied. “If we were, we would have started with you.”

“Very noble. Perhaps that explains why there are so few Toa around these days. Do you think Voporak would be so foolishly merciful? Or the Dark Hunters?” Makuta’s next words were deadly quiet. “Or me?”
Vakama chose not to answer, instead drawing on his elemental power to create a white-hot fireball. He spent a long moment deciding who he would rather throw it at, and then hurled it toward Voporak. It flew straight and true, aimed perfectly to serve as a distraction.

The Toa of Fire readied himself to spring as soon as Voporak’s attention shifted to the fireball. But to his surprise, the flames sputtered and died as soon as they came close to the creature. Voporak never even glanced in the direction of Vakama’s attack.

Frustrated, the Toa tried again. Fire bolts, rains of flame, even a fiery cage, all were extinguished as soon as they came close enough to affect Voporak. Vakama muttered something that would have gotten him tossed out of a Ga-Metru school, which seemed to amuse Makuta.

“Watch,” said the armored giant. He picked up a boulder and threw it at the seemingly invulnerable being. Mere inches away from Voparak’s body, the rock crumbled to dust.

“What kind of power?”

“Time,” answered Makuta. “Any force directed at Voporak ages before reaching it. Anything it touches grows old in its grasp, unless Voporak wills it otherwise. No power is immune to the ravages of the years, little Toa.”

“Then how can it be defeated?”

Makuta’s eyes narrowed. “It is a pawn. It is best handled by other pawns.” The master of shadows gestured toward a canyon to the west. “Behold, Vakama – the sons of Makuta!”

At first, Vakama saw only a cloud of dust as if some great and terrible herd of Rahi were heading toward them. Then he began to make out forms and faces, and a chill ran through him. It was a mob of Rahkshi, the monstrous creatures who dwelled below the Archives. There were hundreds of them, in dozens of different colors, all of them charging headlong at Voporak.

Vakama couldn’t bear to look, and at the same time could not bring himself to look away. The first line of Rahkshi reached their enemy and collapsed as their armor disintegrated and the wormlike kraata inside them withered and died. Another wave followed, only to meet the same fate, followed by another and another. Still, they kept coming, heedless of their brothers’ fates, marching blindly to their doom.

“They are born of my darkness,” Makuta said, with what sounded like pride in his voice. “Each one carries a part of me within their gleaming armor. They live, and they die, in my name.”

“If you controlled this kind of army, then why resort to trickery to capture the Matoran?” Vakama asked, horror-stricken. “Why not just unleash these monsters on the city?”

“If I had, there would have been no city left to rule,” Makuta replied. “Now we must go, while my legions keep Voporak busy by dying at its feet.”

When Vakama hesitated, Makuta grabbed him roughly by the arm and pulled him away from the spectacle. The Toa angrily shrugged off the grip and fell into step behind his hated foe. All through the long march down the mountain, Vakama did his best to ignore the angry hisses of kraata as they died.
At one time, not so very long ago, the Great Temple had been the grandest, most beautiful building in Metru Nui. Now it was a burned-out ruin, thanks to the Visorak. As he and Makuta approached, Vakama could not take his eyes off of the wrecked structure, as if it were a symbol of all the evil that had befallen his city.

“Ah, my brother’s temple,” said Makuta. “Once so glorious, now dead like the creatures upon which it is built.”

The strange comment shook Vakama out of his thoughts. “Dead… what are you talking about?”

“Many centuries ago, a group of Matoran decided to grasp for greater power,” the Dark One explained. “They exposed themselves to energized protodermis and became reptilian creatures called protocairns. They emerged from the sea just up there and destroyed the shoreline of Ga-Metru, including the Great Temple. Turaga Dume, the fool, had no idea what to do. Fortunately for the city, they died on their own. Their bodies merged together to form a new land mass, including the spit of dirt upon which the current Great Temple sits.”

“Sounds like one of your plans,” Vakama snapped.

Makuta laughed. “Little Toa, you have not yet begun to see even the barest outlines of my plans. I have schemes within schemes that would boggle your feeble mind. You may counter one, but there are a thousand more of which you know nothing. Even my… setbacks… are planned for, and so I shall win in the end.”

The strange pair crossed the bridge that led to the Great Temple. Vakama could not help but remember his encounter with “Toa Vhisola” in Makuta’s illusion. Ever since he had learned that six other Matoran were destined to be Toa Metru, and that his team was the result of Makuta’s tampering with destiny, he had felt like a fraud. No matter how many heroic acts he and the other Toa performed, they would always know Makuta was responsible for their power.

“Why?” Vakama asked.

“Why are you a Toa?” Makuta answered. “No, I did not read your mind, Vakama – it is too quick a read. Your worries are transparent. I looked into the stars and saw the names of six Matoran destined by Mata Nui to be Toa: Nuhrii, Ahkmou, Vhisola, Tehutti, Orkahm, and Ehrye. Not a particularly heroic group, but weak-willed enough that they could have been molded by a strong leader like Toa Lhikan.”

Makuta raised a hand, and shadows blotted out the stars. “And so I chose the six most argumentative, strong-willed, stubborn Matoran I could think of, and I planted their names in Lhikan’s mind. He ignored destiny and chose you and your friends to be Toa Metru. I believed you would fail – as you ultimately will – and even if you do not, I have had the satisfaction of frustrating the will of Mata Nui.”

Their conversation had brought them to the gates of the Great Temple. Makuta gestured for Vakama to go inside. “The Shadowed One must come here to learn whatever can be learned about the mask. You will wait in ambush. I have other matters to attend to.”
Vakama considered arguing. He didn’t trust Makuta out of his sight, especially not in a place still so filled with artifacts of power. But an argument would cost time, and time was something they did not have. He went into the temple.

Makuta waited until he could no longer hear Vakama’s footfalls. Then he turned and said softly, “You can come out now.”

The powerful Rahi called Keetongu emerged from the shadows of the temple. Makuta greeted his arrival with a grim smile of satisfaction.

Vakama had taken up a perch in the rafters of the temple, from which he could see the floor below. He rapidly grew restless. If the Dark Hunters did need information on the Mask of Time, he had no doubt they could go to other sources. Perhaps Makuta just sent me in here to get me out of the way, he thought.

He was about to climb down when he heard sounds of movement from below. He retreated deeper into the shadows and waited. A moment later, a bizarre figure moved swiftly through the chamber below. Vakama could not see it clearly, but the intruder was obviously a being of power.

Vakama sprang from rafter to rafter in pursuit, all the while thinking, I really hate it when Makuta’s right.

Sentrakh heard the telltale sounds of a Toa trying to be silent. He did not bother to look up or give any indication that he knew he was being watched. He had a mission to fulfill in this ruined place. If a Toa, or a group of Toa, wished to watch him, that was no concern of his.

If they chose to try and stop him, they would be captured and brought to the Shadowed One. He would no doubt pry the secrets from their minds. Regrettably, the heroes would have very little mind left when the process was done. That, too, mattered not at all to Sentrakh, beyond the pleasant anticipation of eliminating helpless Toa when the Shadowed One was finished with them.

Of such small moments of amusement was a happy life made.

Vakama had no idea who the creature below him might be, only that he had no business being in the Great Temple. He decided it was time to provide a “Keep Out” sign in words of fire.

The Toa concentrated. A jet of flame erupted from his outstretched hand, forming a fiery ring around Sentrakh. The yellow and black creature glanced at the fires, shrugged, and gestured toward his prison. Suddenly, the flames turned to stone. A kick from Sentrakh fragmented part of the rock ring, and he continued on his way.

One day, there will be an easy foe to fight, Vakama said to himself. Just take its mask off and the battle’s over… right, like that’s going to happen.

Vakama loaded his Kanoka disk launcher and took careful aim. Before he could fire, his target launched a Rhotuka spinner, and the rafter on which the Toa was perched disappeared. Vakama dropped like a stone and hit the floor of the Great Temple.

Sentrakh turned to see what he had caught. He was not impressed. The red Toa was staggering to his feet and taking uncertain aim with a disk launcher. Sentrakh decided it was easier to just keep his new foe distracted rather than engage in all-out battle. Another gesture surrounded Vakama in a sphere of darkness that even his flames would not dispel.

That was Sentrakh’s first mistake. There was a time when impenetrable darkness would have been a barrier to Vakama. But during his time as a Toa Hordika, he had befriended the shadow and learned to use it for his own ends. Blinded to the world around him now, Vakama held his breath and listened.

Dripping water… the cries of Rahi birds… the groaning of the rafters… his mind sifted through all these and rejected them. There – the sound of metal scraping against stone. Vakama whirled and fired his Kanoka disk in the direction of the sound.

Sentrakh never saw the disk coming. One moment, he was functioning normally, the next he was 20 feet high and slamming his head into the rafters. A second later, a second disk hit and he was reduced...
in size to six inches. His concentration shattered, the darkness shrouding Vakama disappeared. The Toa took two quick strides and scooped up his enemy in his hand.

Now it was Vakama’s turn to have assumed victory too soon. Even reduced in size, Sentrakh’s power had not diminished. Calling on his molecular transmutation abilities, he turned the muscles shielded by Vakama’s armor into solid protodermis. The effect spread slowly throughout the Toa’s body, paralyzing him, and he knew there was worse to come. If Vakama could not find a way to stop the change, his organs would turn to stone as well. Soon, he would be a new piece of very dead statuary to decorate the Great Temple.

Makuta eyed Keetongu. The Rahi’s shield array was rotating rapidly and his bladed tool was raised in preparation for combat. He could obviously sense the evil in Makuta and it was driving him into a rage.

“So. You are the one who destroyed Sidorak,” the master of shadows whispered. “Now you follow me here from Po-Metru, no doubt intending the same fate for me. Unfortunately…”

Coils of solid shadow leaped from Makuta’s hand and wrapped themselves around Keetongu, constricting him.

“I am not Sidorak,” Makuta finished.

Keetongu was an instinctive fighter, not a strategist. Now his instincts told him that these bonds were tied to the will of his attacker. No amount of struggling would shatter them – it was the mental focus of his enemy that had to be targeted. Snarling, Keetongu charged and slammed into Makuta’s armored form, knocking his foe off his feet. Robbed of the concentration needed to maintain them, the bonds vanished.

“You dare?” spat Makuta, rising. He hurled another bolt of darkness, but this time Keetongu was ready. The Rahi absorbed the energy with his shield, channeled it through his armor, and shot it back at Makuta in a Rhotuka spinner.

The spinner struck home. Keetongu advanced to follow up his score, only to find his enemy unhurt.

“You cannot harm me with my own power, beast!” Makuta said. He grabbed Keetongu’s wrist and began to force the rapidly spinning shields toward the Rahi’s throat. “Let us see if the same can be said for you.”
Voporak surveyed the canyon. Its rocky floor was littered now with thousands of fragments of Rahkshi armor and the withered husks of countless kraata. Makuta’s creatures had kept coming for hours, until finally their numbers were depleted.

He felt no sadness at the sight, only irritation. These things had no chance against him, after all, and it was a waste of time making him prove it.

Or was it?

Voporak glanced at the cave mouth. It was still buried in rubble. With suspicion nagging at the back of his mind, he bounded up the rocky slope. The first thing he saw was the melted slab of rock through which Makuta and Vakama had escaped.

So it had all been a trick, he realized. Rather than face him in battle, Makuta and the Toa had dishonored themselves by fleeing, and dishonored him in the eyes of the Shadowed One. For that, they would get the rare privilege of watching as their lives sped by in seconds and death rushed to claim them.

Voporak looked down at the rocks. Tiny scratches and scrapes in the stone revealed where his enemies had walked. He would track them until they fell. Then he would make sure they did not rise again.

All Ta-Matoran maskmakers were, at heart, mathematicians. Getting a mask exactly right was a matter of figuring the precise volume of liquid protodermis needed, the proper angles of the carving, and a hundred other calculations. It was that solid background in math that enabled Vakama to know with certainty that he had only 9.6 seconds to live.

The Kanoka disk power had worn off. Sentrakh was back to full size and had not wavered since beginning his attack. Vakama guessed that total focus was required to maintain the flow of energy that was turning him to stone. What was needed was something to break Sentrakh’s concentration—or just break Sentrakh.

The transmutation effect had not yet reached Vakama’s eyes. He cast them about looking desperately for an answer. Almost ready to give up hope, he spotted something two chambers away, or thought he did. From where he was, it looked like a black vial, the same kind that the Toa Metru had once used to collect energized protodermis. Ga-Matoran had experimented with that substance in the past, trying to artificially recreate it. If there was energized protodermis in that tube…and if it was flammable…and if he could do something about it before his time was up…

There was no time to worry about the odds. As it was, Vakama needed to buy an extra two seconds for his plan to have a chance to work. Fortunately, Sentrakh’s power was affecting only Vakama’s body, not his mind. He mentally triggered his Kanohi Huna and turned invisible. As he did so, he fought the stiffness in his wrist and moved his hand ever so slightly, sending a thin beam of fire from his index finger at the vial.
Startled by the disappearance of his target, Sentrakh let up just slightly on his attack. His first thought was that the Toa had been teleported somehow. He never noticed the narrow jet of flame until it was too late.

Fire struck the vial, superheating its surface. The temperature of its contents rose by several thousand degrees. Pressure built up in the sealed vial with no way to escape, as precious seconds ticked away.

*If this doesn’t work, I’m my own stone memorial,* Vakama thought. *But if I get really lucky, I only have to worry about being blown through a wall by an explosion. It’s certainly good to be a Toa again!*

Makuta threw all his strength against Keetongu. The Rahi fought back with his own enormous might, with the rapidly whirling shield array between them. It was a deadlock, and with these two entities involved, it might last for eternity.

Then the master of shadows did the unexpected. As Keetongu bore down upon him, Makuta suddenly stopped fighting. With no more resistance, the Rahi could not keep from being propelled forward by his own strength. Makuta rolled backward, hurling Keetongu over him and slamming the Rahi onto the ground.

Before Keetongu could react, Makuta struck again. Heat vision shot from his eyes and struck Keetongu’s armored chest, welding shut the compartment that hid his Rhotuka launcher. Robbed of his ability to use that tool, Keetongu had no way to release any energy he absorbed.

“I see fear in your eyes, beast,” said Makuta. “Perhaps now you see that Sidorak’s power was a mere fraction of my glorious darkness. How do you think the Rahaga will feel when they discover the body of their mighty Rahi ally? Will they mourn you, or just decide it is one less animal to clean up after?”

Keetongu lashed out with his pickax and landed a solid blow. Makuta grunted and unleashed chain lightning against the tool, sending electricity coursing through Keetongu’s frame. Makuta’s metallic wings carried him up off the ground and he hovered above his fallen foe.

“No, how best to finish you off? Carry you out to sea and dash you against the rocks? Stake you out and leave you for hungry Rahi? So many things to choose from, but then the future ruler of the universe must get used to making difficult decisions. I believe I will select—"

An explosion ripped through the Great Temple. The shockwave struck Makuta in midair, sending him tumbling end over end out to sea. Keetongu, too, was blown away, barely catching on to a rocky cliffside with his pick. Neither was in any condition to see Vakama and Sentrakh come flying out of the building.

The Toa of Fire lay on the ground, waiting for the pinwheels of light to stop flashing in front of his eyes and the gongs to stop going off inside his mind. His Toa armor had come through the explosion largely unscathed, but the muscle beneath it was aching. Sentrakh lay nearby, unmoving. Vakama doubted his enemy was dead—he wasn’t sure the thing even could die—but it seemed no threat now.

He painfully rose to his feet. In the distance, he could see Makuta winging his way back to the Great Temple. He was stunned to spot Keetongu climbing over the edge of the cliff, looking like he had been stepped on by Tahtorak. Before Vakama could call out to him, the great Rahi collapsed, unconscious.

Vakama started running toward his fallen ally. He had gone only a few steps when a block of solid, crystalline protodermis formed around his feet and ankles and he toppled forward onto the hard ground.

“No need to hurry, Toa,” a voice said behind him. “Your race is over.”

At first, Vakama thought this was the betrayal by Makuta he had been expecting. But Makuta was still far out to sea, though closing fast on the Great Temple. The Toa rolled over onto his back and saw two figures looming over him. One was Voporak, the other a monstrous being carrying a spear and one thing more: the Mask of Time!

“I am the Shadowed One,” the being said in a harsh whisper. “Doubtless you have not heard of me, but you knew two of my agents: Nidhiki and Krekka. You and your kind killed two Dark Hunters, Toa, and now you must pay in kind.”
Twin beams shot from the Shadowed One’s eyes. Halfway to Vakama, they mysteriously disappeared in midair, only to reappear several yards away. They struck part of the Great Temple and that section vanished from existence.

A winged shadow fell over Vakama. Makuta had arrived.

“Why do you interfere, great Makuta?” the Shadowed One demanded, saying “great” as if the term was an insult.

Makuta alighted on the ground. “Because it amuses me to do so. A simple trick, to teleport your eyebeams from the air and redirect them as I chose.”

“Beware,” said the Shadowed One. “The Dark Hunters have a right to revenge. You will not save this Toa.”

Makuta’s eyes glittered with malice. “The Toa? What care I for a Toa? If you want his life, you may have it – give me the Mask of Time and he is yours.”

Wonderful, thought Vakama. Two of the most evil beings in existence and I’m stuck between them. Here’s hoping they don’t decide to split the difference, and me along with it.

The Shadowed One shook his head. “Ah, so you value this little bauble, do you? I would be unworthy of my high office if I deprived the Dark Hunters of such a powerful tool. I am afraid, great Makuta, that I must keep the mask, and the Toa.”

“Unacceptable,” Makuta replied. There was no implied threat in his voice. There was no need. He was Makuta – his very existence was a threat to all who lived.

The Shadowed One gestured toward Voporak. “We are two to your one.”

Makuta unleashed blasts of shadow energy, not at his foes, but at the ground beneath their feet. A great pit yawned before them and only swift reflexes kept Voporak and the Shadowed One from falling into what might have been their grave.

“A hollow advantage, Dark Hunter, when that ‘one’ is Makuta,” said the master of shadows. “I will have my mask.”

Vakama felt like he had walked into a realm of madness. Makuta was power personified, and this Shadowed One was provoking him. Voporak’s abilities tampered with a fundamental force of the universe, and Makuta did not seem to care. A full-scale conflict would destroy Metru Nui, unless he did something about it. He willed the imprisoned parts of his body to superheat, hoping to melt or shatter his bonds, all the while watching the conflict brew around him.

“The Mask of Time, and this Toa’s life, are my compensation for the loss of two Dark Hunters,” said the Shadowed One. “They were sent here at your request and did not return. That cannot go unpunished.”

Vakama felt himself rising into the air. Makuta had negated gravity underneath him and he now hovered between the two villains.

“If it must be, it must be,” Makuta sighed. “Very well. Kill the Toa, if it will satisfy your need for revenge, and then we two will discuss the fate of the mask like civilized beings.”

Vakama had heard enough. He was a Toa, not some trinket to be bartered over at a market. Anger fueled his fire, and the solid protodermis that bound him shattered, sending fragments of crystal flying everywhere. Startled, Makuta lost control of gravity and Vakama fell, twisting in midair to land on his feet.

The Toa of Fire took a step back, raising both hands, palms out, and pointing them at Makuta and the Shadowed One. White-hot flame swirled in his palms, just waiting to be launched at his foes.

“This stops now,” he said. “My city has suffered enough at the hands of such as you.”

“Foolish Toa,” replied the Shadowed One. “Any of the three of us could cut you down where you stand in an instant.”

“That will be an instant longer than I need to turn you to ash, Dark Hunter,” said the Toa. “So who wants to be first?”

The Toa looked from Makuta to the Shadowed One and back again. As he expected, both were waiting for the other to make the first move and pay the price for it.
"You say you want to avenge Nidhiki and Krekka," Vakama continued. "Then take a hard look at Makuta. Recognize anything?"

The Shadowed One looked at the winged, armored figure who stood before him. He had seen Makuta in different guises before, but now that he examined him closely, he could see parts of the master of shadows were disturbingly familiar. It seemed as if Makuta had become an amalgamation of himself, Nidhiki, Krekka, and some other creature, a situation that was only possible if –

"You killed them!" the Shadowed One hissed. "You summoned Dark Hunters to your side and then sacrificed them to your own insane ambitions. Even a member of the Brotherhood of Makuta cannot treat the Dark Hunters this way! Now it is to be war between us!"

Makuta shrugged. "And to the victor goes the mask. Shall we?"

"We shall," the Shadowed One replied. At his signal, Voporak advanced. Makuta readied himself for that being's attack, taking his eyes off the Dark Hunter leader for a crucial second. The Shadowed One used that moment to strike, his eyebeams disintegrating Makuta's wings. The master of shadows bellowed in pain.

Forgotten in the conflict was Vakama, who took advantage of the respite to check on Keetongu. The Rahi was badly weakened but still alive. Vakama had no doubt that whoever won the fight would target him and Keetongu next, unless he gave them something better to do.

Voporak had moved in on Makuta. Even the master of shadows was at a disadvantage against a foe that could use time as a tool. Rather than strike out at him, Makuta was using his mind-reading power to anticipate and dodge Voporak's blows. All the while, Makuta strategized, looking for a weak point in his enemies' defenses.

"First you will fall, then the rest of your Brotherhood," vowed the Shadowed One. "With the Mask of Time in my hands, no one – not you, not the Toa – will be able to stop the Dark Hunters."

Then I will have to get it out of your hands, thought Vakama. He attached his Kanoka disk launcher to his back and triggered its flight pack function. But instead of heading toward the fight, he rocketed high into the air over the ocean.

Voporak landed a glancing blow. Pain wracked Makuta where his foe had touched him, as that small portion of his form aged rapidly. The shock took his breath away… and suddenly he had the answer.

When Voporak charged again, Makuta summoned his ability to create a vacuum. Accelerated time would affect almost any kind of power, but this was not an attack vulnerable to the passage of years. No amount of time would create air where there was none, and even Voporak needed to breathe.

The Shadowed One saw his minion stumble, trying in vain to fight off the lack of air. The leader of the Dark Hunters aimed his spear at Makuta and unleashed a blast of solid protodermis. The crystalline substance bound Makuta's arms to his sides.

"This held you before. It will do so again," said the Shadowed One. He held the Mask of Time high to taunt the master of shadows. "Perhaps I will even allow you to live, to witness my conquest of time itself."

This was the moment Vakama had been waiting for. He went into a screaming power dive, aiming straight for the Mask of Time in the Shadowed One's hand. Moving so fast that he was only a blur, he swooped down and snatched the mask from the Dark Hunter leader and rocketed off with it.

Enraged, the Shadowed One hurled his eyebeams at the fleeing figure. By chance, they struck Vakama's flight pack, badly damaging it. The Toa Metru spun out of control.

"Go after him!" the Shadowed One barked at Voporak. But the time-bending being was no longer listening. Makuta's vacuum had starved his brain of air and he had collapsed.

"Then I will do it myself," said the Shadowed One. He turned away from Makuta, saying over his shoulder, "And when I have that Toa's mask on the end of my spear, I will return to deal with you."

The Shadowed One took three steps before the sound of Makuta's voice stopped him.

"Dark Hunter."

He glanced behind to see his enemy still bound.
“If you believe you can ‘deal with’ me,” the master of shadows said, “then you know nothing of Makuta!”

With that, the armored figured flexed his muscles and shattered his protodermis bonds. Then he advanced on the Shadowed One, his crimson eyes raging. The Shadowed One hurled more solid protodermis, only to have Makuta bat it aside. In desperation, he launched his eyebeams and dissolved a portion of Makuta’s breastplate. But still the master of shadows kept coming, never hesitating for a moment, his eyes locked on the Shadowed One’s.

“You have challenged me,” Makuta said coldly. “Wounded me. Imprisoned me. Dared to place your petty ambitions above my wishes. You sought to make time your ally, Shadowed One — now let it be your death!”

Makuta lifted the Shadowed One high into the air and hurled him at the prone form of Voporak. As soon as he struck his minion, Voporak’s defensive time field took effect. The Shadowed One could feel countless years slipping by him, his body weakening, his final moments now a yawning chasm before him.

Satisfied, the master of shadows turned and stalked away toward Ta-Metru. Vakama had been heading in that direction and he still had the Mask of Time. The moment had come to deal with that annoying Toa, once and for all.

Behind him, a now-ancient Shadowed One succeeded in pushing himself away from Voporak. He had aged perhaps three thousand years in a matter of seconds. He could not be sure how much time he had left in this life. But as he watched Makuta depart, he vowed that every moment of it would be devoted to making the master of shadows pay for this moment… and pay… and pay.
Toa Vakama was about to die.

His flight pack was so badly damaged that it would not even function as a Kanoka disk launcher anymore. He was spiraling out of control, headed for the pile of rubble that used to be the Ta-Metru Great Furnace. There wasn’t so much as a puddle of water down below that he could aim for. His only consolation was that the Mask of Time would be smashed beyond repair by the fall.

He was just realizing why that would be a very bad thing – even worse than his dying – when the ground started to shift underneath him. All of a sudden, it did not look like pavement and stone below, but more like a nest of snakes that had been disturbed. No, that wasn’t right either – those things writhing below him weren’t greenish black serpents – they were vines!

*This is impossible,* Vakama thought. *Another of Makuta’s tricks. The Morbuzakh plant is gone. We killed it in the Great Furnace!*

Then there was no more time for questions. He crashed to the ground, but without the shattering impact he expected. Instead, the vines had formed a bed of sorts underneath him. As he struggled to recover his senses, they wrapped around him and dragged him down below the street.

Vakama’s eyes were taking too long to adjust to the darkness. He summoned a small jet of flame from his hand to light the surrounding area, only to have the vine around his wrist yank hard.

“No fire,” a voice whispered. Vakama knew that voice, laden as it was with the feeling of death and decay. It was a voice he had never thought to hear again.

“Karzahni…,” he breathed.

The vines released him and slithered away. Now he could see the dark mass in the corner, looking like a monstrous, half-dead tree. The Karzahni had been Makuta’s first attempt to create a plant creature, but the result had been a being too willful and stubborn to serve Makuta’s ends. The master of shadows had exiled it from Metru Nui, where the Toa Metru first encountered it some time later. The Karzahni had blackmailed the Toa into retrieving a vial of energized protodermis for itself, and then died when that substance caused the plant to burn up from within. Later, the Toa used parts of the plant creature to keep their boat buoyant on the return trip to Metru Nui.

“You’re dead,” said Vakama. “This is another illusion. I have had enough of Makuta’s madness.”

“As have I,” the Karzahni whispered. “But I am very much alive. I am of the earth and the green, Vakama – I do not die as flesh dies.”

“I don’t understand.”

“When you submerged parts of my former self in the liquid protodermis of the sea, a tiny shoot grew from within. In time, that tiny piece of plant matter grew into a new Karzahni, with the memories and intelligence of the old. I am reborn.”
The Karzahni obviously expected some momentous emotional reaction from Vakama. But the Toa had been through so much the last few days, all he could manage was a flat, “Good for you. What are you doing here?”

“Not everything you saw before was an illusion,” the Karzahni replied. “Makuta and I achieved a truce and I agreed to play at being the Morbuzakh to make his false world more convincing. But now he is coming for you, Toa, and you have not the power to defeat him. You need an ally.”

“Thanks anyway,” Vakama replied acidly. “I’ve had one ally too many this trip. Unless you have some awesome Toa tool hidden in all that foliage, I don’t see—”

“I have the ultimate weapon against Makuta,” the Karzahni said, vines rustling and slithering about the chamber. “The truth.”

One of the vines reached up and tore a chunk of rubble loose. Vakama looked up and saw the sky above Metru Nui ablaze with stars.

“You cannot fight him, Vakama, because you believe you were not meant to be a Toa,” the Karzahni continued. “Makuta looked up at the stars and saw that Nuhrii, Ahkmou, and the rest were to be Toa Metru, and so he convinced Toa Lhikan to empower six other Matoran. He wanted you and your contentious friends to be the new Toa. That is what you have been told, is it not?”

Vakama nodded.

“And it is all the truth,” the Karzahni said. “It happened just like that. Still, someone did lie, Toa, and that lie brought you into being.”


Another vine moved, winding its way slowly upward. Vakama watched it as it pointed up to the sky. “The stars,” Karzahni said softly. “The stars lied. They told Makuta that Ahkmou should be Toa of Stone, Vhisola Toa of Water, and so on, and he believed them. In an attempt to alter destiny, he planted your name and the names of your friends in Lhikan’s mind so you would become Toa Metru. But have you never wondered, Vakama… who planted your names in Makuta’s mind?”

Vakama’s head was spinning. If what the Karzahni said was true, then Nuhrii, Ahkmou, and the others had never been meant to be Toa – the message in the stars had been false. It had all been a trick played on Makuta. But who would have the power to alter the path of the stars, except –

“Mata Nui?” Vakama said, stunned.

“The Great Spirit,” Karzahni replied. “The Great Spirit who had been struck down by Makuta’s treachery and knew that his only hope of recovery was to get the Matoran out of this city before it was too late. To do that, he needed Toa Metru, but he knew Makuta was watching the stars. The master of shadows would do anything to prevent those new Toa from coming into being.”

It was all becoming clear to Vakama now. “So Mata Nui deceived him. He made the stars name six other Matoran to be Toa, insuring Makuta would never allow them to be given power. And then he planted in Makuta’s mind the names of the six who truly were intended by destiny to be Toa.”

The Karzahni chuckled, a sickening sound. “Believing himself to be thwarting Mata Nui’s will, Makuta turned around and used his powers to influence Lhikan into making you and your friends Toa Metru – the very Matoran Mata Nui had wished to be heroes all along! The Great Spirit knew there was only one way to make sure the six destined for greatness would have the chance to be Toa Metru, and that was to trick Makuta into making it happen himself.”

Vakama sat down on the stone floor, still trying to accept what he had just learned. All his life he had heard of the glory of Mata Nui and how he was responsible for the sun that shone and the breezes that blew and all the gifts nature had given the Matoran. But in all that time, he had never heard of the Great Spirit intervening directly to make things right. Now, more than ever, he realized what a crime it had been that Makuta had cast Mata Nui into unending sleep.

“Wait,” said the Toa of Fire. “Wait a moment. I saw a Toa disk with Nuhrii’s mask on it. Nokama saw Kanohi mask niches with the names of the other six Matoran. How is all that possible, if they were not meant to be Toa?”
“Ah, Vakama – your fire burns so bright, yet you remain so blind,” Karzahni chided. “Makuta has his Brotherhood, the Shadowed One his Dark Hunters… has it never occurred to you that there are some in this vast universe who are sworn to the service of Mata Nui, and he alone? It was they who manufactured the evidence to help convince Makuta, and they did a masterful job, it seems.”

It made sense, and it was certainly easier to accept than the idea of Ahkmou as a Toa. But one question still remained unanswered. “How do you know all this, Karzahni?”

The plant-thing laughed as if at a private joke. “Oh, one of those servants of Mata Nui’s will happened to wander too close to one of my tunnels some time ago. He told me the whole story, all that I have just told you, before he died.”

A dozen more questions sprang to Vakama’s mind. What was this mysterious order whose members apparently knew the will of Mata Nui? How many were there, and how long had they been in Metru Nui? Lhikan had never spoken of them, nor had Turaga Dume – was it possible even they did not know this group existed?

He wasn’t going to get answers from the Karzahni. A bolt of shadow came from above and struck the plant-thing dead center. Darkness spread like a plague down its vines and branches, forming a chitinous shell that covered every inch of the plant. In a matter of moments it was completely trapped inside, cut off from all heat and light.

Vakama looked up. Makuta was above, staring down through the hole in the chamber ceiling. The breastplate of his armor was damaged and greenish black energy was leeching out of him. A faint wisp of shadow drifted from his open palm, the remnants of the power used to fell Karzahni.

“Come out, little Toa,” Makuta said. “If I have to come in after you, it will be most unpleasant.”

Vakama hurled a fireball, but not at Makuta. Instead, he threw it against the far wall, melting a hole in the stone. He jumped through the gap and found himself in an Archives tunnel, one of several that stretched beneath Ta-Metru. He ran then, while behind him an angry Makuta smashed down what remained of the wall.

Bolts of chain lightning flashed around Vakama as he hurtled through the narrow passages. He could hear Makuta’s heavy tread behind him, coming nearer all the time. At some point the master of shadows was going to catch up to him, and then what? As Karzahni had said, he alone did not have the power to defeat Makuta.

Then again, I’m not alone, he thought, looking at the Mask of Time he carried. If Makuta wants this mask so badly, maybe it’s time to let him have it.

Vakama climbed up the next access ladder he came to and emerged on a Ta-Metru street, near the Protodermis Reclamation Yard. That, he decided, would make a perfect setting for his confrontation with Makuta.

No allies, he told himself. No Keetongu, no other Toa, just me, Makuta, and this mask. Mata Nui altered the stars themselves to ensure that I would become a Toa – it’s time to show the Great Spirit he made the right decision.

Makuta climbed the ladder slowly. He would never have admitted it to anyone else, but the Shadowed One had wounded him far worse than any other being ever had. His Kanohi mask and armor held his dark energies in place. With his breastplate damaged, precious power was slipping away from him. But there was no time to make repairs, not with Vakama on the loose with the Mask of Time.

He will give it to me willingly, or I will take it from his corpse, Makuta thought. In fact, I hope the fool tries to fight – it will make my victory that much sweeter. Perhaps I will send his remains to the other Toa Metru so that they may enjoy a few moments of fear before I destroy them, too.

He looked around, searching for signs of Vakama. He had no doubt the Toa was hiding somewhere nearby, making some feeble plan for an ambush. Perhaps he was even thinking of using the Mask of Time again, not that that would do anything but buy him a couple more minutes of life.

“Show yourself, Toa!” Makuta shouted. “Give me the Mask of Time and I will let you go on your way. I am sure your fellow ‘heroes’ are missing you by now.”
The only answer was silence. In a strange way, that enraged Makuta more than open defiance would have.

"Why do you persist?" the master of shadows continued. "You will gain nothing from this but death, Vakama, here, alone in this ruined city. There will be no one to mourn you here, no one to even notice your passing. You will not die a hero – just a pathetic Matoran playing at a role that was never meant for him. Why do you risk death? Why do you insist on opposing me?"

Vakama stepped out from an alleyway in the Protodermis Reclamation Yard, one hand hidden behind his back. "Because I'm a Toa," he said, his voice strong and clear. "And battling monsters is what I do."

Makuta's smile was chilling. "I, a monster? For knowing my spirit brother, Mata Nui, required a good, long rest after his many labors? For offering my benevolent leadership to the Matoran in his absence? For saving Metru Nui from the threat of Nidhiki and Krekka?"

Vakama saw that Makuta was circling as he spoke, hoping to distract the Toa while he got into a position to strike. But he wasn't dealing with a novice Toa Metru now. "Yes, Makuta," said Vakama. "The Dark Hunters you brought and then murdered… just like you murdered Turaga Lhikan… and sentenced an entire city to a sleeping doom. Yes, I call you monster – and worse."

Makuta eyed his enemy. Vakama was standing next to a stopped conveyor belt upon which rested a line of damaged Kanohi masks. He was startled to see that the Vahi, intact, was among them. And all that stood between him and one of the most powerful Kanohi masks in creation was one foolish Toa.

"Your words are like your powers, Vakama – fiery, but in the end, meaningless," said the master of shadows. "Now I will take that mask you so jealously guard."

Makuta took a step forward. Vakama took his hand from behind his back, revealing that he held a Ta-Matoran crafter's hammer. With blinding speed, he lashed out and smashed one of the damaged masks to fragments.

"Not just yet," said the Toa. "How much do you know about the Mask of Time? Do you know, for example, that it still works even when damaged? I found that out the day I retrieved it from the ocean floor."

Vakama smashed a damaged Mask of Water Breathing.

"The merest crack and the power of time leaks out of it, affecting everything in the vicinity," the Toa of Fire continued. "Isn't that fascinating?"

He shattered another mask, and then another. There were only two more between his hammer and the Mask of Time.

"Stop this childishness," Makuta hissed. "You wouldn't destroy your greatest creation, maskmaker."

"Yes, I suppose that would be hard to live with," Vakama said, smashing yet another mask. The sound echoed through the empty streets of Ta-Metru. "But, then, if I were to shatter the Mask of Time, neither of us will be living, the way we think of living… and neither will anyone else."

Makuta watched him carefully, calculating odds. A rapid burst of shadow energy would destroy the hammer, as well as stun Vakama. But if he should miss?

"Explain," he said, edging closer to the Toa.

"Time, Makuta," Vakama replied, as if speaking to a child. "The force of time is contained within that mask. Destroy it, and that power is unleashed upon the universe. Past, present, and future all existing at once – warps and rips and hours folding in upon each other – madness and chaos as no two moments ever follow one another… think of it."

"I am," said the armored figure. "It sounds glorious."

"Really?" Vakama said, shattering another mask to splinters. "Imagine your body trapped between seconds, or half of you aging while the other half regresses. Does it still sound appealing to you? All your plans and schemes would come to an end, because no matter what you attempted, I could walk into the past and undo it. Kill me today, and I will be waiting for you in some tomorrow to avenge my death."
Vakama’s hammer hovered over the Mask of Time, ready to strike. “Think of it – can you rule a future that is in the past? Or a present that is still a century away? Could you ever be sure what you have done and what you haven’t, when months and years have merged together?”

Makuta pondered. If Vakama was telling the truth, destroying the Kanohi Vahi would bring the universe to a crashing halt. Still, he could not believe a Toa would willingly visit such a fate upon the Matoran he had sworn to protect.

“Believe it,” Vakama said, as if he had read his mind. “To save those I love from an eternity of your tyranny, I will end everything right now.”

Makuta looked into Vakama’s eyes. They were the eyes of a being who had been driven beyond madness, only to return. They had looked upon a darkness as deep as any Makuta had known, and yet somehow turned back to the light. They were not the eyes of a being who was bluffing.

“What do you want, Toa?” Makuta said finally.

“Safe passage from Metru Nui for myself and this mask,” Vakama said. “Your pledge not to harm Keetongu, Turaga Dume, or the Rahaga… and to leave the Matoran in peace.”

Makuta took two quick steps forward, propelled by anger. It was only the sight of Vakama swinging the hammer that brought him up short. “You ask me to sit in the darkness, doing nothing, affecting nothing!” the master of shadows snapped. “You sentence me to a living death, and I say no! Go ahead, destroy the mask, and we will watch time end together.” Vakama began to lower the hammer. “Wait!”

Makuta cried. Vakama stopped, his hammer mere inches from the mask.

“Then what is your offer?” the Toa asked calmly. “And make it quick – my arm grows tired.”

The armored titan snarled. He was not used to negotiating with lesser beings, but there was one consolation. As long as the Mask of Time existed, it might still be his one day. “Very well,” he said. “I will respect your allies here, as long as they stay out of my way. I will even let you leave unharmed. And I will grant you one year of peace on the island above, and one year only. Then… you will hear from me again.”

Makuta considered. He knew the other Toa would never accept such a deal, simply because they would never believe Makuta would honor it. They would insist on battle, even Nokama, to end his threat here and now… despite the fact that such a battle would leave Metru Nui damaged beyond all hope of restoration.

“Do not try my patience,” Makuta growled. “Your possession of the Mask of Time may leave me inclined to stay my hand, but we both know there are a thousand ways I could destroy you right now. And 941 of them hurt.”

Vakama lowered his hammer and picked up the Mask of Time. “How do I know you’ll keep your word?”

Makuta smiled. “You don’t. But what is life without a little risk, Toa?”

Vakama was about to reply when the world vanished around him. The next moment, he was standing at the mouth of one of the tunnels that led to the island above. He still had the Mask of Time with him.

Makuta has expelled me from my city, he thought. But we will make a new home above, master of shadows, one we will defend against you to the death. And one day, when you have finally been defeated, we will return to the City of Legends. This I vow, in the name of all Toa and Matoran!

* * *

Makuta stood at the edge of a subterranean waterway. Once, this river had been the means of escape for six Toa Metru and six pods filled with sleeping Matoran. Here they had encountered ancient Rahi sea beasts and done great battle. They had won in the end and made it to the island above.

All of this Makuta had read in Vakama’s mind, plus one thing more: Not all the pods had made it to safety. One had been torn loose from the boat by a Rahi and now lay abandoned on the river bottom.
Makuta summoned the power of magnetism to raise the metallic sphere from its watery resting place. It broke the surface and floated in the air before finally coming to rest at the armored feet of the master of shadows.

The pressing of the latch opened the pod. Inside there slept a Po-Matoran named Ahkmou. Makuta smiled at the sight. This Matoran had already attempted to betray the Toa and his home city once before. He would be ideal for what Makuta had in mind.

An infinitesimal fraction of the Dark One’s power brought consciousness back to Ahkmou. The Matoran opened his eyes and looked around in panic. “Where am I? How did I get here? What is this place?”

Makuta had expected just this sort of reaction. The pods were designed to erase the memories of those inside, making them more easily influenced when they revived. He reached down and helped the Matoran out of the pod. “Yes, little one, your mind is filled with questions now. But I will provide you with answers, and in return, you will do something for me in the time to come.”

Together, the master of shadows and the Po-Matoran began a long journey into perpetual darkness.

“Let me tell you a tale,” said Makuta as they walked. “A tale of a city called Metru Nui and of a band of beings called Toa who conspired to keep greatness from you and then abandoned you to spend eternity at the bottom of this river. They feared you, as they do me, but now I have rescued you. Together, we will seek justice against them for their crimes.”

Ahkmou nodded. He did not remember how he had gotten into the pod or ended up in this awful place. But there was no question this heroic figure had saved his life. As he listened to the intricate web of lies spun by Makuta, Ahkmou vowed that one day he would have revenge on Toa, Turaga, and Matoran, wherever they might hide.
Turaga Vakama heard the hum of excitement throughout the boat as the shoreline came into sight. He allowed himself a moment’s satisfaction, knowing that he had fulfilled his vow to someday return.

After leaving Metru Nui for the last time, he had made his way back to the island above. He told the other Toa that he had successfully found the Mask of Time, along with evidence that proved they had been meant to be Toa Metru all along. About the events he had witnessed and been part of in the city, he said nothing. The knowledge that Makuta waited down below might have spurred them to attack, and a war at that point would have left the Matoran in dire jeopardy.

Makuta was as good as his word. One year to the day after the Toa Metru woke the Matoran, he unleashed Rahi attacks on their new villages. It was a frightening time, but Vakama knew that if Makuta had wanted to destroy the Matoran, he could have easily done so. No, he was trying to keep them off balance, afraid, and as far away from Metru Nui as possible.

It took more than one thousand years and an entirely new team of Toa, but Makuta’s plans had been undone. The master of shadows had fallen to the power of light, and the way was open for the Matoran to return to their homeland. The first step had been taken toward awakening the Great Spirit Mata Nui and restoring balance to the universe.

Ta-Matoran leaped out of the boat and pulled it the last few yards to the bank, while other crews did the same all around them. Turaga Dume and the six Rahaga were already rushing down to greet the new arrivals. Vakama could not suppress a smile as he set foot in Metru Nui for the first time in over a millennium.

The City of Legends belonged to the Matoran once more. And no one, Vakama vowed – not the Dark Hunters, not the Brotherhood of Makuta, nor anyone else – would ever take it from them again.

As past, present, and possibly even future Toa met on the shore, Vakama stood apart and watched. He could not help but wish Toa Lhikan had been there to witness this moment. Still, even if that great hero was not present physically, Vakama had no doubt his spirit was watching over them all.

“Turaga Vakama?”

Vakama turned to see Hahli, the Chronicler, approaching. “Yes, little one?”

“Do you have any more tales to tell of the past?”

Vakama smiled and shook his head. “There will always be new tales to be written and new tales to be shared. But it is time to stop speaking of the past, Hahli – we have a future to build, together.”
500 years ago...

Screams filled the air as Matoran and Rahi alike ran for cover. Every few seconds, another creature would fall to the ground, covered in strands of green web as the Visorak continued their assault. Norik could only watch in horror as the other five Rahaga, Keetongu, and Turaga Dume were all captured and mutated by the poisonous spiders. After nothing else was left standing, the monstrous insects turned on him...

Norik awoke with a loud gasp, his heartlight flashing rapidly. Realizing it had only been a dream, he tried to go back to sleep, but it was no use, so he got up and relieved Bomonga of watch duty. Since power was still out in the city, a fire had been lit on the balcony of the Coliseum—the place where Keetongu, Turaga Dume, and the six Rahaga had been living for the past five hundred years while they healed the city’s Rahi and sent them back to their homelands as well as the odd effort at repairs. The red, hunched figure sat down by the fire and began to stoke it with his staff and brood over his nightmare.

“Do we know that the hordes are really gone?” he asked himself out loud. “No, Vakama disbanded them and their leaders are dead,” he reasoned after a few minutes. “Everyone here is safe now.”

I wouldn’t be too sure about that, thought the dark figure hiding in the shadows behind Norik. As the being activated his powers of concealment and slipped away back to his home in the Archives, he allowed himself a small chuckle. Not about the Visorak and especially not about you being safe.

Rain fell from the perpetually dark sky of Metru Nui as a score of Visorak crawled up the coastline. Water ran down their backs in streams and mixed in with the viscous venom dripping from their mouths; the sight of Visorak arriving anywhere was a sight no one ever forgot. Long ago, this particular group had been separated from the rest of the horde, but they had reached their destination at last. The group’s self-proclaimed leader, a Keelerak, looked around at the partially broken buildings of the city in confusion: they were clean, not a single strand of green. Out of the corner of its eye, it caught the tiniest hint of motion and instinctively fired a web at it. With a loud howl, a Kavinika fell to the ground, struggling to free itself. The Keelerak scuttled forward, sank its pincers into the canine Rahi, and injected its mutative venom.

Perhaps, the green Visorak reasoned as its prey began to writhe as the mutation took hold, we’re just early. With that, it ordered its band to fan out through the city and mutate everything in sight.

Keetongu bolted upright and, growling, ran to the edge of the Coliseum’s outer balcony. Norik got up from the fire to ask what the problem was, but before he had even gone two steps, the giant, yellow Rahi gave a loud roar, jumped onto the nearest building, and bounded away through the city. Frozen only momentarily with shock, Norik quickly roused the other Rahaga and Dume and told them about Keetongu’s disappearance.

“So he just left?” asked Bomonga incredulously.

“No… he did say one word before he leapt from the balcony…” Norik replied tentatively.
“And that word was . . . ?” said Iruini expectantly.

“Visorak,” said Norik darkly.

“Well then, we had better make sure that there is still a city left for Yakama and the others to come back to,” said Turaga Dume, picking up a disk launcher with burning determination in his eyes.

The Dark Hunter named Dweller slunk into the shadows of the Coliseum and watched seven small figures leave it. Shielding his eyes from the rain which had just started up, he noted their direction and followed them.

If they are as wise as the Shadowed One says they are, then they will know exactly where to go to find their precious Keetongu, he thought. And when they do, I will have the perfect report to give my master. Dweller quickened his pace. I need to make sure that I’m present for the entire battle—wouldn’t want to deprive the Shadowed One of knowing what it looks like when a Rahaga dies, now would I?

After only a few minutes of walking, Keetongu could be seen up ahead trying to fend off twenty Visorak simultaneously, but it was clear that he was tiring. A Keelerak saw the Turaga and six Rahaga and ran up to them, but instantly stopped when Dume fired a Kanoka of poison removal at the ground in front of the creature, and, although it did not unleash its power, it did knock out a large piece of pavement.

“Take one more step, monster, and I will show you what it feels like to be mutated yourself,” he warned, loading a disk of random reconstitution into his launcher. The Keelerak made as if to consider his proposal, but instead it fired a projectile of its own that barely missed the red Turaga.

With a huge crash, Keetongu fell to the ground, unable to fight any more. The fifteen Visorak that had been crawling on his body scuttled off and faced their new opponents.

“Stop!” cried Gaaki. “The horde is no more! You are free now!” The Keelerak ignored her and began hissing what were obviously attack commands. As Rhotuka began to fly through the air from both sides, Dweller crept into a dark alley to watch the fight from a safe place.

The Keelerak then blasted a Rhotuka at Pouks’s feet, but he was able to jump out of the way in time. When he landed, he locked eyes with Dume and they both nodded. The brown Rahaga fired a lasso Rhotuka and dragged the green spider into the small crater that Dume had made. Just as the Rhotuka’s energies dissipated, though, Dume activated his Noble Kiril and closed the hole in the pavement around one of the Visorak’s feet. Then, true to his word, Dume blasted it with a random reconstitution disk causing the Keelerak to transform into a spiky blob with neither legs nor mouth.

Deprived of their leader, it was not long until the other Visorak were defeated. Using his staff, Kualus summoned the island’s last flock of ice bats to distract the spiders while the other Rahaga and Dume helped Keetongu to his feet. Fully recovered and fueled with vengeance, Keetongu opened the recently repaired hatch in his chest that held his Rhotuka launcher and fired a wheel of energy that had the equivalent power of fifteen Visorak attacks back at the group that sent ten of them skidding across the pavement. The rest, he swung at with his shield while the Rahaga captured them with their Rhotuka.

When the final Visorak fell to the ground under the effects of one of Norik’s snare Rhotuka, Dweller could scarcely believe the scene that had just unfolded before his eyes. Somehow the Rahaga, Turaga, and Keetongu had won, and easily at that. As the elusive Dark Hunter returned to his home in the Archives, he was torn between how he felt about the outcome.

On one hand, this meant that the island city was still inhabited, but on the other, it meant that the Brotherhood of Makuta had failed once again to take over Metru Nui so it would be easier for the Dark Hunters to do so later. In the end, he decided that the latter was more appealing for the residents of Metru Nui would be conquered sooner or later and he was willing to wait.

Once again, screams filled the air, but not due to Visorak this time. The Matoran, Toa, and Turaga all ran for cover as buildings exploded and powerful beings ran through the city attacking everything in sight. In the heart of all the chaos and destruction was an evil face laughing manically—it was the Shadowed One.

Like the previous night, Norik awoke breathing heavily and with his heartlight flashing frantically. Iruini, who was tending to the fire, looked at him quizzically.
“Is everything all right, brother?”
“Yes,” said Norik in a relieved tone, “It was only a dream.”
For now, perhaps, thought Dweller as he deactivated his power to induce nightmares and stealthily returned to the shadows.